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Preface

The difference between theory and practice is smaller in theory
than it is in practice. –folklore

We make discoveries about reality by examining the discrepancy between theory
and practice. There is a well-developedtheoryabout the difference between theory
and practice, and it is called “geophysical inverse theory”. In this book we inves-
tigate thepracticeof the difference between theory and practice. As the folklore
tells us, there is a big difference. There are already many books on the theory, and
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often as not, they end in only one or a few applications in the author’s specialty. In
this book on practice, we examine data and results from many diverse applications.
I have adopted the discipline of suppressing theoretical curiosities until I find data
that requires it (except for a few concepts at chapter ends).

Books on geophysical inverse theory tend to address theoretical topics that are
little used in practice. Foremost is probability theory. In practice, probabilities
are neither observed nor derived from observations. For more than a handful of
variables, it would not be practical to display joint probabilities, even if we had
them. If you are data poor, you might turn to probabilities. If you are data rich, you
have far too many more rewarding things to do. When you estimate a few values,
you ask about their standard deviations. When you have an image making machine,
you turn the knobs and make new images (and invent new knobs). Another theory
not needed here is singular-value decomposition.

In writing a book on the “practice of the difference between theory and prac-
tice" there is no worry to be bogged down in the details of diverse specializations
because the geophysical world has many interesting data sets that are easily ana-
lyzed with elementary physics and simple geometry. (My specialization, reflection
seismic imaging, has a great many less easily explained applications too.) We find



here many applications that have a great deal in common with one another, and
that commonality is not a part of common inverse theory. Many applications draw
our attention to the importance of two weighting functions (one required for data
space and the other for model space). Solutions depend strongly on these weight-
ing functions (eigenvalues do too!). Where do these functions come from, from
what rationale or estimation procedure? We’ll see many examples here, and find
that these functions are not merely weights but filters. Even deeper, they are gen-
erally a combination of weights and filters. We do some tricky bookkeeping and
bootstrapping when we filter the multidimensional neighborhood of missing and/or
suspicious data.

Are you aged 23? If so, this book is designed for you. Life has its discontinu-
ities: when you enter school at age 5, when you leave university, when you marry,
when you retire. The discontinuity at age 23, mid graduate school, is when the
world loses interest in your potential to learn. Instead the world wants to know what
you are accomplishing right now! This book is about how to make images. It is
theory and programs that you can use right now.

This book is not devoid of theory and abstraction. Indeed it makes an important
new contribution to the theory (and practice) of data analysis: multidimensional



autoregression via the helical coordinate system.
The biggest chore in the study of “the practice of the difference between theory

and practice" is that we must look at algorithms. Some of them are short and sweet,
but other important algorithms are complicated and ugly in any language. This book
can be printed without the computer programs and their surrounding paragraphs, or
you can read it without them. I suggest, however, you take a few moments to try
to read each program. If you canwrite in any computer language, you should be
able toreadthese programs well enough to grasp the concept of each, to understand
what goes in and what should come out. I have chosen the computer language (more
on this later) that I believe is best suited for our journey through the “elementary”
examples in geophysical image estimation.

Besides the tutorial value of the programs, if you can read them, you will know
exactly how the many interesting illustrations in this book were computed so you
will be well equipped to move forward in your own direction.



THANKS
2006 is my fourteenth year of working on this book and much of it comes from
earlier work and the experience of four previous books. In this book, as in my
previous books, I owe a great deal to the many students at the Stanford Exploration
Project. I would like to mention some with particularly notable contributions (in
approximate historical order).

The concept of this book began along with the PhD thesis of Jeff Thorson.
Before that, we imagers thought of our field as "an hoc collection of good ideas"
instead of as "adjoints of forward problems". Bill Harlan understood most of the
preconditioning issues long before I did. All of us have a longstanding debt to Rick
Ottolini who built a cube movie program long before anyone else in the industry
had such a blessing.

My first book was built with a typewriter and ancient technologies. In early
days each illustration would be prepared without reusing packaged code. In assem-
bling my second book I found I needed to develop common threads and code them
only once and make this code systematic and if not idiot proof, then “idiot resis-
tant”. My early attempts to introduce “seplib ” were not widely welcomed until
Stew Levin rebuilt everything making it much more robust. My second book was



typed in the troff text language. I am indebted to Kamal Al-Yahya who not only
converted that book to LATEX, but who wrote a general-purpose conversion program
that became used internationally.

Early days were a total chaos of plot languages. I and all the others at SEP are
deeply indebted to Joe Dellinger who starting from work of Dave Hale, produced
our internal plot language “vplot” which gave us reproducibiliy and continuity over
decades. Now, for example, our plots seamlessly may be directed to postscript (and
PDF), Xwindow, or the web. My second book required that illustrations be literally
taped onto the sheet containing the words. All of us benefitted immensely from
the work of Steve Cole who converted Joe’s vplot language to postscript which was
automatically integrated with the text.

When I began my third book I was adapting liberally from earlier work. I be-
gan to realize the importance of being able to reproduce any earlier calculation and
began building rules and file-naming conventions for “reproducible research”. This
would have been impossible were it not for Dave Nichols who introducedcake ,
a variant of the UNIX software building programmake. Martin Karrenbach con-
tinued the construction of our invention of “reproducible research” and extended
it to producing reproducible research reports on CD-ROM, an idea well ahead of



its time. Some projects were fantastic for their time but had the misfortune of not
being widely adopted, ultimately becoming unsupportable. In this catagory was
Dave and Martin’s implementationxtex , a magnificent way of embedding repro-
ducible research in an electronic textbook. Whencake suffered the same fate as
xtex , Matthias Schwab saved us from mainstream isolation by bringing our build
procedures into the popular GNU world.

Coming to the present textbook I mention Bob Clapp. He made numerous
contributions. When Fortran77 was replaced by Fortran90, he rewrote Ratfor. For
many years I (and many of us) depended on Ratfor as our interface to Fortran and
as a way of presenting uncluttered code. Bob rewrote Ratfor from scratch merging
it with other SEP-specific software tools (Sat) making Ratfor90. Bob prepared the
interval-velocity examples in this book. Bob also developed most of the “geostat”
ideas and examples in this book. Morgan Brown introduced the texture examples
that we find so charming. Paul Sava totally revised the book’s presentation of least-
squares solvers making them more palatable to students and making more honest
our claim that in each case the results you see were produced by the code you see.

One name needs to be singled out. Sergey Fomel converted all the examples
in this book from my original Fortran 77 to a much needed modern style of Fortran



90. After I discovered the helix idea and its wide-ranging utility, he adapted all
the relevant examples in this book to use it. If you read Fomel’s programs, you can
learn effective application of that 1990’s revolution in coding style known as “object
orientation.”

This electronic book, “Geophysical Exploration by Example,” is free software;
you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the Li-
cense, or (at your option) any later version. This book is distributed in the hope that
it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied war-
ranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received
a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write
to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA
02139, USA.

c©Jon Claerbout
March 12, 2008



Overview

This book is about the estimation and construction of geophysical images. Geo-
physical images are used to visualize petroleum and mineral resource prospects,
subsurface water, contaminent transport (environmental pollution), archeology, lost
treasure, even graves.

Here we follow physical measurements from a wide variety of geophysical
sounding devices to a geophysical image, a 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional Cartesian mesh
that is easily transformed to a graph, map image, or computer movie. A later more
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human, application-specific stage (not addressed here) interprets and annotates the
images; that stage places the “×” where you will drill, dig, dive, or merely dream.

Image estimation is a subset of “geophysical inverse theory,” itself a kind of
“theory of how to find everything.” In contrast to “everything,” images have an or-
ganized structure (covariance) that makes their estimation more concrete and visual,
and leads to the appealing results we find here.

Geophysical sounding data used in this book comes from acoustics, radar, and
seismology. Sounders are operated along tracks on the earth surface (or tracks in
the ocean, air, or space). A basic goal of data processing is an image that shows
the earth itself, not an image of our data-acquisition tracks. We want to hide our
data acquisition footprint. Increasingly, geophysicists are being asked to measure
changes in the earth by comparing old surveys to new ones. Then we are involved
with both the old survey tracks and new ones, as well as technological changes
between old sounders and new ones.

To enable this book to move rapidly along from one application to another, we
avoid applications where the transform from model to data is mathematically com-
plicated, but we include the central techniques of constructing the adjoint of any
such complicated transformation. By setting aside application-specific complica-



tions, we soon uncover and deal with universal difficulties such as: (1) irregular
geometry of recording, (2) locations where no recording took place and, (3) lo-
cations where crossing tracks made inconsistant measurements because of noise.
Noise itself comes in three flavors: (1) drift (zero to low frequency), (2) white or
steady and stationary broad band, and (3) bursty, i.e., large and erratic.

Missing data and inconsistant data are two humble, though universal problems.
Because they are universal problems, science and engineering have produced a cor-
nucopia of ideas ranging from mathematics (Hilbert adjoint) to statistics (inverse
covariance) to conceptual (stationary, scale-invariant) to numerical analysis (conju-
gate direction, preconditioner) to computer science (object oriented) to simple com-
mon sense. Our guide through this maze of opportunities and digressions is the test
of what works on real data, what will make a better image. My logic for organizing
the book is simply this: Easy results first. Harder results later. Undemonstrated
ideas last or not at all, and latter parts of chapters can be skimmed.

Examples here are mostly nonseismological although my closest colleagues
and I mostly make images from seismological data. The construction of 3-D sub-
surface landform images from seismological data is an aggressive industry, a com-
plex and competitive place where it is not easy to build yourself a niche. I wrote this



book because I found that beginning researchers were often caught between high ex-
pectations and concrete realities. They invent a new process to build a novel image
but they have many frustrations: (1) lack of computer power, (2) data-acquisition
limitations (gaps, tracks, noises), or (3) they see chaotic noise and have difficulty
discerning whether the noise represents chaos in the earth, chaos in the data acqui-
sition, chaos in the numerical analysis, or unrealistic expectations.

People need more practice with easier problems like the ones found in this
book, which are mostly simple 2-D landforms derived from 2-D data. Such concrete
estimation problems are solved quickly, and their visual results provide experience
in recognizing weaknesses, reformulating, and moving forward again. Many small
steps reach a mountain top.

Scaling up to big problems
Although most the examples in this book are presented as toys, where results are
obtained in a few minutes on a home computer, we have serious industrial-scale jobs
always in the backs of our minds. This forces us to avoid representing operators as
matrices. Instead we represent operators as a pair of subroutines, one to apply the



operator and one to apply the adjoint (transpose matrix). (This will be more clear
when you reach the middle of chapter 2.)

By taking a function-pair approach to operators instead of a matrix approach,
this book becomes a guide to practical work on realistic-sized data sets. By realistic,
I mean as large and larger than those here; i.e., data ranging over two or more
dimensions, and the data space and model space sizes being larger than about 105

elements, about a 300×300 image. Even for these, the world’s biggest computer
would be required to hold in random access memory the 105

×105 matrix linking
data and image. Mathematica, Matlab, kriging, etc, are nice tools but1 it was no
surprise when a curious student tried to apply one to an example from this book and
discovered that he needed to abandon 99.6% of the data to make it work. Matrix
methods are limited not only by the size of the matrices but also by the fact that the
cost to multiply or invert is proportional to the third power of the size. For simple
experimental work, this limits the matrix approach to data and images of about 4000
elements, a low-resolution 64×64 image.

1 I do not mean to imply that these tools cannot be used in the function-pair style
of this book, only that beginners tend to use a matrix approach.





Chapter 1

Basic operators and adjoints

A great many of the calculations we do in science and engineering are really matrix
multiplication in disguise. The first goal of this chapter is to unmask the disguise
by showing many examples. Second, we see how theadjoint operator (matrix
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transpose) back projects information from data to the underlying model.
Geophysical modeling calculations generally use linear operators that predict

data from models. Our usual task is to find the inverse of these calculations; i.e.,
to find models (or make images) from the data. Logically, the adjoint is the first
step and a part of all subsequent steps in thisinversion process. Surprisingly, in
practice the adjoint sometimes does a better job than the inverse! This is because
the adjoint operator tolerates imperfections in the data and does not demand that the
data provide full information.

Using the methods of this chapter, you will find that once you grasp the rela-
tionship between operators in general and their adjoints, you can obtain the adjoint
just as soon as you have learned how to code the modeling operator.

If you will permit me a poet’s license with words, I will offer you the following
table ofoperators and theiradjoints:

matrix multiply conjugate-transpose matrix multiply
convolve crosscorrelate
truncate zero pad
replicate, scatter, spray sum or stack
spray into neighborhoods sum within bins



derivative (slope) negative derivative
causal integration anticausal integration
add functions do integrals
assignment statements added terms
plane-wave superposition slant stack / beam form
superpose curves sum along a curve
stretch squeeze
scalar field gradient negative of vector field divergence
upward continue downward continue
diffraction modeling imaging by migration
hyperbola modeling CDP stacking
ray tracing tomography

The left column above is often called “modeling,” and the adjoint operators on
the right are often used in “dataprocessing.”

When the adjoint operator isnotan adequate approximation to the inverse, then
you apply the techniques of fitting and optimization explained in Chapter2. These
techniques require iterative use of the modeling operator and its adjoint.



The adjoint operator is sometimes called the “back projection” operator be-
cause information propagated in one direction (earth to data) is projected backward
(data to earth model). Using complex-valued operators, the transpose and complex
conjugate go together; and inFourier analysis, taking the complex conjugate of
exp(i ωt) reverses the sense of time. With more poetic license, I say that adjoint op-
eratorsundothe time and phase shifts of modeling operators. The inverse operator
does this too, but it also divides out the color. For example, when linear interpola-
tion is done, then high frequencies are smoothed out, so inverse interpolation must
restore them. You can imagine the possibilities for noise amplification. That is why
adjoints are safer than inverses. But nature determines in each application what is
the best operator to use, and whether to stop after the adjoint, to go the whole way
to the inverse, or to stop partway.

The operators and adjoints above transform vectors to other vectors. They also
transform data planes to model planes, volumes, etc. A mathematical operator trans-
forms an “abstract vector” which might be packed full of volumes of information
like television signals (time series) can pack together a movie, a sequence of frames.
We can always think of the operator as being a matrix but the matrix can be truly
huge (and nearly empty). When the vectors transformed by the matrices are large



like geophysical data set sizes then the matrix sizes are “large squared,” far too big
for computers. Thus although we can always think of an operator as a matrix, in
practice, we handle an operator differently. Each practical application requires the
practitioner to prepare two computer programs. One performs the matrix multiply
y = Ax and another multiplys by the transposex̃ = A′y (without ever having the
matrix itself in memory). It is always easy to transpose a matrix. It is less easy to
take a computer program that doesy= Ax and convert it to another to dõx= A′y.
In this chapter are many examples of increasing complexity. At the end of the chap-
ter we will see a test for any program pair to see whether the operatorsA andA′ are
mutually adjoint as they should be. Doing the job correctly (coding adjoints with-
out making approximations) will reward us later when we tackle model and image
estimation problems.

1.0.1. Programming linear operators
The operationyi =

∑
j bi j xj is the multiplication of a matrixB by a vectorx. The

adjoint operation is̃xj =
∑

i bi j yi . The operation adjoint to multiplication by a
matrix is multiplication by the transposed matrix (unless the matrix has complex



elements, in which case we need the complex-conjugated transpose). The following
pseudocodedoes matrix multiplicationy= Bx and multiplication by the transpose
x̃= B′y:

if adjoint
then erase x

if operator itself
then erase y

do iy = 1, ny {
do ix = 1, nx {

if adjoint
x(ix) = x(ix) + b(iy,ix) × y(iy)

if operator itself
y(iy) = y(iy) + b(iy,ix) × x(ix)

}}

Notice that the “bottom line” in the program is thatx andy are simply interchanged.
The above example is a prototype of many to follow, so observe carefully the simi-
larities and differences between the adjoint and the operator itself.



module matmult { # matrix multiply and its adjoint
real, dimension (:,:), pointer :: bb
#% _init( bb)
#% _lop( x, y)
integer ix, iy
do ix= 1, size(x) {
do iy= 1, size(y) {

if( adj)
x(ix) = x(ix) + bb(iy,ix) * y(iy)

else
y(iy) = y(iy) + bb(iy,ix) * x(ix)

}}
}

Back



Next we restate the matrix-multiply pseudo code in real code, in a language
calledLoptran 1, a language designed for exposition and research in model fitting
and optimization in physical sciences. The modulematmult for matrix multiply and
its adjoint exhibits the style that we will use repeatedly. At last count there were
53 such routines (operator with adjoint) in this book alone.matmult Notice that
the modulematmult does not explicitly erase its output before it begins, as does the
psuedo code. That is because Loptran will always erase for you the space required
for the operator’s output. Loptran also defines a logical variableadj for you to
distinguish your computation of the adjointx=x+B’*y from the forward operation
y=y+B*x . In computerese, the two lines beginning #% are macro expansions that
take compact bits of information which expand into the verbose boilerplate that
Fortran requires. Loptran is Fortran with these macro expansions. You can always
see how they expand by looking athttp://sepwww.stanford.edu/sep/prof/ .

What is new in Fortran 90, and will be a big help to us, is that instead of a
subroutine with a single entry, we now have a module with two entries, one named

1 The programming language, Loptran, is based on a dialect of Fortran called
Ratfor. For more details, see Appendix A.



_init for the physical scientist who defines the physical problem by defining the
matrix, and another named_lop for the least-squares problem solver, the computer
scientist who will not be interested in how we specifyB, but who will be iteratively
computingBx andB′y to optimize the model fitting. The lines beginning with#%

are expanded by Loptran into more verbose and distracting Fortran 90 code. The
second line in the modulematmult , however, is pure Fortran syntax saying thatbb

is a pointer to a real-valued matrix.
To usematmult , two calls must be made, the first one

call matmult_init( bb)

is done by the physical scientist after he or she has prepared the matrix. Most later
calls will be done by numerical analysts in solving code like in Chapter2. These
calls look like

stat = matmult_lop( adj, add, x, y)

whereadj is the logical variable saying whether we desire the adjoint or the operator
itself, and whereadd is a logical variable saying whether we want to accumulate like
y← y+Bx or whether we want to erase first and thus doy← Bx. The return value
stat is an integer parameter, mostly useless (unless you want to use it for error



codes).
Operator initialization often allocates memory. To release this memory, you

cancall matmult_close() although in this case nothing really happens.
We split operators into two independent processes, the first is used for geophys-

ical set up while the second is invoked by mathematical library code (introduced in
the next chapter) to find the model that best fits the data. Here is why we do so. It
is important that the math code contain nothing about the geophysical particulars.
This enables us to use the same math code on many different geophysical problems.
This concept of “information hiding” arrived late in human understanding of what is
desireable in a computer language. This feature alone is valuable enough to warrant
upgrading from Fortran 77 to Fortran 90, and likewise from C to C++. Subrou-
tines and functions are the way that new programs use old ones. Object modules
are the way that old programs (math solvers) are able to use new ones (geophysical
operators).



1.1. FAMILIAR OPERATORS
The simplest and most fundamental linear operators arise when a matrix operator
reduces to a simple row or a column.
A row is a summation operation.
A column is an impulse response.

If the inner loop of a matrix multiply ranges within a
row, the operator is calledsumor pull.
column, the operator is calledsprayor push.

A basic aspect of adjointness is that the adjoint of a row matrix operator is a
column matrix operator. For example, the row operator [a,b]

y = [ a b ]

[
x1
x2

]
= ax1+bx2 (1.1)

has an adjoint that is two assignments:[
x̂1
x̂2

]
=

[
a
b

]
y (1.2)



The adjoint of a sum ofN terms is a collection ofN assignments.

1.1.1. Adjoint derivative
In numerical analysis we represent the derivative of a time function by a finite differ-
ence. We do this by subtracting each two neighboring time points and then dividing
by the sample interval1t . This amounts to convolution with the filter (1,−1)/1t .
Omitting the1t we express this concept as:

y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6

 =


−1 1 . . . .
. −1 1 . . .
. . −1 1 . .
. . . −1 1 .
. . . . −1 1
. . . . . 0




x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6

 (1.3)

The filter impulse responseis seen in any column in the middle of the ma-
trix, namely (1,−1). In the transposed matrix, the filter-impulse response is time-
reversed to (−1,1). So, mathematically, we can say that the adjoint of the time



derivative operation is the negative time derivative. This corresponds also to the
fact that the complex conjugate of−i ω is i ω. We can also speak of the adjoint of
the boundary conditions: we might say that the adjoint of “no boundary condition”
is a “specified value” boundary condition. The last row in equation (1.3) is optional.
It may seem unnatural to append a null row, but it can be a small convenience (when
plotting) to have the input and output be the same size.

Equation (1.3) is implemented by the code in moduleigrad1 which does the
operator itself (the forward operator) and its adjoint.igrad1
The adjoint code may seem strange. It might seem more natural to code the adjoint
to be the negative of the operator itself and then make the special adjustments for the
boundaries. The code given, however, is correct and requires no adjustments at the
ends. To see why, notice for each value ofi , the operator itself handles one row of
equation (1.3) while for eachi the adjoint handles one column. That’s why coding
the adjoint in this way does not require any special work on the ends. The present
method of coding reminds us that the adjoint of a sum ofN terms is a collection of
N assignments.

The Ratfor90 dialect of Fortran allows us to write the inner code of theigrad1

module more simply and symmetrically using the syntax of C, C++, and Java where



module igrad1 { # gradient in one dimension
#% _lop( xx, yy)
integer i
do i= 1, size(xx)-1 {

if( adj) {
xx(i+1) = xx(i+1) + yy(i) # resembles equation (1.2)
xx(i ) = xx(i ) - yy(i)
}

else
yy(i) = yy(i) + xx(i+1) - xx(i) # resembles equation (1.1)

}
}

Back



expressions likea=a+b can be written more tersely asa+=b . With this, the heart of
moduleigrad1 becomes

if( adj) { xx(i+1) += yy(i)

xx(i) -= yy(i)

}

else { yy(i) += xx(i+1)

yy(i) -= xx(i)

}

where we see that each component of the matrix is handled both by the operator
and the adjoint. Think about the forward operator “pulling” a sum intoyy(i) , and
think about the adjoint operator “pushing” or “spraying” the impulseyy(i) back
into xx() .

Figure1.1 illustrates the use of moduleigrad1 for each north-south line of a
topographic map. We observe that the gradient gives an impression of illumination
from a low sun angle. To applyigrad1 along the 1-axis for each point on the 2-axis
of a two-dimensional map, we use the loop

do iy=1,ny

stat = igrad1_lop( adj, add, map(:,iy), ruf(:,iy))



Figure 1.1: Topography near Stanford (top) southward slope (bottom).
ajt-stangrad90[ER,M]



On the other hand, to see the east-west gradient, we use the loop

do ix=1,nx

stat = igrad1_lop( adj, add, map(ix,:), ruf(ix,:))

1.1.2. Transient convolution
The next operator we examine is convolution. It arises in many applications; and
it could be derived in many ways. A basic derivation is from the multiplication
of two polynomials, sayX(Z) = x1+ x2Z + x3Z2

+ x4Z3
+ x5Z4

+ x6Z5 times
B(Z) = b1+b2Z+b3Z2

+b4Z3.2 Identifying thek-th power ofZ in the product

2 This book is more involved with matrices than with Fourier analysis. If it were
more Fourier analysis we would choose notation to begin subscripts from zero like
this: B(Z)= b0+b1Z+b2Z2

+b3Z3.



Y(Z)= B(Z)X(Z) gives thek-th row of the convolution transformation (1.4).

y =



y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8


=



b1 0 0 0 0 0
b2 b1 0 0 0 0
b3 b2 b1 0 0 0
0 b3 b2 b1 0 0
0 0 b3 b2 b1 0
0 0 0 b3 b2 b1
0 0 0 0 b3 b2
0 0 0 0 0 b3




x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6

 = Bx

(1.4)

Notice that columns of equation (1.4) all contain the same signal, but with different
shifts. This signal is called the filter’s impulse response.



Equation (1.4) could be rewritten as

y =



y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8


=



x1 0 0
x2 x1 0
x3 x2 x1
x4 x3 x2
x5 x4 x3
x6 x5 x4
0 x6 x5
0 0 x6


 b1

b2
b3

 = Xb (1.5)

In applications we can choose betweeny=Xb andy=Bx. In one case the outputy
is dual to the filterb, and in the other case the outputy is dual to the inputx. Some-
times we must solve forb and sometimes forx; so sometimes we use equation (1.5)



and sometimes (1.4). Such solutions begin from the adjoints. The adjoint of (1.4) is


x̂1
x̂2
x̂3
x̂4
x̂5
x̂6

 =


b1 b2 b3 0 0 0 0 0
0 b1 b2 b3 0 0 0 0
0 0 b1 b2 b3 0 0 0
0 0 0 b1 b2 b3 0 0
0 0 0 0 b1 b2 b3 0
0 0 0 0 0 b1 b2 b3





y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8


(1.6)

The adjointcrosscorrelateswith the filter instead of convolving with it (because the
filter is backwards). Notice that each row in equation (1.6) contains all the filter
coefficients and there are no rows where the filter somehow uses zero values off the
ends of the data as we saw earlier. In some applications it is important not to assume
zero values beyond the interval where inputs are given.

The adjoint of (1.5) crosscorrelates a fixed portion of filter input across a vari-



able portion of filter output.

 b̂1

b̂2

b̂3

 =

 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 0 0
0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 0
0 0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6




y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8


(1.7)

Moduletcai1 is used fory=Bx and moduletcaf1 is used fory=Xb. tcai1
tcaf1

The polynomialsX(Z), B(Z), andY(Z) are calledZ transforms. An important
fact in real life (but not important here) is that theZ transforms are Fourier trans-
forms in disguise. Each polynomial is a sum of terms and the sum amounts to a
Fourier sum when we takeZ = ei ω1t . The very expressionY(Z)= B(Z)X(Z) says
that a product in the frequency domain (Z has a numerical value) is a convolution in
the time domain (that’s how we multipy polynomials, convolve their coefficients).



module tcai1 { # Transient Convolution Adjoint Input 1-D. yy(m1+n1)
real, dimension (:), pointer :: bb
#% _init( bb)
#% _lop ( xx, yy)
integer b, x, y
if( size(yy) < size (xx) + size(bb) - 1 ) call erexit(’tcai’)
do b= 1, size(bb) {
do x= 1, size(xx) { y = x + b - 1

if( adj) xx(x) += yy(y) * bb(b)
else yy(y) += xx(x) * bb(b)
}}

}

Back

module tcaf1 { # Transient Convolution, Adjoint is the Filter, 1-D
real, dimension (:), pointer :: xx
#% _init( xx)
#% _lop ( bb, yy)
integer x, b, y
if( size(yy) < size(xx) + size(bb) - 1 ) call erexit(’tcaf’)
do b= 1, size(bb) {
do x= 1, size(xx) { y = x + b - 1

if( adj) bb(b) += yy(y) * xx(x)
else yy(y) += bb(b) * xx(x)
} }

}

Back



1.1.3. Internal convolution
%sxconvolution ! internal Convolution is the computational equivalent of ordinary
linear differential operators (with constant coefficients). Applications are vast, and
end effects are important. Another choice of data handling at ends is that zero data
not be assumed beyond the interval where the data is given. This is important in
data where the crosscorrelation changes with time. Then it is sometimes handled as
constant in short time windows. Care must be taken that zero signal values not be
presumed off the ends of those short time windows; otherwise, the many ends of the
many short segments can overwhelm the results.

In the sets (1.4) and (1.5), the top two equations explicitly assume that the input
data vanishes before the interval on which it is given, and likewise at the bottom.
Abandoning the top two and bottom two equations in (1.5) we get: y3

y4
y5
y6

 =

 x3 x2 x1
x4 x3 x2
x5 x4 x3
x6 x5 x4


 b1

b2
b3

 (1.8)



The adjoint is  b̂1

b̂2

b̂3

 =

 x3 x4 x5 x6
x2 x3 x4 x5
x1 x2 x3 x4


 y3

y4
y5
y6

 (1.9)

The difference between (1.9) and (1.7) is that here the adjoint crosscorrelates a fixed
portion ofoutputacross a variable portion ofinput, whereas with (1.7) the adjoint
crosscorrelates a fixed portion ofinputacross a variable portion ofoutput.

In practice we typically allocate equal space for input and output. Because the
output is shorter than the input, it could slide around in its allocated space, so its
location is specified by an additional parameter called itslag . icaf1 The value of
lag always used in this book islag=1 . For lag=1 the moduleicaf1 implements not



module icaf1 { # Internal Convolution, Adjoint is Filter. 1-D
integer :: lag
real, dimension (:), pointer :: xx
#% _init ( xx, lag)
#% _lop ( bb, yy)
integer x, b, y
do b= 1, size(bb) {

do y= 1+size(bb)-lag, size(yy)-lag+1 { x= y - b + lag
if( adj) bb(b) += yy(y) * xx(x)
else yy(y) += bb(b) * xx(x)
}

}
}

Back



equation (1.8) but (1.10):
y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6

 =


0 0 0
0 0 0
x3 x2 x1
x4 x3 x2
x5 x4 x3
x6 x5 x4


 b1

b2
b3

 (1.10)

It may seem a little odd to put the required zeros at the beginning of the output, but
filters are generally designed so that their strongest coefficient is the first, namely
bb(1) so the alignment of input and output in equation (1.10) is the most common
one.

Theend effects of the convolution modules are summarized in Figure1.2.

1.1.4. Zero padding is the transpose of truncation
Surrounding a dataset by zeros (zero padding) is adjoint to throwing away the ex-
tended data (truncation ). Let us see why this is so. Set a signal in a vectorx, and



Figure 1.2: Example of convo-
lution end-effects. From top to
bottom: input; filter; output of
tcai1() ; output of icaf1() also
with (lag=1 ). ajt-conv90 [ER]



then to make a longer vectory, add some zeros at the end ofx. This zero padding
can be regarded as the matrix multiplication

y =

[
I
0

]
x (1.11)

The matrix is simply an identity matrixI above a zero matrix0. To find the transpose
to zero-padding, we now transpose the matrix and do another matrix multiply:

x̃ =
[

I 0
]

y (1.12)

So the transpose operation to zero padding data is simplytruncatingthe data back
to its original length. Modulezpad1 below pads zeros on both ends of its input.
Modules for two- and three-dimensional padding are in the library namedzpad2()

andzpad3() . zpad1



module zpad1 { # Zero pad. Surround data by zeros. 1-D
#% _lop( data, padd)
integer p, d
do d= 1, size(data) { p = d + (size(padd)-size(data))/2

if( adj)
data(d) = data(d) + padd(p)

else
padd(p) = padd(p) + data(d)

}
}

Back



1.1.5. Adjoints of products are reverse-ordered products of
adjoints

Here we examine an example of the general idea that adjoints of products are
reverse-ordered products of adjoints. For this example we use the Fourier trans-
formation. No details ofFourier transformation are given here and we merely use
it as an example of a square matrixF. We denote the complex-conjugate transpose
(or adjoint ) matrix with a prime, i.e.,F′. The adjoint arises naturally whenever we
consider energy. The statement that Fourier transforms conserve energy isy′y= x′x
wherey = Fx. Substituting givesF′F = I , which shows that the inverse matrix to
Fourier transform happens to be the complex conjugate of the transpose ofF.

With Fourier transforms,zero padding andtruncation are especially prevalent.
Most modules transform a dataset of length of 2n, whereas dataset lengths are often
of lengthm×100. The practical approach is therefore to pad given data with zeros.
Padding followed by Fourier transformationF can be expressed in matrix algebra
as

Program = F
[

I
0

]
(1.13)



According to matrix algebra, the transpose of a product, sayAB =C, is the product
C′ = B′A′ in reverse order. So the adjoint routine is given by

Program′ =
[

I 0
]

F′ (1.14)

Thus the adjoint routinetruncatesthe dataafter the inverse Fourier transform. This
concrete example illustrates that common sense often represents the mathematical
abstraction that adjoints of products are reverse-ordered products of adjoints. It is
also nice to see a formal mathematical notation for a practical necessity. Making an
approximation need not lead to collapse of all precise analysis.

1.1.6. Nearest-neighbor coordinates
In describing physical processes, we often either specify models as values given on
a uniform mesh or we record data on a uniform mesh. Typically we have a function
f of time t or depthz and we represent it byf(iz) corresponding tof (zi ) for
i = 1,2,3,. . . ,nz wherezi = z0+ (i −1)1z. We sometimes need to handle depth as
an integer counting variablei and we sometimes need to handle it as a floating-point
variablez. Conversion from the counting variable to the floating-point variable is
exact and is often seen in a computer idiom such as either of



do iz= 1, nz { z = z0 + (iz-1) * dz

do i3= 1, n3 { x3 = o3 + (i3-1) * d3

The reverse conversion from the floating-point variable to the counting variable is
inexact. The easiest thing is to place it at the nearest neighbor. This is done by
solving for iz , then adding one half, and then rounding down to the nearest integer.
The familiar computer idioms are:

iz = .5 + 1 + ( z - z0) / dz

iz = 1.5 + ( z - z0) / dz

i3 = 1.5 + (x3 - o3) / d3

A small warning is in order: People generally use positive counting variables. If
you also include negative ones, then to get the nearest integer, you should do your
rounding with the Fortran functionNINT() .

1.1.7. Data-push binning
Binning is putting data values in bins. Nearest-neighbor binning is an operator.
There is both a forward operator and its adjoint. Normally the model consists of
values given on a uniform mesh, and the data consists of pairs of numbers (ordinates



at coordinates) sprinkled around in the continuum (although sometimes the data is
uniformly spaced and the model is not).

In both the forward and the adjoint operation, each data coordinate is examined
and the nearest mesh point (the bin) is found. For the forward operator, the value of
the bin is added to that of the data. The adjoint is the reverse: we add the value of the
data to that of the bin. Both are shown in two dimensions in modulebin2 . bin2
The most typical application requires an additional step, inversion. In the inversion
applications each bin contains a different number of data values. After the adjoint
operation is performed, the inverse operator divides the bin value by the number of
points in the bin. It is this inversion operator that is generally called binning. To
find the number of data points in a bin, we can simply apply the adjoint ofbin2 to
pseudo data of all ones. To capture this idea in an equation, letB denote the linear
operator in which the bin value is sprayed to the data values. The inverse operation,
in which the data values in the bin are summed and divided by the number in the
bin, is represented by

m = diag(B′1)−1B′d (1.15)

Empty bins, of course, leave us a problem. That we’ll address in chapter3. In



module bin2 {
# Data-push binning in 2-D.
integer :: m1, m2
real :: o1,d1,o2,d2
real, dimension (:,:), pointer :: xy
#% _init( m1,m2, o1,d1,o2,d2,xy)
#% _lop ( mm (m1,m2), dd (:))
integer i1,i2, id
do id=1,size(dd) {

i1 = 1.5 + (xy(id,1)-o1)/d1
i2 = 1.5 + (xy(id,2)-o2)/d2
if( 1<=i1 && i1<=m1 &&

1<=i2 && i2<=m2 )
if( adj)

mm(i1,i2) = mm(i1,i2) + dd( id)
else

dd( id) = dd( id) + mm(i1,i2)
}

}

Back



Figure 1.3: Binned depths of the Sea of Galilee.ajt-galbin90 [ER]



Figure1.3, the empty bins contain zero values.

1.1.8. Linear interpolation
The linear interpolation operator is much like the binning operator but a little
fancier. When we perform the forward operation, we take each data coordinate and
see which two model bin centers bracket it. Then we pick up the two bracketing
model values and weight each of them in proportion to their nearness to the data
coordinate, and add them to get the data value (ordinate). The adjoint operation is
adding a data value back into the model vector; using the same two weights, the
adjoint distributes the data ordinate value between the two nearest bins in the model
vector. For example, suppose we have a data point near each end of the model and
a third data point exactly in the middle. Then for a model space 6 points long, as
shown in Figure1.4, we have the operator in (1.16).



Figure 1.4: Uniformly sampled
model space and irregularly sam-
pled data space corresponding to
(1.16). ajt-helgerud[NR]
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m0
m1
m2
m3
m4
m5

 (1.16)

The two weights in each row sum to unity. If a binning operator were used for the
same data and model, the binning operator would contain a “1.” in each row. In
one dimension (as here), data coordinates are often sorted into sequence, so that
the matrix is crudely a diagonal matrix like equation (1.16). If the data coordinates
covered the model space uniformly, the adjoint would roughly be the inverse. Oth-



erwise, when data values pile up in some places and gaps remain elsewhere, the
adjoint would be far from the inverse.

Module lint1 does linear interpolation and its adjoint. In chapters3 and6 we
build inverse operators.lint1

1.1.9. Spray and sum : scatter and gather
Perhaps the most common operation is the summing of many values to get one
value. Its adjoint operation takes a single input value and throws it out to a space
of many values. Thesummation operator is a row vector of ones. Its adjoint is
a column vector of ones. In one dimension this operator is almost too easy for us
to bother showing a routine. But it is more interesting in three dimensions, where
we could be summing or spraying on any of three subscripts, or even summing on
some and spraying on others. In modulespraysum , both input and output are taken
to be three-dimensional arrays. Externally, however, either could be a scalar, vector,
plane, or cube. For example, the internal arrayxx(n1,1,n3) could be externally
the matrixmap(n1,n3) . When modulespraysum is given the input dimensions and
output dimensions stated below, the operations stated alongside are implied.



# Nearest-neighbor interpolation would do this: data = model( 1.5 + (t-t0)/dt)
# This is likewise but with _linear_ interpolation.
module lint1 {
real :: o1,d1
real, dimension (:), pointer :: coordinate
#% _init ( o1,d1, coordinate)
#% _lop ( mm, dd)
integer i, im, id
real f, fx,gx
do id= 1, size(dd) {

f = (coordinate(id)-o1)/d1; i=f ; im= 1+i
if( 1<=im && im< size(mm)) { fx=f-i; gx= 1.-fx

if( adj) {
mm(im ) += gx * dd(id)
mm(im+1) += fx * dd(id)
}

else
dd(id) += gx * mm(im) + fx * mm(im+1)

}
}

}

Back



(n1,n2,n3) (1,1,1) Sum a cube into a value.
(1,1,1) (n1,n2,n3) Spray a value into a cube.
(n1,1,1) (n1,n2,1) Spray a column into a matrix.
(1,n2,1) (n1,n2,1) Spray a row into a matrix.
(n1,n2,1) (n1,n2,n3) Spray a plane into a cube.
(n1,n2,1) (n1,1,1) Sum rows of a matrix into a column.
(n1,n2,1) (1,n2,1) Sum columns of a matrix into a row.
(n1,n2,n3) (n1,n2,n3) Copy and add the whole cube.

If an axis is not of unit length on either input or output, then both lengths must be
the same; otherwise, there is an error. Normally, after (possibly) erasing the output,
we simply loop over all points on each axis, adding the input to the output. This
implements either a copy or an add, depending on theadd parameter. It is either a
spray, a sum, or a copy, according to the specified axis lengths.spraysum



module spraysum { # Spray or sum over 1, 2, and/or 3-axis.
integer :: n1,n2,n3, m1,m2,m3
#% _init( n1,n2,n3, m1,m2,m3)
#% _lop( xx(n1,n2,n3), yy(m1,m2,m3))
integer i1,i2,i3, x1,x2,x3, y1,y2,y3

if( n1 != 1 && m1 != 1 && n1 != m1) call erexit(’spraysum: n1,m1’)
if( n2 != 1 && m2 != 1 && n2 != m2) call erexit(’spraysum: n2,m2’)
if( n3 != 1 && m3 != 1 && n3 != m3) call erexit(’spraysum: n3,m3’)

do i3= 1, max0(n3,m3) { x3= min0(i3,n3); y3= min0(i3,m3)
do i2= 1, max0(n2,m2) { x2= min0(i2,n2); y2= min0(i2,m2)
do i1= 1, max0(n1,m1) { x1= min0(i1,n1); y1= min0(i1,m1)

if( adj) xx(x1,x2,x3) += yy(y1,y2,y3)
else yy(y1,y2,y3) += xx(x1,x2,x3)
}}}

}

Back



1.1.10. Causal and leaky integration
Causal integration is defined as

y(t) =

∫ t

−∞

x(τ ) dτ (1.17)

Leaky integration is defined as

y(t) =

∫
∞

0
x(t− τ ) e−ατ dτ (1.18)

As α→ 0, leaky integration becomes causal integration. The word “leaky” comes
from electrical circuit theory where the voltage on a capacitor would be the integral
of the current if the capacitor did not leak electrons.

Sampling the time axis gives a matrix equation that we should call causal sum-
mation, but we often call it causal integration. Equation (1.19) represents causal



integration forρ = 1 and leaky integration for 0< ρ < 1.

y =



y0
y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6


=



1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ρ 1 0 0 0 0 0
ρ2 ρ 1 0 0 0 0
ρ3 ρ2 ρ 1 0 0 0
ρ4 ρ3 ρ2 ρ 1 0 0
ρ5 ρ4 ρ3 ρ2 ρ 1 0
ρ6 ρ5 ρ4 ρ3 ρ2 ρ 1





x0
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6


= Cx

(1.19)

(The discrete world is related to the continuous byρ = e−α1τ and in some applica-
tions, the diagonal is 1/2 instead of 1.) Causal integration is the simplest prototype
of a recursive operator. The coding is trickier than that for the operators we con-
sidered earlier. Notice when you computey5 that it is the sum of 6 terms, but that
this sum is more quickly computed asy5= ρy4+ x5. Thus equation (1.19) is more
efficiently thought of as the recursion

yt = ρ yt−1+ xt t increasing (1.20)



(which may also be regarded as a numerical representation of thedifferential equa-
tion dy/dt+ y(1−ρ)/1t = x(t).)

When it comes time to think about the adjoint, however, it is easier to think
of equation (1.19) than of (1.20). Let the matrix of equation (1.19) be calledC.
Transposing to getC′ and applying it toy gives us something back in the space of
x, namelyx̃= C′y. From it we see that the adjoint calculation, if done recursively,
needs to be done backwards, as in

x̃t−1 = ρ x̃t + yt−1 t decreasing (1.21)

Thus the adjoint of causal integration isanticausal integration.
A module to do these jobs isleakint . The code for anticausal integration is

not obvious from the code for integration and the adjoint coding tricks we learned
earlier. To understand the adjoint, you need to inspect the detailed form of the
expressioñx = C′y and take care to get the ends correct. Figure1.5 illustrates the
program forρ = 1. leakint

Later we will consider equations to march wavefields up towards the earth’s
surface, a layer at a time, an operator for each layer. Then the adjoint will start from
the earth’s surface and march down, a layer at a time, into the earth.



module leakint { # leaky integration
real :: rho
#% _init( rho)
#% _lop ( xx, yy)
integer i, n
real tt
n = size (xx); tt = 0.
if( adj)

do i= n, 1, -1 { tt = rho*tt + yy(i)
xx(i) += tt
}

else
do i= 1, n { tt = rho*tt + xx(i)

yy(i) += tt
}

}

Back



Figure 1.5: in1 is an input pulse.
C in1 is its causal integral.C’

in1 is the anticausal integral of
the pulse. in2 is a separated
doublet. Its causal integration is
a box and its anticausal integra-
tion is a negative box.CC in2 is
the double causal integral ofin2 .
How can an equilateral triangle
be built? ajt-causint90[ER]



EXERCISES:
1 Consider the matrix 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 ρ 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1


(1.22)

and others like it withρ in other locations. Show what combination of these
matrices will represent the leaky integration matrix in equation (1.19). What is
the adjoint?

2 Modify the calculation in Figure1.5so that there is a triangle waveform on the
bottom row.

3 Notice that the triangle waveform is not time aligned with the inputin2 . Force
time alignment with the operatorC′C or CC′.



4 Modify leakint /prog:leakintby changing the diagonal to contain 1/2 instead
of 1. Notice how time alignment changes in Figure1.5.

1.1.11. Backsolving, polynomial division and deconvolution
Ordinary differential equations often lead us to the backsolving operator. For exam-
ple, the damped harmonic oscillator leads to a special case of equation (1.23) where
(a3,a4,· · · )= 0. There is a huge literature on finite-difference solutions of ordinary
differential equations that lead to equations of this type. Rather than derive such an
equation on the basis of many possible physical arrangements, we can begin from
the filter transformationB in (1.4) but put the matrix on the other side of the equa-
tion so our transformation can be called one of inversion or backsubstitution. Let us
also force the matrixB to be a square matrix by truncating it withT = [I 0], say
A = [I 0] B = TB. To link up with applications in later chapters, I specialize to



1’s on the main diagonal and insert some bands of zeros.

Ay =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0
a1 1 0 0 0 0 0
a2 a1 1 0 0 0 0
0 a2 a1 1 0 0 0
0 0 a2 a1 1 0 0
a5 0 0 a2 a1 1 0
0 a5 0 0 a2 a1 1





y0
y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6


=



x0
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6


= x

(1.23)

Algebraically, this operator goes under the various names, “backsolving”, “polyno-
mial division”, and “deconvolution”. The leaky integration transformation (1.19) is
a simple example of backsolving whena1 =−ρ anda2 = a5 = 0. To confirm this,
you need to verify that the matrices in (1.23) and (1.19) are mutually inverse.

A typical row in equation (1.23) says

xt = yt +
∑
τ>0

aτ yt−τ (1.24)



Change the signs of all terms in equation (1.24) and move some terms to the opposite
side

yt = xt −
∑
τ>0

aτ yt−τ (1.25)

Equation (1.25) is a recursion to findyt from the values ofy at earlier times.
In the same way that equation (1.4) can be interpreted asY(Z) = B(Z)X(Z),

equation (1.23) can be interpreted asA(Z)Y(Z)= X(Z) which amounts toY(Z)=
X(Z)/A(Z). Thus, convolution is amounts to polynomial multiplication while the
backsubstitution we are doing here is called deconvolution, and it amounts to poly-
nomial division.

A causal operator is one that uses its present and past inputs to make its cur-
rent output. Anticausal operators use the future but not the past. Causal operators
are generally associated with lower triangular matrices and positive powers ofZ,
whereas anticausal operators are associated with upper triangular matrices and neg-
ative powers ofZ. A transformation like equation (1.23) but with the transposed
matrix would require us to run the recursive solution the opposite direction in time,
as we did with leaky integration.

A module to backsolve (1.23) is polydiv1 . polydiv1



module polydiv1 { # Polynomial division (recursive filtering)
real, dimension (:), pointer :: aa
#% _init ( aa)
#% _lop ( xx, yy)
integer ia, ix, iy
real tt
if( adj)

do ix= size(xx), 1, -1 {
tt = yy( ix)
do ia = 1, min( size(aa), size (xx) - ix) {

iy = ix + ia
tt -= aa( ia) * xx( iy)
}

xx( ix) = xx( ix) + tt
}

else
do iy= 1, size(xx) {

tt = xx( iy)
do ia = 1, min( size(aa), iy-1) {

ix = iy - ia
tt -= aa( ia) * yy( ix)
}

yy( iy) = yy( iy) + tt
}

}

Back



The more complicated an operator, the more complicated is its adjoint. Given
a transformation fromx to y that isTBy = x, we may wonder if the adjoint trans-
form really is (TB)′x̂ = y. It amounts to asking if the adjoint ofy = (TB)−1x is
x̂ = ((TB)′)−1y. Mathematically we are asking if the inverse of a transpose is the
transpose of the inverse. This is so because inAA−1

= I = I ′ = (A−1)′A′ the paren-
thesized object must be the inverse of its neighborA′.

The adjoint has a meaning which is nonphysical. It is like the forward operator
except that we must begin at the final time and revert towards the first. The adjoint
pendulum damps as we compute it backward in time, but that, of course, means that
the adjoint pendulum diverges as it is viewed moving forward in time.

1.1.12. The basic low-cut filter
Many geophysical measurements contain very low-frequency noise called “drift.”
For example, it might take some months to survey the depth of a lake. Meanwhile,
rainfall or evaporation could change the lake level so that new survey lines become
inconsistent with old ones. Likewise, gravimeters are sensitive to atmospheric pres-
sure, which changes with the weather. A magnetic survey of an archeological site



would need to contend with the fact that the earth’s main magnetic field is changing
randomly through time while the survey is being done. Such noises are sometimes
called “secular noise.”

The simplest way to eliminate low frequency noise is to take a time derivative.
A disadvantage is that the derivative changes the waveform from a pulse to a doublet
(finite difference). Here we examine the most basic low-cut filter. It preserves
the waveform at high frequencies; it has an adjustable parameter for choosing the
bandwidth of the low cut; and it is causal (uses the past but not the future).

We make our causal lowcut filter (highpass filter) by two stages which can be
done in either order.

1. Apply a time derivative, actually a finite difference, convolving the data with
(1,−1).

2. Integrate, actually to do a leaky integration, to deconvolve with (1,−ρ)
where numerically,ρ is slightly less than unity.

The convolution ensures that the zero frequency is removed. The leaky integra-
tion almost undoes the differentiation (but does not restore the zero frequency).
Adjusting the numerical value ofρ adjusts the cutoff frequency of the filter. To



learn the impulse response of the combined processes, we need to convolve the fi-
nite difference (1,−1) with the leaky integration (1,ρ,ρ2,ρ3,ρ4,· · · ). The result is
(1,ρ,ρ2,ρ3,ρ4,· · · ) minus (0,1,ρ,ρ2,ρ3,· · · ). We can think of this as (1,0,0,0,0,· · · )
minus (1−ρ)(1,ρ,ρ2,ρ3,· · · ). In other words the impulse response is an impulse
followed by the negative of a weak (1−ρ) decaying exponentialρt . Roughly speak-
ing, the cutoff frequency of the filter corresponds to matching one wavelength to the
exponential decay time.

Some exercise with Fourier transforms orZ-transforms3, shows the Fourier
transform of this highpass filter to be

H (Z) =
1− Z

1−ρZ
= 1− (1−ρ)[Z1

+ρZ2
+ρ2Z3

+ρ3Z4
· · · ] (1.26)

where the unit-delay operator isZ = ei ω1t and whereω is the frequency. A sym-
metrical (noncausal) lowcut filter would filter once forward withH (Z) and once
backwards (adjoint) withH (1/Z). This is not the place for a detailed Fourier analy-
sis of this filter but it is the place to mention that a cutoff filter is typically specified

3 An introduction toZ-transforms is found in my earlier books, FGDP and ESA-
PVI.



by its cutoff frequency, a frequency that separates the pass and reject region. For this
filter, the cutoff frequencyω0 would correspond to matching a quarter wavelength
of a sinusoid to the exponential decay length ofρk, namely, say the value ofk for
whichρk

≈ 1/2
Seismological data is more complex. A single “measurement” consists of an

explosion and echo signals recorded at many locations. As before, a complete sur-
vey is a track (or tracks) of explosion locations. Thus, in seismology, data space is
higher dimensional. Its most troublesome noise is not simply low frequency; it is
low velocity. We will do more with multidimensional data in later chapters.

EXERCISES:
1 Give an analytic expression for the waveform of equation (1.26).

2 Define a low-pass filter as 1−H (Z). What is the low-pass impulse response?

3 Put Galilee data on a coarse mesh. Consider north-south lines as one-dimensional
signals. Find the value ofρ for which H is the most pleasing filter.

4 Find the value ofρ for which H̄ H is the most pleasing filter.



5 Find the value ofρ for which H applied to Galilee has minimum energy. (Ex-
periment with a range of about ten values around your favorite value.)

6 Find the value ofρ for which H̄ H applied to Galilee has minimum energy.

7 Repeat above for east-west lines.

1.1.13. SMOOTHING WITH BOX AND TRIANGLE
Simple “smoothing” is a common application of filtering. A smoothing filter is
one with all positive coefficients. On the time axis, smoothing is often done with a
single-pole damped exponential function. On space axes, however, people generally
prefer a symmetrical function. We will begin with rectangle and triangle functions.
When the function width is chosen to be long, then the computation time can be
large, but recursion can shorten it immensely.

The inverse of any polynomial reverberates forever, although it might drop off
fast enough for any practical need. On the other hand, a rational filter can suddenly
drop to zero and stay there. Let us look at a popular rational filter, the rectangle or



Figure 1.6: The depth of the Sea of Galilee after roughening.ajt-galocut90
[ER,M]



“box car”:

1− Z5

1− Z
= 1+ Z+ Z2

+ Z3
+ Z4 (1.27)

The filter (1.27) gives a moving average under arectangularwindow. This is a basic
smoothing filter. A clever way to apply it is to move the rectangle by adding a new
value at one end while dropping an old value from the other end. This approach is
formalized by the polynomial division algorithm, which can be simplified because
so many coefficients are either one or zero. To find the recursion associated with
Y(Z)= X(Z)(1− Z5)/(1− Z), we identify the coefficient ofZt in (1− Z)Y(Z)=
X(Z)(1− Z5). The result is

yt = yt−1+ xt − xt−5. (1.28)

This approach boils down to the programboxconv() which is so fast it is almost
free! box_smooth Its last line scales the output by dividing by the rectangle
length. With this scaling, the zero-frequency component of the input is unchanged,
while other frequencies are suppressed.



module box_smooth {
contains
subroutine boxconv( nbox, nx, xx, yy) {

integer, intent(in) ::nx,nbox
integer ::i,ny
real, dimension (:), intent (in) ::xx
real, dimension (:), intent (out)::yy
real, dimension (:), allocatable ::bb
allocate(bb(nx+nbox))
if( nbox < 1 || nbox > nx) call erexit(’boxconv’) # "||" means .OR.
ny = nx+nbox-1
bb(1) = xx(1)
do i= 2, nx { bb(i) = bb(i-1) + xx(i) } # B(Z) = X(Z)/(1-Z)
do i= nx+1, ny { bb(i) = bb(i-1) }
do i= 1, nbox { yy(i) = bb(i) }
do i= nbox+1, ny { yy(i) = bb(i) - bb(i-nbox)} # Y(Z) = B(Z)*(1-Z**nbox)
do i= 1, ny { yy(i) = yy(i) / nbox }
deallocate(bb)

}
}

Back



1.1.14. Smoothing with a triangle
Triangle smoothing is rectangle smoothing done twice. For a mathematical de-
scription of the triangle filter, we simply square equation (1.27). Convolving a
rectangle function with itself many times yields a result that mathematically tends
towards aGaussianfunction. Despite the sharp corner on the top of the triangle
function, it has a shape that is remarkably similar to a Gaussian. Convolve a trian-
gle with itself and you will see a very nice approximation to a Gaussian (the central
limit theorem).

With filtering, end effects can be a nuisance. Filtering increases the length
of the data, but people generally want to keep input and output the same length
(for various practical reasons). This is particularly true when filtering a space axis.
Suppose the five-point signal (1,1,1,1,1) is smoothed using theboxconv() program
with the three-point smoothing filter (1,1,1)/3. The output is 5+3−1 points long,
namely, (1,2,3,3,3,2,1)/3. We could simply abandon the points off the ends, but
I like to fold them back in, getting instead (1+ 2,3,3,3,1+ 2). An advantage of
the folding is that a constant-valued signal is unchanged by the smoothing. This is
desirable since a smoothing filter is a low-pass filter which naturally should pass the
lowest frequencyω = 0 without distortion. The result is like a wave reflected by



a zero-slopeend condition. Impulses are smoothed into triangles except near the
boundaries. What happens near the boundaries is shown in Figure1.7. Note that at

Figure 1.7: Edge effects when
smoothing an impulse with a tri-
angle function. Inputs are spikes
at various distances from the
edge. ajt-triend [ER,M]

the boundary, there is necessarily only half a triangle, but it is twice as tall.



module triangle_smooth { # Convolve with triangle
use box_smooth
contains
subroutine triangle( nbox, nd, xx, yy) {

integer, intent(in) ::nbox,nd
integer ::i,np,nq
real, dimension (:), intent (in) ::xx
real, dimension (:), intent (out)::yy
real, dimension (:), allocatable ::pp,qq
allocate(pp(nd+nbox-1), qq(nd+nbox+nbox-2))
call boxconv( nbox, nd, xx, pp); np = nbox+nd-1
call boxconv( nbox, np, pp, qq); nq = nbox+np-1
do i=1,nd { yy(i) = qq(i+nbox-1) }
do i=1,nbox-1 { yy(i) =yy(i) + qq(nbox-

i ) } # fold back near end
do i=1,nbox-1 { yy(nd-i+1)=yy(nd-i+1) + qq(nd+(nbox-

1)+i)} # fold back far end
deallocate(pp,qq)

}}

Back



Figure1.7was derived from the routinetriangle() . triangle_smooth

1.1.15. Nearest-neighbor normal moveout (NMO)
Normal-moveout correction (NMO ) is a geometrical correction of reflection seis-
mic data that stretches the time axis so that data recorded at nonzero separationx0
of shot and receiver, after stretching, appears to be atx0 = 0. NMO correction is
roughly like time-to-depth conversion with the equationv2t2

= z2
+ x2

0. After the
data atx0 is stretched fromt to z, it should look like stretched data from any other
x (assuming these are plane horizontal reflectors, etc.). In practice,z is not used;
rather,traveltime depth τ is used, whereτ = z/v; so t2

= τ2
+ x2

0/v2. (Because
of the limited alphabet of programming languages, I often use the keystrokez to
denoteτ .)

Typically, many receivers record each shot. Each seismogram can be trans-
formed by NMO and the results all added. This is called “stacking” or “NMO
stacking.” The adjoint to this operation is to begin from a model which ideally is
the zero-offset trace and spray this model to all offsets. From a matrix viewpoint,
stacking is like arow vector of normal moveout operators and modeling is like a



column. An example is shown in Figure1.8.

Figure 1.8: Hypothetical model,
synthetic data, and model image.
ajt-cunha[ER]

A module that does reverse moveout ishypotenusei . Given a zero-offset trace,
it makes another at non-zero offset. The adjoint does the usual normal moveout



module hypotenusei { # Inverse normal moveout
integer :: nt
integer, dimension (nt), allocatable :: iz
#% _init( nt, t0, dt, xs)
integer it
real t0, dt, xs, t, zsquared
do it= 1, nt { t = t0 + dt*(it-1)

zsquared = t * t - xs * xs
if ( zsquared >= 0.)

iz (it) = 1.5 + (sqrt( zsquared) - t0) /dt
else

iz (it) = 0
}

#% _lop( zz, tt)
integer it
do it= 1, nt {

if ( iz (it) > 0 ) {
if( adj) zz( iz(it)) += tt( it )
else tt(it) += zz( iz(it))

}
}

}

Back



module imospray { # inverse moveout and spray into a gather.
use hypotenusei
real :: x0,dx, t0,dt
integer :: nx,nt
#% _init (slow, x0,dx, t0,dt, nt,nx)

real slow
x0 = x0*slow
dx = dx*slow

#% _lop( stack(nt), gather(nt,nx))
integer ix, stat
do ix= 1, nx {

call hypotenusei_init ( nt, t0, dt, x0 + dx*(ix-1))
stat = hypotenusei_lop ( adj, .true., stack, gather(:,ix))
}

call hypotenusei_close ()
}

Back



correction. hypotenusei (My 1992 textbook (PVI) illustrates many additional
features of normal moveout.) A companion routineimospray loops over offsets and
makes a trace for each. The adjoint ofimospray is the industrial process of moveout
and stack. imospray

This is the first time we have built an operator (moveout and stack) from a col-
lection of other operators (moveout at various offsets) and there are new possibilities
for confusion and program bugs. As earlier with the matrix multiplication operator,
to use theimospray operator, there are two steps, one that we use to set things up

call imospray_init( slow, x0,dx, t0,dt, nt,nx)

and another step that we use a lot in the next chapter for analysis and data fitting.

stat = imospray_lop( adj, add, stack, gather)

Later we’ll see programs that are not operators. Every program that is an oper-
ator (contains#% _init and #% _lop ) is expanded by Loptran to a longer For-
tran code where the_lop function begins by (potentially) erasing the output (when
add=.false. ). This potential erasing is done in bothhypotenusei and imospray .
Consider the the adjoint of spraying which is stacking. Here the occurance of the
add=.true. in imospray assures we do not erase the stack each time we add in



another trace. Because of Loptran we don’t explicitly see thatimospray_lop has its
own potential erase of its output which we’d turn off if we wanted to add one stack
upon another.

1.1.16. Coding chains and arrays
With a collection of operators, we can build more elaborate operators. One method
is chaining. For example, the operator productA = BC is represented in the sub-
routine chain2( op1, op2, ...) . Likewise the operator productA = BCD is
represented in the in the subroutinechain3( op1, op2, op3,...) . Another way
to make more elaborate operators is to put operators in a matrix such as subroutine
array also in modulesmallchain2 . smallchain2

1.2. ADJOINT DEFINED: DOT-PRODUCT TEST
Having seen many examples ofspaces, operators, and adjoints, we should now see
more formal definitions because abstraction helps us push these concepts to their
limits.



module chain1_mod {
logical, parameter, private :: T = .true., F = .false.
interface chain0

module procedure chain20
module procedure chain30

end interface
contains

subroutine row0(op1,op2, adj,add, m1, m2, d, eps) { # ROW d = Am1+epsBm2
interface {

integer function op1(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function op2(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}

}
logical, intent (in) :: adj, add
real, dimension (:) :: m1,m2,d
real :: eps
integer :: st
if (adj) { st = op1 (T, add, m1, d) # m1 = A’d

st = op2 (T, add, m2, d) # m2 = B’d
m2 = eps*m2 # m2 = eps(B’d)

}
else { st = op2 (F, add, eps*m2, d) # d = epsBm2

st = op1 (F, T, m1, d) # d = Am1+epsBm2
}

}
subroutine chain20(op1,op2, adj,add, m,d,t1) { # CHAIN 2

interface {
integer function op1(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function op2(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}

}
logical, intent(in) :: adj, add
real, dimension(:) :: m,d, t1
integer :: st
if(adj) { st = op1( T, F, t1,d ) # t = A’ d

st = op2( T, add, m, t1) # m = B’ t = B’ A’ d
}
else { st = op2( F, F, m, t1) # t = B m

st = op1( F, add, t1,d ) # d = A t = A B m
}

}
subroutine chain30(op1,op2,op3, adj,add, m,d,t1,t2) { # CHAIN 3

interface {
integer function op1(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function op2(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function op3(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}

}
logical, intent(in) :: adj, add
real, dimension(:) :: m,d, t1,t2
integer :: st
if(adj) { st = op1( T, F, t2, d ) # t1 = A’ d

st = op2( T, F, t1, t2) # t2 = B’ t1 = B’ A’ d
st = op3( T, add, m , t1) # m = C’ t2 = C’ B’ A’ d

}
else { st = op3( F, F, m , t1) # t1 = C m

st = op2( F, F, t1, t2) # t2 = B t1 = B C m
st = op1( F, add, t2, d ) # d = A t2 = A B C m

}
}

}

Back



1.2.1. Definition of a vector space
An operator transforms aspaceto another space. Examples of spaces are model
spacem and data spaced. We think of these spaces as vectors whose components
are packed with numbers, either real or complex numbers. The important practical
concept is that not only does this packing include one-dimensional spaces like sig-
nals, two-dimensional spaces like images, 3-D movie cubes, and zero-dimensional
spaces like a data mean, etc, but spaces can be sets of all the above. One space that
is a set of three cubes is the earth’s magnetic field, which has three components;
and each component is a function of a three-dimensional space. (The 3-Dphysical
spacewe live in is not the abstractvector spaceof models and data so abundant in
this book. Here the word “space” without an adjective means the vector space.)

A more heterogeneous example of a vector space isdata tracks. A depth-
sounding survey of a lake can make a vector space that is a collection of tracks, a
vector of vectors (each vector having a different number of components, because
lakes are not square). This vector space of depths along tracks in a lake contains the
depth values only. The (x, y)-coordinate information locating each measured depth
value is (normally) something outside the vector space. A data space could also be
a collection of echo soundings, waveforms recorded along tracks.



We briefly recall information about vector spaces found in elementary books:
Let α be any scalar. Then ifd1 is a vector andd2 is conformable with it, then other
vectors areαd1 andd1+d2. The size measure of a vector is a positive value called a
norm. The norm is usually defined to be thedot product (also called theL2 norm),
sayd · d. For complex data it is̄d · d whered̄ is the complex conjugate ofd. In
theoretical work the “length of a vector” means the vector’s norm. In computational
work the “length of a vector” means the number of components in the vector.

Norms generally include aweighting function. In physics, the norm gener-
ally measures a conserved quantity like energy or momentum, so, for example, a
weighting function for magnetic flux is permittivity. In data analysis, the proper
choice of the weighting function is a practical statistical issue, discussed repeat-
edly throughout this book. The algebraic view of a weighting function is that it
is a diagonal matrix with positive valuesw(i ) ≥ 0 spread along the diagonal, and
it is denotedW = diag[w(i )]. With this weighting function theL2 norm of a
data space is denotedd′Wd. Standard notation for norms uses a double absolute
value, where||d|| = d′Wd. A central concept with norms is the triangle inequality,
||d1+d2|| ≤ ||d1||+ ||d2|| whose proof you might recall (or reproduce with the use
of dot products).



1.2.2. Dot-product test for validity of an adjoint
There is a huge gap between the conception of an idea and putting it into practice.
During development, things fail far more often than not. Often, when something
fails, many tests are needed to track down the cause of failure. Maybe the cause
cannot even be found. More insidiously, failure may be below the threshold of
detection and poor performance suffered for years. Thedot-product test enables us
to ascertain whether the program for the adjoint of an operator is precisely consistent
with the operator itself. It can be, and it should be.

Conceptually, the idea of matrix transposition is simplya′i j = aj i . In practice,
however, we often encounter matrices far too large to fit in the memory of any
computer. Sometimes it is also not obvious how to formulate the process at hand
as a matrix multiplication. (Examples are differential equations and fast Fourier
transforms.) What we find in practice is that an application and its adjoint amounts
to two routines. The first routine amounts to the matrix multiplicationFx. The
adjoint routine computesF′y, whereF′ is theconjugate-transposematrix. In later
chapters we will be solving huge sets of simultaneous equations, in which both
routines are required. If the pair of routines are inconsistent, we are doomed from
the start. The dot-product test is a simple test for verifying that the two routines are



adjoint to each other.
The associative property of linear algebra says that we do not need parenthe-

ses in a vector-matrix-vector product likey′Fx because we get the same result no
matter where we put the parentheses. They serve only to determine the sequence of
computation. Thus,

y′(Fx) = (y′F)x (1.29)

y′(Fx) = (F′y)′x (1.30)

(In general, the matrix is not square.) To perform the dot-product test, load the
vectorsx and y with random numbers. Using your program forF, compute the
vector ỹ = Fx, and using your program forF′, computex̃ = F′y. Inserting these
into equation (1.30) gives you two scalars that should be equal.

y′(Fx) = y′ỹ = x̃′x = (F′y)′x (1.31)

The left and right sides of this equation will be computationally equal only if the pro-
gram doingF′ is indeed adjoint to the program doingF (unless the random numbers
do something miraculous). A final word: If an operator uses complex arithmetic
then both its input and output are “in the field of complex numbers.” The conver-



sion between real and complex numbers is not a linear operator despite its seeming
similarity to truncation and zero padding.

The program for applying the dot product test isdot_test /prog:dottest. The
Fortran way of passing a linear operator as an argument is to specify the function
interface. Fortunately, we have already defined the interface for a generic linear
operator. To use thedot_test program, you need to initialize an operator with
specific arguments (the_init subroutine) and then pass the operator itself (the_lop

function) to the test program. You also need to specify the sizes of the model and
data vectors so that temporary arrays can be constructed. The program runs the dot
product test twice, second time withadd = .true. to test if the operator can be
used properly for accumulating the result likey← y+Bx. dottest

I tested (1.31) on many operators and was surprised and delighted to find that
it is often satisfied to an accuracy near the computing precision. I do not doubt that
larger rounding errors could occur, but so far, every time I encountered a relative
discrepancy of 10−5 or more, I was later able to uncover a conceptual or program-
ming error. Naturally, when I do dot-product tests, I scale the implied matrix to a
small dimension in order to speed things along, and to be sure that boundaries are
not overwhelmed by the much larger interior.



module dottest {
logical, parameter, private :: T = .true., F = .false.

contains
subroutine dot_test( oper, n_mod, n_dat, dot1, dot2) {

integer, intent (in) :: n_mod, n_dat
real, dimension (2), intent (out) :: dot1, dot2
interface {

function oper( adj, add, mod, dat) result(stat) {
integer :: stat
logical, intent (in) :: adj, add
real, dimension (:) :: mod, dat
}

}
real, dimension( n_mod) :: mod1, mod2
real, dimension( n_dat) :: dat1, dat2
integer :: stat
call random_number( mod1); call random_number( dat2)
stat = oper( F, F, mod1, dat1); dot1( 1) = dot_product( dat1, dat2)
stat = oper( T, F, mod2, dat2); dot1( 2) = dot_product( mod1, mod2)
write (0,*) dot1
stat = oper( F, T, mod1, dat1); dot2( 1) = dot_product( dat1, dat2)
stat = oper( T, T, mod2, dat2); dot2( 2) = dot_product( mod1, mod2)
write (0,*) dot2

}
}

Back



Do not be alarmed if the operator you have defined hastruncation errors. Such
errors in the definition of the original operator should be identically matched by
truncation errors in the adjoint operator. If your code passes thedot-product test,
then you really have coded the adjoint operator. In that case, to obtain inverse
operators, you can take advantage of the standard methods of mathematics.

We can speak of acontinuous function f (t) or a discrete function ft . For
continuous functions we use integration, and for discrete ones we use summation.
In formal mathematics, the dot-product testdefinesthe adjoint operator, except that
the summation in the dot product may need to be changed to an integral. The input
or the output or both can be given either on a continuum or in a discrete domain.
So the dot-product testy′ỹ= x̃′x could have an integration on one side of the equal
sign and a summation on the other. Linear-operator theory is rich with concepts not
developed here.

1.2.3. The word “adjoint”
In mathematics the word “adjoint ” has three meanings. One of them, the so-called
Hilbert adjoint , is the one generally found in physics and engineering and it is the



one used in this book. In linear algebra is a different matrix, called theadjugate
matrix. It is a matrix whose elements are signed cofactors (minor determinants).
For invertible matrices, this matrix is thedeterminant times theinverse matrix.
It can be computed without ever using division, so potentially the adjugate can be
useful in applications where an inverse matrix does not exist. Unfortunately, the
adjugate matrix is sometimes called the adjoint matrix, particularly in the older
literature. Because of the confusion of multiple meanings of the word adjoint, in
the first printing of PVI, I avoided the use of the word and substituted the definition,
“conjugate transpose”. Unfortunately this was often abbreviated to “conjugate,”
which caused even more confusion. Thus I decided to use the word adjoint and have
it always mean the Hilbert adjoint found in physics and engineering.

1.2.4. Matrix versus operator
Here is a short summary of where we have been and where we are going: Start
from the class of linear operators, add subscripts and you get matrices. Examples
of operators without subscripts are routines that solve differential equations and
routines that do fast Fourier transform. What people call “sparse matrices” are often



not really matrices but operators, because they are not defined by data structures but
by routines that apply them to a vector. With sparse matrices you easily can do
A(B(Cx)) but not (ABC)x.

Although a linear operator does not have defined subscripts, you can determine
what would be the operator value at any subscript: by applying the operator to
an impulse function, you would get a matrix column. The adjoint operator is one
from which we can extract the transpose matrix. For large spaces this extraction is
unwieldy, so to test the validity of adjoints, we probe them with random vectors, say
x andy, to see whethery′(Ax) = (A′y)′x. Mathematicians define adjoints by this
test, except that instead of using random vectors, they say “for all functions,” which
includes the continuum.

This defining test makes adjoints look mysterious. Careful inspection of opera-
tor adjoints, however, generally reveals that they are built up from simple matrices.
Given adjointsA′, B′, andC′, the adjoint ofABC is C′B′A′. Fourier transforms and
linear-differential-equation solvers are chains of matrices, so their adjoints can be
assembled by the application of adjoint components in reverse order. The other way
we often see complicated operators being built from simple ones is when operators
are put into components of matrices, typically a 1× 2 or 2× 1 matrix containing



two operators. An example of the adjoint of a two-component column operator is[
A
B

]′
=

[
A′ B′

]
(1.32)

Although in practice an operator might be built from matrices, fundamentally, a
matrix is a data structure whereas an operator is a procedure. A matrix is an operator
if its subscripts are hidden but it can be applied to a space, producing another space.

As matrices have inverses, so do linear operators. You don’t need subscripts
to find an inverse. The conjugate-gradient method and conjugate-direction method
explained in the next chapter are attractive methods of finding them. They merely
applyA andA′ and use inner products to find coefficients of a polynomial inAA ′

that represents the inverse operator.
Whenever we encounter apositive-definite matrix we should recognize its

likely origin in a nonsymmetric matrixF times its adjoint. Those in natural sciences
often work on solving simultaneous equations but fail to realize that they should
return to the origin of the equations which is often a fitting goal; i.e., applying an
operator to a model should yield data, i.e.,d≈ d0+F(m−m0) where the operator
F is a partial derivative matrix (and there are potential underlying nonlinearities).



This begins another story with new ingredients, weighting functions and statistics.

1.2.5. Inverse operator
A common practical task is to fit a vector of observed datadobs to some theoretical
datadtheor by the adjustment of components in a vector of model parametersm.

dobs ≈ dtheor = Fm (1.33)

A huge volume of literature establishes theory for two estimates of the model,m̂1
andm̂2, where

m̂1 = (F′F)−1F′d (1.34)

m̂2 = F′(FF′)−1d (1.35)

Some reasons for the literature being huge are the many questions about the exis-
tence, quality, and cost of the inverse operators. Before summarizing that, let us
quickly see why these two solutions are reasonable. Inserting equation (1.33) into
equation (1.34), and inserting equation (1.35) into equation (1.33), we get the rea-



sonable statements:

m̂1 = (F′F)−1(F′F)m = m (1.36)

d̂theor = (FF′)(FF′)−1d = d (1.37)

Equation (1.36) says that the estimatêm1 gives the correct modelm if you start
from the theoretical data. Equation (1.37) says that the model estimatem̂2 gives the
theoretical data if we derivêm2 from the theoretical data. Both of these statements
are delightful. Now let us return to the problem of the inverse matrices.

Strictly speaking, a rectangular matrix does not have an inverse. Surprising
things often happen, but commonly, whenF is a tall matrix (more data values than
model values) then the matrix for findinĝm1 is invertible while that for findingm̂2
is not, and when the matrix is wide instead of tall (the number of data values is less
than the number of model values) it is the other way around. In many applications
neitherF′F norFF′ is invertible. This difficulty is solved by “damping” as we will
see in later chapters. The point to notice in this chapter on adjoints is that in any
application whereFF′ or F′F equalsI (unitary operator), that the adjoint operator
F′ is the inverseF−1 by either equation (1.34) or (1.35).

Theoreticians like to study inverse problems wherem is drawn from the field of



continuous functions. This is like the vectorm having infinitely many components.
Such problems are hopelessly intractable unless we find, or assume, that the operator
F′F is an identity or diagonal matrix.

In practice, theoretical considerations may have little bearing on how we pro-
ceed. Current computational power limits matrix inversion jobs to about 104 vari-
ables. This book specializes in big problems, those with more than about 104 vari-
ables, but the methods we learn are also excellent for smaller problems.

1.2.6. Automatic adjoints
Computers are not only able to perform computations; they can do mathematics.
Well known software is Mathematica and Maple. Adjoints can also be done by
symbol manipulation. For example Ralf Giering4 offers a program for converting
linear operator programs into their adjoints.

4 http://klima47.dkrz.de/giering/tamc/tamc.html



EXERCISES:
1 Suppose a linear operatorF has its input in the discrete domain and its output

in the continuum. How does the operator resemble a matrix? Describe the
operatorF′ that has its input in the discrete domain and its output in the con-
tinuum. To which do you apply the words “scales and adds some functions,”
and to which do you apply the words “does a bunch of integrals”? What are
the integrands?





Chapter 2

Model fitting by least squares

The first level of computer use in science and engineering ismodeling. Beginning
from physical principles and design ideas, the computer mimics nature. After this,
the worker looks at the result and thinks a while, then alters the modeling program
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and tries again. The next, deeper level of computer use is that the computer itself
examines the results of modeling and reruns the modeling job. This deeper level is
variously called “fitting " or “estimation" or “ inversion." We inspect theconjugate-
direction method of fitting and write a subroutine for it that will be used in most of
the examples in this monograph.

2.1. HOW TO DIVIDE NOISY SIGNALS
If "inversion" is dividing by a matrix, then the place to begin is dividing one num-
ber by another, say one function of frequency by another function of frequency. A
single parameter fitting problem arises in Fourier analysis, where we seek a “best an-
swer” at each frequency, then combine all the frequencies to get a best signal. Thus
emerges a wide family of interesting and useful applications. However, Fourier
analysis first requires us to introduce complex numbers into statistical estimation.

Multiplication in the Fourier domain isconvolution in the time domain. Fourier-
domain division is time-domaindeconvolution. This division is challenging when
the divisor has observational error. Failure erupts if zero division occurs. More
insidious are the poor results we obtain when zero division is avoided by a near



miss.

2.1.1. Dividing by zero smoothly
Think of any real numbersx, y, and f wherey = x f . Given y and f we see a
computer program containingx = y/ f . How can we change the program so that it
never divides by zero? A popular answer is to changex = y/ f to x = y f/( f 2

+

ε2), whereε is any tiny value. When| f | >> |ε|, then x is approximatelyy/ f
as expected. But when the divisorf vanishes, the result is safely zero instead of
infinity. The transition is smooth, but some criterion is needed to choose the value of
ε. This method may not be the only way or the best way to cope withzero division,
but it is a good way, and it permeates the subject of signal analysis.

To apply this method in the Fourier domain, suppose thatX, Y, and F are
complex numbers. What do we do then withX = Y/F? We multiply the top and
bottom by the complex conjugateF , and again addε2 to the denominator. Thus,

X(ω) =
F(ω) Y(ω)

F(ω)F(ω) + ε2
(2.1)



Now the denominator must always be a positive number greater than zero, so divi-
sion is always safe. Equation (2.1) ranges continuously frominverse filtering, with
X = Y/F , to filtering with X = FY, which is called “matched filtering.” Notice
that for any complex numberF , the phase of 1/F equals the phase ofF , so the
filters 1/F andF have inverse amplitudes but identical phase.

2.1.2. Damped solution
Equation (2.1) is the solution to an optimization problem that arises in many appli-
cations. Now that we know the solution, let us formally define the problem. First,
we will solve a simpler problem with real values: we will choose to minimize the
quadratic function of x:

Q(x) = ( f x− y)2+ ε2x2 (2.2)

The second term is called a “damping factor" because it preventsx from going to
±∞ when f → 0. Setd Q/dx= 0, which gives

0 = f ( f x− y)+ ε2x (2.3)

This yields the earlier answerx = f y/( f 2
+ ε2).



With Fourier transforms, the signalX is a complex number at each frequency
ω. So we generalize equation (2.2) to

Q(X̄, X) = (F X−Y)(F X−Y)+ ε2X̄ X = (X̄ F̄− Ȳ)(F X−Y)+ ε2X̄ X
(2.4)

To minimizeQ we could use a real-values approach, where we expressX = u+ i v
in terms of two real valuesu andv and then set∂Q/∂u = 0 and∂Q/∂v = 0. The
approach we will take, however, is to use complex values, where we set∂Q/∂ X = 0
and∂Q/∂ X̄ = 0. Let us examine∂Q/∂ X̄:

∂Q(X̄, X)

∂ X̄
= F̄(F X−Y)+ ε2X = 0 (2.5)

The derivative∂Q/∂ X is the complex conjugate of∂Q/∂ X̄. So if either is zero, the
other is too. Thus we do not need to specify both∂Q/∂ X = 0 and∂Q/∂ X̄ = 0. I
usually set∂Q/∂ X̄ equal to zero. Solving equation (2.5) for X gives equation (2.1).

Equation (2.1) solvesY = X F for X, giving the solution for what is called
“the deconvolution problem with a known waveletF .” Analogously we can use
Y = X F when the filterF is unknown, but the inputX and outputY are given.
Simply interchangeX andF in the derivation and result.



2.1.3. Smoothing the denominator spectrum
Equation (2.1) gives us one way to divide by zero. Another way is stated by the
equation

X(ω) =
F(ω) Y(ω)

〈F(ω)F(ω)〉
(2.6)

where the strange notation in the denominator means that the spectrum there should
be smoothed a little. Such smoothing fills in the holes in the spectrum where zero-
division is a danger, filling not with an arbitrary numerical valueε but with an aver-
age of nearby spectral values. Additionally, if the denominator spectrumF(ω)F(ω)
is rough, the smoothing creates a shorter autocorrelation function.

Both divisions, equation (2.1) and equation (2.6), irritate us by requiring us
to specify a parameter, but for the latter, the parameter has a clear meaning. In
the latter case we smooth a spectrum with a smoothing window of width, say1ω

which this corresponds inversely to a time interval over which we smooth. Choosing
a numerical value forε has not such a simple interpretation.

We jump from simple mathematical theorizing towards a genuine practical ap-
plication when I grab some real data, a function of time and space from another



textbook. Let us call this dataf (t ,x) and its 2-D Fourier transformF(ω,kx). The
data and its autocorrelation are in Figure2.1.

The autocorrelationa(t ,x) of f (t ,x) is the inverse 2-D Fourier Transform of
F(ω,kx)F(ω,kx). Autocorrelationsa(x, y) satisfy the symmetry relationa(x, y) =
a(−x,−y). Figure2.2 shows only the interesting quadrant of the two independent
quadrants. We see the autocorrelation of a 2-D function has some resemblance to
the function itself but differs in important ways.

Instead of messing with two different functionsX andY to divide, let us divide
F by itself. This sounds like 1= F/F but we will watch what happens when we do
the division carefully avoiding zero division in the ways we usually do.

Figure2.2shows what happens with

1 = F/F ≈
F F

F F+ ε2
(2.7)

and with

1 = F/F ≈
F F

〈F F〉
(2.8)



Figure 2.1: 2-D data (right) and a quadrant of its autocorrelation (left). Notice the
longest nonzero time lag on the data is about 5.5 sec which is the latest nonzero
signal on the autocorrelation.lsq-antoine10[ER]



From Figure2.2we notice that both methods of avoiding zero division give similar
results. By playing with theε and the smoothing width the pictures could be made
even more similar. My preference, however, is the smoothing. It is difficult to make
physical sense of choosing a numerical value forε. It is much easier to make phys-
ical sense of choosing a smoothing window. The smoothing window is in (ω,kx)
space, but Fourier transformation tells us its effect in (t ,x) space.

2.1.4. Imaging
The example of dividing a function by itself (1= F/F) might not seem to make
much sense, but it is very closely related to estimation often encounted in imaging
applications. It’s not my purpose here to give a lecture on imaging theory, but here
is an overbrief explanation.

Imagine a downgoing wavefieldD(ω,x,z). Propagating against irregularities in
the mediumD(ω,x,z) creates by scattering an upgoing wavefieldU (ω,x,z). Given
U andD, if there is a stong temporal correlation between them at any (x,z) it likely
means there is a reflector nearby that is manufacturingU from D. This reflectivity
could be quantified byU/D. At the earth’s surface the surface boundary condition



Figure 2.2: Equation (2.7) (left) and equation (2.8) (right). Both ways of dividing
by zero give similar results.lsq-antoine11[ER]



says something likeU = D or U = −D. Thus at the surface we have something
like F/F . As we go down in the earth, the main difference is thatU andD get time
shifted in opposite directions, soU and D are similar but for that time difference.
Thus, a study of how we handleF/F is worthwhile.

2.1.5. Formal path to the low-cut filter
This book defines many geophysical estimation problems. Many of them amount to
statement of two goals. The first goal is a data fitting goal, the goal that the model
should imply some observed data. The second goal is that the model be not too big
or too wiggly. We will state these goals as two residuals, each of which is ideally
zero. A very simple data fitting goal would be that the modelm equals the datad,
thus the difference should vanish, say 0≈ m−d. A more interesting goal is that
the model should match the data especially at high frequencies but not necessarily
at low frequencies.

0 ≈ −i ω(m−d) (2.9)

A danger of this goal is that the model could have a zero-frequency component of
infinite magnitude as well as large amplitudes for low frequencies. To suppress this,



we need the second goal, a model residual which is to be minimized. We need a
small numberε. The model goal is

0 ≈ ε m (2.10)

To see the consequence of these two goals, we add the squares of the residuals

Q(m) = ω2(m−d)2+ ε2m2 (2.11)

and then we minimizeQ(m) by setting its derivative to zero

0 =
d Q

dm
= 2ω2(m−d)+2ε2m (2.12)

or

m =
ω2

ω2+ ε2
d (2.13)

which is a low-cut filter with a cutoff frequency ofω0= ε.
Of some curiosity and significance is the numerical choice ofε. The general

theory says we need an epsilon, but does not say how much. For now let us simply
renameε = ω0 and think of it as a “cut off frequency”.



2.1.6. The plane-wave destructor
We address the question of shifting signals into best alignment. The most natural
approach might seem to be via cross correlations. That is indeed a good approach
when signals are shifted by large amounts. Here we assume signals are shifted by
small amounts, often less than a single pixel. We’ll take an approach closely related
to differential equations. Consider this definition of a residual.

0 ≈ residual(t ,x) =

(
∂

∂x
+ p

∂

∂t

)
u(t ,x) (2.14)

By taking derivatives we see the residual vanishes when the two-dimensional obser-
vation u(t ,x) matches the equation of moving wavesu(t − px). The parameterp
has units inverse to velocity, the velocity of propagation.

In practice,u(t ,x) might not be a perfect wave but an observed field of many
waves that we might wish to fit to the idea of a single wave of a singlep. We seek
the parameterp. First we need a method of discretization that allows the mesh for
du/dt to overlay exactly∂u/∂x. To this end I chose to represent thet-derivative by



averaging a finite difference atx with one atx+1x.

∂u

∂t
≈

1

2

(
u(t+1t ,x)−u(t ,x)

1t

)
+

1

2

(
u(t+1t ,x+1x)−u(t ,x+1x)

1t

)
(2.15)

Likewise there is an analogous expression for thex-derivative witht andx inter-
changed. Now the difference operatorδx+ pδt is a two-dimensional filter that fits
on a 2×2 differencing star. We may represent equation (2.14) as a matrix operation,

0 ≈ r = A u (2.16)

where the two-dimensional convolution with the differential operator is denotedA.
The modulewavekill() applies the operatoraδx+bδt , which can be special-

ized to the operators we will actually need, namelyδx, δt , δx + pi δt . wavekill

Now let us find the numerical value ofp that fits a plane waveu(t − px) to
observationsu(t ,x). Let x be an abstract vector whose components are values of
∂u/∂x taken everywhere on a 2-D mesh in (t ,x). Likewise, lett contain∂u/∂t .



module wavekill_mod{
contains
subroutine wavekill(aa,bb,nt,nx,uu,vv){

real :: aa,bb(:,:),uu(:,:),vv(:,:)
integer:: it,ix,nt,nx
real :: s11(nt,nx),s12(nt,nx),s21(nt,nx),s22(nt,nx)
s11 = -aa-bb; s12 = aa-bb
s21 = -aa+bb; s22 = aa+bb
vv=0.
do ix=1,nx-1{

do it=1,nt-1{
vv(it,ix)=uu(it ,ix )*s11(it,ix)+&

uu(it ,ix+1)*s12(it,ix)+&
uu(it+1,ix )*s21(it,ix)+&
uu(it+1,ix+1)*s22(it,ix)

}
}
vv(nt,:)=vv(nt-1,:)
vv(:,nx)=vv(:,nx-1)

}
}

Back



Since we wantx+ p t ≈ 0, we minimize the quadratic function ofp,

Q(p) = (x+ p t) · (x+ p t) (2.17)

by setting to zero the derivative. We get

p = −
x · t
t · t

(2.18)

Since data will not always fit the model very well, it may be helpful to have some
way to measure how good the fit is. I suggest

C2
= 1 −

(x+ p t) · (x+ p t)
x ·x

(2.19)

which, on insertingp=−(x · t)/(t · t), leads toC, where

C =
x · t

√
(x ·x)(t · t)

(2.20)

is known as the “normalized correlation.” The program for this calculation is
straightforward. The namepuck2d() denotespickingon a continuum.



module puck2d_mod{
use triangle_smooth
use wavekill_mod
contains
subroutine puck2d(dat,coh,pp,res,boxsz,nt,nx){

integer :: it,ix,nt,nx
integer, intent( in) :: boxsz
real, intent( in) :: dat(:,:)
real, intent(out) :: coh(:,:),pp(:,:),res(:,:)
real :: dt(nt,nx),dx(nt,nx),dtdt(nt,nx),dtdx(nt,nx),dxdx(nt,nx)
pp=0.; call wavekill(1.,pp,nt,nx,dat,dx) # space derivative
pp=1.; call wavekill(0.,pp,nt,nx,dat,dt) # time derivative
dtdx = dt*dx # (x.t)
dxdx = dx*dx # (x.x)
dtdt = dt*dt # (t.t)
do ix=1,nx{ # smooth along time axis

call triangle(boxsz,nt,dtdt(:,ix),dtdt(:,ix))
call triangle(boxsz,nt,dxdx(:,ix),dxdx(:,ix))
call triangle(boxsz,nt,dtdx(:,ix),dtdx(:,ix))

}
coh = sqrt( (dtdx*dtdx) / (dtdt*dxdx) )
pp = -dtdx / dtdt
call wavekill(1.,pp,nt,nx,dat,res)

}
}

Back



Figure 2.3: Input synthetic seis-
mic data includes a low level of
noise. lsq-puckin [ER]



Subroutinepuck2d() below shows the code that generated Figure2.3through2.5.
puck2d

An example based on synthetic data is shown in Figures2.3-2.5. The synthetic
data in Figure2.3mimics a reflection seismic field profile, including one trace that
is slightly delayed as if recorded on a patch of unconsolidatedsoil.

Figure2.4 shows theresidual. The residual is small in the central region of
the data; it is large where there isspatial aliasing; and it is large at the transient
onset of the signal. The residual is rough because of the noise in the signal, because
it is made from derivatives, and because the synthetic data was made by nearest-
neighbor interpolation. Notice that the residual is not particularly large for the de-
layed trace.

Figure 2.5 shows the dips. The most significant feature of this figure is the
sharp localization of the dips surrounding the delayed trace. Other methods based
on “beam stacks” or Fourier concepts might lead us to conclude that the aperture
must be large to resolve a wide range of angles. Here we have a narrow aperture
(two traces), but the dip can change rapidly and widely.

Once the stepoutp= dt/dx is known between each of the signals, it is a simple
matter to integrate to get the total time shift. A real-life example is shown in Figure



Figure 2.4: Residuals, i.e.,
an evaluation of Ux + pUt .
lsq-residual[ER]



Figure 2.5: Output values ofp
are shown by the slope of short
line segments. lsq-puckout
[ER]



2.6. In this case the flattening was a function ofx only. More interesting (and more
complicated) cases arise when the stepoutp= dt/dx is a function of bothx andt .
The code shown here should work well in such cases. (I should dig some up.)

Figure 2.6: A seismic line before
and after flattening. lsq-TwoD
[ER,M]

A disadvantage, well known to people who routinely work with finite-difference



solutions to partial differential equations, is that for short wavelengths a finite dif-
ference operator is not the same as a differential operator; therefore the numerical
value of p is biased. This problem can be overcome in the following way. First
estimate the slopep = dt/dx between each trace. Then shift the traces to flatten
them. Now there may be a residualp because of the bias in the initial estimate of
p. This process can be iterated until the data is flattened.

Everywhere in a plane we have solved a least squares problem for a single value
p. In the next section we undertake to solve least squares problems for multiple
parameters.

EXERCISES:
1 It is possible to reject two dips with the operator

(∂x+ p1∂t )(∂x+ p2∂t ) (2.21)

This is equivalent to(
∂2

∂x2
+a

∂2

∂x∂t
+b

∂2

∂t2

)
u(t ,x)= v(t ,x) ≈ 0 (2.22)



whereu is the input signal andv is the output signal. Show how to solve fora
andb by minimizing the energy inv.

2 Givena andb from the previous exercise, what arep1 and p2?

2.2. MULTIVARIATE LEAST SQUARES

2.2.1. Inside an abstract vector
In engineering uses, a vector has three scalar components that correspond to the
three dimensions of the space in which we live. In least-squares data analysis, a
vector is a one-dimensional array that can contain many different things. Such an
array is an “abstract vector.” For example, in earthquake studies, the vector might
contain the time an earthquake began, as well as its latitude, longitude, and depth.
Alternatively, the abstract vector might contain as many components as there are
seismometers, and each component might be the arrival time of an earthquake wave.
Used in signal analysis, the vector might contain the values of a signal at succes-
sive instants in time or, alternatively, a collection of signals. These signals might



be “multiplexed” (interlaced) or “demultiplexed” (all of each signal preceding the
next). When used in image analysis, the one-dimensional array might contain an
image, which could itself be thought of as an array of signals. Vectors, including
abstract vectors, are usually denoted byboldface letters such asp and s. Like
physical vectors, abstract vectors areorthogonal when their dot product vanishes:
p · s= 0. Orthogonal vectors are well known in physical space; we will also en-
counter them in abstract vector space.

We consider first a hypothetical application with one data vectord and two
fitting vectorsf1 andf2. Each fitting vector is also known as a “regressor." Our first
task is to approximate the data vectord by a scaled combination of the two regressor
vectors. The scale factorsx1 andx2 should be chosen so that the model matches the
data; i.e.,

d ≈ f1x1+ f2x2 (2.23)

Notice that we could take the partial derivative of the data in (2.23) with respect
to an unknown, sayx1, and the result is the regressorf1.



The partial derivative of all theoretical data with respect to any model pa-
rameter gives aregressor. A regressor is a column in the matrix of partial-
derivatives,∂di /∂mj .

The fitting goal (2.23) is often expressed in the more compact mathematical
matrix notationd≈Fx, but in our derivation here we will keep track of each compo-
nent explicitly and use mathematical matrix notation to summarize the final result.
Fitting the observed datad = dobs to its two theoretical partsf1x1 andf2x2 can be
expressed as minimizing the length of the residual vectorr , where

0 ≈ r = dtheor
−dobs (2.24)

0 ≈ r = f1x1+ f2x2 − d (2.25)

We use a dot product to construct a sum of squares (also called a “quadratic form ")
of the components of the residual vector:

Q(x1,x2) = r · r (2.26)

= (f1x1+ f2x2−d) · (f1x1+ f2x2−d) (2.27)

To find the gradient of the quadratic formQ(x1,x2), you might be tempted to expand



out the dot product into all nine terms and then differentiate. It is less cluttered,
however, to remember the product rule, that

d

dx
r · r =

dr
dx
· r + r ·

dr
dx

(2.28)

Thus, the gradient ofQ(x1,x2) is defined by its two components:

∂Q

∂x1
= f1 · (f1x1+ f2x2−d)+ (f1x1+ f2x2−d) · f1 (2.29)

∂Q

∂x2
= f2 · (f1x1+ f2x2−d)+ (f1x1+ f2x2−d) · f2 (2.30)

Setting these derivatives to zero and using (f1 · f2)= (f2 · f1) etc., we get

(f1 ·d) = (f1 · f1)x1+ (f1 · f2)x2 (2.31)

(f2 ·d) = (f2 · f1)x1+ (f2 · f2)x2 (2.32)

We can use these two equations to solve for the two unknownsx1 andx2. Writing



this expression in matrix notation, we have[
(f1 ·d)
(f2 ·d)

]
=

[
(f1 · f1) (f1 · f2)
(f2 · f1) (f2 · f2)

] [
x1
x2

]
(2.33)

It is customary to use matrix notation without dot products. To do this, we need
some additional definitions. To clarify these definitions, we inspect vectorsf1, f2,
andd of three components. Thus

F = [f1 f2] =

 f11 f12
f21 f22
f31 f32

 (2.34)

Likewise, thetransposedmatrixF′ is defined by

F′ =
[

f11 f21 f31
f12 f22 f32

]
(2.35)

Using this matrixF′ there is a simple expression for the gradient calculated in equa-
tion (2.29) which will be used many times throughout this book, in nearly every



example:

g =

[
∂Q
∂x1
∂Q
∂x2

]
=

[
f1 · r
f2 · r

]
=

[
f11 f21 f31
f12 f22 f32

] r1
r1
r3

 = F′r

(2.36)

In words this expression says, the gradient is found by putting the residual into the
adjoint operatorg= F′r . Notice the gradientg has the same number of components
as the unknown solutionx, so we can think of the gradient as a1x, something we
could add tox gettingx+1x. Later we’ll see how much of1x we’ll want to add
to x.

We will have reached the best solution when we find the gradientg= 0 vanishes
which happens, as equation (2.36) says, when the residual is orthogonal to all the
fitting functions (all the rows in the matrixF′, the columns inF, are perpendicular
to r ).

The matrix in equation (2.33) contains dot products. Matrix multiplication is



another way of representing the dot products:[
(f1 · f1) (f1 · f2)
(f2 · f1) (f2 · f2)

]
=

[
f11 f21 f31
f12 f22 f32

] f11 f12
f21 f22
f31 f32

 (2.37)

Thus, equation (2.33) without dot products is[
f11 f21 f31
f12 f22 f32

]  d1
d2
d3

 =

[
f11 f21 f31
f12 f22 f32

] f11 f12
f21 f22
f31 f32

[ x1
x2

]
(2.38)

which has the matrix abbreviation

F′d = (F′ F)x (2.39)

Equation (2.39) is the classic result of least-squares fitting of data to a collection
of regressors. Obviously, the same matrix form applies when there are more than
two regressors and each vector has more than three components. Equation (2.39)
leads to ananalytic solution for x using an inverse matrix. To solve formally for
the unknownx, we premultiply by the inverse matrix (F′ F)−1:



x = (F′ F)−1 F′d (2.40)

Equation (2.40) is the central result ofleast-squarestheory. We see it every-
where.

In our first manipulation of matrix algebra, we move around some parentheses
in (2.39):

F′d = F′ (Fx) (2.41)

Moving the parentheses implies a regrouping of terms or a reordering of a compu-
tation. You can verify the validity of moving the parentheses if you write (2.41) in
full as the set of two equations it represents. Equation (2.39) led to the “analytic”
solution (2.40). In a later section on conjugate directions, we will see that equation
(2.41) expresses better than (2.40) the philosophy of iterative methods.

Notice how equation (2.41) invites us to cancel the matrixF′ from each side.
We cannot do that of course, becauseF′ is not a number, nor is it a square matrix
with an inverse. If you really want to cancel the matrixF′, you may, but the equation



is then only an approximation that restates our original goal (2.23):

d ≈ Fx (2.42)

A speedy problem solver might ignore the mathematics covering the previous
page, study his or her application until he or she is able to write thestatement of
goals (2.42) = (2.23), premultiply byF′, replace≈ by =, getting (2.39), and take
(2.39) to a simultaneous equation-solving program to getx.

What I call “fitting goals” are called “regressions” by statisticians. In common
language the word regression means to “trend toward a more primitive perfect state”
which vaguely resembles reducing the size of (energy in) the residualr = Fx−d.
Formally this is often written as:

min
x
||Fx−d|| (2.43)

The notation above with two pairs of vertical lines looks like double absolute value,
but we can understand it as a reminder to square and sum all the components. This
formal notation is more explicit about what is constant and what is variable during
the fitting.



2.2.2. Normal equations
An important concept is that when energy is minimum, the residual is orthogonal to
the fitting functions. The fitting functions are the column vectorsf1, f2, andf3. Let
us verify only that the dot productr · f2 vanishes; to do this, we’ll show that those
two vectors are orthogonal. Energy minimum is found by

0 =
∂

∂x2
r · r = 2 r ·

∂r
∂x2

= 2 r · f2 (2.44)

(To compute the derivative refer to equation (2.25).) Equation (2.44) shows that
the residual is orthogonal to a fitting function. The fitting functions are the column
vectors in the fitting matrix.

The basic least-squares equations are often called the “normal" equations. The
word “normal" means perpendicular. We can rewrite equation (2.41) to emphasize
the perpendicularity. Bring both terms to the left, and recall the definition of the
residualr from equation (2.25):

F′(Fx−d) = 0 (2.45)

F′r = 0 (2.46)



Equation (2.46) says that theresidual vectorr is perpendicular to each row in the
F′ matrix. These rows are thefitting function s. Therefore, the residual, after it has
been minimized, is perpendicular toall the fitting functions.

2.2.3. Differentiation by a complex vector
Complex numbers frequently arise in physical problems, particularly those with
Fourier series. Let us extend the multivariable least-squares theory to the use of
complex-valued unknownsx. First recall how complex numbers were handled with
single-variable least squares; i.e., as in the discussion leading up to equation (2.5).
Use a prime, such asx′, to denote the complex conjugate of the transposed vector
x. Now write the positivequadratic form as

Q(x′,x) = (Fx−d)′(Fx−d) = (x′F′−d′)(Fx−d) (2.47)

After equation (2.4), we minimized a quadratic formQ(X̄, X) by setting to zero both
∂Q/∂ X̄ and∂Q/∂ X. We noted that only one of∂Q/∂ X̄ and∂Q/∂ X is necessarily
zero because they are conjugates of each other. Now take the derivative ofQ with
respect to the (possibly complex, row) vectorx′. Notice that∂Q/∂x′ is the complex



conjugate transpose of∂Q/∂x. Thus, setting one to zero sets the other also to zero.
Setting∂Q/∂x′ = 0 gives the normal equations:

0 =
∂Q

∂x′
= F′(Fx−d) (2.48)

The result is merely the complex form of our earlier result (2.45). Therefore, dif-
ferentiating by a complex vector is an abstract concept, but it gives the same set of
equations as differentiating by each scalar component, and it saves much clutter.

2.2.4. From the frequency domain to the time domain
Equation (2.4) is a frequency-domain quadratic form that we minimized by varying
a single parameter, a Fourier coefficient. Now we will look at the same problem in
the time domain. We will see that the time domain offers flexibility with boundary
conditions, constraints, and weighting functions. The notation will be that a filterft
has inputxt and outputyt . In Fourier space this isY= X F. There are two problems
to look at, unknown filterF and unknown inputX.



• Unknown filter
When inputs and outputs are given, the problem of finding an unknown filter ap-
pears to be overdetermined, so we writey ≈ Xf where the matrixX is a matrix
of downshifted columns like (1.5). Thus the quadratic form to be minimized is a
restatement of equation (2.47) with filter definitions:

Q(f′,f) = (Xf −y)′(Xf −y) (2.49)

The solutionf is found just as we found (2.48), and it is the set of simultaneous
equations0= X′(Xf −y).

• Unknown input: deconvolution with a known filter
For solving the unknown-input problem, we put the known filterft in a matrix of
downshifted columnsF. Our statement of wishes is now to findxt so thaty ≈ Fx.
We can expect to have trouble finding unknown inputsxt when we are dealing with
certain kinds of filters, such asbandpass filters. If the output is zero in a frequency
band, we will never be able to find the input in that band and will need to preventxt
from diverging there. We do this by the statement that we wish0≈ ε x, whereε is
a parameter that is small and whose exact size will be chosen by experimentation.



Putting both wishes into a single, partitioned matrix equation gives[
0
0

]
≈

[
r1
r2

]
=

[
F
ε I

]
x −

[
y
0

]
(2.50)

To minimize the residualsr1 andr2, we can minimize the scalarr ′r = r ′1r1+ r ′2r2.
This is

Q(x′,x) = (Fx−y)′(Fx−y)+ ε2x′x

= (x′F′−y′)(Fx−y)+ ε2x′x (2.51)

We solved this minimization in the frequency domain (beginning from equation (2.4)).
Formally the solution is found just as with equation (2.48), but this solution

looks unappealing in practice because there are so many unknowns and because
the problem can be solved much more quickly in the Fourier domain. To moti-
vate ourselves to solve this problem in the time domain, we need either to find an
approximate solution method that is much faster, or to discover that constraints or
time-variable weighting functions are required in some applications. This is an is-
sue we must be continuously alert to, whether the cost of a method is justified by its
need.



EXERCISES:
1 In 1695, 150 years before Lord Kelvin’s absolute temperature scale, 120 years

before Sadi Carnot’s PhD thesis, 40 years before Anders Celsius, and 20 years
before Gabriel Farenheit, the French physicist GuillaumeAmontons, deaf
since birth, took a mercury manometer (pressure gauge) and sealed it inside
a glass pipe (a constant volume of air). He heated it to the boiling point of wa-
ter at 100◦C. As he lowered the temperature to freezing at 0◦ C, he observed
the pressure dropped by 25% . He could not drop the temperature any further
but he supposed that if he could drop it further by a factor of three, the pressure
would drop to zero (the lowest possible pressure) and the temperature would
have been the lowest possible temperature. Had he lived after Anders Celsius
he might have calculated this temperature to be−300◦ C (Celsius). Absolute
zero is now known to be−273◦ C.

It is your job to be Amontons’ lab assistant. Youri th measurement of tempera-
tureTi you make with Issac Newton’s thermometer and you measure pressure
Pi and volumeVi in the metric system. Amontons needs you to fit his data with
the regression 0≈ α(Ti −T0)−Pi Vi and calculate the temperature shiftT0 that
Newton should have made when he defined his temperature scale. Do not solve



this problem! Instead, cast it in the form of equation (2.23), identifying the data
d and the two column vectorsf1 andf2 that are the fitting functions. Relate the
model parametersx1 andx2 to the physical parametersα andT0. Suppose you
make ALL your measurements at room temperature, can you findT0? Why or
why not?

2.3. KRYLOV SUBSPACE ITERATIVE METH-
ODS

Thesolution time for simultaneouslinear equationsgrows cubically with the num-
ber of unknowns. There are three regimes for solution; which one is applicable de-
pends on the number of unknownsm. Form three or less, we use analytical meth-
ods. We also sometimes use analytical methods on matrices of size 4×4 when the
matrix contains enough zeros. Today in year 2001, a deskside workstation, working
an hour solves about a 4000×4000 set of simultaneous equations. A square image
packed into a 4096 point vector is a 64×64 array. The computer power for linear
algebra to give us solutions that fit in ak×k image is thus proportional tok6, which



means that even though computer power grows rapidly, imaging resolution using
“exact numerical methods” hardly grows at all from our 64×64 current practical
limit.

The retina in our eyes captures an image of size about 1000×1000 which is a
lot bigger than 64×64. Life offers us many occasions where final images exceed
the 4000 points of a 64× 64 array. To make linear algebra (and inverse theory)
relevant to such problems, we investigate special techniques. A numerical technique
known as the “conjugate-direction method” works well for all values ofm and is
our subject here. As with most simultaneous equation solvers, an exact answer
(assuming exact arithmetic) is attained in a finite number of steps. And ifn and
m are too large to allow enough iterations, the iterative methods can be interrupted
at any stage, the partial result often proving useful. Whether or not a partial result
actually is useful is the subject of much research; naturally, the results vary from
one application to the next.



2.3.1. Sign convention
On the last day of the survey, a storm blew up, the sea got rough, and the receivers
drifted further downwind. The data recorded that day had a larger than usual differ-
ence from that predicted by the final model. We could call (d−Fm) theexperimen-
tal error. (Hered is data,m is model parameters, andF is their linear relation).

The alternate view is that our theory was too simple. It lacked model parameters
for the waves and the drifting cables. Because of this model oversimplification we
had amodeling errorof the opposite polarity (Fm−d).

A strong experimentalist prefers to think of the error as experimental error,
something for him or her to work out. Likewise a strong analyst likes to think of the
error as a theoretical problem. (Weaker investigators might be inclined to take the
opposite view.)

Regardless of the above, and opposite to common practice, I define thesign
convention for the error (or residual) as (Fm−d). When we choose this sign con-
vention, our hazard for analysis errors will be reduced becauseF is often compli-
cated and formed by combining many parts.



Beginners often feel disappointment when the data does not fit the model very
well. They see it as a defect in the data instead of an opportunity to design a
stronger theory.

2.3.2. Method of random directions and steepest descent
Let us minimize the sum of the squares of the components of theresidual vector
given by

residual = transform model space− data space (2.52)
r


=


F



 x

 −


d


(2.53)

A contour plot is based on an altitude function of space. The altitude is the



dot product r · r . By finding the lowest altitude, we are driving the residual vector
r as close as we can to zero. If the residual vectorr reaches zero, then we have
solved the simultaneous equationsd= Fx. In a two-dimensional world the vectorx
has two components, (x1,x2). A contour is a curve of constantr · r in (x1,x2)-space.
These contours have a statistical interpretation as contours of uncertainty in (x1,x2),
with measurement errors ind.

Let us see how a random search-direction can be used to reduce the residual
0≈ r = Fx−d. Let 1x be an abstract vector with the same number of components
as the solutionx, and let1x contain arbitrary or random numbers. We add an
unknown quantityα of vector1x to the vectorx, and thereby createxnew:

xnew = x+α1x (2.54)

This gives a new residual:

rnew = F xnew−d (2.55)

rnew = F(x+α1x)−d (2.56)

rnew = r +α1r = (Fx−d)+αF1x (2.57)

which defines1r = F1x.



Next we adjustα to minimize the dot product:rnew· rnew

(r +α1r ) · (r +α1r ) = r · r +2α(r ·1r ) + α21r ·1r (2.58)

Set to zero its derivative with respect toα using the chain rule

0 = (r +α1r ) ·1r + 1r · (r +α1r ) = 2(r +α1r ) ·1r (2.59)

which says that the new residualrnew= r + α1r is perpendicular to the “fitting
function” 1r . Solving gives the required value ofα.

α = −
(r ·1r )

(1r ·1r )
(2.60)

A “computationtemplate” for the method of random directions is

r ←− Fx−d
iterate {

1x ←− random numbers
1r ←− F 1x
α ←− −(r ·1r )/(1r ·1r )
x ←− x+α1x
r ←− r +α1r



}

A nice thing about the method of random directions is that you do not need to know
the adjoint operatorF′.

In practice, random directions are rarely used. It is more common to use the
gradient direction than a random direction. Notice that a vector of the size of1x is

g = F′r (2.61)

Notice also that this vector can be found by taking the gradient of the size of the
residuals:

∂

∂x′
r · r =

∂

∂x′
(x′F′ − d′) (Fx − d) = F′ r (2.62)

Choosing1x to be the gradient vector1x= g= F′r is called “the method ofsteep-
est descent.”

Starting from a modelx = m (which may be zero), below is atemplate of
pseudocode for minimizing the residual0 ≈ r = Fx− d by the steepest-descent
method:

r ←− Fx−d
iterate {



1x ←− F′ r
1r ←− F 1x
α ←− −(r ·1r )/(1r ·1r )
x ←− x+α1x
r ←− r +α1r
}

2.3.3. Null space and iterative methods
In applications where we fitd ≈ Fx, there might exist a vector (or a family of vec-
tors) defined by the condition0= Fxnull. This family is called anull space. For
example, if the operatorF is a time derivative, then the null space is the constant
function; if the operator is a second derivative, then the null space has two compo-
nents, a constant function and a linear function, or combinations of them. The null
space is a family of model components that have no effect on the data.

When we use the steepest-descent method, we iteratively find solutions by this



updating:

xi+1 = xi +α1x (2.63)

xi+1 = xi +αF′r (2.64)

xi+1 = xi +αF′(Fx−d) (2.65)

After we have iterated to convergence, the gradient1x vanishes as doesF′(Fx−d).
Thus, an iterative solver gets the same solution as the long-winded theory leading
to equation (2.40).

Suppose that by adding a huge amount ofxnull, we now changex and con-
tinue iterating. Notice that1x remains zero becauseFxnull vanishes. Thus we
conclude that any null space in the initial guessx0 will remain there unaffected by
the gradient-descent process.

Linear algebra theory enables us to dig up the entire null space should we so
desire. On the other hand, the computer demands might be vast. Even the memory
for holding the manyx vectors could be prohibitive. A much simpler and more
practical goal is to find out if the null space has any members, and if so, to view
some of them. To try to see a member of the null space, we take two starting
guesses and we run our iterative solver for each of them. If the two solutions,x1



andx2, are the same, there is no null space. If the solutions differ, the difference is
a member of the null space. Let us see why: Suppose after iterating to minimum
residual we find

r1 = Fx1−d (2.66)

r2 = Fx2−d (2.67)

We know that the residual squared is a convex quadratic function of the unknownx.
Mathematically that means the minimum value is unique, sor1 = r2. Subtracting
we find 0= r1− r2 = F(x1−x2) proving thatx1−x2 is a model in the null space.
Adding x1−x2 to any to any modelx will not change the theoretical data. Are you
having trouble visualizingr being unique, butx not being unique? Imagine that
r happens to be independent of one of the components ofx. That component is
nonunique. More generally, it is some linear combination of components ofx thatr
is independent of.

A practical way to learn about the existence of null spaces and their general
appearance is simply to try gradient-descent methods beginning from various
different starting guesses.



“Did I fail to run my iterative solver long enough?” is a question you might
have. If two residuals from two starting solutions are not equal,r1 6= r2, then you
should be running your solver through more iterations.

If two different starting solutions produce two different residuals, then you
didn’t run your solver through enough iterations.

2.3.4. Why steepest descent is so slow
Before we can understand why theconjugate-direction methodis so fast, we need
to see why thesteepest-descent methodis so slow. Imagine yourself sitting on the
edge of a circular bowl. If you jump off the rim, you’ll slide straight to the bottom at
the center. Now imagine an ellipsoidal bowl of very large ellipticity. As you jump
off the rim, you’ll first move in the direction of the gradient. This is not towards the
bottom at the center of the ellipse (unless you were sitting on the major or minor
axis).

We can formalize the situation. A parametric equation for a line isx = xold+

α1x whereα is the parameter for moving on the line. The process of selecting



α is called “line search." Think of a two-dimensional example where the vector of
unknownsx has just two components,x1 andx2. Then the size of the residual vector
r · r can be displayed with a contour plot in the plane of (x1,x2). Our ellipsoidal
bowl has ellipsoidal contours of constant altitude. As we move in a line across this
space by adjustingα, equation(2.58) gives our altitude. This equation has a unique
minimum because it is a parabola inα. As we approach the minimum, our trajectory
becomes tangential to a contour line in (x1,x2)-space. This is where we stop. Now
we compute our new residualr and we compute the new gradient1x = g= F′r .
OK, we are ready for the next slide down. When we turn ourselves from "parallel to
a contour line" to the direction of1x which is "perpendicular to that contour", we
are turning 90◦. Our path to the bottom of the bowl will be made of many segments,
each turning 90◦ from the previous. We will need an infinite number of such steps
to reach the bottom. It happens that the amazing conjugate-direction method would
reach the bottom in just two jumps (because (x1,x2) is a two dimensional space.)



2.3.5. Conjugate direction
In the conjugate-direction method, not a line, but rather a plane, is searched. A
plane is made from an arbitrary linear combination of two vectors. One vector
will be chosen to be the gradient vector, sayg. The other vector will be chosen
to be the previous descent step vector, says= xj − xj−1. Instead ofαg we need
a linear combination, sayαg+ βs. For minimizing quadratic functions the plane
search requires only the solution of a two-by-two set of linear equations forα and
β. The equations will be specified here along with the program. (Fornonquadratic
functions a plane search is considered intractable, whereas a line search proceeds
by bisection.)

For use in linear problems, the conjugate-direction method described in this
book follows an identical path with the more well-known conjugate-gradient method.
We use the conjugate-direction method for convenience in exposition and program-
ming.

The simple form of the conjugate-direction algorithm covered here is a se-
quence of steps. In each step the minimum is found in the plane given by two
vectors: the gradient vector and the vector of the previous step. Given the linear op-
eratorF and a generator of solution steps (random in the case of random directions



or gradient in the case of steepest descent), we can construct an optimally conver-
gent iteration process, which finds the solution in no more thann steps, wheren is
the size of the problem. This result should not be surprising. IfF is represented by
a full matrix, then the cost of direct inversion is proportional ton3, and the cost of
matrix multiplication isn2. Each step of an iterative method boils down to a matrix
multiplication. Therefore, we need at leastn steps to arrive at the exact solution.
Two circumstances make large-scale optimization practical. First, for sparse convo-
lution matrices the cost of matrix multiplication isn instead ofn2. Second, we can
often find a reasonably good solution after a limited number of iterations. If both
these conditions are met, the cost of optimization grows linearly withn, which is
a practical rate even for very large problems. Fourier-transformed variables are of-
ten capitalized. This convention will be helpful here, so in this subsection only, we
capitalize vectors transformed by theF matrix. As everywhere, a matrix such asF
is printed inboldfacetype but in this subsection, vectors arenotprinted in boldface
print. Thus we define the solution, the solution step (from one iteration to the next),



and the gradient by

X = F x solution (2.68)

Sj = F sj solution step (2.69)

Gj = F gj solution gradient (2.70)

A linear combination in solution space, says+g, corresponds toS+G in the con-
jugate space, becauseS+G = Fs+Fg= F(s+ g). According to equation (2.53),
the residual is the theoretical data minus the observed data.

R = Fx − D = X − D (2.71)

The solutionx is obtained by a succession of stepssj , say

x = s1 + s2 + s3 + ·· · (2.72)

The last stage of each iteration is to update the solution and the residual:

solution update : x ← x + s (2.73)

residual update : R ← R + S (2.74)



Thegradientvectorg is a vector with the same number of components as the
solution vectorx. A vector with this number of components is

g = F′ R = gradient (2.75)

G = F g = conjugate gradient (2.76)

The gradientg in the transformed space isG, also known as theconjugate gradient.
The minimization (2.58) is now generalized to scan not only the line withα,

but simultaneously another line withβ. The combination of the two lines is a plane:

Q(α,β) = (R+αG+βS) · (R+αG+βS) (2.77)

The minimum is found at∂Q/∂α = 0 and∂Q/∂β = 0, namely,

0 = G · (R+αG+βS) (2.78)

0 = S · (R+αG+βS) (2.79)

The solution is[
α

β

]
=

−1

(G ·G)(S·S)− (G ·S)2

[
(S·S) −(S·G)
−(G ·S) (G ·G)

] [
(G · R)
(S· R)

]
(2.80)



This may look complicated. The steepest descent method requires us to compute
only the two dot productsr ·1r and1r ·1r while equation (2.77) contains five dot
products, but the extra trouble is well worth while because the “conjugate direction”
is such a much better direction than the gradient direction.

The many applications in this book all need to findα andβ with (2.80) and
then update the solution with (2.73) and update the residual with (2.74). Thus we
package these activities in a subroutine namedcgstep() . To use that subroutine
we will have a computationtemplate like we had for steepest descents, except that
we will have the repetitive work done by subroutinecgstep() . This template (or
pseudocode) for minimizing the residual0≈ r = Fx−d by the conjugate-direction
method is

r ←− Fx−d
iterate {

1x ←− F′ r
1r ←− F 1x
(x,r ) ←− cgstep(x,1x,r ,1r )
}

where the subroutinecgstep() remembers the previous iteration and works out the



step size and adds in the proper proportion of the1x of the previous step.

2.3.6. Routine for one step of conjugate-direction descent
BecauseFortran does not recognize the difference between upper- and lower-case
letters, the conjugate vectorsG andS in the program are denoted bygg andss . The
inner part of the conjugate-direction task is in functioncgstep() . cgstep

Observe thecgstep() function has a logical parameter calledforget . This
parameter does not need to be input. In the normal course of things,forget will
be true on the first iteration and false on subsequent iterations. This refers to the
fact that on the first iteration, there is no previous step, so the conjugate direction
method is reduced to the steepest descent method. At any iteration, however, you
have the option to setforget=.true. which amounts to restarting the calculation
from the current location, something we rarely find reason to do.



module cgstep_mod {
real, dimension (:), allocatable, private :: s, ss

contains
integer function cgstep( forget, x, g, rr, gg) {

real, dimension (:) :: x, g, rr, gg
logical :: forget
double precision :: sds, gdg, gds, determ, gdr, sdr, alfa, beta
if( .not. allocated (s)) { forget = .true.

allocate ( s (size ( x)))
allocate (ss (size (rr)))
}

if( forget){ s = 0.; ss = 0.; beta = 0.d0 # steepest descent
if( dot_product(gg, gg) == 0 )

call erexit(’cgstep: grad vanishes identically’)
alfa = - sum( dprod( gg, rr)) / sum( dprod( gg, gg))
}

else{ gdg = sum( dprod( gg, gg)) # search plane by solving 2-by-2
sds = sum( dprod( ss, ss)) # G . (R - G*alfa - S*beta) = 0
gds = sum( dprod( gg, ss)) # S . (R - G*alfa - S*beta) = 0
if( gdg==0. .or. sds==0.) { cgstep = 1; return }
determ = gdg * sds * max (1.d0 - (gds/gdg)*(gds/sds), 1.d-12)
gdr = - sum( dprod( gg, rr))
sdr = - sum( dprod( ss, rr))
alfa = ( sds * gdr - gds * sdr ) / determ
beta = (-gds * gdr + gdg * sdr ) / determ
}

s = alfa * g + beta * s # update solution step
ss = alfa * gg + beta * ss # update residual step
x = x + s # update solution
rr = rr + ss # update residual
forget = .false.; cgstep = 0

}
subroutine cgstep_close ( ) {

if( allocated( s)) deallocate( s, ss)
}

}

Back



2.3.7. A basic solver program
There are many different methods for iterative least-square estimation some of
which will be discussed later in this book. The conjugate-gradient (CG) family (in-
cluding the first order conjugate-direction method described above) share the prop-
erty that theoretically they achieve the solution inn iterations, wheren is the number
of unknowns. The various CG methods differ in their numerical errors, memory re-
quired, adaptability to non-linear optimization, and their requirements on accuracy
of the adjoint. What we do in this section is to show you the generic interface.

None of us is an expert in both geophysics and in optimization theory (OT), yet
we need to handle both. We would like to have each group write its own code with a
relatively easy interface. The problem is that the OT codes must invoke the physical
operators yet the OT codes should not need to deal with all the data and parameters
needed by the physical operators.

In other words, if a practitioner decides to swap one solver for another, the only
thing needed is the name of the new solver.

The operator entrance is for the geophysicist, who formulates the estimation
problem. The solver entrance is for the specialist in numerical algebra, who designs
a new optimization method. The Fortran-90 programming language allows us to



achieve this design goal by means of generic function interfaces.
A basic solver issolver_tiny() . solver_tiny
The two most important arguments insolver_tiny() are the operator function

Fop, which is defined by the interface from Chapter1, and the stepper function
stepper , which implements one step of an iterative estimation. For example, a
practitioner who choses to use our newcgstep() /prog:cgstepfor iterative solving

the operatormatmult /prog:matmultwould write the call
call solver_tiny ( matmult_lop, cgstep, ...

so while you are reading thesolver_tiny module, you should visualize theFop()

function as beingmatmult_lop , and you should visualize thestepper() function as
beingcgstep .

The other required parameters tosolver_tiny() ared (the data we want to fit),
m(the model we want to estimate), andniter (the maximum number of iterations).
There are also a couple of optional arguments. For example,m0 is the starting guess
for the model. If this parameter is omitted, the model is initialized to zero. To output
the final residual vector, we include a parameter calledresd , which is optional as
well. We will watch how the list of optional parameters to the generic solver routine
grows as we attack more and more complex problems in later chapters.



module solver_tiny_mod { # 0 = F m - d
contains

subroutine solver_tiny( m,d, Fop, stepper, niter, m0,resd) {
optional :: m0,resd
interface { #--------------------begin definitions -------

integer function Fop(adj,add,m,d){
real,dimension(:) :: m,d
logical,intent(in):: adj,add }

integer function stepper(forget,m,g,rr,gg) {
real,dimension(:) :: m,g,rr,gg
logical :: forget }

}
real, dimension(:), intent(in) :: d # data
real, dimension(:), intent(out) :: m # model
real, dimension(:), intent(in) :: m0 # initial model
integer, intent(in) :: niter # number of iterations
integer :: iter # iteration number
real, dimension(size( m)) :: g # gradient (dm)
real, dimension(size( d)),target :: rr # data residual ( vector)
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rd # data residual (pointer)
real, dimension(size( d)),target :: gg # conj grad ( vector)
real, dimension(:), pointer :: gd # conj grad (pointer)
integer :: stat # status flag
real, dimension(:), intent(out) :: resd # residual
rd => rr(1:size( d))
gd => gg(1:size( d))
#--------------------------begin initialization -----------
rd = -d # Rd = - d
m = 0; if(present( m0)){ m = m0 # m = m0

stat = Fop(.false.,.true.,m,rd) # Rd = Rd + F m0
}
do iter = 1,niter { #--------- begin iterations -----------

stat = Fop( .true.,.false.,g,rd) # g = F’ Rd
stat = Fop(.false.,.false.,g,gd) # Gd = F g
stat = stepper(.false., m,g, rr,gg)# m = m+dm; R = R + dR

}
if(present( resd)) resd = rd

}
}

Back



2.3.8. Why Fortran 90 is much better than Fortran 77
I’d like to digress from our geophysics-mathematics themes to explain why Fortran
90 has been a great step forward over Fortran 77. All the illustrations in this book
were originally computed in F77. Then modulesolver_tiny /prog:solver_tiny
was simply a subroutine. It was not one module for the whole book, as it is now, but
it was many conceptually identical subroutines, dozens of them, one subroutine for
each application. The reason for the proliferation was that F77 lacks the ability of
F90 to represent operators as having two ways to enter, one for science and another
for math. On the other hand, F77 did not require the half a page of definitions that
we see here in F90. But the definitions are not difficult to understand, and they are
a clutter that we must see once and never again. Another benefit is that the book in
F77 had no easy way to switch from thecgstep solver to other solvers.

2.3.9. Test case: solving some simultaneous equations
Now we assemble a modulecgmeth for solving simultaneous equations. Starting
with the conjugate-direction modulecgstep_mod /prog:cgstepwe insert the mod-

ule matmult /prog:matmultas the linear operator.cgmeth



module cgmeth {
use matmult
use cgstep_mod
use solver_tiny_mod

contains
# setup of conjugate gradient descent, minimize SUM rr(i)**2
# nx
# rr(i) = sum fff(i,j) * x(j) - yy(i)
# j=1
subroutine cgtest( x, yy, rr, fff, niter) {

real, dimension (:), intent (out) :: x, rr
real, dimension (:), intent (in) :: yy
real, dimension (:,:), pointer :: fff
integer, intent (in) :: niter
call matmult_init( fff)
call solver_tiny( m=x, d=yy, &

Fop=matmult_lop, stepper=cgstep, &
niter=niter, resd=rr)

call cgstep_close ()
}

}

Back



Below shows the solution to 5×4 set of simultaneous equations. Observe that
the “exact” solution is obtained in the last step. Because the data and answers are
integers, it is quick to check the result manually.

d transpose

3.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00

F transpose

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00

1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00

for iter = 0, 4

x 0.43457383 1.56124675 0.27362058 0.25752524

res -0.73055887 0.55706739 0.39193487 -0.06291389 -0.22804642

x 0.51313990 1.38677299 0.87905121 0.56870615

res -0.22103602 0.28668585 0.55251014 -0.37106210 -0.10523783

x 0.39144871 1.24044561 1.08974111 1.46199656

res -0.27836466 -0.12766013 0.20252672 -0.18477242 0.14541438

x 1.00001287 1.00004792 1.00000811 2.00000739



res 0.00006878 0.00010860 0.00016473 0.00021179 0.00026788

x 1.00000024 0.99999994 0.99999994 2.00000024

res -0.00000001 -0.00000001 0.00000001 0.00000002 -0.00000001

EXERCISES:
1 One way to remove a mean valuem from signals(t)= s is with the fitting goal

0≈ s−m. What operator matrix is involved?

2 What linear operator subroutine from Chapter1 can be used for finding the
mean?

3 How many CD iterations should be required to get the exact mean value?

4 Write a mathematical expression for finding the mean by the CG method.

2.4. INVERSE NMO STACK
To illustrate an example of solving a huge set of simultaneous equations without
ever writing down the matrix of coefficients we consider howback projectioncan
be upgraded towardsinversion in the application calledmoveout and stack.



Figure 2.7: Top is a model
tracem. Next are the synthetic
data traces,d = Mm . Then, la-
beled niter=0 is the stack, a
result of processing by adjoint
modeling. Increasing values of
niter showx as a function of it-
eration count in the fitting goal
d ≈ Mm . (Carlos Cunha-Filho)
lsq-invstack90[ER]



module invstack {
use imospray
use cgstep_mod
use solver_tiny_mod

contains
# NMO stack by inverse of forward modeling
subroutine stack( nt, model, nx, gather, t0,x0,dt,dx,slow, niter) {
integer nt, nx, niter
real model (:), gather (:), t0,x0,dt,dx,slow
call imospray_init( slow, x0,dx, t0,dt, nt, nx)
call solver_tiny( m=model, d=gather, Fop=imospray_lop, step-

per=cgstep, niter=niter)
call cgstep_close (); call imospray_close () # garbage collection
}

}

Back



The seismograms at the bottom of Figure2.7 show the first four iterations of
conjugate-direction inversion. You see the original rectangle-shaped waveform re-
turning as the iterations proceed. Notice also on thestack that the early and late
events have unequal amplitudes, but after enough iterations they are equal, as they
began. Mathematically, we can denote the top trace as the modelm, the synthetic
data signals asd=Mm , and the stack asM ′d. The conjugate-gradient algorithm op-
timizes the fitting goald≈Mx by variation ofx, and the figure showsx converging
to m. Because there are 256 unknowns inm, it is gratifying to see good conver-
gence occurring after the first four iterations. The fitting is done by moduleinvs-

tack , which is just likecgmeth /prog:cgmethexcept that the matrix-multiplication

operatormatmult /prog:matmulthas been replaced byimospray /prog:imospray.
Studying the program, you can deduce that, except for a scale factor, the output at
niter=0 is identical to the stackM ′d. All the signals in Figure2.7are intrinsically
the same scale.invstack

This simple inversion is inexpensive. Has anything been gained over conven-
tional stack? First, though we usednearest-neighborinterpolation, we managed to
preserve the spectrum of the input, apparently all the way to the Nyquist frequency.
Second, we preserved the true amplitude scale without ever bothering to think about



(1) dividing by the number of contributing traces, (2) the amplitude effect of NMO
stretch, or (3) event truncation.

With depth-dependent velocity, wave fields become much more complex at
wide offset. NMO soon fails, but wave-equation forward modeling offers inter-
esting opportunities for inversion.

2.5. FLATTENING 3-D SEISMIC DATA
Here we follow the doctoral disertation of Jesse Lomask. In Figure2.6 we have
seen how to flatten 2-D seismic data. The 3-D process is much more interesting.
To see why, consider this: Starting from the origin (x, y) = (0,0) we move along
thex-axis flattening until we come to (10,0). From there we move along they-axis
flattening until we get to (x, y)= (10,10). Move backwards on thex-axis to (0,10)
flattening as you go. Finally, return to the origin. Along our journey around this
square we have integratedp= dt/dx (anddt/dy) to find the total time shift. Upon
returning to the starting point, we would like the total time shift to return to zero.
Dealing with real data of less than perfect coherence this might not happen. Old
time seismologists would say, “The survey lines don’t tie.” As we push to the limits



of our knowledge (which we normally do) this problem always arises. We would
like a solution that gives the best fit of all the data in a volume. Given a volume
of datau(t ,x, y) we seek the bestτ (x, y) such thatw(t ,x, y)= u(t− τ (x, y),x, y) is
flattened. Let’s get it.

Here is an expression that on first sight seems to say nothing

∇τ =

 ∂τ
∂x

∂τ
∂y

 (2.81)

Equation (2.81) looks like a tautology, a restatement of basic mathematical notation.
This is so, however, only ifτ (x, y) is known and the derivatives are derived from
it. Whenτ (x, y) is not known but the partial derivatives are observed, then we have
two measurements at each (x, y) location for the one unknownτ at that location.
The same is true at all locations, so we write it as a regression, a residualr that we
will work to get small to find a best fittingτ (x, y) or maybeτ (x, y,t). Let d be the
measurements in the vector in equation (2.81), the measurements throughout the
(t ,x, y)-volume. Expressed as a regression equation (2.81) becomes

0 ≈ r = ∇τ − d (2.82)



module igrad2 { # 2-D gradient with adjoint, r= grad( p)
integer :: n1, n2
#%_init (n1, n2)
#%_lop ( p(n1, n2), r(n1,n2,2))
integer i,j
do i= 1, n1-1 {
do j= 1, n2-1 {

if( adj) {
p(i+1,j ) += r(i,j,1)
p(i ,j ) -= r(i,j,1)
p(i ,j+1) += r(i,j,2)
p(i ,j ) -= r(i,j,2)
}

else { r(i,j,1) += ( p(i+1,j) - p(i,j))
r(i,j,2) += ( p(i,j+1) - p(i,j))
}

}}
}
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Let us see how the coming 3-D illustrations were created. First we need code for
vector gradient with its adjoint, negative vector divergence. Here it is:igrad2
In a kind of magic, all we need to fit our regression (2.81) is to pass theigrad2

module to the Krylov subspace solver, simple solver usingcgstep , but first we need
to computed by calculatingdt/dx anddt/dy between all the mesh points.

do iy=1,ny { # Calculate x-direction dips: px

call puck2d(dat(:,:,iy),coh_x,px,res_x,boxsz,nt,nx)

}

do ix=1,nx { # Calculate y-direction dips: py

call puck2d(dat(:,ix,:),coh_y,py,res_y,boxsz,nt,ny)

}

do it=1,nt { # Integrate dips: tau

call dipinteg(px(it,:,:),py(it,:,:),tau,niter,verb,nx,ny)

}

Finally, initialize the gradient operator, pack the two column vectorsdt/dx and
dt/dy into a single column vectord like in equation (2.81), and tell the simple solver
to make its steps with to usecgstep with the linear operatorigrad2 . dipinteg



module dipinteg_mod{
use igrad2
use solver_smp_mod
use cgstep_mod
# simple dip integrator for flattening using cg

contains
subroutine dipinteg(px,py,tau,niter,verb,nx,ny){

integer, intent(in) :: niter,nx,ny
logical, intent(in) :: verb
real, dimension(:,:),intent(in ):: px,py
real, dimension(:), intent(out):: tau
real, dimension(:) :: px_py(2*nx*ny)
call igrad2_init(nx,ny)
px_py(1:nx*ny) =reshape(py,(/nx*ny/))
px_py(nx*ny+1:2*nx*ny)=reshape(px,(/nx*ny/))
call solver_smp(tau,px_py,igrad2_lop,cgstep,niter,verb)

}
}
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2.5.1. Gulf of Mexico Salt Piercement Example (Jesse Lo-
mask)

Figure 2.8 shows a 3D seismic data cube from the Gulf of Mexico provided by
Chevron. A volume of data cannot be displayed on the page of a book. The display
here consists of three slices from the volume. Top is a (t0,x, y) slice, also called a
“time slice.” Beneath it is a (t ,x, y0) slice; aside that is a (t ,x0, y) slice, depth slices
in orthogonal directions. Intersections of the slices within the cube are shown by
the heavy black lines on the faces of the cube. The circle in the lower right corner
of the top slice is an eruption of salt (which, like ice, under high pressure will flow
like a liquid). Inside the salt there are no reflections so the data should be ignored
there. Outside the salt we see layers, simple horizons of sedimentary rock. As the
salt has pushed upward it has dragged bedding planes upward with it. Presuming
the bedding to contain permeable sandstones and impermeable shales, the pushed
up bedding around the salt is a prospective oil trap. The time slice in the top panel
shows ancient river channels, some large, some small, that are now deeply buried.
These may also contain sand. Being natural underground “oil pipes” they are of
great interest. To see these pipes as they approach the salt dome we need a picture,



Figure 2.8: Chevron data cube from the Gulf of Mexico. A salt dome (lower left
corner in the top plane) has pushed upwards, dragging bedding planes (seen in the
bottom two orthogonal planes) along with it.lsq-chev [ER]



not at a constantt , but at a constantt− τ (x, y).
Figure 2.9 shows a time slice of the original cube and the flattened cube of

Figure2.8. The first thing to notice on the plane before flattening is that the panel
drifts from dark to light in place to place. This is because the horizontal layers
are not fully horizontal. Approaching the dome the change from dark to light and
back again happens so rapidly that the dome appears surrounded by rings. After
flattening, the drift and rings disappear. The reflection horizons are no longer cutting
across the image. Channels no longer drift off (above or below) the viewable time
slice. Carefully viewing the salt dome it seems smaller after flattening because the
rings are replace by a bedding plane.



Figure 2.9: Slices of con-
stant time before and after flat-
tening. Notice the rings sur-
rounding the dome are gone giv-
ing the dome a reduced diameter.
(Ignore the inside of the dome.)
lsq-slicecomp22[ER,M]



2.6. VESUVIUS PHASE UNWRAPPING
Figure2.10shows radar1 images of Mt. Vesuvius2 in Italy. These images are made
from backscatter signalss1(t) ands2(t), recorded along twosatellite orbits 800 km
high and 54 m apart. The signals are very high frequency (the radar wavelength
being 2.7 cm). They were Fourier transformed and one multiplied by the complex
conjugate of the other, getting the productZ = S1(ω)S̄2(ω). The product’s ampli-
tude and phase are shown in Figure2.10. Examining the data, you can notice that
where the signals are strongest (darkest on the left), the phase (on the right) is the
most spatially consistent. Pixel by pixel evaluation with the two frames in a movie
program shows that there are a few somewhat large local amplitudes (clipped in
Figure2.10) but because these generally have spatially consistent phase, I would
not describe the data as containing noise bursts.

1 Here we do not require knowledge of radar fundamentals. Common theory
and practice is briefly surveyed in Reviews of Geophysics, Vol 36, No 4, November
1998, Radar Interferometry and its application to changes in the earth’s surface,
Didier Massonnet and Kurt Feigl.

2 A web search engine quickly finds you other views.



Figure 2.10: Radar image of Mt. Vesuvius. Left is the amplitude. Non-
reflecting ocean in upper left corner. Right is the phase. (Umberto Spagnolini)
lsq-vesuvio90[ER,M]



To reduce the time needed for analysis and printing, I reduced the data size
two different ways, by decimation and by local averaging, as shown in Figure2.11.
The decimation was to about 1 part in 9 on each axis, and the local averaging was
done in 9×9 windows giving the same spatial resolution in each case. The local
averaging was done independently in the plane of the real part and the plane of the
imaginary part. Putting them back together again showed that the phase angle of the
averaged data behaves much more consistently. This adds evidence that the data is
not troubled by noise bursts.

From Figures2.10and2.11we see thatcontours of constant phase appear to
be contours of constant altitude; this conclusion leads us to suppose that a study of
radar theory would lead us to a relation likeZ = eih whereh is altitude (in units
unknown to us nonspecialists). Because the flat land away from the mountain is all
at the same phase (as is the altitude), the distance as revealed by the phase does not
represent the distance from the ground to the satellite viewer. We are accustomed to
measuring altitude along a vertical line to a datum, but here the distance seems to
be measured from the ground along a 23◦ angle from the vertical to a datum at the
satellite height.

Phase is a troublesome measurement because we generally see it modulo 2π .



Figure 2.11: Phase based on decimated data (left) and smoothed data (right).
lsq-squeeze90[ER,M]



Marching up the mountain we see the phase getting lighter and lighter until it sud-
denly jumps to black which then continues to lighten as we continue up the moun-
tain to the next jump. Let us undertake to compute the phase including all of its
jumps of 2π . Begin with a complex numberZ representing the complex-valued
image at any location in the (x, y)-plane.

rei φ
= Z (2.83)

ln |r |+ i (φ+ 2π N) = ln Z (2.84)

φ = = ln Z − 2π N (2.85)

A computer will find the imaginary part of the logarithm with the arctan function
of two arguments,atan2(y,x) , which will put the phase in the range−π < φ ≤ π

although any multiple of 2π could be added. We seem to escape the 2π N phase
ambiguity by differentiating:

∂φ

∂x
= =

1

Z

∂ Z

∂x
(2.86)

∂φ

∂x
=
= Z̄ ∂ Z

∂x

Z̄ Z
(2.87)



For every point on they-axis, equation (2.87) is a differential equation on thex-
axis, and we could integrate them all to findφ(x, y). That sounds easy. On the other
hand, the same equations are valid whenx andy are interchanged, so we get twice
as many equations as unknowns. For ideal data, either of these sets of equations
should be equivalent to the other, but for real data we expect to be fitting the fitting
goal

∇φ ≈
= Z̄∇Z

Z̄ Z
(2.88)

where∇ = ( ∂
∂x , ∂

∂y ). This is essentially the same problem we solved flattening seis-
mic data with the regression∇τ ≈ d. Taking measurements to be phase differences
between neighboring mesh points, it is more correct to interpret equation (2.88) as
a difference equation than a differential equation. Since we measure phase differ-
ences only over tiny distances (one pixel) we hope not to worry about phases greater
than 2π . But if such jumps do occur, they will contribute to overall error.

Let us consider a typical location in the (x, y) plane where the complex numbers



Zi , j are given. Define a shorthanda, b, c, andd as follows:[
a b
c d

]
=

[
Zi , j Zi , j+1
Zi+1, j Zi+1, j+1

]
(2.89)

With this shorthand, the difference equation representation of the fitting goal (2.88)
is:

φi+1, j −φi , j ≈ 1φac
φi , j+1−φi , j ≈ 1φab

(2.90)

Now let us find the phase jumps between the various locations. Complex numbersa
andb may be expressed in polar form, saya= raei φa andb= rbei φb. The complex
numberāb= rarbei (φb−φa) has the desired phase1φab. To obtain it we take the
imaginary part of the complex logarithm ln|rarb|+ i 1φab.

φb−φa = 1φab = = ln āb
φd−φc = 1φcd = = ln c̄d
φc−φa = 1φac = = ln āc
φd−φb = 1φbd = = ln b̄d

(2.91)



which gives the information needed to fill in the right-hand side of (2.90), as done
by subroutineigrad2init() from moduleunwrap /prog:unwrap.

2.6.1. Estimating the inverse gradient
To optimize the fitting goal (2.90), moduleunwrap() uses the conjugate-direction
method like the modulescgmeth() /prog:cgmethandinvstack() /prog:invstack.

unwrap An open question is whether the required number of iterations is reason-
able or whether we would need to uncover a preconditioner or more rapid solution
method. I adjusted the frame size (by the amount of smoothing in Figure2.11) so
that I would get the solution in about ten seconds with 400 iterations. Results are
shown in Figure2.12. To summarize, the input is the phase map Figure2.10and
the output is the altitude map in Figure2.12. Oddly, the input looks maybe nicer
than the output because it already looks something like a contour plot. So if we
have a beauty contest, then the input beats the output, but if you need to have the
(normalized) altitudeh(x, y), not the phase ofeih(x,y), then you need to solve the
least squares problem.



module unwrap {
use cgstep_mod
use igrad2
use solver_smp_mod

contains
subroutine grad2init( z, n1,n2, rt ) {
integer i, j, n1,n2
real rt( n1,n2,2)
complex z( n1,n2 ), a,b,c
rt = 0.
do i= 1, n1-1 {
do j= 1, n2-1 {

a = z(i ,j )
c = z(i+1,j ); rt(i,j,1) = aimag( clog( c * conjg( a) ) )
b = z(i, j+1); rt(i,j,2) = aimag( clog( b * conjg( a) ) )
}}

}
# Phase unwraper. Starting from phase hh, improve it.
subroutine unwraper( zz, hh, niter) {
integer n1,n2, niter
complex zz(:,:)
real hh(:)
real, allocatable :: rt(:)
n1 = size( zz, 1)
n2 = size( zz, 2)
allocate( rt( n1*n2*2))
call grad2init( zz,n1,n2, rt)
call igrad2_init( n1,n2)
call solver_smp( m=hh, d=rt, Fop=igrad2_lop, step-

per=cgstep, niter=niter, m0=hh)
call cgstep_close ()
deallocate( rt)
}

}

Back



Figure 2.12: Estimated altitude.lsq-veshigh90[ER,M]



2.6.2. Digression: curl grad as a measure of bad data
The relation (2.91) between the phases and the phase differences is −1 1 0 0

0 0 −1 1
−1 0 1 0

0 −1 0 1


 φa

φb
φc
φd

 =

 1φab
1φcd
1φac
1φbd

 (2.92)

Starting from the phase differences, equation (2.92) cannot find all the phases them-
selves because an additive constant cannot be found. In other words, the column
vector [1,1,1,1]′ is in the null space. Likewise, if we add phase increments while we
move around a loop, the sum should be zero. Let the loop bea→ c→ d→ b→ a.
The phase increments that sum to zero are:

1φac+1φcd−1φbd−1φab = 0 (2.93)

Rearranging to agree with the order in equation (2.92) yields

−1φab+1φcd+1φac−1φbd = 0 (2.94)



which says that the row vector [−1,+1,+1,−1] premultiplies (2.92), yielding zero.
Rearrange again

−1φbd+1φac = 1φab−1φcd (2.95)

and finally interchange signs and directions (i.e.,1φdb=−1φbd)

(1φdb−1φca) − (1φdc−1φba) = 0 (2.96)

This is the finite-difference equivalent of

∂2φ

∂x∂y
−

∂2φ

∂y∂x
= 0 (2.97)

and is also thez-component of the theorem that the curl of a gradient∇ ×∇φ

vanishes for anyφ.
The four1φ summed around the 2×2 mesh should add to zero. I wondered

what would happen if random complex numbers were used fora, b, c, andd, so
I computed the four1φ’s with equation (2.91), and then computed the sum with
(2.93). They did sum to zero for 2/3 of my random numbers. Otherwise, with prob-
ability 1/6 each, they summed to±2π . The nonvanishing curl represents a phase



that is changing too rapidly between the mesh points. Figure2.13shows the loca-
tions at Vesuvius where bad data occurs. This is shown at two different resolutions.
The figure shows a tendency for bad points with curl 2π to have a neighbor with
−2π . If Vesuvius were random noise instead of good data, the planes in Figure2.13
would be one-third covered with dots but as expected, we see considerably fewer.

2.6.3. Discontinuity in the solution
The viewing angle (23 degrees off vertical) in Figure2.10might be such that the
mountain blocks some of the landscape behind it. This leads to the interesting
possibility that the phase function must have a discontinuity where our viewing
angle jumps over the hidden terrain. It will be interesting to discover whether we
can estimate functions with such discontinuities. I am not certain that the Vesuvius
data really has such a shadow zone, so I prepared the synthetic data in Figure2.14,
which is noise free and definitely has one.

We notice the polarity of the synthetic data in2.14is opposite that of the Vesu-
vius data. This means that the radar altitude of Vesuvius is not measured from sea
level but from the satellite level.



Figure 2.13: Values of curl at Vesuvius. The bad data locations at both coarse and
fine resolution tend to occur in pairs of opposite polarity.lsq-screw90[ER,M]



EXERCISES:
1 In differential equations, boundary conditions are often (1) a specified function

value or (2) a specified derivative. These are associated with (1) transient con-
volution or (2) internal convolution. Gradient operatorigrad2 /prog:igrad2
is based on internal convolution with the filter (1,−1). Reviseigrad2 to make
a module calledtgrad2 which has transient boundaries.

Here is a real-world problem you could think about: You have earthquake seis-
mograms recorded ati = 1,2, ...,N locations not on a regular mesh. You would like
to shift them into alignment. Assume a cartesian geometry. You have measured all
possible time lagsτi , j between stationi and stationj . What operator would you be
giving to the solver?

2.6.4. Analytical solutions
We have found a numerical solution to fitting problems such as this

0 ≈ ∇τ − d (2.98)



Figure 2.14: Synthetic mountain with hidden backside. For your estimation enjoy-
ment. lsq-synmod90[ER,M]



An analytical solution will be much faster. From any regression we get the least
squares solution when we multipy by the transpose of the operator. Thus

0 = ∇
′
∇τ − ∇

′d (2.99)

We need to understand what is the transpose of the gradient operator. Recall the
finite difference representation of a derivative in chapter1. Ignoring end effects,
the transpose of a derivative is the negative of a derivative. Since the transpose of
a column vector is a row vector, the adjoint of a gradient∇, namely,∇ ′ is more
commonly known as the vector divergence∇·. Likewise∇ ′∇ is a positive definite
matrix, the negative of the Laplacian∇2. Thus, in more conventional mathematical
notation, the solutionτ is that of Poisson’s equation.

∇
2τ = − ∇ ·d (2.100)

In the Fourier domain we can have an analytic solution. There−∇2
= k2

x + k2
y

where (kx,ky) are the Fourier frequencies on the (x, y) axes. Instead of thinking
of equation (2.100) as a convolution in physical space, think of it as a product in



Fourier space. Thus, the analytic solution is

τ (x, y) = FT−1 FT ∇ ·d
k2

x+k2
y

(2.101)

whereFT denotes 2-dimensional Fourier transform overx andy.
Here is a trick from numerical analysis that gives better results: Instead of

representing the denominatork2
x + k2

y in the most obvious way, let us represent it
in a manner consistant with the finite-difference way we expressed the numerator
∇ ·d. Recall that−i ω1t ≈−i ω̂1t = 1− Z = 1−exp(−i ω1t) which is a Fourier
domain way of saying that difference equations tend to differential equations at low
frequencies. Likewise a symmetric second time derivative has a finite-difference
representation proportional to (−2+ Z+ 1/Z) and in a two-dimensional space, a
finite-difference representation of the Laplacian operator is proportional to (−4+
X+1/X+Y+1/Y) whereX = exp(ikx1x) andY = exp(iky1y).

Fourier solutions have their own peculiarities (periodic boundary conditions)
which are not always appropriate in practice, but having these solutions available
is often a nice place to start from when solving a problem that cannot be solved
in Fourier space. For example, suppose we feel some data values are bad and we



would like to throw out the regression equations involving the bad data points. At
Vesuvius we might consider the strength of the radar return (which we have pre-
viously ignored) and use it as a weighting functionW. Now our regression (2.98)
becomes

0 ≈ W (∇φ − d) = (W ∇)φ − Wd (2.102)

This is a problem we know how to solve, a regression with an operatorW∇ and
dataWd. The weighted problem is not solveable in the Fourier domain because
the operator (W∇)′W∇ has no simple expression in the Fourier domain. Thus we
would use the analytic solution to the unweighted problem as a starting guess for
the iterative solution to the real problem.

With the Vesuvius data we might we construct the weightW from the signal
strength. We also have available the curl, which should vanish. Its non-vanishing
is an indicator of questionable data which could be weighted down relative to other
data.



2.7. THE WORLD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS
Nonlinearity arises in two ways: First, theoretical data might be a nonlinear function
of the model parameters. Second, observed data could contain imperfections that
force us to usenonlinear methodsof statistical estimation.

2.7.1. Physical nonlinearity
When standard methods of physics relate theoretical datadtheor to model parameters
m, they often use a nonlinear relation, saydtheor= f(m). The power-series approach
then leads to representing theoretical data as

dtheor = f(m0+1m) ≈ f(m0)+F1m (2.103)

whereF is the matrix of partial derivatives of data values by model parameters, say
∂di /∂mj , evaluated atm0. The theoretical datadtheor minus the observed datadobs
is the residual we minimize.

0 ≈ dtheor−dobs = F1m+ [f(m0)−dobs] (2.104)

rnew = F1m+ rold (2.105)



It is worth noticing that the residual updating (2.105) in a nonlinear problem is the
same as that in a linear problem (2.57). If you make a large step1m, however,
the new residual will be different from that expected by (2.105). Thus you should
always re-evaluate the residual vector at the new location, and if you are reasonably
cautious, you should be sure the residual norm has actually decreased before you
accept a large step.

The pathway of inversion with physical nonlinearity is well developed in the
academic literature and BillSymesat Rice University has a particularly active
group.

2.7.2. Statistical nonlinearity
The data itself often hasnoise burstsor gaps, and we will see later in Chapter7
that this leads us to readjusting theweighting function. In principle, we should fix
the weighting function and solve the problem. Then we should revise the weighting
function and solve the problem again. In practice we find it convenient to change
the weighting function during the optimization descent. Failure is possible when
the weighting function is changed too rapidly or drastically. (The proper way to



solve this problem is with robust estimators. Unfortunately, I do not yet have
an all-purpose robust solver. Thus we are (temporarily, I hope) reduced to using
crude reweighted least-squares methods. Sometimes they work and sometimes they
don’t.)

2.7.3. Coding nonlinear fitting problems
We can solve nonlinear least-squares problems in about the same way as we do
iteratively reweighted ones. A simple adaptation of a linear method gives us anon-
linear solver if the residual is recomputed at each iteration. Omitting the weighting
function (for simplicity) thetemplate is:

iterate {
r ←− f(m)−d
DefineF= ∂d/∂m.
1m ←− F′ r
1r ←− F 1m
(m,r ) ←− step(m,r ,1m,1r )
}



A formal theory for the optimization exists, but we are not using it here. The
assumption we make is that the step size will be small, so that familiar line-search
and plane-search approximations should succeed in reducing the residual. Unfortu-
nately this assumption is not reliable. What we should do is test that the residual
really does decrease, and if it does not we should revert to steepest descent with a
smaller step size. Perhaps we should test an incremental variation on the status quo:
where insidesolver /prog:solver_tiny, we check to see if the residual diminished
in the previousstep, and if it did not, restart the iteration (choose thecurrent step
to be steepest descent instead of CD). I am planning to work with some mathemati-
cians to gain experience with other solvers.

Experience shows that nonlinear problems have many pitfalls. Start with a lin-
ear problem, add a minor physical improvement or unnormal noise, and the problem
becomes nonlinear and probably has another solution far from anything reasonable.
When solving such a nonlinear problem, we cannot arbitrarily begin from zero as
we do with linear problems. We must choose a reasonable starting guess, and then
move in a stable and controlled manner. A simple solution is to begin with sev-
eral steps of steepest descent and then switch over to do some more steps of CD.
Avoiding CD in earlier iterations can avoid instability. Strong linear “regulariza-



tion” discussed later can also reduce the effect of nonlinearity.

2.7.4. Standard methods
The conjugate-direction method is really a family of methods. Mathematically,
where there aren unknowns, these algorithms all converge to the answer inn
(or fewer) steps. The various methods differ in numerical accuracy, treatment of
underdetermined systems, accuracy in treating ill-conditioned systems, space re-
quirements, and numbers of dot products. Technically, the method of CD used in
the cgstep module /prog:cgstepis not the conjugate-gradient method itself, but
is equivalent to it. This method is more properly called theconjugate-direction
method with a memory of one step. I chose this method for its clarity and flex-
ibility. If you would like a free introduction and summary of conjugate-gradient
methods, I particularly recommendAn Introduction to Conjugate Gradient Method
Without Agonizing Painby Jonathon Shewchuk, which you can download3.

3http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/quake/public/papers/painless-conjugate-
gradient.ps

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/quake/public/papers/painless-conjugate-gradient.ps
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/quake/public/papers/painless-conjugate-gradient.ps


I suggest you skip over the remainder of this section and return after you have
seen many examples and have developed some expertise, and have some technical
problems.

The conjugate-gradient methodwas introduced byHestenesandStiefel in
1952. To read the standard literature and relate it to this book, you should first
realize that when I write fitting goals like

0 ≈ W(Fm−d) (2.106)

0 ≈ Am, (2.107)

they are equivalent to minimizing the quadratic form:

m : min
m

Q(m) = (m′F′−d′)W′W(Fm−d) + m′A′Am (2.108)

The optimization theory (OT) literature starts from a minimization of

x : min
x

Q(x) = x′Hx−b′x (2.109)

To relate equation (2.108) to (2.109) we expand the parentheses in (2.108) and aban-
don the constant termd′d. Then gather the quadratic term inm and the linear term
in m. There are two terms linear inm that are transposes of each other. They



are scalars so they are equal. Thus, to invoke “standard methods,” you take your
problem-formulation operatorsF, W, A and create two modules that apply the op-
erators

H = F′W′WF+A′A (2.110)

b′ = 2(F′W′Wd)′ (2.111)

The operatorsH andb′ operate on model space. Standard procedures do not require
their adjoints becauseH is its own adjoint andb′ reduces model space to a scalar.
You can see that computingH andb′ requires one temporary space the size of data
space (whereascgstep requires two).

When people have trouble with conjugate gradients or conjugate directions, I
always refer them to thePaige and Saunders algorithmLSQR. Methods that formH
explicitly or implicitly (including both the standard literature and the book3 method)
square the condition number, that is, they are twice as susceptible to rounding error
as isLSQR.



2.7.5. Understanding CG magic and advanced methods
This section includes Sergey Fomel’s explanation on the “magic” convergence prop-
erties of the conjugate-direction methods. It also presents a classic version of conju-
gate gradients, which can be found in numerous books on least-square optimization.
The key idea for constructing an optimal iteration is to update the solution at each
step in the direction, composed by a linear combination of the current direction and
all previous solution steps. To see why this is a helpful idea, let us consider first the
method of random directions. Substituting expression (2.60) into formula (2.58),
we see that the residual power decreases at each step by

r · r − rnew· rnew =
(r ·1r )2

(1r ·1r )
. (2.112)

To achieve a better convergence, we need to maximize the right hand side of (2.112).
Let us define a new solution stepsnew as a combination of the current direction1x
and the previous steps, as follows:

snew = 1x+βs . (2.113)



The solution update is then defined as

xnew = x+αsnew . (2.114)

The formula forα (2.60) still holds, because we have preserved in (2.114) the form
of equation (2.54) and just replaced1x with snew. In fact, formula (2.60) can be
simplified a little bit. From (2.59), we know thatrnew is orthogonal to1r = Fsnew.
Likewise,r should be orthogonal toFs (recall thatr wasrnew ands wassnew at the
previous iteration). We can conclude that

(r ·1r ) = (r ·Fsnew) = (r ·F1x)+β(r ·Fs) = (r ·F1x) . (2.115)

Comparing (2.115) with (2.112), we can see that adding a portion of the previous
step to the current direction does not change the value of the numerator in expres-
sion (2.112). However, the value of the denominator can be changed. Minimizing
the denominator maximizes the residual increase at each step and leads to a faster
convergence. This is the denominator minimization that constrains the value of the
adjustable coefficientβ in (2.113).

The procedure for findingβ is completely analogous to the derivation of for-



mula (2.60). We start with expanding the dot product (1r ·1r ):

(Fsnew·Fsnew) = F1x ·F1x+2β(F1x ·Fs)+β2Fs·Fs . (2.116)

Differentiating with respect toβ and setting the derivative to zero, we find that

0 = 2(F1x+βFs) ·Fs . (2.117)

Equation (2.117) states that theconjugate directionFsnew is orthogonal (perpendic-
ular) to the previous conjugate directionFs. It also defines the value ofβ as

β = −
(F1x ·Fs)
(Fs·Fs)

. (2.118)

Can we do even better? The positive quantity that we minimized in (2.116)
decreased by

F1x ·F1x−Fsnew·Fsnew =
(F1x ·Fs)2

(Fs·Fs)
(2.119)

Can we decrease it further by adding another previous step? In general, the answer
is positive, and it defines the method of conjugate directions. I will state this result
without a formal proof (which uses the method of mathematical induction).



• If the new step is composed of the current direction and a combination of all
the previous steps:

sn = 1xn+
∑
i <n

βi si , (2.120)

then the optimal convergence is achieved when

βi = −
(F1xn ·Fsi )

(Fsi ·Fsi )
. (2.121)

• The new conjugate direction is orthogonal to the previous ones:

(Fsn ·Fsi ) = 0 for all i < n (2.122)

To see why this is an optimally convergent method, it is sufficient to notice that
vectorsFsi form an orthogonal basis in the data space. The vector from the current
residual to the smallest residual also belongs to that space. If the data size isn, then
n basis components (at most) are required to represent this vector, hence no more
thenn conjugate-direction steps are required to find the solution.

The computation template for the method of conjugate directions is



r ←− Fx−d
iterate {

1x ←− random numbers
s ←− 1x+

∑
i <n βi si where βi =−

(F1x·Fsi )
(Fsi ·Fsi )

1r ←− Fs
α ←− −(r ·1r )/(1r ·1r )
x ←− x+αs
r ←− r +α1r
}

What happens if we “feed” the method with gradient directions instead of just
random directions? It turns out that in this case we need to remember from all the
previous stepssi only the one that immediately precedes the current iteration. Let
us derive a formal proof of that fact as well as some other useful formulas related to
the method ofconjugate gradients.

According to formula (2.59), the new residualrnew is orthogonal to the conju-
gate direction1r = Fsnew. According to the orthogonality condition (2.122), it is
also orthogonal to all the previous conjugate directions. Defining1x equal to the
gradientF′r and applying the definition of the adjoint operator, it is convenient to



rewrite the orthogonality condition in the form

0 = (rn ·Fsi ) = (F′rn ·si ) = (1xn+1 ·si ) for all i ≤ n (2.123)

According to formula (2.120), each solution stepsi is just a linear combination of
the gradient1xi and the previous solution steps. We deduce from formula (2.123)
that

0 = (1xn ·si ) = (1xn ·1xi ) for all i < n (2.124)

In other words, in the method of conjugate gradients, the current gradient direction
is always orthogonal to all the previous directions. The iteration process constructs
not only an orthogonal basis in the data space but also an orthogonal basis in the
model space, composed of the gradient directions.

Now let us take a closer look at formula (2.121). Note thatFsi is simply related
to the residual step ati -th iteration:

Fsi =
r i − r i−1

αi
. (2.125)

Substituting relationship (2.125) into formula (2.121) and applying again the defi-



nition of the adjoint operator, we obtain

βi =−
F1xn · (r i − r i−1)

αi (Fsi ·Fsi )
=−

1xn ·F′(r i − r i−1)

αi (Fsi ·Fsi )
=−

1xn · (1xi+1−1xi )

αi (Fsi ·Fsi )
(2.126)

Since the gradients1xi are orthogonal to each other, the dot product in the numer-
ator is equal to zero unlessi = n−1. It means that only the immediately preceding
stepsn−1 contributes to the definition of the new solution directionsn in (2.120).
This is precisely the property of the conjugate gradient method we wanted to prove.

To simplify formula (2.126), rewrite formula (2.60) as

αi = −
(r i−1 ·F1xi )

(Fsi ·Fsi )
= −

(F′r i−1 ·1xi )

(Fsi ·Fsi )
= −

(1xi ·1xi )

(Fsi ·Fsi )
(2.127)

Substituting (2.127) into (2.126), we obtain

β =−
(1xn ·1xn)

αn−1(Fsn−1 ·Fsn−1)
=

(1xn ·1xn)

(1xn−1 ·1xn−1)
. (2.128)

The computation template for the method of conjugate gradients is then



r ←− Fx−d
β ←− 0
iterate {

1x ←− F′r
if not the first iterationβ ←−

(1x·1x)
γ

γ ←− (1x ·1x)
s ←− 1x+βs
1r ←− Fs
α ←− −γ /(1r ·1r )
x ←− x+αs
r ←− r +α1r
}
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Chapter 3

Empty bins and inverse
interpolation

Let us review the big picture. In Chapter1 we developed adjoints and in Chapter
2 we developed inverse operators. Logically, correct solutions come only through



inversion. Real life, however, seems nearly the opposite. This is puzzling but in-
triguing.

Every time you fill your car with gasoline, it derives much more from the ad-
joint than from inversion. I refer to the fact that “practical seismic data processing”
relates much more to the use of adjoints than of inverses. It has been widely known
for about the last 15 years that medical imaging and all basic image creation meth-
ods are like this. It might seem that an easy path to fame and profit would be to
introduce the notion of inversion, but it is not that easy. Both cost and result quality
enter the picture.

First consider cost. For simplicity, consider a data space withN values and
a model (or image) space of the same size. The computational cost of applying a
dense adjoint operator increases in direct proportion to the number of elements in the
matrix, in this caseN2. To achieve the minimum discrepancy between theoretical
data and observed data (inversion) theoretically requiresN iterations raising the cost
to N3.

Consider an image of sizem×m= N. Continuing, for simplicity, to assume
a dense matrix of relations between model and data, the cost for the adjoint ism4

whereas the cost for inversion ism6. We’ll consider computational costs for the



year 2000, but noticing that costs go as the sixth power of the mesh size, the overall
situation will not change much in the foreseeable future. Suppose you give a stiff
workout to a powerful machine; you take an hour to invert a 4096×4096 matrix.
The solution, a vector of 4096 components could be laid into an image of size
64×64= 26

×26
= 4096. Here is what we are looking at for costs:

adjoint cost (m×m)2 (512×512)2 (2929)2 236

inverse cost (m×m)3 (64×64)3 (2626)3 236

These numbers tell us that for applications with dense operators, the biggest images
that we are likely to see coming from inversion methods are 64×64 whereas those
from adjoint methods are 512×512. For comparison, the retina of your eye is com-
parable to your computer screen at 1000×1000. We might summarize by saying
that while adjoint methods are less than perfect, inverse methods are “legally blind”
:-)
http://sepwww.stanford.edu/sep/jon/family/jos/gifmovie.html holds a movie blink-
ing between Figures3.1and3.2.



Figure 3.1: Jos greets Andrew,
“Welcome back Andrew” from
the Peace Corps. At a resolu-
tion of 512× 512, this picture is
about the same as the resolution
as the paper it is printed on, or
the same as your viewing screen,
if you have scaled it to 50% of
screen size. iin-512x512 [NR]



Figure 3.2: Jos greets Andrew,
“Welcome back Andrew” again.
At a resolution of 64× 64 the
pixels are clearly visible. From
far the pictures are the same.
From near, examine their glasses.
iin-64x64 [NR]



This cost analysis is oversimplified in that most applications do not require
dense operators. With sparse operators, the cost advantage of adjoints is even more
pronounced since for adjoints, the cost savings of operator sparseness translate di-
rectly to real cost savings. The situation is less favorable and much more muddy
for inversion. The reason that Chapter 2 covers iterative methods and neglects exact
methods is that in practice iterative methods are not run to their theoretical comple-
tion but they run until we run out of patience.

Cost is a big part of the story, but the story has many other parts. Inversion,
while being the only logical path to the best answer, is a path littered with pitfalls.
The first pitfall is that the data is rarely able to determine a complete solution reli-
ably. Generally there are aspects of the image that are not learnable from the data.

In this chapter we study the simplest, most transparant example of data insuffi-
ciency. Data exists at irregularly spaced positions in a plane. We set up a cartesian
mesh and we discover that some of the bins contain no data points. What then?



3.1. MISSING DATA IN ONE DIMENSION
A method for restoringmissing datais to ensure that the restored data, after spec-
ified filtering, has minimum energy. Specifying the filter chooses the interpolation
philosophy. Generally the filter is aroughening filter. When a roughening filter
goes off the end of smooth data, it typically produces a big end transient. Minimiz-
ing energy implies a choice for unknown data values at the end, to minimize the
transient. We will examine five cases and then make some generalizations.

A method for restoring missing data is to ensure that the restored data, after
specified filtering, hasminimum energy.

Let u denote an unknown (missing) value. The dataset on which the examples
are based is (· · · ,u,u, 1,u,2,1,2,u,u,· · · ). Theoretically we could adjust the miss-
ing u values (each different) to minimize the energy in the unfiltered data. Those
adjusted values would obviously turn out to be all zeros. The unfiltered data is
data that has been filtered by an impulse function. To find the missing values that
minimize energy out of other filters, we can use subroutinemis1() /prog:mis1.
Figure 3.3 shows interpolation of the dataset with (1,−1) as a roughening filter.



The interpolated data matches the given data where they overlap.

Figure 3.3: Top is given data.
Middle is given data with in-
terpolated values. Missing val-
ues seem to be interpolated by
straight lines. Bottom shows the
filter (1,−1), whose output has
minimum energy. iin-mlines90
[ER]

Figures3.3–3.6 illustrate that the rougher the filter, the smoother the interpo-
lated data, and vice versa. Let us switch our attention from the residual spectrum to
the residual itself. The residual for Figure3.3is theslopeof the signal (because the



Figure 3.4: Top is the same in-
put data as in Figure3.3. Mid-
dle is interpolated. Bottom shows
the filter (−1,2,−1). The miss-
ing data seems to be interpolated
by parabolas. iin-mparab90
[ER]



Figure 3.5: Top is the
same input. Middle is inter-
polated. Bottom shows the fil-
ter (1,−3,3,−1). The missing
data is very smooth. It shoots
upward high off the right end
of the observations, apparently
to match the data slope there.
iin-mseis90 [ER]



Figure 3.6: Bottom shows the
filter (1,1). The interpolation is
rough. Like the given data it-
self, the interpolation has much
energy at the Nyquist frequency.
But unlike the given data, it
has little zero-frequency energy.
iin-moscil90 [ER]



filter (1,−1) is afirst derivative), and the slope is constant (uniformly distributed)
along the straight lines where the least-squares procedure is choosing signal values.
So these examples confirm the idea that theleast-squares methodabhors large
values (because they are squared). Thus, least squares tends to distribute residuals
uniformly in both time and frequency to the extent allowed by theconstraints.

This idea helps us answer the question, what is the best filter to use? It suggests
choosing the filter to have an amplitude spectrum that is inverse to the spectrum we
want for the interpolated data. A systematic approach is given in chapter6, but I
offer a simple subjective analysis here: Looking at the data, we see that all points are
positive. It seems, therefore, that the data is rich in low frequencies; thus the filter
should contain something like (1,−1), which vanishes at zero frequency. Likewise,
the data seems to contain Nyquist frequency, so the filter should contain (1,1). The
result of using the filter (1,−1)∗ (1,1)= (1,0,−1) is shown in Figure3.7. This is
my best subjective interpolation based on the idea that the missing data should look
like the given data. Theinterpolation andextrapolations are so good that you can
hardly guess which data values are given and which are interpolated.



Figure 3.7: Top is the same as in
Figures3.3 to 3.6. Middle is in-
terpolated. Bottom shows the fil-
ter (1,0,−1), which comes from
the coefficients of (1,−1)∗ (1,1).
Both the given data and the inter-
polated data have significant en-
ergy at both zero and Nyquist fre-
quencies. iin-mbest90 [ER]



3.1.1. Missing-data program
Now let us see how Figures3.3-3.7could have been calculated and how they were
calculated. They could have been calculated with matrices, in which matrices were
pulled apart according to subscripts of known or missing data; instead I computed
them with operators, and applied only operators and their adjoints. First we inspect
the matrix approach because it is more conventional.

• Matrix approach to missing data
Customarily, we have referred to data by the symbold. Now that we are dividing
the data space into two parts, known and unknown (or missing), we will refer to this
complete space as the model (or map) spacem.

There are 15 data points in Figures3.3-3.7. Of the 15, 4 are known and 11
are missing. Denote the known byk and the missing byu. Then the sequence of
missing and known is (u,u,u,u,k,u,k,k,k,u,u,u,u,u,u). Because I cannot print
15× 15 matrices, please allow me to describe instead a data space of 6 values
(m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6) with known values onlym2 andm3, that is arranged like
(u,k,k,u,u,u).

Our approach is to minimize the energy in the residual, which is the filtered



map (model) space. We state the fitting goals0≈ Fm as

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0


≈ r =



a1 0 0 0 0 0
a2 a1 0 0 0 0
a3 a2 a1 0 0 0
0 a3 a2 a1 0 0
0 0 a3 a2 a1 0
0 0 0 a3 a2 a1
0 0 0 0 a3 a2
0 0 0 0 0 a3




m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6

 (3.1)

We rearrange the above fitting goals, bringing the columns multiplying known data



values (m2 andm3) to the left, gettingy=−Fkmk ≈ Fumu.

y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8


= −



0 0
a1 0
a2 a1
a3 a2
0 a3
0 0
0 0
0 0


[

m2
m3

]
≈



a1 0 0 0
a2 0 0 0
a3 0 0 0
0 a1 0 0
0 a2 a1 0
0 a3 a2 a1
0 0 a3 a2
0 0 0 a3



 m1
m4
m5
m6



(3.2)

This is the familiar form of an overdetermined system of equationsy≈ Fumu which
we could solve formu as illustrated earlier by conjugate directions, or by a wide
variety of well-known methods.

The trouble with this matrix approach is that it is awkward to program the
partitioning of the operator into the known and missing parts, particularly if the
application of the operator uses arcane techniques, such as those used by the fast–
Fourier-transform operator or various numerical approximations to differential or



partial differential operators that depend on regular data sampling. Even for the
modest convolution operator, we already have a library of convolution programs
that handle a variety of end effects, and it would be much nicer to use the library as
it is rather than recode it for all possible geometrical arrangements of missing data
values.

Note: Here I take the main goal to be the clarity of the code, not the efficiency
or accuracy of the solution. So, if your problem consumes too many resources,
and if you have many more known points than missing ones, maybe you should fit
y≈ Fumu and ignore the suggestions below.



• Operator approach to missing data
For the operator approach to the fitting goal−Fkmk ≈ Fumu we rewrite it as
−Fkmk ≈ FJm where

−Fkmk ≈



a1 0 0 0 0 0
a2 a1 0 0 0 0
a3 a2 a1 0 0 0
0 a3 a2 a1 0 0
0 0 a3 a2 a1 0
0 0 0 a3 a2 a1
0 0 0 0 a3 a2
0 0 0 0 0 a3




1 . . . . .
. 0 . . . .
. . 0 . . .
. . . 1 . .
. . . . 1 .
. . . . . 1




m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6

 = FJm

(3.3)

Notice the introduction of the new diagonal matrixJ, called amasking matrix or a
constraint-maskmatrix because it multiplies constrained variables by zero leaving
freely adjustable variables untouched. Experience shows that a better name than
“mask matrix” is “selector matrix” because what comes out of it, that which is
selected, is a less-confusing name for it than which is rejected. With a selector ma-



trix the whole data space seems freely adjustable, both the missing data values and
known values. We see that the CD method does not change the known (constrained)
values. In general, we derive the fitting goal (3.3) by

0 ≈ Fm (3.4)

0 ≈ F(J+ (I −J))m (3.5)

0 ≈ FJm+F(I −J)m (3.6)

0 ≈ FJm+Fmknown (3.7)

0 ≈ r = FJm+ r0 (3.8)

As usual, we find a direction to go1m by the gradient of the residual energy.

1m =
∂

∂m′
r ′r =

(
∂

∂m′
r ′
)

r =

(
∂

∂m′
(m′J′F′+ r ′0)

)
r = J′F′r

(3.9)

We begin the calculation with the known data values where missing data values
are replaced by zeros, namely (I −J)m. Filter this data, gettingF(I −J)m, and load
it into the residualr0. With this initialization completed, we begin an iteration loop.



First we compute1m from equation (3.9).

1m ←− J′F′r (3.10)

F′ applies acrosscorrelationof the filter to the residual and thenJ′ sets to zero any
changes proposed to known data values. Next, compute the change in residual1r
from the proposed change in the data1m.

1r ←− FJ1m (3.11)

This applies the filtering again. Then use the method of steepest descent (or conju-
gate direction) to choose the appropriate scaling (or inclusion of previous step) of
1m and1r , and updatem andr accordingly and iterate.

I could have passed a new operatorFJ into the old solver, but found it worth-
while to write a new, more powerful solver having built-in constraints. To introduce
the masking operatorJ into thesolver_smp subroutine/prog:solver_tiny, I intro-
duce an optional operatorJop , which is initialized with a logical array of the model
size. Two lines in thesolver_tiny module /prog:solver_tiny

stat = Fop( T, F, g, rd) # g = F’ Rd

stat = Fop( F, F, g, gd) # G = F g



become three lines in the standard library modulesolver_smp . (We use a temporary
arraytm of the size of model space.)1m is g and1r is gg.

stat = Fop( T, F, g, rd) # g = F’ Rd

if ( present( Jop)) { tm=g; stat= Jop( F, F, tm, g) # g = J g

stat = Fop( F, F, g, gg) # G = F g

The full code includes all the definitions we had earlier insolver_tiny module
/prog:solver_tiny. Merging it with the above bits of code we have the simple solver

solver_smp . solver_smp
There are two methods of invoking the solver. Comment cards in the code

indicate the slightly more verbose method of solution which matches the theory
presented in the book.

The subroutine to find missing data ismis1() . It assumes that zero values in
the input data correspond to missing data locations. It uses our convolution oper-
ator tcai1() /prog:tcai1. You can also check the Index for otheroperators and

modules. mis1
I sought reference material on conjugate gradients with constraints and didn’t

find anything, leaving me to fear that this chapter was in error and that I had lost



module solver_smp_mod { # 0 = W (F J m - d)
use chain0_mod + solver_report_mod
logical, parameter, private :: T = .true., F = .false.

contains
subroutine solver_smp( m,d, Fop, stepper, niter &
, Wop,Jop,m0,err,resd,mmov,rmov,verb) {

optional :: Wop,Jop,m0,err,resd,mmov,rmov,verb
interface { #-------------------------- begin definitions -----------

integer function Fop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Wop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Jop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function stepper(forget,m,g,rr,gg) {

real, dimension(:) :: m,g,rr,gg
logical :: forget }

}
real, dimension(:), intent(in) :: d, m0
integer, intent(in) :: niter
logical, intent(in) :: verb
real, dimension(:), intent(out) :: m,err, resd
real, dimension(:,:), intent(out) :: rmov, mmov
real, dimension(size(m)) :: g
real, dimension(size(d)), target :: rr, gg
real, dimension(size(d)+size(m)), target :: tt
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rd, gd, td
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rm, gm, tm
integer :: iter, stat
logical :: forget
rd => rr(1:size(d));
gd => gg(1:size(d));
td => tt(1:size(d)); tm => tt(1+size(d):)
if(present( Wop)) stat=Wop(F,F,-d,rd) # begin initialization --------
else rd = -d #Rd = -W d
if(present( m0)){ m=m0 #m = m0

if(present( Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,F,T,m,rd,td)
else stat = Fop(F,T,m,rd ) #Rd+= WF m0

} else m=0
forget = T; #-------------------------- begin iterations ------------
do iter = 1,niter {

if(present(Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,T,F,g,rd,td)
else stat = Fop(T,F,g,rd ) #g = (WF)’Rd
if(present(Jop)){ tm=g; stat = Jop(F,F,tm, g )} #g = J g
if(present(Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,F,F,g,gd,td)
else stat = Fop(F,F,g,gd ) #Gd = (WF) g
stat = stepper(forget, m,g, rr,gg) #m+=dm; R+=dR
if(stat ==1) exit # got stuck descending
if(present( mmov)) mmov(:,iter) = m(:size(mmov,1)) # report -----
if(present( rmov)) rmov(:,iter) = rd(:size(rmov,1))
if(present( err )) err( iter) = dot_product(rd,rd)
if(present( verb)){ if(verb) call solver_report(iter,m,g,rd)}
forget=F

}
if(present( resd)) resd = rd

}
}

Back



module mis_mod {
use tcai1+mask1+cgstep_mod+solver_smp_mod

# use mtcai1
contains
# fill in missing data on 1-axis by minimizing power out of a given filter.

subroutine mis1 ( niter, mm, aa) {
integer, intent (in) :: niter # number of iterations
real, dimension (:), pointer :: aa # roughening filter
real, dimension (:), intent (in out) :: mm # in - data with zeroes

# out - interpolated
real, dimension (:),allocatable :: zero # filter output
logical, dimension(:), pointer :: msk
integer :: stat

# real, dimension (:),allocatable :: dd
allocate(zero(size(mm)+size(aa))); zero = 0.
allocate( msk(size(mm)))

# allocate( dd(size(mm)+size(aa)))
# solve F m = 0 w/ J
msk=(mm==0.); call mask1_init(msk)
call tcai1_init(aa)
call solver_smp(m=mm,d=zero,Fop=tcai1_lop,stepper=cgstep,niter=niter,m0=mm,Jop=mask1_lop)
# solve (F J) m = d

# call mtcai1_init(aa,msk) # F(I-J)
# stat = mtcai1_lop(.false.,.false.,mm,dd) # F(I-J) m
# dd = - dd # d = - F(I-J) m
# msk=(mm==0.); call mask1_init(msk) # J
# call solver_smp(m=mm,d=dd,Fop=mtcai1_lop,stepper=cgstep,niter=niter,m0=mm)

call cgstep_close ()
deallocate(zero)
}

}

Back



the magic property of convergence in a finite number of iterations. I tested the code
and it did converge in a finite number of iterations. The explanation is that these
constraints are almost trivial. We pretended we had extra variables, and computed
a 1m = g for each of them. Then we set the1m = g to zero, hence making no
changes to anything, like as if we had never calculated the extra1m’s.

EXERCISES:
1 Figures3.3–3.6seem to extrapolate to vanishing signals at the side boundaries.

Why is that so, and what could be done to leave the sides unconstrained in that
way?

2 Show that the interpolation curve in Figure3.4 is not parabolic as it appears,
but cubic. (HINT: First show that (∇2)′∇2u= 0.)

3 Verify by a program example that the number of iterations required with simple
constraints is the number of free parameters.

4 A signal on a uniform mesh has missing values. How should we estimate the
mean?



3.2. WELLS NOT MATCHING THE SEISMIC
MAP

Accurate knowledge comes from awell, but wells are expensive and far apart. Less
accurate knowledge comes from surface seismology, but this knowledge is available
densely in space and can indicate significanttrends between the wells. For example,
a prospective area may contain 15 wells but 600 or more seismic stations. To choose
future well locations, it is helpful to match the known well data with the seismic
data. Although the seismic data is delightfully dense in space, it often mismatches
the wells because there are systematic differences in the nature of the measurements.
These discrepancies are sometimes attributed to velocityanisotropy. To work with
such measurements, we do not need to track down the physical model, we need
only to merge the information somehow so we can appropriatelymap the trends
between wells and make a proposal for the next drill site. Here we consider only
a scalar value at each location. Takew to be a vector of 15 components, each
component being the seismic travel time to some fixed depth in a well. Likewise let
s be a 600-component vector each with the seismic travel time to that fixed depth
as estimated wholly from surface seismology. Such empirical corrections are often



called “fudge factors”. An example is the Chevron oil field in Figure3.8. The
binning of the seismic data in Figure3.8 is not really satisfactory when we have
available the techniques of missing data estimation to fill the empty bins. Using
the ideas of subroutinemis1() /prog:mis1, we can extend the seismic data into the
empty part of the plane. We use the same principle that we minimize the energy in
the filtered map where the map must match the data where it is known. I chose the
filter A =∇ ′∇ =−∇2 to be the Laplacian operator (actually, its negative) to obtain
the result in Figure3.9.

Figure3.9also involves aboundary condition calculation. Many differential
equations have a solution that becomes infinite at infinite distance, and in practice
this means that the largest solutions may often be found on the boundaries of the
plot, exactly where there is the least information. To obtain a more pleasing result, I
placed artificial “average” data along the outer boundary. Each boundary point was
given the value of an average of the interior data values. The average was weighted,
each weight being an inverse power of the separation distance of the boundary point
from the interior point.

Parenthetically, we notice that all the unknown interior points could be guessed
by the same method we used on the outer boundary. After some experience guessing



Figure 3.8: Binning by data push. Left is seismic data. Right is well locations.
Values in bins are divided by numbers in bins. (Toldi)iin-wellseis90 [ER]



Figure 3.9: Seismic binned (left) and extended (right) by minimizing energy in
∇

2s. iin-misseis90[ER]



what inverse power would be best for the weighting functions, I do not recommend
this method. Like gravity, the forces of interpolation from the weighted sums are
not blocked by intervening objects. But the temperature in a house is not a function
of temperature in its neighbor’s house. To further isolate the more remote points, I
chose weights to be the inverse fourth power of distance.

The first job is to fill the gaps in the seismic data. We just finished doing a job
like this in one dimension. I’ll give you more computational details later. Let us call
the extended seismic datas.

Think of a map of a model spacem of infinitely many hypothetical wells that
must match the real wells, where we have real wells. We must find a map that
matches the wells exactly and somehow matches the seismic information elsewhere.
Let us define the vectorw as shown in Figure3.8 sow is observed values at wells
and zeros elsewhere.

Where the seismic data contains sharp bumps or streaks, we want our final earth
model to have those features. The wells cannot provide the rough features because
the wells are too far apart to provide high spatial frequencies. The well information
generally conflicts with the seismic data at low spatial frequencies because of sys-
tematic discrepancies between the two types of measurements. Thus we must accept



thatm andsmay differ at low spatial frequencies (where gradient and Laplacian are
small).

Our final mapm would be very unconvincing if it simply jumped from a well
value at one point to a seismic value at a neighboring point. The map would contain
discontinuities around each well. Our philosophy of finding an earth modelm is
that our earth map should contain no obvious “footprint” of the data acquisition
(well locations). We adopt the philosopy that the difference between the final map
(extended wells) and the seismic informationx=m−sshould be smooth. Thus, we
seek the minimum residualr which is the roughened difference between the seismic
datasand the mapm of hypothetical omnipresent wells. With roughening operator
A we fit

0 ≈ r = A(m−s) = Ax (3.12)

along with the constraint that the map should match the wells at the wells. We
could write this as0 = (I − J)(m−w). We honor this constraint by initializing
the mapm = w to the wells (where we have wells, and zero elsewhere). After we
find the gradient direction to suggest some changes tom, we simply will not allow
those changes at well locations. We do this with a mask. We apply a "missing data



selector" to the gradient. It zeros out possible changes at well locations. Like with
the goal (3.7), we have

0 ≈ r = AJx+Axknown (3.13)

After minimizing r by adjustingx, we have our solutionm= x+s.
Now we prepare some roughening operatorsA. We have already coded a 2-D

gradient operatorigrad2 /prog:igrad2. Let us combine it with its adjoint to get
the 2-D laplacian operator. (You might notice that the laplacian operator is “self-
adjoint” meaning that the operator does the same calculation that its adjoint does.
Any operator of the formA′A is self-adjoint because (A′A)′ = A′A′′ = A′A. )

laplac2 Subroutinelapfill2() /prog:lapfill2 is the same idea asmis1()

/prog:mis1 except that the filterA has been specialized to the laplacian imple-

mented by modulelaplac2 /prog:laplac2. lapfill2
Subroutinelapfill2() can be used for each of our two problems, (1) extend-

ing the seismic data to fill space, and (2) fitting the map exactly to the wells and
approximately to the seismic data. When extending the seismic data, the initially
non-zero componentss 6= 0 are fixed and cannot be changed. That is done by call-
ing lapfill2() with mfixed=(s/=0.) . When extending wells, the initially non-



module laplac2 { # Laplacian operator in 2-D
use igrad2
logical, parameter, private :: T = .true., F = .false.
real, dimension (m1*m2*2), allocatable :: tmp
#%_init (m1, m2)

integer m1, m2
call igrad2_init (m1, m2)

#%_lop (x, y)
integer stat1, stat2
if( adj) {

stat1 = igrad2_lop ( F, F, y, tmp) # tmp = grad y
stat2 = igrad2_lop ( T, add, x, tmp) # x = x + grad’ tmp

} else {
stat1 = igrad2_lop ( F, F, x, tmp) # tmp = grad x
stat2 = igrad2_lop ( T, add, y, tmp) # y = y + grad’ tmp

}
}

Back



module lapfill { # fill empty 2-D bins by minimum output of Laplacian operator
use laplac2
use cgstep_mod
use mask1
use solver_smp_mod

contains
subroutine lapfill2( niter, m1, m2, yy, mfixed) {

integer, intent (in) :: niter, m1, m2
logical, dimension (m1*m2), intent (in) :: mfixed # mask for known
real, dimension (m1*m2), intent (in out) :: yy # model
real, dimension (m1*m2) :: zero # laplacian output
logical, dimension (:), pointer :: msk
allocate(msk(size(mfixed)))
msk=.not.mfixed
call mask1_init(msk)
call laplac2_init ( m1,m2); zero = 0. # initialize
call solver_smp(m=yy, d=zero, Fop=laplac2_lop, step-

per=cgstep, niter=niter, m0=yy, Jop=mask1_lop)
call laplac2_close () # garbage collection
call cgstep_close () # garbage collection

}
}
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zero componentsw 6= 0 are fixed and cannot be changed. That is done by calling
lapfill2() with mfixed=(w/=0.) .

The final map is shown in Figure3.10.
Results can be computed with various filters. I tried both∇2 and∇. There

are disadvantages of each,∇ being too cautious and∇2 perhaps being too aggres-
sive. Figure3.11 shows the differencex between the extended seismic data and
the extended wells. Notice that for∇ the difference shows a localized “tent pole”
disturbance about each well. For∇2 there could be large overshoot between wells,
especially if two nearby wells have significantly different values. I don’t see that
problem here.

My overall opinion is that the Laplacian does the better job in this case. I have
that opinion because in viewing the extended gradient I can clearly see where the
wells are. The wells are where we have acquired data. We’d like our map of the
world to not show where we acquired data. Perhaps our estimated map of the world
cannot help but show where we have and have not acquired data, but we’d like to
minimize that aspect.

A good image of the earth hides our dataacquisition footprint .



Figure 3.10: Final map based on Laplacian roughening.iin-finalmap90 [ER,M]



To understand the behavior theoretically, recall that in one dimension the filter
∇ interpolates with straight lines and∇2 interpolates with cubics. This is because
the fitting goal0≈∇m, leads to ∂

∂m′m
′
∇
′
∇m= 0 or∇ ′∇m= 0, whereas the fitting

goal0≈ ∇2m leads to∇4m = 0 which is satisfied by cubics. In two dimensions,
minimizing the output of∇ gives us solutions of Laplace’s equation with sources at
the known data. It is as if∇ stretches a rubber sheet over poles at each well, whereas
∇

2 bends a stiff plate.
Just because∇2 gives smoother maps than∇ does not mean those maps are

closer to reality. This is a deeper topic, addressed in Chapter6. It is the same issue
we noticed when comparing figures3.3-3.7.



Figure 3.11: Difference between wells (the final map) and the extended seismic
data. Left is plotted at the wells (with gray background for zero). Center is based
on gradient roughening and shows tent-pole-like residuals at wells. Right is based
on Laplacian roughening.iin-diffdiff90 [ER]



3.3. SEARCHING THE SEA OF GALILEE
Figure3.12shows a bottom-sounding survey of the Sea of Galilee1 at various stages
of processing. The ultimate goal is not only a good map of the depth to bottom, but
images useful for the purpose of identifyingarchaeological, geological, or geo-
physical details of the sea bottom. The Sea of Galilee is unique because it is a
fresh-water lakebelowsea-level. It seems to be connected to the great rift (pull-
apart) valley crossing east Africa. We might delineate the Jordan River delta. We
might find springs on the water bottom. We might find archaeological objects.

The raw data is 132,044 triples, (xi , yi ,zi ), wherexi ranges over about 12 km
and whereyi ranges over about 20 km. The lines you see in Figure3.12 are se-
quences of data points, i.e., the track of the survey vessel. The depthszi are recorded
to an accuracy of about 10 cm.

The first frame in Figure3.12shows simple binning. A coarser mesh would
avoid the empty bins but lose resolution. As we refine the mesh for more detail,

1 Data collected by Zviben Avraham, TelAviv University. Please communi-
cate with himzvi@jupiter1.tau.ac.il for more details or if you make something
publishable with his data.



Figure 3.12: Views of the bottom of the Sea of Galilee.iin-locfil90 [ER,M]



module grad2fill { # min r(m) = L J m + L known where L is a lowcut filter.
use igrad2
use cgstep_mod
use mask1
use solver_smp_mod

contains
subroutine grad2fill2( niter, m1, m2, mm, mfixed) {

integer, intent (in) :: niter, m1,m2
logical, dimension (m1*m2), intent (in) :: mfixed # mask for known
real, dimension (m1*m2), intent (in out) :: mm # model
real, dimension (m1*m2*2) :: yy # lowcut output
logical, dimension (:), pointer :: msk
allocate(msk(size(mfixed)))
msk=.not.mfixed
call mask1_init(msk)
call igrad2_init(m1,m2); yy = 0. # initialize
call solver_smp(m=mm, d=yy, Fop=igrad2_lop, step-

per=cgstep, niter=niter, m0=mm, Jop=mask1_lop)
call cgstep_close ()

}
}

Back



the number of empty bins grows as does the care needed in devising a technique for
filling them. This first frame uses the simple idea from Chapter1 of spraying all the
data values to the nearest bin withbin2() /prog:bin2 and dividing by the number
in the bin. Bins with no data obviously need to be filled in some other way. I used
a missing data program like that in the recent section on “wells not matching the
seismic map.” Instead of roughening with a Laplacian, however, I used the gradient
operatorigrad2 /prog:igrad2The solver isgrad2fill() . grad2fill

The output of the roughening operator is an image, a filtered version of the
depth, a filtered version of something real. Such filtering can enhance the appear-
ance of interesting features. For example, scanning the shoreline of the roughened
image (after missing data was filled), we see several ancient shorelines, now sub-
merged.

The adjoint is the easiest image to build. The roughened map is often more
informative than the map itself.

The views expose several defects of the data acquisition and of our data pro-
cessing. The impulsive glitches (St. Peter’s fish?) need to be removed but we must
be careful not to throw out the sunken ships along with the bad data points. Even



our best image shows clear evidence of the recording vessel’s tracks. Strangely,
some tracks are deeper than others. Perhaps the survey is assembled from work
done in different seasons and the water level varied by season. Perhaps some days
the vessel was more heavily loaded and the depth sounder was on a deeper keel. As
for the navigation equipment, we can see that some data values are reported outside
the lake!

We want the sharpest possible view of this classical site. A treasure hunt is
never easy and no one guarantees we will find anything of great value but at least
the exercise is a good warm-up for submarine petroleum exploration.

3.4. INVERSE LINEAR INTERPOLATION
In Chapter1 we definedlinear interpolation as the extraction of values from be-
tween mesh points. In a typical setup (occasionally the role of data and model are
swapped), a model is given on a uniform mesh and we solve the easy problem of
extracting values between the mesh points with subroutinelint1() /prog:lint1.
The genuine problem is the inverse problem, which we attack here. Data values are
sprinkled all around, and we wish to find a function on a uniform mesh from which



we can extract that data bylinear interpolation . The adjoint operator for subrou-
tine lint1() simply piles data back into its proper location in model space without
regard to how many data values land in each region. Thus some model values may
have many data points added to them while other model values get none. We could
interpolate by minimizing the energy in the model gradient, or that in the second
derivative of the model, or that in the output of any other roughening filter applied
to the model.

Formalizing now our wish that datad be extractable bylinear interpolation
F, from a modelm, and our wish that application of a roughening filter with an
operatorA have minimum energy, we write the fitting goals:

0 ≈ Fm−d
0 ≈ Am (3.14)

Suppose we take the roughening filter to be the second difference operator (1,−2,1)
scaled by a constantε, and suppose we have a data point near each end of the model
and a third data point exactly in the middle. Then, for a model space 6 points long,



the fitting goal could look like
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=

[
rd
rm

]
≈ 0

(3.15)

The residual vector has two parts, a data partrd on top and a model partrm on
the bottom. The data residual should vanish except where contradictory data values
happen to lie in the same place. The model residual is the roughened model.

Two fitting goals (3.14) are so common in practice that it is convenient to adopt



our least-square fitting subroutinesolver_smp /prog:solver_smpaccordingly. The

modification is shown in modulesolver_reg /prog:solver_reg. In addition to
specifying the “data fitting” operatorF (parameterFop), we need to pass the “model
regularization” operatorA (parameterAop) and the size of its output (parameter
nAop) for proper memory allocation.

(When I first looked at modulesolver_reg I was appalled by the many lines
of code, especially all the declarations. Then I realized how much much worse was
Fortran 77 where I needed to write a new solver for every pair of operators. This
one solver module works for all operator pairs and for many optimization descent
strategies because these “objects” are arguments. These more powerful objects re-
quire declarations that are more complicated than the simple objects of Fortran 77.
As an author I have a dilemma: To make algorithms compact (and seem simple)
requires many careful definitions. When these definitions put in the code, they are
careful, but the code becomes annoyingly verbose. Otherwise, the definitions must
go in the surrounding natural language where they are not easily made precise.)
solver_reg

After all the definitions, we load the negative of the data into the residual. If
a starting modelm0 is present, then we update the data part of the residualrd =



module solver_reg_mod{ # 0 = W (F J m - d)
use chain0_mod + solver_report_mod # 0 = A m
logical, parameter, private :: T = .true., F = .false.

contains
subroutine solver_reg( m,d, Fop, Aop, stepper, nAop, niter,eps &
, Wop,Jop,m0,rm0,err,resd,resm,mmov,rmov,verb) {

optional :: Wop,Jop,m0,rm0,err,resd,resm,mmov,rmov,verb
interface { #-------------------------- begin definitions -----------

integer function Fop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Aop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Wop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Jop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function stepper(forget,m,g,rr,gg) {

real, dimension(:) :: m,g,rr,gg
logical :: forget }

}
real, dimension(:), intent(in) :: d, m0,rm0
integer, intent(in) :: niter, nAop
logical, intent(in) :: verb
real, intent(in) :: eps
real, dimension(:), intent(out) :: m,err, resd,resm
real, dimension(:,:), intent(out) :: rmov,mmov
real, dimension(size( m)) :: g
real, dimension(size( d) + nAop), target :: rr, gg, tt
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rd, gd, td
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rm, gm, tm
integer :: iter, stat
logical :: forget
rd => rr(1:size(d)); rm => rr(1+size(d):)
gd => gg(1:size(d)); gm => gg(1+size(d):)
td => tt(1:size(d)); tm => tt(1+size(d):)
if(present(Wop)) stat=Wop(F,F,-d,rd) # begin initialization ---------
else rd = -d #Rd = -W d
rm = 0.; if(present(rm0)) rm=rm0 #Rm = Rm0
if(present( m0)){ m=m0 #m = m0

if(present(Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,F,T,m,rd,td)
else stat= Fop(F,T,m,rd ) #Rd += WF m0
stat = Aop(F,T,eps*m0,rm) #Rm += e A m0

} else m=0
forget = T; #--------------------------- begin iterations -----------
do iter = 1,niter {

if(present( Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,T,F,g,rd,td)
else stat = Fop(T,F,g,rd ) #g = (WF)’Rd
stat = Aop(T,T,g,eps*rm) #g += e A’Rm
if(present( Jop)){ tm=g; stat=Jop(F,F,tm,g )} #g = J g
if(present( Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,F,F,g,gd,td)
else stat = Fop(F,F,g,gd ) #Gd = (WF) g
stat = Aop(F,F,eps*g,gm) #Gm = e A g
stat = stepper(forget, m,g, rr,gg) #m+=dm; R+=dR
if(stat ==1) exit # got stuck descending
if(present( mmov)) mmov(:,iter) = m(:size(mmov,1)) # report -----
if(present( rmov)) rmov(:,iter) = rr(:size(rmov,1))
if(present( err )) err( iter) = dot_product(rd,rd)
if(present( verb)){ if(verb) call solver_report(iter,m,g,rd,rm)}
forget=F

}
if(present( resd)) resd = rd
if(present( resm)) resm = rm(:size(resm))

}
}

Back



Fm0−d and we load the model part of the residualrm=Am0. Otherwise we begin
from a zero modelm0 = 0 and thus the model part of the residualrm is also zero.
After this initialization, subroutinesolver_reg() begins an iteration loop by first
computing the proposed model perturbation1m (calledg in the program) with the
adjoint operator:

1m ←−
[

F′ A′
] [ rd

rm

]
(3.16)

Using this value of1m, we can find the implied change in residual1r as

1

[
rd
rm

]
←−

[
F
A

]
1m (3.17)

and the last thing in the loop is to use the optimization step functionstepper() to
choose the length of the step size and to choose how much of the previous step to
include.

An example of using the new solver is subroutineinvint1 . I chose to im-
plement the model roughening operatorA with the convolution subroutinetcai1()

/prog:tcai1, which has transient end effects (and an output length equal to the input



module invint { # invint -- INVerse INTerpolation in 1-D.
use lint1
use tcai1
use cgstep_mod
use solver_reg_mod

contains
subroutine invint1( niter, coord, dd, o1, d1, aa, mm, eps, mmov) {

integer, intent (in) :: niter # iterations
real, intent (in) :: o1, d1, eps # axis, scale
real, dimension (:), pointer :: coord, aa # aa is filter
real, dimension (:), intent (in) :: dd # data
real, dimension (:), intent (out) :: mm # model
real, dimension (:,:), intent (out) :: mmov # movie
integer :: nreg # size of A m
nreg = size( aa) + size( mm) # transient
call lint1_init( o1, d1, coord ) # interpolation
call tcai1_init( aa) # filtering
call solver_reg( m=mm, d=dd, Fop=lint1_lop, stepper=cgstep, niter=niter, &

Aop=tcai1_lop, nAop = nreg, eps = eps,mmov = mmov,verb=.true.)
call cgstep_close( )
}

}

Back



length plus the filter length). The adjoint of subroutinetcai1() suggests perturba-
tions in the convolution input (not the filter).invint1

Figure3.13shows an example for a (1,−2,1) filter withε = 1. The continuous
curve representing the modelm passes through the data points. Because the mod-
els are computed with transient convolution end-effects, the models tend to damp
linearly to zero outside the region where signal samples are given.

Figure 3.13: Sample points
and estimation of a contin-
uous function through them.
iin-im1-2+190 [ER,M]

To show an example where the result is clearly a theoretical answer, I prepared
another figure with the simpler filter (1,−1). When we minimize energy in the first
derivative of the waveform, the residual distributes itself uniformly between data



points so the solution there is a straight line. Theoretically it should be a straight
line because a straight line has a vanishing second derivative, and that condition
arises by differentiating byx′, the minimized quadratic formx′A′Ax, and getting
A′Ax = 0. (By this logic, the curves between data points in Figure3.13must be
cubics.) The (1,−1) result is shown in Figure3.14.

Figure 3.14: The same data sam-
ples and a function through them
that minimizes the energy in the
first derivative. iin-im1-1a90
[ER,M]

The example of Figure3.14has been a useful test case for me. You’ll see it
again in later chapters. What I would like to show you here is a movie showing
the convergence to Figure3.14. Convergence occurs rapidly where data points are
close together. The large gaps, however, fill at a rate of one point per iteration.



3.4.1. Abandoned theory for matching wells and seismo-
grams

Let us consider theory to construct a mapm that fits dense seismic datas and the
well dataw. The first goal0≈ Lm −w says that when we linearly interpolate from
the map, we should get the well data. The second goal0≈ A(m− s) (whereA is
a roughening operator like∇ or∇2) says that the mapm should match the seismic
datas at high frequencies but need not do so at low frequencies.

0 ≈ Lm −w
0 ≈ A(m−s) (3.18)

Although (3.18) is the way I originally formulated the well-fitting problem, I
abandoned it for several reasons: First, the map had ample pixel resolution com-
pared to other sources of error, so I switched from linear interpolation to binning.
Once I was using binning, I had available the simpler empty-bin approaches. These
have the further advantage that it is not necessary to experiment with the relative
weighting between the two goals in (3.18). A formulation like (3.18) is more likely
to be helpful where we need to handle rapidly changing functions where binning is



inferior to linear interpolation, perhaps in reflection seismology where high resolu-
tion is meaningful.

EXERCISES:
1 It is desired to find a compromise between the Laplacian roughener and the

gradient roughener. What is the size of the residual space?

2 Like the seismic prospecting industry, you have solved a huge problem using
binning. You have computer power left over to do a few iterations with linear
interpolation. How much does the cost per iteration increase? Should you
refine your model mesh, or can you use the same model mesh that you used
when binning?

3.5. PREJUDICE, BULLHEADEDNESS, AND CROSS
VALIDATION

First we first look at datad. Then we think about a modelm, and an operatorL
to link the model and the data. Sometimes the operator is merely the first term in



a series expansion about (m0,d0). Then we fitd− d0 ≈ L (m−m0). To fit the
model, we must reduce the fitting residuals. Realizing that the importance of a data
residual is not always simply the size of the residual but is generally a function of
it, we conjure up (topic for later chapters) a weighting function (which could be a
filter) operatorW. This defines our data residual:

rd = W[L (m−m0) − (d−d0)] (3.19)

Next we realize that the data might not be adequate to determine the model,
perhaps because our comfortable dense sampling of the model ill fits our econom-
ical sparse sampling of data. Thus we adopt a fitting goal that mathematicians call
“regularization” and we might call a “model style” goal or more simply, a quantifi-
cation of our prejudice about models. We express this by choosing an operatorA,
often simply a roughener like a gradient (the choice again a topic in this and later
chapters). It defines our model residual byAm or A(m−m0), say we choose

rm = Am (3.20)

In an ideal world, our model prejudice would not conflict with measured data,
however, life is not so simple. Since conflicts between data and preconceived no-
tions invariably arise (and they are why we go to the expense of acquiring data)



we need an adjustable parameter that measures our “bullheadedness”, how much
we intend to stick to our preconceived notions in spite of contradicting data. This
parameter is generally called epsilonε because we like to imagine that our bull-
headedness is small. (In mathematics,ε is often taken to be an infinitesimally small
quantity.) Although any bullheadedness seems like a bad thing, it must be admit-
ted that measurements are imperfect too. Thus as a practical matter we often find
ourselves minimizing

min := rd · rd + ε2 rm · rm (3.21)

and wondering what to choose forε. I have two suggestions: My simplest sugges-
tion is to chooseε so that the residual of data fitting matches that of model styling.
Thus

ε =

√
rd · rd

rm · rm
(3.22)

My second suggestion is to think of the force on our final solution. In physics, force
is associated with a gradient. We have a gradient for the data fitting and another for



the model styling:

gd = L ′W′rd (3.23)

gm = A′rm (3.24)

We could balance these forces by the choice

ε =

√
gd ·gd

gm ·gm
(3.25)

Although we often ignoreε in discussing the formulation of a problem, when time
comes to solve the problem, reality intercedes. Generally,rd has different physical
units thanrm (likewisegd andgm) and we cannot allow our solution to depend on
the accidental choice of units in which we express the problem. I have had much
experience choosingε, but it is only recently that I boiled it down to the above
two suggestions. Normally I also try other values, like double or half those of the
above choices, and I examine the solutions for subjective appearance. If you find
any insightful examples, please tell me about them.

Computationally, we could choose a newε with each iteration, but it is more
expeditious to freezeε, solve the problem, recomputeε, and solve the problem



again. I have never seen a case where more than one iteration was necessary.
People who work with small problems (less than about 103 vector components)

have access to an attractive theoretical approach called cross-validation. Simply
speaking, we could solve the problem many times, each time omitting a different
data value. Each solution would provide a model that could be used to predict the
omitted data value. The quality of these predictions is a function ofε and this
provides a guide to finding it. My objections to cross validation are two-fold: First,
I don’t know how to apply it in the large problems like we solve in this book (I
should think more about it); and second, people who worry much aboutε, perhaps
first should think more carefully about their choice of the filtersW andA, which
is the focus of this book. Notice that bothW andA can be defined with a scaling
factor which is like scalingε. Often more important in practice, withW andA we
have a scaling factor that need not be constant but can be a function of space or
spatial frequency within the data space and/or model space.





Chapter 4

The helical coordinate

For many years it has been true that our most powerful signal-analysis techniques
are inone-dimensional space, while our most important applications are inmulti-
dimensional space. The helical coordinate system makes a giant step towards over-
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coming this difficulty.
Many geophysical map estimation problems appear to be multidimensional,

but actually they are not. To see the tip of the iceberg, consider this example: On a

two-dimensional cartesian mesh, the function

0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0

has the autocorrelation
1 2 1
2 4 2
1 2 1

.

Likewise, on a one-dimensional cartesian mesh,
the functionb = 1 1 0 0 · · · 0 1 1
has the autocorrelationr= 1 2 1 0 · · · 0 2 4 2 0 · · · 1 2 1 .
Observe the numbers in the one-dimensional world are identical with the numbers
in the two-dimensional world. This correspondence is no accident.



4.1. FILTERING ON A HELIX
Figure4.1 shows some two-dimensional shapes that are convolved together. The
left panel shows an impulse response function, the center shows some impulses,
and the right shows the superposition of responses.

A surprising, indeed amazing, fact is that Figure4.1 was not computed with
a two-dimensional convolution program. It was computed with a one-dimensional
computer program. It could have been done with anybody’s one-dimensional con-
volution program, either in the time domain or in the fourier domain. This magical
trick is done with the helical coordinate system.

A basic idea of filtering, be it in one dimension, two dimensions, or more, is that
you have some filter coefficients and some sampled data; you pass the filter over the
data; at each location you find an output by crossmultiplying the filter coefficients
times the underlying data and summing the terms.

The helical coordinate system is much simpler than you might imagine. Ordi-
narily, a plane of data is thought of as a collection of columns, side by side. Instead,
imagine the columns stored end-to-end, and then coiled around a cylinder. This is
the helix. Fortran programmers will recognize that fortran’s way of storing 2-D ar-
rays in one-dimensional memory is exactly what we need for this helical mapping.



Figure 4.1: Two-dimensional convolution as performed in one dimension by mod-
ule helicon hlx-diamond90[ER]



Seismologists sometimes use the word “supertrace” to describe a collection of seis-
mograms stored “end-to-end”. Figure4.2 shows a helical mesh for 2-D data on a
cylinder. Darkened squares depict a 2-D filter shaped like the Laplacian operator
∂xx+∂yy. The input data, the filter, and the output data are all on helical meshes all
of which could be unrolled into linear strips. A compact 2-D filter like a Laplacian,
on a helix is a sparse 1-D filter with long empty gaps.

Since the values output from filtering can be computed in any order, we can
slide the filter coil over the data coil in any direction. The order that you produce
the outputs is irrelevant. You could compute the results in parallel. We could,
however, slide the filter over the data in the screwing order that a nut passes over a
bolt. The screw order is the same order that would be used if we were to unwind
the coils into one-dimensional strips and convolve them across one another. The
same filter coefficients overlay the same data values if the 2-D coils are unwound
into 1-D strips. The helix idea allows us to obtain the same convolution output in
either of two ways, a one-dimensional way, or a two-dimensional way. I used the
one-dimensional way to compute the obviously two-dimensional result in Figure
4.1.



d
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Figure 4.2: Filtering on a helix. The same filter coefficients overlay the same
data values if the 2-D coils are unwound into 1-D strips. (Mathematicadrawing by
Sergey Fomel) hlx-sergey-helix[CR]



4.1.1. Review of 1-D recursive filters
Convolution is the operation we do on polynomial coefficients when we multiply
polynomials. Deconvolution is likewise for polynomial division. Often these ideas
are described as polynomials in the variableZ. TakeX(Z) to denote the polynomial
whose coefficients are samples of input data, and letA(Z) likewise denote the filter.
The convention I adopt here is that the first coefficient of the filter has the value +1,
so the filter’s polynomial isA(Z)= 1+a1Z+a2Z2

+·· · . To see how to convolve,
we now identify the coefficient ofZk in the productY(Z)= A(Z)X(Z). The usual
case (k larger than the numberNa of filter coefficients) is

yk = xk+

Na∑
i=1

ai xk−i (4.1)

Convolution computesyk from xk whereas deconvolution (also called back substi-
tution) does the reverse. Rearranging (4.1) we get

xk = yk−

Na∑
i=1

ai xk−i (4.2)



where now we are finding the outputxk from its past outputsxk−i and from the
present inputyk. We see that the deconvolution process is essentially the same as
the convolution process, except that the filter coefficients are used with opposite
polarity; and they are applied to the pastoutputsinstead of the pastinputs. That
is why deconvolution must be done sequentially while convolution can be done in
parallel.

4.1.2. Multidimensional deconvolution breakthrough
Deconvolution (polynomial division) can undo convolution (polynomial multiplica-
tion). A magical property of the helix is that we can consider 1-D convolution to
be the same as 2-D convolution. Hence is a second magical property: We can use
1-D deconvolution to undo convolution, whether that convolution was 1-D or 2-D.
Thus, we have discovered how to undo 2-D convolution. We have discovered that
2-D deconvolution on a helix is equivalent to 1-D deconvolution. The helix enables
us to do multidimensional deconvolution.

Deconvolution is recursive filtering. Recursive filter outputs cannot be com-
puted in parallel, but must be computed sequentially as in one dimension, namely,



in the order that the nut screws on the bolt.
Recursive filtering sometimes solves big problems with astonishing speed. It

can propagate energy rapidly for long distances. Unfortunately, recursive filtering
can also be unstable. The most interesting case, near resonance, is also near insta-
bility. There is a large literature and extensive technology about recursive filtering
in one dimension. The helix allows us to apply that technology to two (and more)
dimensions. It is a huge technological breakthrough.

In 3-D we simply append one plane after another (like a 3-D fortran array). It
is easier to code than to explain or visualize a spool or torus wrapped with string,
etc.

4.1.3. Examples of simple 2-D recursive filters
Let us associatex- and y-derivatives with a finite-difference stencil or template.
(For simplicity take1x =1y= 1.)

∂

∂x
= 1 −1 (4.3)



∂

∂y
=

1
−1

(4.4)

Convolving a data plane with the stencil (4.3) forms thex-derivative of the plane.
Convolving a data plane with the stencil (4.4) forms they-derivative of the plane.
On the other hand,deconvolvingwith (4.3) integrates data along thex-axis for each
y. Likewise, deconvolving with (4.4) integrates data along they-axis for eachx.
Next we look at a fully two-dimensional operator (like the cross derivative∂xy).

A nontrivial two-dimensional convolution stencil is

0 −1/4
1 −1/4

−1/4 −1/4
(4.5)

We will convolve and deconvolve a data plane with this operator. Although every-
thing is shown on a plane, the actual computations are done in one dimension with
equations (4.1) and (4.2). Let us manufacture the simple data plane shown on the
left in Figure4.3. Beginning with a zero-valued plane, we add in a copy of the filter
(4.5) near the top of the frame. Nearby add another copy with opposite polarity.



Finally add some impulses near the bottom boundary. The second frame in Figure
4.3is the result of deconvolution by the filter (4.5) using the one-dimensional equa-
tion (4.2). Notice that deconvolution turns the filter itself into an impulse, while
it turns the impulses into comet-like images. The use of a helix is evident by the
comet images wrapping around the vertical axis. The filtering in Figure4.3 ran
along a helix from left to right. Figure4.4 shows a second filtering running from
right to left. Filtering in the reverse direction is the adjoint. After deconvolving both
ways, we have accomplished a symmetical smoothing. The final frame undoes the
smoothing to bring us exactly back to where we started. The smoothing was done
with two passes ofdeconvolutionand it is undone by two passes ofconvolution. No
errors, no evidence remains of any of the boundaries where we have wrapped and
truncated.

Chapter5 explains the important practical role to be played by a multidimen-
sional operator for which we know the exact inverse. Other than multidimensional
Fourier transformation, transforms based on polynomial multiplication and division
on a helix are the only known easily invertible linear operators.

In seismology we often have occasion to steer summation along beams. Such an
impulse response is shown in Figure4.6. Of special interest are filters that destroy



Figure 4.3: Illustration of 2-D deconvolution. Left is the input. Right is after de-
convolution with the filter (4.5) as preformed by by modulepolydiv hlx-wrap90
[ER]



Figure 4.4: Recursive filtering backwards (leftward on the space axis) is done by
theadjointof 2-D deconvolution. Here we see that 2-Ddeconvolutioncompounded
with its adjoint is exactly inverted by 2-Dconvolutionand its adjoint. hlx-hback90
[ER]



Figure 4.5: A simple low-order
2-D filter whose inverse contains
plane waves of two different dips.
One of them is spatially aliased.
hlx-waves90[ER]



plane waves. The inverse of such a filter creates plane waves. Such filters are like
wave equations. A filter that creates two plane waves is illustrated in figure4.5.

4.1.4. Coding multidimensional de/convolution
Let us unroll the filter helix seen in Figure4.2and see what we have. Start from the
idea that a 2-D filter is generally made from a cluster of values near one another in
two dimensions similar to the Laplacian operator in the figure. We see that in the
helical approach, a 2-D filter is a 1-D filter containing some long intervals of zeros.
The intervals are about the length of a 1-D seismogram.

Our program for 2-D convolution with a 1-D convolution program, could con-
volve with the somewhat long 1-D strip, but it is much more cost effective to ig-
nore the many zeros, which is what we do. We do not multiply by the backside
zeros, nor do we even store them in memory. Whereas an ordinary convolution
program would do time shifting by a code line likeiy=ix+lag , Module helicon

/prog:helicon ignores the many zero filter values on backside of the tube by using
the codeiy=ix+lag(ia) where a counteria ranges over the nonzero filter coeffi-
cients. Before operatorhelicon is invoked, we need to prepare two lists, one list



Figure 4.6: A simple low-order 2-D filter whose inverse times its inverse adjoint,
is approximately a dipping seismic arrival.hlx-dip90 [ER]



containing nonzero filter coefficientsflt(ia) , and the other list containing the cor-
responding lagslag(ia) measured to include multiple wraps around the helix. For
example, the 2-D Laplace operator can be thought of as the 1-D filter

1 0 · · · 0 1 −4 1 0 · · · 0 1
helical boundaries
−−−−−−−−−→

1
1 −4 1

1
(4.6)

The first filter coefficient in equation (4.6) is+1 as implicit to modulehelicon . To
apply the Laplacian on a 1000×1000 mesh requires the filter inputs:

i lag(i) flt(i)

--- ------ -----

1 999 1

2 1000 -4

3 1001 1

4 2000 1

Here we choose to use “declaration of a type”, a modern computer language
feature that is absent from Fortran 77. Fortran 77 has the built in complex arithmetic



module helix { # DEFINE helix filter type
type filter {

real, dimension( :), pointer :: flt # (nh) filter coefficients
integer, dimension( :), pointer :: lag # (nh) filter lags
logical, dimension( :), pointer :: mis # (nd) boundary conditions

}
contains

subroutine allocatehelix( aa, nh ) { # allocate a filter
type( filter) :: aa
integer :: nh # count of filter coefs (excl 1)
allocate( aa%flt( nh), aa%lag( nh)) # allocate filter and lags.
nullify( aa%mis) # set null pointer for "mis".
aa%flt = 0. # zero filter coef values

}
subroutine deallocatehelix( aa) { # destroy a filter

type( filter) :: aa
deallocate( aa%flt, aa%lag) # free memory
if( associated( aa%mis)) # if logicals were allocated

deallocate( aa%mis) # free them
}

}

Back



type. In modulehelix we define a typefilter , actually, a helix filter. After making
this definition, it will be used by many programs. The helix filter consists of three
vectors, a real valued vector of filter coefficients, an integer valued vector of filter
lags, and an optional vector that has logical values “.TRUE. ” for output locations that
will not be computed (either because of boundary conditions or because of missing
inputs). The filter vectors are the size of the nonzero filter coefficents (excluding the
leading 1.) while the logical vector is long and relates to the data size. Thehelix

module allocates and frees memory for a helix filter. By default, the logical vector
is not allocated but is set tonull with thenullify operator and ignored.helix

For those of you with no Fortran 90 experience, the “%” appearing in the helix
module denotes a pointer. Fortran 77 has no pointers (or everything is a pointer).
The C, C++, and Java languages use “. ” to denote pointers. C and C++ also have
a second type of pointer denoted by “-> ”. The behavior of pointers is somewhat
different in each language. Never-the-less, the idea is simple. In modulehelicon

/prog:helicon you see the expressionaa%flt(ia) . It refers to the filter named
aa. Any filter defined by thehelix module contains three vectors, one of which is
namedflt . The second component of theflt vector in theaa filter is referred to
asaa%flt(2) which in the example above refers to the value 4.0 in the center of



the laplacian operator. For data sets like above with 1000 points on the 1-axis, this
value 4.0 occurs after 1000 lags, thusaa%lag(2)=1000 .

Our first convolution operatortcai1 /prog:tcai1 was limited to one dimension
and a particular choice of end conditions. With the helix and Fortran 90 pointers,
the operatorhelicon /prog:helicon is amultidimensionalfilter with considerable
flexibility (because of themis vector) to work around boundaries and missing data.
helicon The code fragmentaa%lag(ia) corresponds tob-1 in tcai1 /prog:tcai1.

Operatorhelicon did the convolution job for Figure4.1. As with tcai1 /prog:tcai1
the adjoint of filtering is filtering backwards which means unscrewing the helix.

The companion to convolution is deconvolution. The modulepolydiv /prog:polydiv

is essentially the same aspolydiv1 /prog:polydiv1, but here it was coded using our

new filter type in modulehelix /prog:polydiv1 which will simplify our many
future uses of convolution and deconvolution. Although convolution allows us to
work around missing input values, deconvolution does not (any input affects all
subsequent outputs), sopolydiv never referencesaa%mis(ia) . polydiv



module helicon { # Convolution, inverse to deconvolution.
# Requires the filter be causal with an implicit "1." at the onset.
use helix
type( filter) :: aa
#% _init( aa)
#% _lop ( xx, yy)
integer iy, ix, ia
if( adj) # zero lag

xx += yy
else

yy += xx
do ia = 1, size( aa%lag) {

do iy = 1 + aa%lag( ia), size( yy) {
if( associated( aa%mis)) { if( aa%mis( iy)) cycle}
ix = iy - aa%lag( ia)
if( adj)

xx(ix) += yy(iy) * aa%flt(ia)
else

yy(iy) += xx(ix) * aa%flt(ia)
}

}
}

Back



module polydiv { # Helix polynomial division
use helix
integer :: nd
type( filter) :: aa
real, dimension (nd), allocatable :: tt
#% _init ( nd, aa)
#% _lop ( xx, yy)
integer ia, ix, iy
tt = 0.
if( adj) {

do ix= nd, 1, -1 {
tt( ix) = yy( ix)
do ia = 1, size( aa%lag) {

iy = ix + aa%lag( ia); if( iy > nd) next
tt( ix) -= aa%flt( ia) * tt( iy)
}

}
xx += tt

} else {
do iy= 1, nd {

tt( iy) = xx( iy)
do ia = 1, size( aa%lag) {

ix = iy - aa%lag( ia); if( ix < 1) next
tt( iy) -= aa%flt( ia) * tt( ix)
}

}
yy += tt
}

}

Back



EXERCISES:
1 Observe the matrix matrix (1.4) which corresponds to subroutinetcai1 /prog:tcai1.

What is the matrix corresponding tohelicon /prog:helicon?

4.1.5. Causality in two-dimensions
In one dimension, most filters of interest have a short memory. Significant filter
coefficients are concentrated shortly aftert = 0. The favorite example in Physics
is the damped harmonic oscillator, all of which is packed into a two-lag filter (sec-
ond order differential equation). The complete story is rich in mathematics and in
concepts, but to sum up, filters fall into two categories according to the numerical
values of their coefficients. There are filters for which equations (4.1) and (4.2)
work as desired and expected. These filters are called “minimum phase”. There are
also filters for which (4.2) is a disaster numerically, the feedback process diverging
to infinity.

Divergent cases correspond to physical processes that require boundary condi-
tions. Equation (4.2) only allows for initial conditions. I oversimplify by trying to
collapse an entire book (FGDP) into a few sentences by saying here that for any



fixed spectrum there exist many filters. Of these, only one has stable polynomial
division. That filter has its energy compacted as soon as possible after the “1.0” at
zero lag.

Now let us turn to two dimensions. Filters of interest will correspond to energy
concentrated near the end of a helix. Let us examine the end of a helix. At the
very end, as in the 1-D case, is a coefficient with the numerical value 1.0. Keeping
only coefficients within two mesh points in any direction from the 1.0, we copy the
coefficients from near the end of the helix to a cartesian mesh like this:

h c 0
p d 0
q e 1
s f a
u g b

=

h c ·

p d ·

q e ·

s f a
u g b

+

· · 0
· · 0
· · 1
· · ·

· · ·

2−D filter = variable + constrained

(4.7)

wherea,b,c, ...,u are adjustable coefficients.
Which side of the little rectangular patch of coefficients we choose to place the



1.0 is rather arbitrary. The important matter is that as a matter of principle, the 1.0 is
expected to lie along one side of the little patch. It is rarely (if ever) found at a corner
of the patch. It is important that beyond the 1.0 (in whatever direction that may be)
the filter coefficients must be zero because in one dimension, these coefficients lie
before zero lag. Our foundations, the basic convolution-deconvolution pair (4.1)
and (4.2) are applicable only to filters with all coefficientsafterzero lag.

Time-series analysis is rich with concepts that the helix now allows us to apply
to many dimensions. First is the notion of an impulse function. Observe that an
impulse function on the 2-D surface of the helical cylinder maps to an impulse
function on the 1-D line of the unwound coil. An autocorrelation function that is
an impulse corresponds both to a white (constant) spectrum in 1-D and to a white
(constant) spectrum in 2-D. Next we look at a particularly important autocorrelation
function and see how 2-D is the same as 1-D.



4.2. FINITE DIFFERENCES ON A HELIX
The function

r = −1 0 · · · 0 −1 4 −1 0 · · · 0 −1 (4.8)

is an autocorrelation function. It is symmetrical about the “4” and its Fourier trans-
form is positive for all frequencies. Digging out our old textbooks1 we discover
how to compute a causal wavelet with this autocorrelation. I used the “Kolmogoroff
spectral-factorization method” to find this waveleth:

h = 1.791 −.651 −.044 −.024 · · · · · · −.044 −.087 −.200 −.558
(4.9)

According to the Kolmogoroff theory, if we form the autocorrelation ofh, we will
getr. This is not obvious from the numbers themselves because the computation
requires a little work.

1 PVI or FGDP, for example, explain spectral factorization. More concisely in
PVI, more richly in FGDP.



Let the time reversed version ofh be denotedh′. This notation is consistant
with an idea from Chapter1 that the adjoint of a filter matrix is another filter matrix
with a reversed filter. In engineering it is conventional to use the asterisk symbol
“∗” to denote convolution. Thus, the idea that the autocorrelation of a signalh
is a convolution of the signalh with its time reverse (adjoint) can be written as
h′ ∗h= h∗h′ = r.

Wind the signalr around a vertical-axis helix to see its two-dimensional shape
R:

r
helical boundaries
−−−−−−−−−→

−1
−1 4 −1

−1
= R (4.10)

This 2-D filter is the negative of the finite-difference representation of the Laplacian

operator, generally denoted∇2
=

∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 . Now for the magic: Wind the signalh



around the same helix to see its two-dimensional shapeH

H =
1.791 −.651 −.044 −.024 · · ·

· · · −.044 −.087 −.200 −.558
(4.11)

In the representation (4.11) we see the coefficients diminishing rapidly away from
maximum value 1.791. My claim is that the two-dimensional autocorrelation of
(4.11) is (4.10). You verified this idea earlier when the numbers were all ones.
You can check it again in a few moments if you drop the small values, say 0.2 and
smaller.

Since the autocorrelation ofH isH ′∗H =R=−∇2 is a second derivative, the
operatorH must be something like a first derivative. As a geophysicist, I found it
natural to compare the operator∂

∂y with H by applying them to a local topographic
map. The result shown in Figure4.7 is thatH enhances drainage patterns whereas
∂
∂y enhances mountain ridges.

The operatorH has curious similarities and differences with the familiar gradi-
ent and divergence operators. In two-dimensional physical space, the gradient maps
one field totwo fields (north slope and east slope). The factorization of−∇2 with



Figure 4.7: Topography, helical derivative, slope south.hlx-helocut90 [ER,M]



the helix gives us the operatorH that maps one field toonefield. Being a one-to-
one transformation (unlike gradient and divergence) the operatorH is potentially
invertible by deconvolution (recursive filtering).

I have chosen the name2 “helix derivative” or “helical derivative” for the opera-
tor H . A telephone pole has a narrow shadow behind it. The helix integral (middle
frame of Figure4.8) and the helix derivative (left frame) show shadows with an
angular bandwidth approaching 180◦.

Our construction makesH have the energy spectrumk2
x+k2

y, so the magnitude

of the Fourier transform is
√

k2
x+k2

y. It is a cone centered and with value zero at

the origin. By contrast, the components of the ordinary gradient have amplitude
responses|kx| and|ky| that are lines of zero across the (kx,ky)-plane.

The rotationally invariant cone in the Fourier domain contrasts sharply with the
nonrotationally invariant function shape in (x, y)-space. The difference must arise

2 Any fact this basic should be named in some earlier field of mathematics or
theoretical physics. Admittedly, the concept exists on an infinite cartesian plane
without a helix, but all my codes in a finite space involve the helix, and the helix
concept led me to it.



from the phase spectrum. The factorization (4.11) is nonunique in that causality
associated with the helix mapping can be defined along eitherx- or y-axes; thus the
operator (4.11) can be rotated or reflected.

This is where the story all comes together. One-dimensional theory, either the
old Kolmogoroff spectral factorization, or the new Wilson-Burg spectral-factorization
method produces not merely a causal wavelet with the required autocorrelation. It
produces one that is stable in deconvolution. UsingH in one-dimensional polyno-
mial division, we can solve many formerly difficult problems very rapidly. Con-
sider the Laplace equation with sources (Poisson’s equation). Polynomial division
and its reverse (adjoint) gives usp= (q/H )/H ′ which means that we have solved
∇

2p = −q by using polynomial division on a helix. Using the seven coefficients
shown, the cost is fourteen multiplications (because we need to run both ways) per
mesh point. An example is shown in Figure4.8.

Figure4.8 contains both the helix derivative and its inverse. Contrast them to
thex- or y-derivatives (doublets) and their inverses (axis-parallel lines in the (x, y)-
plane). Simple derivatives are highly directional whereas the helix derivative is
only slightly directional achieving its meagre directionality entirely from its phase
spectrum.



Figure 4.8: Deconvolution by a filter whose autocorrelation is the two-dimensional
Laplacian operator. Amounts to solving the Poisson equation. Left isq; Middle is
q/H ; Right is (q/H )/H ′. hlx-lapfac90 [ER]



In practice we often require an isotropic filter. Such a filter is a function of

kr =

√
k2

x+k2
y. It could be represented as a sum of helix derivatives to integer

powers.

4.2.1. Matrix view of the helix
Physics on a helix can be viewed thru the eyes of matrices and numerical analysis.
This is not easy because the matrices are so huge. Discretize the (x, y)-plane to an
N×M array and pack the array into a vector ofN×M components. Likewise pack
the Laplacian operator∂xx+ ∂yy into a matrix. For a 4× 3 plane, that matrix is



shown in equation (4.12).

− ∇
2
=



4 −1 · · −1 · · · · · · ·

−1 4 −1 · · −1 · · · · · ·

· −1 4 −1 · · −1 · · · · ·

· · −1 4 h · · −1 · · · ·

−1 · · h 4 −1 · · −1 · · ·

· −1 · · −1 4 −1 · · −1 · ·

· · −1 · · −1 4 −1 · · −1 ·

· · · −1 · · −1 4 h · · −1
· · · · −1 · · h 4 −1 · ·

· · · · · −1 · · −1 4 −1 ·

· · · · · · −1 · · −1 4 −1
· · · · · · · −1 · · −1 4


(4.12)

The two-dimensional matrix of coefficients for the Laplacian operator is shown in
(4.12), where, on a cartesian space,h = 0, and in the helix geometry,h = −1. (A
similar partitioned matrix arises from packing a cylindrical surface into a 4×3 ar-



ray.) Notice that the partitioning becomes transparent for the helix,h = −1. With
the partitioning thus invisible, the matrix simply represents one-dimensional con-
volution and we have an alternative analytical approach, one-dimensional Fourier
Transform. We often need to solve sets of simultaneous equations with a matrix
similar to (4.12). The method we use is triangular factorization.

Although the autocorrelationr has mostly zero values, the factored autocor-
relationa has a great number of nonzero terms, but fortunately they seem to be
converging rapidly (in the middle) so truncation (of the middle coefficients) seems
reasonable. I wish I could show you a larger matrix, but all I can do is to pack the



signala into shifted columns of a lower triangular matrixA like this:

A =



1.8 · · · · · · · · · · ·

−.6 1.8 · · · · · · · · · ·

0.0 −.6 1.8 · · · · · · · · ·

−.2 0.0 −.6 1.8 · · · · · · · ·

−.6 −.2 0.0 −.6 1.8 · · · · · · ·

· −.6 −.2 0.0 −.6 1.8 · · · · · ·

· · −.6 −.2 0.0 −.6 1.8 · · · · ·

· · · −.6 −.2 0.0 −.6 1.8 · · · ·

· · · · −.6 −.2 0.0 −.6 1.8 · · ·

· · · · · −.6 −.2 0.0 −.6 1.8 · ·

· · · · · · −.6 −.2 0.0 −.6 1.8 ·

· · · · · · · −.6 −.2 0.0 −.6 1.8


(4.13)

If you will allow me some truncation approximations, I now claim that the laplacian
represented by the matrix in equation (4.12) is factored into two parts−∇2

= A′A
which are upper and lower triangular matrices whose product forms the autocorre-



lation seen in (4.12). Recall that triangular matrices allow quick solutions of simul-
taneous equations by backsubstitution. That is what we do with our deconvolution
program.

4.3. CAUSALITY AND SPECTAL FACTORIZA-
TION

Mathematics sometimes seems a mundane subject, like when it does the “account-
ing” for an engineer. Other times it brings unexpected amazing new concepts into
our lives. This is the case with the study of causality and spectral factorization.
There are many little-known, amazing, fundamental ideas here I would like to tell
you about. We won’t get to the bottom of any of them but it’s fun and useful to see
what they are and how to use them.

Start with an example. Consider a mechanical object. We can strain it and
watch it stress or we can stress it and watch it strain. We feel knowledge of the
present and past stress history is all we need to determine the present value of strain.
Likewise, the converse, history of strain should tell us the stress. We could say there



is a filter that takes us from stress to strain; likewise another filter takes us from
strain to stress. What we have here is a pair of filters that are mutually inverse under
convolution. In the Fourier domain, one is literally the inverse of the other. What
is remarkable is that in the time domain, both are causal. They both vanish before
zero lagτ = 0.

Not all causal filters have a causal inverse. The best known name for one that
does is “minimum-phase filter.” Unfortunately, this name is not suggestive of the
fundamental property of interest, “causal with a causal (convolutional) inverse.” I
could call it CwCI. An example of a causal filter without a causal inverse is the unit
delay operator — withZ-transforms, the operatorZ itself. If you delay something,
you can’t get it back without seeing into the future, which you are not allowed to do.
Mathematically, 1/Z cannot be expressed as a polynomial (actually, a convergent
infinite series) in positive powers ofZ.

Physics books don’t tell us where to expect to find transfer functions that are
CwCI. I think I know why they don’t. Any causal filter has a “sharp edge” at zero
time lag where it switches from nonresponsiveness to responsiveness. The sharp
edge might cause the spectrum to be large at infinite frequency. If so, the inverse fil-
ter is small at infinite frequency. Either way, one of the two filters is unmanageable



with Fourier transform theory which (you might have noticed in the mathematical
fine print) requires signals (and spectra) to have finite energy which means the func-
tion must get real small in that immense space on thet-axis and theω axis. It is
impossible for a function to be small and its inverse be small. These imponderables
get more managable in the world of Time Series Analysis (discretized time axis).

4.3.1. The spectral factorization concept
Interesting questions arise when we are given a spectrum and find ourselves asking
how to find a filter that has that spectrum. Is the answer unique? We’ll see not.
Is there always an answer that is causal? Almost always, yes. Is there always an
answer that is causal with a causal inverse (CwCI)? Almost always, yes.

Let us have an example. Consider a filter like the familiar time derivative
(1,−1) except let us downweight the−1 a tiny bit, say (1,−ρ) where 0<< ρ < 1.
Now the filter (1,−ρ) has a spectrum (1−ρZ)(1−ρ/Z) with autocorrelation coef-
ficients (−ρ,1+ρ2,−ρ) that look a lot like a second derivative, but it is a tiny bit
bigger in the middle. Two different waveforms, (1,−ρ) and its time reverse both
have the same autocorrelation. Spectral factorization could give us both (1,−ρ) and



(ρ,−1) but we always want the one that is CwCI. The bad one is weaker on its first
pulse. Its inverse is not causal. Below are two expressions for the filter inverse to
(ρ,−1), the first divergent (filter coefficients at infinite lag are infinitely strong), the
second convergent but noncausal.

1

ρ− Z
=

1

ρ
(1+ Z/ρ+ Z2/ρ2

+·· · ) (4.14)

1

ρ− Z
=
−1

Z
(1+ρ/Z+ρ2/Z2

+·· · ) (4.15)

(Please multiply each equation byρ− Z and see it reduce to 1= 1).
So we start with a power spectrum and we should find a CwCI filter with that

energy spectrum. If you input to the filter an infinite sequence of random numbers
(white noise) you should output something with the original power spectrum.

We easily inverse Fourier transform the square root of the power spectrum get-
ting a symmetrical time function, but we need a function that vanishes beforeτ = 0.
On the other hand, if we already had a causal filter with the correct spectrum we
could manufacture many others. To do so all we need is a family of delay operators
to convolve with. A pure delay filter does not change the spectrum of anything.



Same for frequency-dependent delay operators. Here is an example of a frequency-
dependent delay operator: First convolve with (1,2) and then deconvolve with (2,1).
Both these have the same amplitude spectrum so their ratio has a unit amplitude
(and nontrivial phase). If you multiply (1+2Z)/(2+ Z) by its Fourier conjugate
(replaceZ by 1/Z) the resulting spectrum is 1 for allω.

Anything whose nature is delay is death to CwCI. The CwCI has its energy as
close as possible toτ = 0. More formally, my first book, FGDP, proves that the
CwCI filter has for all timeτ more energy betweent = 0 andt = τ than any other
filter with the same spectrum.

Spectra can be factorized by an amazingly wide variety of techniques, each of
which gives you a different insight into this strange beast. They can be factorized by
factoring polynomials, by inserting power series into other power series, by solv-
ing least squares problems, by taking logarithms and exponentials in the Fourier
domain. I’ve coded most of them and still find them all somewhat mysterious.

Theorems in Fourier analysis can be interpreted physically in two different
ways, one as given, the other with time and frequency reversed. For example, con-
volution in one domain amounts to multiplication in the other. If we were to express
the CwCI concept with reversed domains, instead of saying the “energy comes as



quick as possible afterτ = 0” we would say “the frequency function is as close to
ω = 0 as possible.” In other words, it is minimally wiggly with time. Most appli-
cations of spectral factorization begin with a spectrum, a real, positive function of
frequency. I once achieved minor fame by starting with a real, positive function

of space, a total magnetic field
√

H2
x +H2

z measured along thex-axis and I recon-
structed the magnetic field componentsHx and Hz that were minimally wiggly in
space.

4.3.2. Cholesky decomposition
Conceptually the simplest computational method of spectral factorization might be
“Cholesky decomposition.” For example, the matrix of (4.13) could have been
found by Cholesky factorization of (4.12). The Cholesky algorithm takes a positive-
definite matrixQ and factors it into a triangular matrix times its transpose, say
Q= T′T.

It is easy to reinvent the Cholesky factorization algorithm. To do so, simply
write all the components of a 3×3 triangular matrixT and then explicitly multiply
these elements times the transpose matrixT′. You will find that you have everything



you need to recursively build the elements ofT from the elements ofQ. Likewise
for a 4×4 matrix, etc.

The 1×1 case shows that the Cholesky algorithm requires square roots. Matrix
elements are not always numbers. Sometimes they are polynomials such asZ-
transforms. To avoid square roots there is a variation of the Cholesky method. In
this variation, we factorQ into Q= T′DT whereD is a diagonal matrix.

Once a matrix has been factored into upper and lower triangles, solving si-
multaneous equations is simply a matter of two backsubstitutions: (We looked at
a special case of backsubstitution with equation (1.23).) For example, we often
encounter simultaneous equations of the formB′Bm = B′d. Suppose the positive-
definite matrixB′B has been factored into triangle formT′Tm = B′d. To findm we
first backsolveT′x = B′d for the vectorx. Then we backsolveTm = x. WhenT
happens to be a band matrix, then the first backsubstitution is filtering down a helix
and the second is filtering back up it. Polynomial division is a special case of back
substitution.

Poisson’s equation∇2p=−q requires boundary conditions which we can honor
when we filter starting from both ends. We cannot simply solve Poisson’s equation
as an initial-value problem. We could insert the laplace operator into the polynomial



division program, but the solution would diverge.
Being a matrix method, the Cholesky method of factorization has a cost pro-

portional to the cube of the size of the matrix. Because our problems are very large
and because the Cholesky method does not produce a useful result if we stop part
way to completion, we look further. The Cholesky method is a powerful method but
it does more than we require. The Cholesky method does not require band matrices,
yet these matrices are what we very often find in applications, so we seek methods
that take advantage of the special properties of band matrices.

4.3.3. Toeplitz methods
Band matrices are often called Toeplitz matrices. In the subject of Time Series Anal-
ysis are found spectral factorization methods that require computations proportional
to the dimension of the matrix squared. They can often be terminated early with a
reasonable partial result. Two Toeplitz methods, the Levinson method and the Burg
method are described in my first textbook, FGDP. Our interest is multidimensional
data sets so the matrices of interest are truely huge and the cost of Toeplitz methods
is proportional to the square of the matrix size. Thus, before we find Toeplitz meth-



ods especially useful, we may need to find ways to take advantage of the sparsity of
our filters.

4.3.4. Kolmogoroff spectral factorization
With Fourier analysis we find a method of spectral factorization that is as fast as
Fourier transformation, namelyN logN for a matrix of sizeN. This is very appeal-
ing. An earlier version of this book included such an algorithm. Pedagogically, I
didn’t like it in this book because it requires lengthy off-topic discussions of Fourier
analysis which are already found in both my first book FGDP and my third book
PVI.

The Kolmogoroff calculation is based on the logarithm of the spectrum. The
logarithm of zero is minus infinity — an indicator that perhaps we cannot factorize
a spectrum which becomes zero at any frequency. Actually, the logarithmic infinity
is the gentlest kind. The logarithm of the smallest nonzero value in single precision
arithmetic is about−36 which might not ruin your average calculation. Mathemati-
cians have shown that the integral of the logarithm of the spectrum must be bounded
so that some isolated zero values of the spectrum are not a disaster. In other words,



we can factor the (negative) second derivative to get the first derivative. This sug-
gests we will never find a causal bandpass filter. It is a contradiction to desire both
causality and a spectral band of zero gain.

The weakness of the Kolmogoroff method is related to its strength. Fourier
methods strictly require the matrix to be a band matrix. A problem many people
would like to solve is how to handle a matrix that is “almost” a band matrix — a
matrix where any band changes slowly with location.

4.3.5. Blind deconvolution
A area of applications that leads directly to spectral factorization is “blind decon-
volution.” Here we begin with a signal. We form its spectrum and factor it. We
could simply inspect the filter and interpret it, or we might deconvolve it out from
the original data. This topic deserves a fuller exposition, say for example as defined
in some of my earlier books. Here we inspect a novel example that incorporates the
helix.

Solar physicists have learned how to measure the seismic field of the sun sur-
face. If you created an impulsive explosion on the surface of the sun, what would



Figure 4.9: Raw seismic data on the sun (left). Impulse response of the sun (right)
derived by Helix-Kolmogoroff spectral factorization.hlx-solar [NR,M]



the response be? James Rickett and I applied the helix idea along with Kolmogoroff
spectral factorization to find the impulse response of the sun. Figure4.9 shows a
raw data cube and the derived impulse response. The sun is huge so the distance
scale is in megameters (Mm). The United States is 5 Mm wide. Vertical motion of
the sun is measured with a video-camera like device that measures vertical motion
by doppler shift. From an acoustic/seismic point of view, the surface of the sun is
a very noisy place. The figure shows time in kiloseconds (Ks). We see about 15
cycles in 5 Ks which is 1 cycle in about 333 sec. Thus the sun seems to oscillate
vertically with about a 5 minute period. The top plane of the raw data in Figure4.9
(left panel) happens to have a sun spot in the center. The data analysis here is not
affected by the sun spot so please ignore it.

The first step of the data processing is to transform the raw data to its spectrum.
With the helix assumption, computing the spectrum is virtually the same thing in
1-D space as in 3-D space. The resulting spectrum was passed to Kolmogoroff
spectral factorization code. The resulting impulse response is on the right side of
Figure4.9. The plane we see on the right top is not lag timeτ = 0; it is lag time
τ = 2 Ks. It shows circular rings, as ripples on a pond. Later lag times (not shown)
would be the larger circles of expanding waves. The front and side planes show tent-



like shapes. The slope of the tent gives the (inverse) velocity of the wave (as seen
on the surface of the sun). The horizontal velocity we see on the sun surface turns
out (by Snell’s law) to be the same as that at the bottom of the ray. On the front face
at early times we see the low velocity (steep) wavefronts and at later times we see
the faster waves. This is because the later arrivals reach more deeply into the sun.
Look carefully, and you can see two (or even three!) tents inside one another. These
“inside tents” are the waves that have bounced once (or more!) from the surface of
the sun. When a ray goes down and back up to the sun surface, it reflects and takes
off again with the same ray shape. The result is that a given slope on the traveltime
curve can be found again at twice the distance at twice the time.

4.4. WILSON-BURG SPECTRAL FACTORIZA-
TION

(If you are new to this material, you should pass over this section.) Spectral fac-
torization is the job of taking a power spectrum and from it finding a causal (zero
before zero time) filter with that spectrum. Methods for this task (there are many)



not only produce a causal wavelet, but they typically produce one whose convo-
lutional inverse is also causal. (This is called the “minimum phase” property.) In
other words, with such a filter we can do stable deconvolution. Here I introduce a
new method of spectral factorization that looks particularly suitable for the task at
hand. I learned this new method from John Parker Burg who attributes it to an old
paper by Wilson (I find Burg’s explanation, below, much clearer than Wilson’s.)

Below find subroutinelapfac() which was used in the previous section to fac-
tor the Laplacian operator. To invoke the factorization subroutine, you need to sup-
ply one side of an autocorrelation function. For example, let us specify the negative
of the 2-D Laplacian (an autocorrelation) in a vectorn = 256×256 points long.

rr(1) = 4.

rr(2) = -1.

rr(1+256) = -1.

Subroutinelapfac() finds the helical derivative (factored negative Laplacian)
and then prepares the required filter coefficient tables for the helix convolution and
deconvolution subroutines. lapfac Subroutinelapfacn() has its main job done

by subroutinewilson_factor() /prog:wilson shown after the Wilson-Burg theory.



module lapfac { # Factor 2-D Laplacian.
use wilson

contains
function lapfac2( eps, n1, na) result (aa) {

type( filter) :: aa, lap
real, intent( in) :: eps
integer, intent( in) :: n1, na
integer :: i
real :: a0, lap0
call allocatehelix( lap, 2) # laplacian filter
lap0 = 4. + eps # zero lag coeff.
lap%lag = (/ 1, n1 /) # lag(1)= 1; lag(2)=n1 # one side only
lap%flt = -1. # flt(1)=-1; flt(2)=-1
call allocatehelix( aa, 2*na) # laplacian derivative
aa%flt = 0.; # probably done already in allocation.
do i = 1, na {

aa%lag( i ) = i # early lags (first row)
aa%lag( na+i) = n1 + i - na # late lags (second row)
}

call wilson_init( 10 * n1 )
call wilson_factor( 20, lap0, lap, a0, aa)
call wilson_close()
call deallocatehelix( lap)
}

}

Back



4.4.1. Wilson-Burg theory
Newton’s iteration for square roots

at+1 =
1

2

(
at +

s

at

)
(4.16)

converges quadratically starting from any real initial guessa0 except zero. Whena0
is negative, Newton’s iteration converges to the negative square root.

Quadratic convergence means that the square of the errorat −
√

s at one itera-
tion is proportional to the error at the next iteration

at+1−
√

s ∼ (at −
√

s)2 = a2
t −2at

√
s+s > 0 (4.17)

so, for example if the error is one significant digit at one iteration, at the next iter-
ation it is two digits, then four, etc. We cannot use equation (4.17) in place of the
Newton iteration itself, because it uses the answer

√
s to get the answerat+1, and

also we need the factor of proportionality. Notice, however, if we take the factor to
be 1/(2at ), then

√
s cancels and equation (4.17) becomes itself the Newton iteration

(4.16).



Another interesting feature of the Newton iteration is that all iterations (except
possibly the initial guess) are above the ultimate square root. This is obvious from
equation (4.17).

We can insert spectral functions in the Newton square-root iteration, for exam-
ple s(ω) anda(ω). Where the first guessa0 happens to match

√
s, it will match

√
s

at all iterations. The Newton iteration is

2
at+1

at
= 1 +

s

a2
t

(4.18)

Something inspires Wilson to express the spectrumS= ĀA as aZ-transform and
then write the iteration

Āt+1(1/Z)

Āt (1/Z)
+

At+1(Z)

At (Z)
= 1 +

S(Z)

Āt (1/Z) At (Z)
(4.19)

Now we are ready for the algorithm: Compute the right side of (4.19) by poly-
nomial division forwards and backwards and then add 1. Then abandon negative
lags and take half of the zero lag. Now you haveAt+1(Z)/At (Z). Multiply out
(convolve) the denominatorAt (Z), and you have the desired resultAt+1(Z). Iterate
as long as you wish.



(Parenthetically, for those people familiar with the idea of minimum phase (if
not, see FGDP or PVI), we show thatAt+1(Z) is minimum phase: Both sides of
(4.19) are positive, as noted earlier. Both terms on the right are positive. Since the
Newton iteration always overestimates, the 1 dominates the rightmost term. After
masking off the negative powers ofZ (and half the zero power), the right side of
(4.19) adds two wavelets. The 1/2 is wholly real, and hence its real part always
dominates the real part of the rightmost term. Thus (after masking negative powers)
the wavelet on the right side of (4.19) has a positive real part, so the phase can-
not loop about the origin. This wavelet multipliesAt (Z) to give the final wavelet
At+1(Z) and the product of two minimum-phase wavelets is minimum phase.)

The input of the program is the spectrumS(Z) and the output is the factor
A(Z), a function with the spectrumS(Z). I mention here that in later chapters of
this book, the factorA(Z) is known as the inverse Prediction-Error Filter (PEF). In
the Wilson-Burg code below,S(Z) andA(Z) areZ-transform polynomials but their
lead coefficients are extracted off, so for example,A(z)= (a0)+ (a1Z+a2Z2

+·· · )
is broken into the two partsa0 andaa. wilson



module wilson {
# Wilson’s factorization

use helicon
use polydiv
integer, private :: n
real, dimension( :), allocatable, private :: auto, bb, cc, b, c

contains
subroutine wilson_init( nmax) {

integer, intent (in) :: nmax; n = nmax
allocate ( auto( 2*n-1), bb( 2*n-1), cc( 2*n-1), b(n), c(n))
}

subroutine wilson_factor( niter, s0, ss, a0, aa, verb) {
integer, intent( in) :: niter # Newton iterations
real, intent( in) :: s0 # autocorrelation zero lag
type( filter), intent( in) :: ss # autocorrelation, other lags
real, intent( out) :: a0 # factor, zero lag
type( filter) :: aa # factor, other lags
logical, intent( in) :: verb
optional :: verb
real :: eps
integer :: i, stat
auto = 0.; auto( n) = s0; b( 1) =1. # initialize
auto( n+ss%lag) = ss%flt # autocorrelation
auto( n-ss%lag) = ss%flt # symmetrize input auto.
call helicon_init( aa) # multiply polynoms
call polydiv_init( 2*n-1, aa) # divide polynoms
do i = 1, niter {

stat= polydiv_lop(.false.,.false., auto, bb) # bb = S/A
stat= polydiv_lop( .true.,.false., cc, bb) # cc = S/(AA’)
b( 2:n) = 0.5*( cc( n+1:2*n-1 ) +

cc( n-1:1 :-1)) / cc( n) # b = plusside(1+cc)
eps = maxval( abs( b(2:n))); # "L1 norm"
if (present (verb)) { if (verb) write (0,*) i, eps}
stat= helicon_lop( .false., .false., b, c) # c = A b
aa%flt = c( 1+aa%lag) # put on helix
if( eps < epsilon( a0)) break # convergence
}

a0 = sqrt( cc( n))
}

subroutine wilson_close () {
deallocate( auto, bb, cc, b, c)
call polydiv_close()
}

}

Back



EXERCISES:
1 You hear from three different people that a more isotropic representation of the

Laplacian is minus one sixth of

−1 −4 −1
−4 20 −4
−1 −4 −1

What changes need to be made to subroutinelapfac() ?

2 Fomel’s factorization: A simple trick to avoid division in square root computa-
tion is to run Newton’s method on the inverse square root instead. The iteration
is thenR′ = 1

2 R(3− R2X2) whereR converges (quadratically) to 1/
√

X2. To
get the square root, just multiplyR by X2. This leads to a reciprocal version
of the Wilson-Burg algorithm.A′/A+ Ā′/Ā= 3− AĀS Here is how it can
work: Construct an inverse autocorrelation — for example, an ideal isotropic
smoother; make a guess forA (min-phase roughener); iterate: (1) compute
3− AA∗S, (2) take its causal part, (3) convolve withA to get A′. Each itera-
tion involves just three convolutions (could be even done without helix).



4.5. HELIX LOW-CUT FILTER
If you want to see some tracks on the side of a hill, you want to subtract the hill and
see only the tracks. Usually, however, you don’t have a very good model for the
hill. As an expedient you could apply a low-cut filter to remove all slowly variable
functions of altitude. In chapter1 we found the Sea of Galilee in Figure1.3 to be
too smooth for viewing pleasure so we made the roughened versions in Figure1.6
using a filter based on equation (1.26), a one-dimensional filter that we could apply
over thex-axis or they-axis. In Fourier space such a filter has a response function
of kx or a function ofky. The isotropy of physical space tells us it would be more
logical to design a filter that is a function ofk2

x+k2
y. In Figure4.7we saw that the

helix derivativeH does a nice job. The Fourier magnitude of its impulse response

is kr =

√
k2

x+k2
y. There is a little anisotropy connected with phase (which way

should we wind the helix, onx or y?) but it is not nearly so severe as that of either
component of the gradient, the two components having wholly different spectra,
amplitude|kx| or |ky|.

It is nice having the 2-D helix derivative, but we can imagine even nicer 2-D
low-cut filters. In one dimension, equation (1.26) and (2.13) we designed a filters



with an adjustable parameter, a cutoff frequency. We don’t have such an object in
2-D so I set out to define one. It came out somewhat abstract and complicated, and
didn’t work very well, but along the way I found a simpler parameter that is very
effective in practice. We’ll look at it first.

Figure 4.10: Mammogram
(medical X-ray). The cancer is
the “spoked wheel.” (I apologize
for the inability of paper publish-
ing technology to exhibit a clear
grey image.) The white circles
are metal foil used for navigation.
The little halo around a circle
exhibits the impulse response of
the helix derivative. hlx-mam
[ER,M]



First I had a problem preparing Figure4.10. It shows shows the application
of the helix derivative to a medical X-ray. The problem was that the original X-
ray was all positive values of brightness so there was a massive amount of spatial
low frequency present. Obviously anx-derivative or ay-derivative would eliminate
the low frequency, but the helix derivative did not. This unpleasant surprise arises
because the filter in equation (4.11) was truncated after a finite number of terms.
Adding up the terms actually displayed in equation (4.11), they sum to .183 whereas
theoretically the sum of all the terms should be zero. From the ratio of .183/1.791
we can say that the filter pushes zero frequency amplitude 90% of the way to zero
value. When the image contains very much zero frequency amplitude, this is not
good enough. Better results could be obtained with more coefficients, and I did use
more coefficients, but simply removing the mean saved me from needing a costly
number of filter coefficients.

We can visualize a plot of the magnitude of the 2-D Fourier transform of the

filter (4.11). It is a 2-D function ofkx andky and it should resemblekr =

√
k2

x+k2
y.

It does look like this even when the filter (4.11) has been truncated. The point of

the conekr =

√
k2

x+k2
y becomes rounded and the truncated approximation ofkr



does not reach zero at the origin of the (kx,ky)-plane. We can force it to vanish at
zero frequency by subtracting .183 from the lead coefficient 1.791. I did not do that
subtraction in Figure4.11which explains the whiteness in the middle of the lake.

Now let us return to my more logical but less effective approach. I prepared
a half dozen medical X-rays like Figure4.10. The doctor brought her young son
to my office one evening to evaluate the results. In a dark room I would show the
original X-ray on a big screen and then suddenly switch to the helix derivative. Ev-
ery time I did this, her son would exclaim “Wow!” The doctor was not so easily
impressed, however. She was not accustomed to the unfamiliar image. Funda-
mentally, the helix derivative applied to her data does compress the dynamic range
making weaker features more readily discernable. We were sure of this from theory
and from various geophysical examples. The subjective problem was her unfamil-
iarity with our display. I found that I could always spot anomalies more quickly on
the filtered display, but then I would feel more comfortable when I would discover
those same anomalies also present (though less evident) in the original data. Think-
ing this through, I decided the doctor would likely have been more impressed had I
used a spatial lowcut filter instead of the helix derivative. That would have left the
details of her image (above the cutoff frequency) unchanged altering only the low



Figure 4.11: Galilee roughened by gradient and by helical derivative.hlx-helgal
[ER,M]



frequencies, thereby allowing me to increase the gain.
In 1-D we easily make a low-cut filter by compounding a first derivative (which

destroys low frequencies) with a leaky integration (which undoes the derivative at all
other frequencies). We can do likewise with a second derivative. InZ-transform no-
tation, we would use something like (−Z−1

+2.00− Z)/(−Z−1
+2.01− Z). (The

numerical choice of the .01 controls the cutoff frequency.) We could use spectral
factorization to break this spectrum into causal and anticausal factors. The analo-
gous filter in 2-D is−∇2/(−∇2

+ k2
0) which could also be factored as we did the

helix derivative. I tried it. I ran into the problem that my helix derivative operator
had a practical built-in parameter, the number of coefficients, which also behaves
like a cutoff frequency. If I were to continue this project, I would use expressions for
−∇

2/(−∇2
+k2

0) directly in the Fourier domain where there is only one adjustable
parameter, the cutoff frequencyk0, and there is no filter length to confuse the issue
and puff-up the costs.

A final word about the doctor. As she was about to leave my office she suddenly
asked whether I had scratched one of her X-rays. We were looking at the helix
derivative and it did seem to show a big scratch. What should have been a line was
broken into a string of dots. I apologized in advance and handed her the original



film negatives which she proceeded to inspect. “Oh,” she said, “Bad news. There
are calcification nodules along the ducts.” So the scratch was not a scratch, but an
important detail that had not been noticed on the original X-ray.

In preparing an illustration for here, I learned one more lesson. The scratch
was small, so I enlarged a small portion of the mammogram for display. The very
process of selecting a small portion followed by scaling the amplitude between max-
imum and minimum darkness of printer ink had the effect enhancing the visibility
of the scratch on the mammogram itself. Now Figure4.12shows it to be perhaps
even clearer than on the helix derivative.

An operator for applying the helix filter ishelderiv /prog:helderiv. helderiv

4.6. THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL HELIX
Till now the helix idea was discussed as if it were merely a two-dimensional con-
cept. Here we explore its multidimensional nature. Our main goal is to do multi-
dimensional convolution with a one-dimensional convolution program. This allows
us to do multidimensional deconvolution with a one-dimensional deconvolutional



Figure 4.12: Not a scratchhlx-scratch [ER,M]



module helderiv {
use lapfac
use helicon
type( filter), private :: aa
#% _init( n1, na, eps)
integer, intent (in) :: n1, na
real, intent (in) :: eps
aa = lapfac2( eps, n1, na)
call helicon_init( aa)
#% _lop (pp, qq)
integer stat1
stat1 = helicon_lop( adj, .false., pp, qq)
#% _close
call deallocatehelix( aa)
}

Back



program which is “magic”, i.e. many novel applications will follow.
We do multidimensional deconvolution with causal (one-sided) one-dimensional

filters. Equation (4.7) shows such a one-sided filter as it appears at the end of a 2-D
helix. Figure4.13shows it in three dimensions. The top plane in Figure4.13is the
2-D filter seen in equation (4.7). The top plane can be visualized as the area around
the end of a helix. Above the top plane are zero-valued anticausal filter coefficients.

It is natural to ask, “why not put the ‘1’ on a corner of the cube?” We could do
that, but that is not the most general possible form. A special case of Figure4.13,
stuffing much of the volume with lots of zeros would amount to a ‘1’ on a corner.
On the other hand, if we assert the basic form has a ‘1’ on a corner we cannot get
Figure 4.13 as a special case. In a later chapter we’ll see that we often need as
many coefficients as we can have near the ‘1’. In Figure4.13we lose only those
neighboring coefficients that 1-D causality requires.

Geometrically, the three-dimensional generalization of a helix is like string on
a spool, but that analogy does not illuminate our underlying conspiracy, which is to
represent multidimensional convolution and deconvolution as one-dimensional.



Figure 4.13: A 3-D causal filter
at the starting end of a 3-D helix.
hlx-3dpef [NR]

1



4.7. SUBSCRIPTING A MULTIDIMENSIONAL
HELIX

Basic utilities transform back and forth between multidimensional matrix coordi-
nates and helix coordinates. The essential module used repeatedly in applications
later in this book iscreatehelixmod /prog:createhelixmod. We begin here from
its intricate underpinnings.

Fortran77 has a concept of a multidimensional array being equivalent to a one-
dimensional array. Given that the hypercube specificationnd=(n1,n2,n3,...) de-
fines the storagedimension of a data array, we can refer to a data element as either
dd(i1,i2,i3,...) or dd( i1 +n1*(i2-1) +n1*n2*(i3-1) +...) . The helix says
to refer to the multidimensional data by its equivalent one-dimensional index (some-
times called its vector subscript or linear subscript).

The filter, however, is a much more complicated story than the data: First, we
require all filters to be causal. In other words, the Laplacian doesn’t fit very well,
since it is intrinsically noncausal. If you really want noncausal filters, you will need
to provide your own time shifts outside the tools supplied here. Second, a filter is
usually a small hypercube, sayaa(a1,a2,a3,...) and would often be stored as



such. For the helix we must store it in a special one-dimensional form. Either way,
the numbersna= (a1,a2,a3,...) specify the dimension of the hypercube. In cube
form, the entire cube could be indexed multidimensionally asaa(i1,i2,...) or it
could be indexed one-dimensionally asaa(ia,1,1,...) or sometimes3 aa(ia) by
letting ia cover a large range. When a filter cube is stored in its normal “tightly
packed” form the formula for computing its one-dimensional indexia is

ia = i1 +a1*(i2-1) +a1*a2*(i3-1) + ...

When the filter cube is stored in an array with the same dimensions as the data,
data(n1,n2,n3,...) , the formula foria is

ia = i1 +n1*(i2-1) +n1*n2*(i3-1) + ...

3 Some programming minutia: Fortran77 does not allow you to refer to an array
by both its cartesian coordinates and by its linear subscript in the same subrou-
tine. To access it both ways, you need a subroutine call, or you dimension it as
data(n1,n2,...) and then you refer to it asdata(id,1,1,...) . Fortran90 follows
the same rule outside modules. Where modules use other modules, the compiler
does not allow you to refer to data both ways, unless the array is declared asallo-

catable .



module cartesian { # index transform (vector to matrix) and its inverse
contains

subroutine line2cart( nn, i, ii) {
integer, dimension( :), intent( in) :: nn # cartesian axes (n1,n2,n3,...)
integer, dimension( :), intent(out) :: ii # cartesn coords (i1,i2,i3,...)
integer , intent( in) :: i # equivalent 1-D linear index
integer :: axis, n123
n123 = 1
do axis = 1, size( nn) {

ii( axis) = mod( ( i-1)/n123, nn( axis)) + 1
n123 = n123 * nn( axis)
}

}
subroutine cart2line( nn, ii, i) {

integer, dimension( :), intent( in) :: nn, ii
integer :: i, axis, n123
n123 = 1; i = 1
do axis = 1, size( nn) {

i = i + ( ii( axis)-1)*n123
n123 = n123 * nn( axis)
}

}
}

Back



The fortran compiler knows how to convert from the multidimensional carte-
sian indices to the linear index. We will need to do that, as well as the con-
verse. Modulecartesian below contains two subroutines that explicitly provide
us the transformations between the linear indexi and the multidimensional in-
dices ii= (i1,i2,...) . The two subroutines have the logical namescart2line

andline2cart . cartesian
The fortran linear index is closely related to the helix. There is one major differ-

ence, however, and that is the origin of the coordinates. To convert from the linear
index to the helix lag coordinate, we need to subtract the fortran linear index of the
“1.0” which is usually taken atcenter= (1+a1/2, 1+a2/2, ..., 1) . (On the last
dimension, there is no shift because nobody stores the volume of zero values that
would occur before the 1.0.) Thecartesian module fails for negative subscripts.
Thus we need to be careful to avoid thinking of the filter’s 1.0 (shown in Figure
4.13) as the origin of the multidimensional coordinate system although the 1.0 is
the origin in the one-dimensional coordinate system.

Even in one dimension (see the matrix in equation (1.4)), to define a filteroper-
ator we need to know not only filter coefficients and a filter length, but we also need
to know the data length. To define a multidimensional filter using the helix idea,



besides the properties intrinsic to the filter, we also need to know the circumference
of the helix, i.e., the length on the 1-axis of the data’s hypercube as well as the other
dimensionsnd=(n1,n2,...) of the data’s hypecube.

Thinking about convolution on the helix, it is natural to think about the filter and
data being stored in the same way, that is, by reference to the data size. This would
waste so much space, however, that our helix filter modulehelix /prog:helix in-
stead stores the filter coefficients in one vector and their lags in another. Thei -th
coefficient value of the filter goes inaa%flt(i) and thei -th lag ia(i) goes in
aa%lag(i) . The lags are the same as the fortran linear index except for the overall
shift of the 1.0 of a cube of data dimensionnd. Our module for convolution on a
helix, helicon /prog:helicon, has already an implicit “1.0” at the filter’s zero lag
so we do not store it. (It is an error to do so.)

Module createhelixmod /prog:createhelixmodallocates memory for a helix
filter and builds filter lags along the helix from the hypercube description. The hy-
percube description is not the literal cube seen in Figure4.13 but some integers
specifying that cube: the data cube dimensionsnd, likewise the filter cube dimen-
sionsna, the parametercenter identifying the location of the filter’s “1.0”, and a
gap parameter used in a later chapter. To find the lag table, modulecreatehelix-



module createhelixmod { # Create helix filter lags and mis
use helix
use cartesian
contains

function createhelix( nd, center, gap, na) result( aa) {
type( filter) :: aa # needed by helicon.
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: nd, na # data and filter axes
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: center # normally (na1/2,na2/2,...,1)
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: gap # normally ( 0, 0, 0,...,0)
integer, dimension( size( nd)) :: ii # cartesian indexes
integer :: na123, ia, ndim, nh, lag0a,lag0d
integer, dimension(:), allocatable:: lag

nh= 0; na123 = product( na); ndim = size( nd)
allocate( lag( na123 ) ) # filter cube size
call cart2line ( na, center, lag0a) # lag0a = index pointing to the "1.0"
do ia = 1+lag0a, na123 { # ia is fortran linear index.

call line2cart( na, ia, ii) # ii(ia) is fortran array indices.
if( any( ii <= gap)) next # ignore some locations
nh = nh + 1 # got another live one.
call cart2line( nd, ii, lag(nh)) # get its fortran linear index
}

call cart2line( nd, center, lag0d) # lag0d is center shift for nd_cube
call allocatehelix( aa, nh) # nh becomes size of filter on helix.
aa%lag = lag(1:nh) - lag0d; # lag = fortran_linear_index - center
aa%flt = 0.0; deallocate( lag)
}

}
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mod first finds the fortran linear index of thecenter point on the filter hypercube.
Everything before that has negative lag on the helix and can be ignored. (Likewise,
in a later chapter we see agap parameter that effectively sets even more filter coeffi-
cients to zero so their lags can be ignored too.) Then it sweeps from the center point
over the rest of the filter hypercube calculating for a data-sized cubend, the fortran
linear index of each filter element.createhelixmod Near the end of the code you
see the calculation of a parameterlag0d . This is the count of the number of zeros
that a data-sized fortran array would store in a filter cube before the filter’s 1.0. We
need to subtract this shift from the filter’s fortran linear index to get the lag on the
helix.

A filter can be represented literally as a multidimensional cube like equation
(4.7) shows us in two dimensions or like Figure4.13shows us in three dimensions.
Unlike the helical form, in literal cube form, the zeros preceding the “1.0” are ex-
plicitly present solag0 needs to be added back in to get the fortran subscript. To
convert a helix filteraa to fortran’s multidimensional hypercubecube(n1,n2,...)

is modulebox : box The box module is normally used to display or manipulate
a filter that was estimated in helical form (usually estimated by the least-squares
method).



module box { # Convert helix filter to hypercube: cube(na(1),na(2),...)
use helix
use cartesian
contains

subroutine boxn( nd, center, na, aa, cube) {
integer, dimension (:), intent( in) :: nd, center, na # (ndim)
type( filter), intent( in) :: aa
real, dimension( :), intent( out) :: cube
integer, dimension( size( nd)) :: ii
integer :: j, lag0a, lag0d, id, ia
cube = 0.; # cube=0
call cart2line( na, center, lag0a) # locate the 1.0 in the na_cube.
cube( lag0a) = 1. # place it.
call cart2line( nd, center, lag0d) # locate the 1.0 in the nd_cube.
do j = 1, size( aa%lag) { # inspect the entire helix

id = aa%lag( j) + lag0d # index = helix_lag + center_d
call line2cart( nd, id, ii) # ii(id) = cartesian indices
call cart2line( na, ii, ia) # ia(ii) = linear index in aa
cube( ia) = aa%flt( j) # copy the filter coefficient
}

}
}
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module unbox { # helixfilter aa = cube(a1,a2,...)
use helix
use cartesian
contains

function unboxn( nd, center, na, cube) result( aa) {
type( filter) :: aa
integer, dimension( :), intent( in) :: nd, center, na # (ndim)
real, dimension( :), intent( in) :: cube # cube(a1,a2,...)
logical, dimension( size( cube)) :: keep # keep(a1*a2*...)
integer, dimension( size( nd)) :: ii # (ndim)
integer :: ic, lag0a, lag0d, i, h
call cart2line( na, center, lag0a)
call cart2line( nd, center, lag0d)
keep = ( abs( cube) > epsilon( cube)) # epsilon is a Fortran intrinsic
keep( lag0a) = .false. # throw away the 1.0.
call allocatehelix( aa, count( keep)); h = 0
do ic = 1, size( cube) { # sweep cube

if( keep( ic) ) { h = h + 1 # only the keepers
call line2cart( na, ic, ii) # ii(ic)= indices on na
call cart2line( nd, ii, i) # i = index on nd
aa%lag( h) = i - lag0d # lag = index - center
aa%flt( h) = cube( ic) # copy coefs.
}

}
}

}
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The inverse process tobox is to convert a fortran hypercube to a helix filter. For
this we have moduleunbox . It abandons all zero-valued coefficients such as those
that should be zero before the box’s 1.0. It abandons the “1.0” as well, because it is
implicitly present in the helix convolution modulehelicon /prog:helicon. unbox
An example of usingunbox would be copying some numbers such as the factored

laplacian in equation (4.11) into a cube and then converting it to a helix.
A reasonable arrangement for a small 3-D filter isna=(5,3,2) andcenter=(3,2,1) .

Using these arguments, I usedcreatehelixmod /prog:createhelixmodto create a

filter. I set all the helix filter coefficients to 2. Then I used modulebox /prog:box
to put it in a convenient form for display. After this conversion, the coefficient
aa(3,2,1) is 1, not 2. Finally, I printed it:

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 1.000 2.000 2.000

2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

---------------------------------

2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000



Different data sets have different sizes. To convert a helix filter from one data
size to another, we could drop the filter into a cube with modulecube . Then we
could extract it with moduleunbox specifying any data set size we wish. Instead we
use moduleregrid prepared by Sergey Fomel which does the job without reference
to an underlying filter cube. He explains hisregrid module thus:

Imagine a filter being cut out of a piece of paper and glued on
another paper, which is then rolled to form a helix.

We start by picking a random point (let’s call itrand ) in the carte-
sian grid and placing the filter so that its center (the leading 1.0) is
on top of that point.rand should be larger than (or equal to)center

and smaller thanmin (nold, nnew) , otherwise the filter might stick
outside the grid (our piece of paper.)rand=nold/2 will do (assum-
ing the filter is small), although nothing should change if you replace
nold/2 with a random integer array betweencenter andnold - na .

The linear coordinate ofrand is h0 on the old helix andh1 on the
new helix. Recall that the helix lagsaa%lag are relative to the center.
Therefore, we need to addh0 to get the absolute helix coordinate (h).
Likewise, we need to subtracth1 to return to a relative coordinate



system.

regrid



module regrid { # convert a helix filter from one size data to another
use helix
use cartesian
contains

subroutine regridn( nold, nnew, aa) {
integer, dimension (:), intent (in) :: nold, nnew # old and new helix grid
type( filter) :: aa
integer, dimension( size( nold)) :: ii
integer :: i, h0, h1, h
call cart2line( nold, nold/2, h0) # lag of any near middle point on nold
call cart2line( nnew, nold/2, h1) # lag on nnew
do i = 1, size( aa%lag) { # forall given filter coefficients

h = aa%lag( i) + h0 # what is this?
call line2cart( nold, h, ii) #
call cart2line( nnew, ii, h) #
aa%lag( i) = h - h1 # what is this

}
}

}
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Chapter 5

Preconditioning

When I first realized that practical imaging methods in widespread industrial use
amounted merely to the adjoint of forward modeling, I (and others) thought an easy
way to achieve fame and fortune would be to introduce the first steps towards in-
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version along the lines of Chapter2. Although inversion generally requires a pro-
hibitive number of steps, I felt that moving in the gradient direction, the direction of
steepest descent, would move us rapidly in the direction of practical improvements.
This turned out to be optimistic. It was too slow. But then I learned about the con-
jugate gradient method that spectacularly overcomes a well-known speed problem
with the method of steepest descents. I came to realize that it was still too slow. I
learned this by watching the convergence in Figure5.6. This led me to the helix
method in Chapter4. Here we’ll see how it speeds many applications.

We’ll also come to understand why the gradient is such a poor direction both
for steepest descent and for conjugate gradients. An indication of our path is found
in the contrast between and exact solutionm= (A′A)−1A′d and the gradient1m=
A′d (which is the first step starting fromm = 0). Notice that1m differs from m
by the factor (A′A)−1. This factor is sometimes called a spectrum and in some
situations it literally is a frequency spectrum. In these cases,1m simply gets a
different spectrum fromm and many iterations are required to fix it. Here we’ll find
that for many problems, “preconditioning” with the helix is a better way.



5.1. PRECONDITIONED DATA FITTING
Iterative methods (like conjugate-directions) can sometimes be accelerated by a
change of variables. The simplest change of variable is called a “trial solution”.
Formally, we write the solution as

m = Sp (5.1)

wherem is the map we seek, columns of the matrixSare “shapes” that we like, and
coefficients inp are unknown coefficients to select amounts of the favored shapes.
The variablesp are often called the “preconditioned variables”. It is not necessary
thatS be an invertible matrix, but we’ll see later that invertibility is helpful. Take
this trial solution and insert it into a typical fitting goal

0 ≈ Fm − d (5.2)

and get

0 ≈ FSp − d (5.3)

We pass the operatorFS to our iterative solver. After finding the best fittingp, we
merely evaluatem= Sp to get the solution to the original problem.



We hope this change of variables has saved effort. For each iteration, there is
a little more work: Instead of the iterative application ofF andF′ we have iterative
application ofFS and S′F′. Our hope is that the number of iterations decreases
because we are clever, or because we have been lucky in our choice ofS. Hopefully,
the extra work of the preconditioner operatorS is not large compared toF. If we
should be so lucky thatS= F−1, then we get the solution immediately. Obviously
we would try any guess withS≈ F−1. Where I have known suchSmatrices, I have
often found that convergence is accelerated, but not by much. Sometimes it is worth
usingFS for a while in the beginning, but later it is cheaper and faster to use only
F. A practitioner might regard the guess ofS as prior information, like the guess of
the initial modelm0.

For a square matrixS, the use of a preconditioner should not change the ultimate
solution. TakingS to be a tall rectangular matrix, reduces the number of adjustable
parameters, changes the solution, gets it quicker, but lower resolution.



5.1.1. Preconditioner with a starting guess
In many applications, for many reasons, we have a starting guessm0 of the solu-
tion. You might worry that you could not find the starting preconditioned variable
p0=S−1m0 because you did not know the inverse ofS. The way to avoid this prob-
lem is to reformulate the problem in terms of a new variablem̃ wherem= m̃+m0.
Then 0≈ Fm− d becomes0≈ Fm̃− (d−Fm0) or 0≈ Fm̃− d̃. Thus we have
accomplished the goal of taking a problem with a nonzero starting model and con-
verting it a problem of the same type with a zero starting model. Thus we do not
need the inverse ofS because the iteration starts from̃m= 0 sop0= 0.

5.2. PRECONDITIONING THE REGULARIZA-
TION

The basic formulation of a geophysical estimation problem consists of setting up
two goals, one for data fitting, and the other for model shaping. With two goals,



preconditioning is somewhat different. The two goals may be written as:

0 ≈ Fm−d (5.4)

0 ≈ Am (5.5)

which defines two residuals, a so-called “data residual” and a “model residual” that
are usually minimized by conjugate-gradient, least-squares methods.

To fix ideas, let us examine a toy example. The data and the first three rows of
the matrix below are random numbers truncated to integers. The model roughening
operatorA is a first differencing operator times 100.



d(m) F(m,n) iter Norm

--- ------------------------------------------------ ---- ------

-----

41. -55. -90. -24. -13. -73. 61. -27. -19. 23. -55. 1 20.00396538

33. 8. -86. 72. 87. -41. -3. -29. 29. -66. 50. 2 12.14780140

-58. 84. -49. 80. 44. -52. -51. 8. 86. 77. 50. 3 8.94393635

0. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4 6.04517126

0. -100. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 5 2.64737511

0. 0.-100. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6 0.79238468

0. 0. 0.-100. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 7 0.46083349

0. 0. 0. 0.-100. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8 0.08301232

0. 0. 0. 0. 0.-100. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 9 0.00542009

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.-100. 100. 0. 0. 0. 10 0.00000565

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.-100. 100. 0. 0. 11 0.00000026

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.-100. 100. 0. 12 0.00000012

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.-100. 100. 13 0.00000000

Notice at the tenth iteration, the residual suddenly plunges 4 significant dig-
its. Since there are ten unknowns and the matrix is obviously full-rank, conjugate-



gradient theory tells us to expect the exact solution at the tenth iteration. This is the
first miracle of conjugate gradients. (The residual actually does not drop to zero.
What is printed in theNorm column is the square root of the sum of the squares of
the residual components at theiter -th iteration minus that at the last interation.)

5.2.1. The second miracle of conjugate gradients
The second miracle of conjugate gradients is exhibited below. The data and data
fitting matrix are the same, but the model damping is simplified.



d(m) F(m,n) iter Norm

--- ------------------------------------------------ ---- ------

----

41. -55. -90. -24. -13. -73. 61. -27. -19. 23. -55. 1 3.64410686

33. 8. -86. 72. 87. -41. -3. -29. 29. -66. 50. 2 0.31269890

-58. 84. -49. 80. 44. -52. -51. 8. 86. 77. 50. 3 -0.00000021

0. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4 -0.00000066

0. 0. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 5 -0.00000080

0. 0. 0. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6 -0.00000065

0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 7 -0.00000088

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8 -0.00000074

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 9 -0.00000035

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 0. 0. 0. 10 -0.00000037

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 0. 0. 11 -0.00000018

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 0. 12 0.00000000

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 13 0.00000000

Even though the matrix is full-rank, we see the residual drop about 6 decimal places
after the third iteration! This convergence behavior is well known in the computa-



tional mathematics literature. Despite its practical importance, it doesn’t seem to
have a name or identified discoverer. So I call it the “second miracle.”

Practitioners usually don’t like the identity operator for model-shaping. Gener-
ally they prefer to penalize wiggliness. For practitioners, the lesson of the second
miracle of conjugate gradients is that we have a choice of many iterations, or learn-
ing to transform independent variables so that the regularization operator becomes
an identity matrix. Basically, such a transformation reduces the iteration count from
something about the size of the model space to something about the size of the data
space. Such a transformation is called preconditioning. In practice, data is often
accumulated in bins. Then the iteration count is reduced (in principle) to the count
of full bins and should be independent of the count of the empty bins. This allows
refining the bins, enhancing the resolution.

More generally, the model goal0≈ Am introduces a roughening operator like
a gradient, Laplacian (and in chapter6 a Prediction-Error Filter (PEF)). Thus the
model goal is usually a filter, unlike the data-fitting goal which involves all manner
of geometry and physics. When the model goal is a filter its inverse is also a filter.
Of course this includes multidimensional filters with a helix.



The preconditioning transformationm= Spgives us

0 ≈ FSp−d
0 ≈ ASp (5.6)

The operatorA is a roughener whileS is a smoother. The choices of bothA andS
are somewhat subjective. This suggests that we eliminateA altogether bydefining
it to be proportional to the inverse ofS, thusAS= I . The fitting goals become

0 ≈ FSp−d
0 ≈ ε p (5.7)

which enables us to benefit from the “second miracle”. After findingp, we obtain
the final model withm= Sp.

5.2.2. Importance of scaling
Another simple toy example shows us the importance of scaling. We use the same
example as above except that thei -th column is multiplied byi /10 which means
the i -th model variable has been divided byi /10.



d(m) F(m,n) iter Norm

--- ------------------------------------------------ ---- -------

----

41. -6. -18. -7. -5. -36. 37. -19. -15. 21. -55. 1 11.59544849

33. 1. -17. 22. 35. -20. -2. -20. 23. -59. 50. 2 6.97337770

-58. 8. -10. 24. 18. -26. -31. 6. 69. 69. 50. 3 5.64414406

0. 10. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4 4.32118177

0. 0. 20. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 5 2.64755201

0. 0. 0. 30. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6 2.01631355

0. 0. 0. 0. 40. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 7 1.23219979

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 50. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8 0.36649203

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. 0. 0. 0. 9 0.28528941

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 70. 0. 0. 0. 10 0.06712411

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 80. 0. 0. 11 0.00374284

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 90. 0. 12 -0.00000040

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 13 0.00000000

We observe that solving the same problem for the scaled variables has required a
severe increase in the number of iterations required to get the solution. We lost the



benefit of the second CG miracle. Even the rapid convergence predicted for the
10-th iteration is delayed until the 12-th.

5.2.3. Statistical interpretation
This book is not a statistics book. Never-the-less, many of you have some statistical
knowledge that allows you a statistical interpretation of these views of precondi-
tioning.

A statistical concept is that we can combine many streams of random numbers
into a composite model. Each stream of random numbers is generally taken to be
uncorrelated with the others, to have zero mean, and to have the same variance as all
the others. This is often abbreviated as IID, denoting Independent, Identically Dis-
tributed. Linear combinations like filtering and weighting operations of these IID
random streams can build correlated random functions much like those observed in
geophysics. A geophysical practitioner seeks to do the inverse, to operate on the
correlated unequal random variables and create the statistical ideal random streams.
The identity matrix required for the “second miracle”, and our search for a good pre-
conditioning transformation are related ideas. The relationship will become more



clear in chapter6 when we learn how to estimate the best roughening operatorA as
a prediction-error filter.

Two philosophies to find a preconditioner:

1. Dream up a smoothing operatorS.

2. Estimate a prediction-error filterA, and then use its inverseS= A−1.

Deconvolution on a helix is an all-purpose preconditioning strategy for multi-
dimensional model regularization.

The outstanding acceleration of convergence by preconditioning suggests that
the philosophy of image creation by optimization has a dual orthonormality: First,
Gauss (and common sense) tells us that the data residuals should be roughly equal in
size. Likewise in Fourier space they should be roughly equal in size, which means
they should be roughly white, i.e. orthonormal. (I use the word “orthonormal”
because white means the autocorrelation is an impulse, which means the signal is
statistically orthogonal to shifted versions of itself.) Second, to speed convergence



of iterative methods, we need a whiteness, another orthonormality, in the solution.
The map image, the physical function that we seek, might not be itself white, so we
should solve first for another variable, the whitened map image, and as a final step,
transform it to the “natural colored” map.

5.2.4. The preconditioned solver
Summing up the ideas above, we start from fitting goals

0 ≈ Fm − d
0 ≈ Am (5.8)

and we change variables fromm to p usingm= A−1p

0 ≈ Fm − d = FA−1 p − d
0 ≈ Am = I p

(5.9)

Preconditioning means iteratively fitting by adjusting thep variables and then find-
ing the model by usingm = A−1p. A new reusable preconditioned solver is the
modulesolver_prc /prog:solver_prc. Likewise the modeling operatorF is called



module solver_prc_mod{ # 0 = W (F S J p - d)
use chain0_mod + solver_report_mod # 0 = I p
logical, parameter, private :: T = .true., F = .false.

contains
subroutine solver_prc( m,d, Fop, Sop, stepper, nSop, niter,eps &
, Wop,Jop,p0,rm0,err,resd,resm,mmov,rmov,verb) {

optional :: Wop,Jop,p0,rm0,err,resd,resm,mmov,rmov,verb
interface { #-------------------------- begin definitions -----------

integer function Fop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Sop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Wop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Jop(adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function stepper(forget,m,g,rr,gg) {

real, dimension(:) :: m,g,rr,gg
logical :: forget }

}
real, dimension(:), intent(in) :: d, p0,rm0
integer, intent(in) :: niter, nSop
logical, intent(in) :: verb
real, intent(in) :: eps
real, dimension(:), intent(out) :: m,err, resd,resm
real, dimension(:,:), intent(out) :: rmov,mmov
real, dimension(size( m)) :: p , g
real, dimension(size( d) + nSop), target :: rr, gg, tt
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rd, gd, td
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rm, gm, tm
integer :: iter, stat
logical :: forget
rd => rr(1:size(d)); rm => rr(1+size(d):)
gd => gg(1:size(d)); gm => gg(1+size(d):)
td => tt(1:size(d)); tm => tt(1+size(d):)
if(present( Wop)) stat=Wop(F,F,-d,rd) # begin initialization --------
else rd = -d #Rd = -W d
rm = 0.; if(present(rm0)) rm=rm0 #Rm = Rm0
if(present( p0)){ p=p0 # p = p0

if(present( Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,Sop,F,T,p,rd,tm,td)
else call chain0( Fop,Sop,F,T,p,rd,tm )#Rd += WFS p0
rm = rm + eps*p #Rm += e I p0

} else p=0
forget = T; #-------------------------- begin iterations ------------
do iter = 1,niter {

if(present(Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,Sop,T,F,g,rd,tm,td)
else call chain0( Fop,Sop,T,F,g,rd,tm ) #g = (WFS)’Rd
g = g + eps*rm #g += e I’Rm
if(present(Jop)){ tm=g; stat=Jop(F,F,tm,g )}#g = J g
if(present(Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,Sop,F,F,g,gd,tm,td)
else call chain0( Fop,Sop,F,F,g,gd,tm ) #Gd = (WFS) g
gm = eps*g #Gm = e I g
stat = stepper(forget, p,g, rr,gg) #m+=dm; R+=dR
if(stat ==1) exit # got stuck descending
stat = Sop(F,F,p,m) #m = S p
if(present( mmov)) mmov(:,iter) = m(:size(mmov,1)) # report -----
if(present( rmov)) rmov(:,iter) = rr(:size(rmov,1))
if(present( err )) err( iter) = dot_product(rd,rd)
if(present( verb)){ if(verb) call solver_report(iter,m,g,rd,rm)}
forget=F

}
if(present( resd)) resd = rd
if(present( resm)) resm = rm(:size(resm))

}
}
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Fop and the smoothing operatorA−1 is calledSop. Details of the code are only
slightly different from the regularized solversolver_reg /prog:solver_reg. You’ll
notice the code also allows a weighting function on the data residuals, allows for a
startingp0, allows for masking constraintsJ on p, and allows for scaling the regu-
larization by anε. solver_prc

5.2.5. Need for an invertible preconditioner
It is important to use regularization to solve many examples. It is important to
precondition because in practice computer power is often a limiting factor. It is
important to be able to begin from a nonzero starting solution because in nonlinear
problems then we must restart from the result of an earlier solution. Putting all three
requirements together leads to a little problem. It turns out the three together lead us
to needing a preconditioning transformation that is invertible. Let us see why this is
so.

0 ≈ Fm − d
0 ≈ Am (5.10)



First we change variables fromm to u=m−m0. Clearlyu starts fromu0= 0, and
m= u+m0. Then our regression pair becomes

0 ≈ Fu + (Fm0−d)
0 ≈ Au + Am0

(5.11)

This result differs from the original regression in only two minor ways, (1) revised
data, and (2) a little more general form of the regularization, the extra termAm0.
Now let us introduce preconditioning. From the regularization we see this intro-
duces the preconditioning variablep= Au. Our regression pair becomes:

0 ≈ FA−1p + (Fm0−d)
0 ≈ p + Am0

(5.12)

Here is the problem: Now we require bothA and A−1 operators. In 2- and 3-
dimensional spaces we don’t know very many operators with an easy inverse. In-
deed, that is why I found myself pushed to come up with the helix methodology of
the previous chapter – because it provides invertible operators for smoothing and
roughening.



5.3. OPPORTUNITIES FOR SMART DIRECTIONS
Recall the fitting goals (5.13)

0 ≈ rd = Fm − d = FA−1 p − d
0 ≈ rm = Am = I p

(5.13)

Without preconditioning we have the search direction

1mbad =
[

F′ A′
][ rd

rm

]
(5.14)

and with preconditioning we have the search direction

1pgood =
[

(FA−1)′ I
][ rd

rm

]
(5.15)

The essential feature of preconditioning is not that we perform the iterative
optimization in terms of the variablep. The essential feature is that we use a search
direction that is a gradient with respect top′ notm′. UsingAm= p we haveA1m=
1p. This enables us to define a good search direction in model space.

1mgood = A−11pgood = A−1(A−1)′F′rd+A−1rm (5.16)



Define the gradient byg= F′rd and notice thatrm= p.

1mgood = A−1(A−1)′ g+m (5.17)

The search direction (5.17) shows a positive-definite operator scaling the gra-
dient. Each component of any gradient vector is independent of each other. All
independently point a direction for descent. Obviously, each can be scaled by any
positive number. Now we have found that we can also scale a gradient vector by
a positive definite matrix and we can still expect the conjugate-direction algorithm
to descend, as always, to the “exact” answer in a finite number of steps. This is
because modifying the search direction withA−1(A−1)′ is equivalent to solving a
conjugate-gradient problem inp.

5.4. NULL SPACE AND INTERVAL VELOCITY
A bread-and-butter problem in seismology is building the velocity as a function of
depth (or vertical travel time) starting from certain measurements. The measure-
ments are described elsewhere (BEI for example). They amount to measuring the
integral of the velocity squared from the surface down to the reflector. It is known as



the RMS (root-mean-square) velocity. Although good quality echos may arrive of-
ten, they rarely arrive continuously for all depths. Good information is interspersed
unpredictably with poor information. Luckily we can also estimate the data quality
by the “coherency” or the “stack energy”. In summary, what we get from obser-
vations and preprocessing are two functions of travel-time depth, (1) the integrated
(from the surface) squared velocity, and (2) a measure of the quality of the integrated
velocity measurement. Some definitions:

d is a data vector whose components range over the vertical traveltime depthτ , and
whose component values contain the scaled RMS velocity squaredτv2

RMS/1τ

whereτ/1τ is the index on the time axis.

W is a diagonal matrix along which we lay the given measure of data quality. We
will use it as a weighting function.

C is the matrix of causal integration, a lower triangular matrix of ones.

D is the matrix of causal differentiation, namely,D= C−1.

u is a vector whose components range over the vertical traveltime depthτ , and
whose component values contain the interval velocity squaredv2

interval.



From these definitions, under the assumption of a stratified earth with horizontal
reflectors (and no multiple reflections) the theoretical (squared) interval velocities
enable us to define the theoretical (squared) RMS velocities by

Cu = d (5.18)

With imperfect data, our data fitting goal is to minimize the residual

0 ≈ W [Cu−d] (5.19)

To find the interval velocity where there is no data (where the stack power the-
oretically vanishes) we have the “model damping” goal to minimize the wiggliness
p of the squared interval velocityu.

0 ≈ Du = p (5.20)

We precondition these two goals by changing the optimization variable from
interval velocity squaredu to its wigglinessp. Substitutingu = Cp gives the two
goals expressed as a function of wigglinessp.

0 ≈ W
[
C2p−d

]
(5.21)

0 ≈ ε p (5.22)



Figure 5.1: Raw CMP gather (left), Semblance scan (middle), and semblance value
used for weighting function (right). (Clapp)prc-clapp [ER,M]



Figure 5.2: Observed RMS velocity and that predicted by a stiff model withε = 4.
(Clapp) prc-stiff [ER]



Figure 5.3: Observed RMS velocity and that predicted by a flexible model with
ε = .25 (Clapp) prc-flex [ER]



module vrms2int_mod { # Transform from RMS to interval velocity
use causint
use weight
use mask1
use cgstep_mod
use solver_prc_mod

contains
subroutine vrms2int( niter, eps, weight, vrms, vint) {

integer, intent( in) :: niter # iterations
real, intent( in) :: eps # scaling parameter
real, dimension(:), intent( in out) :: vrms # RMS velocity
real, dimension(:), intent( out) :: vint # interval velocity
real, dimension(:), pointer :: weight # data weighting
integer :: st,it,nt
logical, dimension( size( vint)) :: mask
logical, dimension(:), pointer :: msk
real, dimension( size( vrms)) :: dat ,wt
real, dimension(:), pointer :: wght
nt = size( vrms)
do it= 1, nt {

dat( it) = vrms( it) * vrms( it) * it
wt( it) = weight( it)*(1./it) # decrease weight with time
}

mask = .false.; mask( 1) = .true. # constrain first point
vint = 0. ; vint( 1) = dat( 1)
allocate(wght(size(wt)))
wght=wt
call weight_init(wght)
allocate(msk(size(mask)))
msk=.not.mask
call mask1_init(msk)
call solver_prc( m=vint, d=dat,Fop=causint_lop, stepper=cgstep, niter=niter, &

Sop= causint_lop, nSop=nt, eps = eps,verb=.true.,Jop=mask1_lop, &
p0=vint, Wop=weight_lop)

call cgstep_close()
st = causint_lop( .false., .false., vint, dat)
do it= 1, nt

vrms( it) = sqrt( dat( it)/it)
vint = sqrt( vint)
}

}

Back



5.4.1. Balancing good data with bad
Choosing the size ofε chooses the stiffness of the curve that connects regions of
good data. Our first test cases gave solutions that we interpreted to be too stiff at
early times and too flexible at later times. This leads to two possible ways to deal
with the problem. One way modifies the model shaping and the other modifies the
data fitting. The program below weakens the data fitting weight with time. This has
the same effect as stiffening the model shaping with time.vrms2int

5.4.2. Lateral variations
The analysis above appears one dimensional in depth. Conventional interval veloc-
ity estimation builds a velocity-depth model independently at each lateral location.
Here we have a logical path for combining measurements from various lateral lo-
cations. We can change the regularization to something like0≈ ∇u. Instead of
merely minimizing the vertical gradient of velocity we minimize its spatial gradi-
ent. Luckily we have preconditioning and the helix to speed the solution.



5.4.3. Blocky models
Sometimes we seek a velocity model that increases smoothly with depth through
our scattered measurements of good-quality RMS velocities. Other times, we seek
a blocky model. (Where seismic data is poor, a well log could tell us whether to
choose smooth or blocky.) Here we see an estimation method that can choose the
blocky alternative, or some combination of smooth and blocky.

Consider the five layer model in Figure5.4. Each layer has unit traveltime
thickness (so integration is simply summation). Let the squared interval velocities
be (a,b,c,d,e) with strong reliable reflections at the base of layerc and layere, and
weak, incoherent, “bad” reflections at bases of (a,b,d). Thus we measureV2

c the
RMS velocity squared of the top three layers andV2

e that for all five layers. Since
we have no reflection from at the base of the fourth layer, the velocity in the fourth
layer is not measured but a matter for choice. In a smooth linear fit we would want
d = (c+e)/2. In a blocky fit we would wantd = e.

Our screen for good reflections looks like (0,0,1,0,1) and our screen for bad
ones looks like the complement (1,1,0,1,0). We put these screens on the diagonals



Figure 5.4: A layered earth
model. The layer interfaces cause
reflections. Each layer has a
constant velocity in its interior.
prc-rosales[NR]



of diagonal matricesG andB. Our fitting goals are:

3V2
c ≈ a+b+c (5.23)

5V2
e ≈ a+b+c+d+e (5.24)

u0 ≈ a (5.25)

0 ≈ −a+b (5.26)

0 ≈ −b+c (5.27)

0 ≈ −c+d (5.28)

0 ≈ −d+e (5.29)

For the blocky solution, we do not want the fitting goal (5.28). Further explanations
await completion of examples.

5.5. INVERSE LINEAR INTERPOLATION
The first example is a simple synthetic test for 1-D inverse interpolation. The input
data were randomly subsampled (with decreasing density) from a sinusoid (Figure



Figure 5.5: The input data are
irregularly sampled. prc-data
[ER]

5.5). The forward operatorL in this case is linear interpolation. We seek a regu-
larly sampled model that could predict the data with a forward linear interpolation.
Sparse irregular distribution of the input data makes the regularization enforcement
a necessity. I applied convolution with the simple (1,−1) difference filter as the
operatorD that forces model continuity (the first-order spline). An appropriate pre-
conditionerS in this case is recursive causal integration. As expected, precondition-
ing provides a much faster rate of convergence. Since iteration to the exact solution
is never achieved in large-scale problems, the results of iterative optimization may
turn out quite differently. Bill Harlan points out that the two goals in (5.6.1) con-
flict with each other: the first one enforces “details” in the model, while the second
one tries to smooth them out. Typically, regularized optimization creates a compli-



Figure 5.6: Convergence history of inverse linear interpolation. Left: regulariza-
tion, right: preconditioning. The regularization operatorA is the derivative operator
(convolution with (1,−1). The preconditioning operatorS is causal integration.
prc-conv1 [ER,M]



cated model at early iterations. At first, the data fitting goal (5.6.1) plays a more
important role. Later, the regularization goal (5.6.1) comes into play and simplifies
(smooths) the model as much as needed. Preconditioning acts differently. The very
first iterations create a simplified (smooth) model. Later, the data fitting goal adds
more details into the model. If we stop the iterative process early, we end up with
an insufficiently complex model, not in an insufficiently simplified one. Figure5.6
provides a clear illustration of Harlan’s observation.

Figure5.7 measures the rate of convergence by the model residual, which is a
distance from the current model to the final solution. It shows that preconditioning
saves many iterations. Since the cost of each iteration for each method is roughly
equal, the efficiency of preconditioning is evident.

The moduleinvint2 /prog:invint2 invokes the solvers to make Figures5.6

and5.7. We use convolution withhelicon /prog:heliconfor the regularization and

we use deconvolution withpolydiv /prog:polydiv for the preconditioning. The

code looks fairly straightforward except for the oxymoronknown=aa%mis . invint2



Figure 5.7: Convergence of the
iterative optimization, measured
in terms of the model residual.
The “p” points stand for precon-
ditioning; the “r” points, regular-
ization. prc-schwab1[ER]



module invint2 { # Inverse linear interpolation
use lint1
use helicon # regularized by helix filtering
use polydiv # preconditioned by inverse filtering
use cgstep_mod
use solver_reg_mod
use solver_prc_mod

contains
subroutine invint( niter, coord,ord, o1,d1, mm,mmov, eps, aa, method) {

logical, intent( in) :: method
integer, intent( in) :: niter
real, intent( in) :: o1, d1, eps
real, dimension( :), intent( in) :: ord
type( filter), intent( in) :: aa
real, dimension( :), intent( out) :: mm
real, dimension( :,:), intent( out) :: mmov # model movie
real, dimension( :), pointer :: coord # coordinate
call lint1_init( o1, d1, coord)
if( method) { # preconditioning

call polydiv_init( size(mm), aa)
call solver_prc( Fop=lint1_lop, stepper=cgstep, niter=niter, m=mm, d=ord,

Sop=polydiv_lop, nSop=size(mm), eps=eps, mmov=mmov, verb=.true.)
call polydiv_close()

} else { # regularization
call helicon_init( aa)
call solver_reg( Fop=lint1_lop, stepper=cgstep, niter=niter, m=mm, d=ord,

Aop=helicon_lop, nAop=size(mm), eps=eps, mmov=mmov, verb=.true.)
}
call cgstep_close()

}
}

Back



5.6. EMPTY BINS AND PRECONDITIONING
There are at least three ways to fill empty bins. Two require a roughening operator
A while the third requires a smoothing operator which (for comparison purposes)
we denoteA−1. The three methods are generally equivalent though they differ in
important details.

The original way in Chapter3 is to restore missing data by ensuring that the
restored data, after specified filtering, has minimum energy, sayAm ≈ 0. Introduce
the selection mask operatorK , a diagonal matrix with ones on the known data and
zeros elsewhere (on the missing data). Thus0≈ A(I −K +K )m or

0 ≈ A(I −K )m + Amk , (5.30)

where we definemk to be the data with missing values set to zero bymk = Km .
A second way to find missing data is with the set of goals

0 ≈ Km − mk
0 ≈ εAm (5.31)

and take the limit as the scalarε→ 0. At that limit, we should have the same result
as equation (5.30).



There is an important philosophical difference between the first method and
the second. The first method strictly honors the known data. The second method
acknowledges that when data misfits the regularization theory, it might be the fault
of the data so the data need not be strictly honored. Just what balance is proper falls
to the numerical choice ofε, a nontrivial topic.

A third way to find missing data is to precondition equation (5.31), namely, try
the substitutionm= A−1p.

0 ≈ KA−1p − mk
0 ≈ εp

(5.32)

There is no simple way of knowing beforehand what is the best value ofε. Prac-
titioners like to see solutions for various values ofε. Of course that can cost a
lot of computational effort. Practical exploratory data analysis is more pragmatic.
Without a simple clear theoretical basis, analysts generally begin fromp = 0 and
abandon the fitting goalεIp ≈ 0. Implicitly, they takeε = 0. Then they examine
the solution as a function of iteration, imagining that the solution at larger iterations
corresponds to smallerε. There is an eigenvector analysis indicating some kind of
basis for this approach, but I believe there is no firm guidance.



Before we look at coding details for the three methods of filling the empty bins,
we’ll compare results of trying all three methods. For the roughening operatorA,
we’ll take the helix derivativeH. This is logically equivalent to roughening with the
gradient∇ because the (negative) laplacian operator is∇ ′∇ = H′H.

5.6.1. Faking the epsilon
I’ll tell a common story that should horrify those interested in theory (under 23 years
old), and delight those wanting to get real work done (over 23 years old). Suppose
you have a problem where model space is an image, maybe 1000× 1000, while
application of the operatorF takes about an hour. A common example in petroleum
prospecting is “wave equation migration”. The older generation of workers thus
did a migration (single application of an adjoint operator) and finished their task in
an hour. You, however, have read this book or otherwise learned about inversion
(iteratively modeling for an increasingly better fitting model). Twelve iterations (12
applications of bothF′ andF) requires 24 hours. Theoretically you should be doing
a million interations (106, one for each point in model space), but you are hoping
12 will be enough. (Good luck!)



Oops! You also need to choose a numerical value forε. Since we have no
theory for that choice, perhaps we should scan over 7 possible values, or maybe 30.
Now the job takes a week or a month. That’s really bad news because there typically
are other more important and more difficult problems we also need to be working
out (such as updating the seismic velocity model). Any trick, honest or sly, would
be nice to know. I’ll tell you a trick that is very widely used.

Imagine we had plenty of computer time. For smallε we have a smaller residual
of data fitting but a larger residual in the model styling goal. Conversely, for largeε,
we may fit the data poorly, but the model styling goal is well honored. Now please
carefully examine the preconditioned steps in Figure5.6. At early iterations we see
the solution is piece-wise lines (good) but many data points are poorly fit (bad).
This is like largeε. After more iterations the solution fits the data increasingly well.
This is like smallε. Are you ready to guess what pragmatic people do when they
are pressured to get results?

Many (most?) practical studies are done ignoring (abandoning) the model
styling regression (second fitting regression below):

0 ≈ FA−1p − d
0 ≈ εp



Nice to be rid ofε! The pragmatic person iterates the data fitting regression only,
watches the solution as a function of iteration, and stops when tired, or (more hope-
fully) stops at the iteration that is subjectively most pleasing.

5.6.2. SEABEAM: Filling the empty bins with a laplacian
Figure5.8shows a day’s worth of data1 collected at sea by SeaBeam, an apparatus
for measuring water depth both directly under a ship, and somewhat off to the sides
of the ship’s track. The data is measurements of depthh(x, y) at miscellaneous
locations in the (x, y)-plane. The locations are scattered about, according to various
aspects of the ship’s navigation and the geometry of the SeaBeam sonic antenna.
Figure5.8was made by binning withbin2() /prog:bin2 and equation (1.15). The
spatial spectra of the noise in the data could be estimated where tracks cross over
themselves. This might be worth while, but we do not pursue it now.

Here we focus on the empty mesh locations where no data is recorded (dis-
played with the value of the mean depth̄h). These empty bins were filled with
modulemis2 /prog:mis2. Results are in Figure5.9. In Figure5.9 the left column

1 I’d like to thank Alistair Harding for this interesting data set named April 18.



Figure 5.8: Depth of the ocean
under ship tracks. Empty bins are
displayed with an average depth
h̄. prc-seabin90[ER]



Figure 5.9: The ocean bottom restoring missing data with a helix derivative.
prc-prcfill [ER,M]



results from 20 iterations while the right column results from 100 iterations.
The top row in Figure5.9shows that more iterations spreads information further

into the region of missing data.
It turned out that the original method strictly honoring known data gave results

so similar to the second method (regularizing) that the plots could not be visually
distinguished. The middle row in Figure5.9 therefore shows the difference in the
result of the two methods. We see an outline of the transition between known and
unknown regions. Obviously, the missing data is pulling known data towards zero.

The bottom row in Figure5.9 shows that preconditioning spreads information
to great distances much quicker but early iterations make little effort to honor the
data. (Even though these results are forε = 0.) Later iterations make little change
at long distance but begin to restore sharp details on the small features of the known
topography.

What if we can only afford 100 iterations? Perhaps we should first do 50 itera-
tions with preconditioning to develop the remote part of the solution and then do 50
iterations by one of the other two methods to be sure we attended to the details near
the known data. A more unified approach (not yet tried, as far as I know) would be
to unify the techniques. The conjugate direction method searches two directions, the



gradient and the previous step. We could add a third direction, the smart direction
of equation (5.17). Instead of having a 2×2 matrix solution like equation (2.80) for
two distances, we would need to solve a 3×3 matrix for three.

Figure5.9 has a few artifacts connected with the use of the helix derivative.
Examine equation (4.11) to notice the shape of the helix derivative. In principle, it
is infinitely long in the horizontal axis in both equation (4.11) and Figure5.9. In
practice, it is truncated. The truncation is visible as bands along the sides of Figure
5.9.

As a practical matter, no one would use the first two bin filling methods with
helix derivative for the roughener because it is theoretically equivalent to the gradi-
ent operator∇ which has many fewer coefficients. Later, in Chapter6 we’ll find a
much smarter roughening operatorA called the Prediction Error Filter (PEF) which
gives better results.

5.6.3. Three codes for inverse masking
The selection (or masking) operatorK is implemented inmask1() /prog:mask1.

mask1 All the results shown in Figure5.9 were created with the modulemis2



module mask1 { # masking operator
logical, dimension( :), pointer :: m

#% _init( m)
#% _lop( x, y)

if( adj)
where( m) x += y

else #
where( m) y += x

}

Back



module mis2_mod {
use mask1 + helicon + polydiv + cgstep_mod
use solver_smp_mod + solver_reg_mod + solver_prc_mod

contains
subroutine mis2( niter, xx, aa, known, style) {

integer, intent( in) :: style
integer, intent( in) :: niter
type( filter), intent( in) :: aa
logical, dimension( :), intent( in) :: known
real, dimension( :), intent( in out) :: xx # fitting variables
real, dimension( :), allocatable :: dd
logical, dimension( :), pointer :: msk
integer :: nx
nx = size( xx)
allocate( dd(nx))
allocate(msk(nx))
if(style==0) {

dd = 0.
msk = .not.known
call mask1_init( msk)
call helicon_init( aa)
call solver_smp( m=xx, d=dd, Fop=helicon_lop, stepper=cgstep,

niter=niter, Jop=mask1_lop, m0=xx)
call helicon_close()

} else if(style==1) {
dd=xx
msk = known
call mask1_init( msk)
call helicon_init( aa)
call solver_reg( m=xx, d=dd, Fop=mask1_lop, stepper=cgstep,

niter=niter, Aop=helicon_lop, nAop=nx, eps=0.1)
call helicon_close()

} else {
dd=xx
msk = known
call mask1_init( msk)
call polydiv_init( nx, aa)
call solver_prc( m=xx, d=dd, Fop=mask1_lop, stepper=cgstep,

niter=niter, Sop=polydiv_lop, nSop=nx, eps=0.0)
call polydiv_close()

}
call cgstep_close( )
deallocate( msk,dd)

}
}

Back



/prog:mis2. Code locations withstyle=0,1,2 correspond to the fitting goals (5.30),

(5.31), (5.32). mis2

5.7. THEORY OF UNDERDETERMINED LEAST-
SQUARES

Construct theoretical data with

d = Fm (5.33)

Assume there are fewer data points than model points and that the matrixFF′ is
invertible. From the theoretical data we estimate a modelm0 with

m0 = F′(FF′)−1d (5.34)

To verify the validity of the estimate, insert the estimate (5.34) into the data model-
ing equation (5.33) and notice that the estimatem0 predicts the correct data. Notice
that equation (5.34) is not the same as equation (2.40) which we derived much
earlier. What’s the difference? The central issue is which matrix ofFF′ andF′F



actually has an inverse. IfF is a rectangular matrix, then it is certain that one of
the two is not invertible. (There are plenty of real cases where neither matrix is
invertible. That’s one reason we use iterative solvers.) Here we are dealing with the
case with more model points than data points.

Now we will show that of all possible modelsm that predict the correct data,
m0 has the least energy. (I’d like to thank Sergey Fomel for this clear and simple
proof that doesnotuse Lagrange multipliers.) First split (5.34) into an intermediate
resultd0 and final result:

d0 = (FF′)−1d (5.35)

m0 = F′d0 (5.36)

Consider another model (x not equal to zero)

m = m0+x (5.37)

which fits the theoretical datad= F(m0+x). Sinced= Fm0, we see thatx is a null
space vector.

Fx = 0 (5.38)



First we see thatm0 is orthogonal tox because

m′0x = (F′d0)′x = d′0Fx = d′00 = 0 (5.39)

Therefore,

m′m = m′0m0+x′x+2x′m0 = m′0m0+x′x ≥ m′0m0 (5.40)

so adding null space tom0 can only increase its energy. In summary, the solution
m0= F′(FF′)−1d has less energy than any other model that satisfies the data.

Not only does the theoretical solutionm0= F′(FF′)−1d have minimum energy,
but the result of iterative descent will too, provided that we begin iterations from
m0= 0 or anym0 with no null-space component. In (5.39) we see that the orthogo-
nality m′0x= 0 does not arise becaused0 has any particular value. It arises because
m0 is of the formF′d0. Gradient methods contribute1m = F′r which is of the
required form.



5.8. SCALING THE ADJOINT
First I remind you of a rarely used little bit of mathematical notation. Given a vector
m with components (m1,m2,m3), the notationdiag m means

diag m =

 m1 0 0
0 m2 0
0 0 m3

 (5.41)

Given the usual linearized fitting goal between data space and model space,d≈
Fm, the simplest image of the model space results from application of the adjoint
operatorm̂ = F′d. UnlessF has no physical units, however, the physical units of
m̂ do not match those ofm, so we need a scaling factor. The theoretical solution
mtheor= (F′F)−1F′d tells us that the scaling units should be those of (F′F)−1. We
are going to approximate (F′F)−1 by a diagonal matrixW2 with the correct units so
m̂=W2F′d.

What we use forW will be a guess, simply a guess. If it works better than
nothing, we’ll be happy, and if it doesn’t we’ll forget about it. Experience shows
it is a good idea to try. Common sense tells us to insist that all elements ofW2

are positive.W2 is a square matrix of size of model space. From any vectorm̃ in



model space with all positive components, we could guess thatW2 be diag m̃ to
any power. To get the right physical dimensions we choosem̃ = 1, a vector of all
ones and choose

W2
=

1

diag F′F1
(5.42)

A problem with the choice (5.42) is that some components might be zero or nega-
tive. Well, we can take the square root of the squares of components and/or smooth
the result.

To go beyond the scaled adjoint we can useW as a preconditioner. To useW
as a preconditioner we define implicitly a new set of variablesp by the substitution
m = Wp. Then d ≈ Fm = FWp. To find p instead ofm, we iterate with the
operatorFW instead of withF. As usual, the first step of the iteration is to use the
adjoint of d ≈ FWp to form the imagêp = (FW)′d. At the end of the iterations,
we convert fromp back tom with m = Wp. The result after the first iteration
m̂=Wp̂=W(FW)′d=W2F′d turns out to be the same as scaling.

By (5.42), W has physical units inverse toF. Thus the transformationFW has
no units so thep variables have physical units of data space. Experimentalists might
enjoy seeing the solutionp with its data units more than viewing the solutionm with



its more theoretical model units.
The theoretical solution for underdetermined systemsm=F′(FF′)−1d suggests

an alternate approach using insteadm̂ = F′W2
dd. This diagonal weighting matrix

W2
d must be drawn from vectors in data space. Again I chose a vector of all 1’s

getting the weight

W2
d =

1

diag FF′1
(5.43)

My choice of a vector of 1’s is quite arbitrary. I might as well have chosen a
vector of random numbers. Bill Symes, who suggested this approach to me, sug-
gests using an observed data vectord for the data space weight, andF′d for the
model space weight. This requires an additional step, dividing out the units of the
datad.

Experience tells me that a broader methodology than all above is needed. Ap-
propriate scaling is required in both data space and model space. We need two other
weightsWm andWd wherem̂=WmF′Wdd.

I have a useful practical example (stacking inv(z) media) in another of my
electronic books (BEI), where I found bothWm andWd by iterative guessing. First



assumeWd = I and estimateWm as above. Then assume you have the correctWm
and estimateWd as above. Iterate. (Perhaps some theorist can find a noniterative
solution.) I believe this iterative procedure leads us to the best diagonal pre- and
post- multipliers for any operatorF. By this I mean that the modified operator
(WdFWm) is as close to being unitary as we will be able to obtain with diagonal
transformation. Unitary means it is energy conserving and that the inverse is simply
the conjugate transpose.

What good is it that (WdFWm)′(WdFWm) ≈ I? It gives us the most rapid
convergence of least squares problems of the form

0 ≈ Wd(Fm−d) = Wd(FWmp−d) (5.44)

Thus it defines for us the best diagonal transform to a preconditioning variablep=
W−1

m m to use during iteration, and suggests to us what residual weighting function
we need to use if rapid convergence is a high priority. Suppose we are not satisfied
with Wd being the weighting function for residuals. Equation (5.44) could still help
us speed iteration. Instead of beginning iteration withp = 0, we could begin from
the solutionp to the regression (5.44).

The PhD thesis of James Rickett experiments extensively with data space and



model space weighting functions in the context of seismic velocity estimation.

5.9. A FORMAL DEFINITION FOR ADJOINTS
In mathematics, adjoints are defined a little differently than we have defined them
here (as matrix transposes).2 The mathematician begins by telling us that we cannot
simply form any dot product we want. We are not allowed to take the dot product of
any two vectors in model spacem1 ·m2 or data spaced1 ·d2. Instead, we must first
transform them to a preferred coordinate system. Saym̃1 = Mm1 and d̃1 = Dd1,
etc for other vectors. We complain we do not knowM andD. They reply that we do
not really need to know them but we do need to have the inverses (aack!) ofM ′M
andD′D. A pre-existing common notation isσ−2

m = M ′M andσ−2
d = D′D. Now

the mathematician buries the mysterious new positive-definite matrix inverses in
the definition of dot product< m1,m2 >= m′1M ′Mm2 = m′1σ

−2
m m2 and likewise

with < d1,d2 >. This suggests a total reorganization of our programs. Instead
of computing (m′1M ′)(Mm2) we could computem′1(σ−2

m m2). Indeed, this is the

2 I would like to thank Albert Tarantola for suggesting this topic.



“conventional” approach. This definition of dot product would be buried in the
solver code. The other thing that would change would be the search direction1m.
Instead of being the gradient as we have defined it1m = L ′r , it would be1m =
σ−2

m L ′σ−2
d r . A mathematician woulddefinethe adjoint ofL to beσ−2

m L ′σ−2
d . (Here

L ′ remains matrix transpose.) You might notice this approach nicely incorporates
both residual weighting and preconditioning while yet evading the issue of where
we get the matricesσ 2

m and σ 2
d or how we invert them. Fortunately, upcoming

chapter6 suggests how, in image estimation problems, to obtain sensible estimates
of the elusive operatorsM andD. Paranthetically, modeling calculations in physics
and engineering often use similar mathematics in which the role ofM ′M is not so
mysterious. Kinetic energy is mass times velocity squared. Mass can play the role
of M ′M .

So, should we continue to use (m′1M ′)(Mm2) or should we take the conven-
tional route and go withm′1(σ−2

m m2)? One day while benchmarking a wide variety
of computers I was shocked to see some widely differing numerical results. Now
I know why. Consider adding 107 identical positive floating point numbers, say
1.0’s, in an arithmetic with precision of 10−6. After you have added in the first 106

numbers, the rest will all truncate in the roundoff and your sum will be wrong by



a factor of ten. If the numbers were added in pairs, and then the pairs added, etc,
there would be no difficulty. Precision is scary stuff!

It is my understanding and belief that there is nothing wrong with the approach
of this book, in fact, it seems to have some definite advantages. While the con-
ventional approach requires one to compute the adjoint correctly, we do not. The
method of this book (which I believe is properly called conjugate directions) has a
robustness that, I’m told, has been superior in some important geophysical applica-
tions. The conventional approach seems to get in trouble when transpose operators
are computed with insufficient precision.



Chapter 6

Multidimensional autoregression

The many applications of least squares to the one-dimensional convolution opera-
tor constitute the subject known as “time-series analysis.” Theautoregressionfilter,
also known as the prediction-error filter (PEF), gathers statistics for us, not the au-
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tocorrelation or the spectrum directly but it gathers them indirectly as the inverse
of the amplitude spectrum of its input. The PEF plays the role of the so-called
“inverse-covariance matrix” in statistical estimation theory. Given the PEF, we use
it to find missing portions of signals.

6.0.1. Time domain versus frequency domain
In the simplest applications, solutions can be most easily found in the frequency
domain. When complications arise, it is better to use the time domain, to directly
apply the convolution operator and the method of least squares.

A first complicating factor in the frequency domain is a required boundary in
the time domain, such as that between past and future, or requirements that a filter be
nonzero in a stated time interval. Another factor that attracts us to the time domain
rather than the frequency domain is weighting functions.

Weighting functions are appropriate whenever a signal or image amplitude
varies from place to place. Much of the literature on time-series analysis applies
to the limited case of uniform weighting functions. Such time series are said to be
“stationary.” This means that their statistical properties do not change in time. In



real life, particularly in the analysis of echos, signals are never stationary in time and
space. A stationarity assumption is a reasonable starting assumption, but we should
know how to go beyond it so we can take advantage of the many opportunities that
do arise. In order of increasing difficulty in the frequency domain are the following
complications:

1. A time boundary such as between past and future.

2. More time boundaries such as delimiting a filter.

3. More time boundaries such as erratic locations of missing data.

4. Nonstationary signal, i.e., time-variable weighting.

5. Time-axis stretching such as normal moveout.

We will not have difficulty with any of these complications here, because we
will stay in the time domain and set up and solve optimization problems by use of
the conjugate-direction method. Thus we will be able to cope with great complexity
in goal formulation and get the right answer without approximations. By contrast,
analytic or partly analytic methods can be more economical, but they generally solve
somewhat different problems than those given to us by nature.



6.1. SOURCE WAVEFORM, MULTIPLE REFLEC-
TIONS

Here we devise a simple mathematical model for deep water bottom multiple re-
flections.1 There are two unknown waveforms, the source waveformS(ω) and
the ocean-floor reflectionF(ω). The water-bottom primary reflectionP(ω) is the
convolution of the source waveform with the water-bottom response; soP(ω) =
S(ω)F(ω). The first multiple reflectionM(ω) sees the same source waveform, the
ocean floor, a minus one for the free surface, and the ocean floor again. Thus the
observationsP(ω) andM(ω) as functions of the physical parameters are

P(ω) = S(ω) F(ω) (6.1)

M(ω) = −S(ω) F(ω)2 (6.2)

1 For this short course I am omitting here many interesting examples of multiple
reflections shown in my 1992 book, PVI.



Algebraically the solutions of equations (6.1) and (6.2) are

F(ω) = −M(ω)/P(ω) (6.3)

S(ω) = −P(ω)2/M(ω) (6.4)

These solutions can be computed in the Fourier domain by simple division.
The difficulty is that the divisors in equations (6.3) and (6.4) can be zero, or small.
This difficulty can be attacked by use of a positive numberε to stabilize it. For
example, multiply equation (6.3) on top and bottom byP′(ω) and addε > 0 to the
denominator. This gives

F(ω) = −
M(ω)P′(ω)

P(ω)P′(ω)+ ε
(6.5)

whereP′(ω) is the complex conjugate ofP(ω). Although theε stabilization seems
nice, it apparently produces a nonphysical model. Forε large or small, the time-
domain response could turn out to be of much greater duration than is physically
reasonable. This should not happen with perfect data, but in real life, data always
has a limited spectral band of good quality.

Functions that are rough in the frequency domain will be long in the time do-



main. This suggests making a short function in the time domain by local smoothing
in the frequency domain. Let the notation< · · ·> denote smoothing by local aver-
aging. Thus, to specify filters whose time duration is not unreasonably long, we can
revise equation (6.5) to

F(ω) = −
< M(ω)P′(ω) >

< P(ω)P′(ω) >
(6.6)

where instead of deciding a size forε we need to decide how much smoothing.
I find that smoothing has a simpler physical interpretation than choosingε. The
goal of finding the filtersF(ω) andS(ω) is to best model the multiple reflections so
that they can be subtracted from the data, and thus enable us to see what primary
reflections have been hidden by the multiples.

These frequency-duration difficulties do not arise in a time-domain formulation.
Unlike in the frequency domain, in the time domain it is easy and natural to limit
the duration and location of the nonzero time range ofF(ω) andS(ω). First express
(6.3) as

0 = P(ω)F(ω)+M(ω) (6.7)

To imagine equation (6.7) as a fitting goal in the time domain, instead of scalar



functions ofω, think of vectors with components as a function of time. Thusf is
a column vector containing the unknown sea-floor filter,m contains the “multiple”
portion of a seismogram, andP is a matrix of down-shifted columns, each column
being the “primary”.

0 ≈ r =



r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8


=



p1 0 0
p2 p1 0
p3 p2 p1
p4 p3 p2
p5 p4 p3
p6 p5 p4
0 p6 p5
0 0 p6


 f1

f2
f3

 +



m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6
m7
m8


(6.8)

6.2. TIME-SERIES AUTOREGRESSION
Given yt andyt−1, you might like to predictyt+1. The prediction could be a scaled
sum or difference ofyt andyt−1. This is called “autoregression” because a signal



is regressed on itself. To find the scale factors you would optimize the fitting goal
below, for the prediction filter (f1, f2):

0 ≈ r =


y1 y0
y2 y1
y3 y2
y4 y3
y5 y4


[

f1
f2

]
−


y2
y3
y4
y5
y6

 (6.9)

(In practice, of course the system of equations would be much taller, and perhaps
somewhat wider.) A typical row in the matrix (6.9) says thatyt+1 ≈ yt f1+ yt−1 f2
hence the description off as a “prediction” filter. The error in the prediction is
simply the residual. Define the residual to have opposite polarity and merge the
column vector into the matrix, so you get

0
0
0
0
0

 ≈ r =


y2 y1 y0
y3 y2 y1
y4 y3 y2
y5 y4 y3
y6 y5 y4


 1
− f1
− f2

 (6.10)



which is a standard form for autoregressions and prediction error.
Multiple reflections are predictable. It is the unpredictable part of a signal, the

prediction residual, that contains the primary information. The output of the filter
(1,− f1,− f2) = (a0,a1,a2) is the unpredictable part of the input. This filter is a
simple example of a “prediction-error” (PE) filter. It is one member of a family of
filters called “error filters.”

The error-filter family are filters with one coefficient constrained to be unity and
various other coefficients constrained to be zero. Otherwise, the filter coefficients
are chosen to have minimum power output. Names for various error filters follow:

(1,a1,a2,a3,· · · ,an) prediction-error (PE) filter
(1,0,0,a3,a4,· · · ,an) gapped PE filter with a gap
(a−m,· · · ,a−2,a−1,1,a1,a2,a3,· · · ,an) interpolation-error (IE) filter

We introduce a free-mask matrixK which “passes” the freely variable coef-
ficients in the filter and “rejects” the constrained coefficients (which in this first



example is merely the first coefficienta0= 1).

K =

 0 . .
. 1 .
. . 1

 (6.11)

To compute a simple prediction error filtera= (1,a1,a2) with the CD method,
we write (6.9) or (6.10) as

0 ≈ r =


y2 y1 y0
y3 y2 y1
y4 y3 y2
y5 y4 y3
y6 y5 y4


 0 · ·

· 1 ·

· · 1

  1
a1
a2

 +


y2
y3
y4
y5
y6

 (6.12)

Let us move from this specific fitting goal to the general case. (Notice the similarity
of the free-mask matrixK in this filter estimation problem with the free-mask matrix



J in missing data goal (3.3).) The fitting goal is,

0 ≈ Ya (6.13)

0 ≈ Y(I −K +K )a (6.14)

0 ≈ YKa +Y(I −K )a (6.15)

0 ≈ YKa +Ya0 (6.16)

0 ≈ YKa +y (6.17)

0 ≈ r = YKa + r0 (6.18)

which means we initialize the residual withr0= y. and then iterate with

1a ←− K ′Y′ r (6.19)

1r ←− YK 1a (6.20)



6.3. PREDICTION-ERROR FILTER OUTPUT IS
WHITE

• The relationship between spectrum and PEF
Knowledge of an autocorrelation function is equivalent to knowledge of a spectrum.
The two are simply related by Fourier transform. A spectrum or an autocorrelation
function encapsulates an important characteristic of a signal or an image. Generally
the spectrum changes slowly from place to place although it could change rapidly.
Of all the assumptions we could make to fill empty bins, one that people usually
find easiest to agree with is that the spectrum should be the same in the empty-bin
regions as where bins are filled. In practice we deal with neither the spectrum nor
its autocorrelation but with a third object. This third object is the Prediction Error
Filter (PEF), the filter in equation (6.10).

Take equation (6.10) for r and multiply it by the adjointr ′ getting a quadratic
form in the PEF coefficients. Minimizing this quadratic form determines the PEF.
This quadratic form depends only on the autocorrelation of the original datayt ,
not on the datayt itself. Clearly the PEF is unchanged if the data has its polarity
reversed or its time axis reversed. Indeed, we’ll see here that knowledge of the PEF



is equivalent to knowledge of the autocorrelation or the spectrum.

• Undoing convolution in nature
Prediction-error filtering is also called “deconvolution”. This word goes back to
very basic models and concepts. In this model one envisions a random white-
spectrum excitation functionx existing in nature, and this excitation function is
somehow filtered by unknown natural processes, with a filter operatorB producing
an outputy in nature that becomes theinput y to our computer programs. This is
sketched in Figure6.1. Then we design a prediction-error filterA ony, which yields

Figure 6.1: Flow of information
from nature, to observation, into
computer. mda-systems[NR]

x y r = x

Nature Computer

B
?

A

a white-spectrumed output residualr . Becauser andx theoretically have the same



spectrum, the tantalizing prospect is that mayber equalsx, meaning that the PEFA
hasdeconvolvedthe unknown convolutionB.

• Causal with causal inverse
Theoretically, a PEF is a causal filter with a causal inverse. This adds confidence
to the likelihood that deconvolution of natural processes with a PEF might get the
correct phase spectrum as well as the correct amplitude spectrum. Naturally, the
PEF does not give the correct phase to an “all-pass” filter. That is a filter with a
phase shift but a constant amplitude spectrum. (I think most migration operators are
in this category.)

Theoretically we should be able to use a PEF in either convolution or polyno-
mial division. There are some dangers though, mainly connected with dealing with
data in small windows. Truncation phenomena might give us PEF estimates that are
causal, but whose inverse is not, so they cannot be used in polynomial division. This
is a lengthy topic in the classic literature. This old, fascinating subject is examined
in my books, FGDP and PVI. A classic solution is one by John Parker Burg. We
should revisit the Burg method in light of the helix.



• PEF output tends to whiteness
The most important property of a prediction-error filter or PEF is that its output
tends to a white spectrum (to be proven here). No matter what the input to this
filter, its output tends to whiteness as the number of the coefficientsn→∞ tends to
infinity. Thus, the PE filter adapts itself to the input by absorbing all its color. This
has important statistical implications and important geophysical implications.

• Spectral estimation
The PEF’s output being white leads to an important consequence: To specify a
spectrum, we can give the spectrum (of an input) itself, give its autocorrelation, or
give its PEF coefficients. Each is transformable to the other two. Indeed, an effec-
tive mechanism of spectral estimation, developed by John P. Burg and described in
FGDP, is to compute a PE filter and look at the inverse of its spectrum.

• Short windows
The power of a PE filter is that a short filter can often extinguish, and thereby rep-
resent, the information in a long resonant filter. If the input to the PE filter is a
sinusoid, it is exactly predictable by a three-term recurrence relation, and all the



color is absorbed by a three-term PE filter (see exercises). Burg’s spectral estima-
tion is especially effective in short windows.

• Weathered layer resonance
That the output spectrum of a PE filter is white is also useful geophysically. Imagine
the reverberation of the soil layer, highly variable from place to place, as the reso-
nance between the surface and shallow more-consolidated soil layers varies rapidly
with surface location because of geologically recent fluvial activity. The spectral
color of this erratic variation on surface-recorded seismograms is compensated for
by a PE filter. Usually we do not want PE-filtered seismograms to be white, but
once they all have the same spectrum, it is easy to postfilter them to any desired
spectrum.

6.3.1. PEF whiteness proof in 1-D
The basic idea of least-squares fitting is that the residual is orthogonal to the fitting
functions. Applied to the PE filter, this idea means that the output of a PE filter
is orthogonal to lagged inputs. The orthogonality applies only for lags in the past,



because prediction knows only the past while it aims to the future. What we want to
show here is different, namely, that the output is uncorrelated withitself (as opposed
to the input) for lags inbothdirections; hence the output spectrum is white.

In (6.21) are two separate and independent autoregressions,0≈Yaa for finding
the filtera, and0≈ Ybb for finding the filterb. By noticing that the two matrices
are really the same (except a row of zeros on the bottom ofYa is a row in the top
of Yb) we realize that the two regressions must result in the same filtersa= b, and
the residualrb is a shifted version ofra. In practice, I visualize the matrix being a



thousand components tall (or a million) and a hundred components wide.

0 ≈ ra =



y1 0 0
y2 y1 0
y3 y2 y1
y4 y3 y2
y5 y4 y3
y6 y5 y4
0 y6 y5
0 0 y6
0 0 0



 1
a1
a2

 ; 0 ≈ rb =



0 0 0
y1 0 0
y2 y1 0
y3 y2 y1
y4 y3 y2
y5 y4 y3
y6 y5 y4
0 y6 y5
0 0 y6



 1
b1
b2



(6.21)

When the energyr ′r of a residual has been minimized, the residualr is orthogo-
nal to the fitting functions. For example, choosinga2 to minimize r ′r gives 0=
∂r ′r/∂a2 = 2r ′∂r/∂a2. This shows thatr ′ is perpendicular to∂r/∂a2 which is the
rightmost column of theYa matrix. Thus the vectorra is orthogonal to all the
columns in theYa matrix except the first (because we do not minimize with respect
to a0).



Our goal is a different theorem that is imprecise when applied to the three co-
efficient filters displayed in (6.21), but becomes valid as the filter length tends to
infinity a = (1,a1,a2,a3,· · · ) and the matrices become infinitely wide. Actually,
all we require is the last component inb, namelybn tend to zero. This generally
happens because asn increases,yt−n becomes a weaker and weaker predictor ofyt .

The matrixYa contains all of the columns that are found inYb except the
last (and the last one is not important). This means thatra is not only orthogonal
to all of Ya’s columns (except the first) butra is also orthogonal to all ofYb’s
columns except the last. Althoughra isn’t really perpendicular to the last column
of Yb, it doesn’t matter because that column has hardly any contribution torb since
|bn| << 1. Becausera is (effectively) orthogonal to all the components ofrb, ra
is also orthogonal torb itself. (For anyu and v, if r · u = 0 andr · v = 0 then
r · (u+v)= 0 and alsor · (a1u+a2v)= 0).

Here is a detail: In choosing the example of equation (6.21), I have shifted the
two fitting problems by only one lag. We would like to shift by more lags and get the
same result. For this we need more filter coefficients. By adding many more filter
coefficients we are adding many more columns to the right side ofYb. That’s good
because we’ll be needing to neglect more columns as we shiftrb further fromra.



Neglecting these columns is commonly justified by the experience that “after short
range regressors have had their effect, long range regressors generally find little
remaining to predict.” (Recall that the damped harmonic oscillator from physics,
the finite difference equation that predicts the future from the past, uses only two
lags.)

Here is the main point: Sincerb andra both contain the same signalr but time-
shifted, the orthogonality at all shifts means that the autocorrelation ofr vanishes at
all lags. An exception, of course, is at zero lag. The autocorrelation does not vanish
there becausera is not orthogonal to its first column (because we did not minimize
with respect toa0).

As we redraw0≈ rb = Ybb for various lags, we may shift the columns only
downward because shifting them upward would bring in the first column ofYa and
the residualra is not orthogonal to that. Thus we have only proven that one side of
the autocorrelation ofr vanishes. That is enough however, because autocorrelation
functions are symmetric, so if one side vanishes, the other must also.

If aandb were two-sided filters like (· · · ,b−2,b−1,1,b1,b2,· · · ) the proof would
break. Ifb were two-sided,Yb would catch the nonorthogonal column ofYa. Not
only is ra not proven to be perpendicular to the first column ofYa, but it cannot be



orthogonal to it because a signal cannot be orthogonal to itself.
The implications of this theorem are far reaching. The residualr , a convolution

of y with a has an autocorrelation that is an impulse function. The Fourier transform
of an impulse is a constant. Thus the spectrum of the residual is “white”. Thusy
anda have mutually inverse spectra.

Since the output of a PEF is white, the PEF itself has a spectrum inverse to its
input.

An important application of the PEF is in missing data interpolation. We’ll see
examples later in this chapter. My third book, PVI2 has many examples3 in one
dimension with both synthetic data and field data including thegap parameter. Here
we next extend these ideas to two (or more) dimensions.

2 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/sep/prof/pvi/toc_html/index.html
3 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/sep/prof/pvi/tsa/paper_html/node1.html



6.3.2. Simple dip filters
Convolution in two dimensions is just like convolution in one dimension except that
convolution is done on two axes. The input and output data are planes of numbers
and the filter is also a plane. A two-dimensional filter is a small plane of numbers
that is convolved over a big data plane of numbers.

Suppose the data set is a collection of seismograms uniformly sampled in space.
In other words, the data is numbers in a (t ,x)-plane. For example, the following
filter destroys any wavefront aligned along the direction of a line containing both
the “+1” and the “−1”.

−1 ·

· ·

· 1
(6.22)

The next filter destroys a wave with a slope in the opposite direction:

· 1
−1 ·

(6.23)

To convolve the above two filters, we can reverse either on (on both axes) and cor-



relate them, so that you can get

· −1 ·

1 · ·

· · 1
· −1 ·

(6.24)

which destroys waves of both slopes.
A two-dimensional filter that can be a dip-rejection filter like (6.22) or (6.23)

is

a ·

b ·

c 1
d ·

e ·

(6.25)

where the coefficients (a,b,c,d,e) are to be estimated by least squares in order to
minimize the power out of the filter. (In the filter table, the time axis runs vertically.)

Fitting the filter to two neighboring traces that are identical but for a time
shift, we see that the filter coefficients (a,b,c,d,e) should turn out to be some-



thing like (−1,0,0,0,0) or (0,0,−.5,−.5,0), depending on the dip (stepout) of the
data. But if the two channels are not fully coherent, we expect to see something
like (−.9,0,0,0,0) or (0,0,−.4,−.4,0). To find filters such as (6.24), we adjust
coefficients to minimize the power out of filter shapes, as in

v a ·

w b ·

x c 1
y d ·

z e ·

(6.26)

With 1-dimensional filters, we think mainly of power spectra, and with 2-
dimensional filters we can think of temporal spectra and spatial spectra. What is
new, however, is that in two dimensions we can think of dip spectra (which is when
a 2-dimensional spectrum has a particularly common form, namely when energy or-
ganizes on radial lines in the (ω,kx)-plane). As a short (three-term) 1-dimensional
filter can devour a sinusoid, we have seen that simple 2-dimensional filters can de-
vour a small number of dips.



6.3.3. PEF whiteness proof in 2-D
A well-known property (see FGDP or PVI) of a 1-D PEF is that its energy clusters
immediately after the impulse at zero delay time. Applying this idea to the helix
in Figure4.2 hlx/fig:sergey-helixshows us that we can consider a 2-D PEF to be

a small halfplane like (4.7) hlx/eqn:2dpef with an impulse along a side. These
shapes are what we see here in Figure6.2.

Figure6.2shows the input plane with a 2-D filter on top of it at two possible lo-
cations. The filter shape is a semidisk, which you should imagine being of infinitely
large radius. Notice that semidisk A includes all the points in B. The output of disk
A will be shown to be orthogonal to the output of disk B. Conventional least squares
theory says that the coefficients of the filter are designed so that the output of the
filter is orthogonal to each of the inputs to that filter (except for the input under
the “1,” because any nonzero signal cannot be orthogonal to itself). Recall that if a
given signal is orthogonal to each in a given group of signals, then the given signal
is orthogonal to all linear combinations within that group. The output at B is a linear
combination of members of its input group, which is included in the input group of
A, which are already orthogonal to A. Therefore the output at B is orthogonal to the



Figure 6.2: A 2-D whitening fil-
ter template, and itself lagged. At
output locations “A” and “B,” the
filter coefficient is constrained to
be “1”. When the semicircles are
viewed as having infinite radius,
the B filter is contained in the A
filter. Because the output at A is
orthogonal to all its inputs, which
include all inputs of B, the output
at A is orthogonal to the output of
B. mda-whitepruf [ER]



output at A. In summary,
residual ⊥ fitting function
output at A ⊥ each input to A
output at A ⊥ each input to B
output at A ⊥ linear combination of each input to B
output at A ⊥ output at B

The essential meaning is that a particular lag of the output autocorrelation function
vanishes.

Study Figure6.2 to see for what lags all the elements of the B filter are wholly
contained in the A filter. These are the lags where we have shown the output au-
tocorrelation to be vanishing. Notice another set of lags where we have proven
nothing (where B is moved to the right of A). Autocorrelations are centrosymmet-
ric, which means that the value at any lag is the same as the value at the negative
of that lag, even in 2-D and 3-D where the lag is a vector quantity. Above we have
shown that a halfplane of autocorrelation values vanishes. By the centrosymmetry,
the other half must vanish too. Thus the autocorrelation of the PEF output is an
impulse function, so its 2-D spectrum is white.

The helix tells us why the proper filter form is not a square with the “1” on the



corner. Before I discovered the helix, I understood it another way (that I learned
from John P. Burg): For a spectrum to be white,all nonzero autocorrelation lags
must be zero-valued. If the filter were a quarter-plane, then the symmetry of auto-
correlations would only give us vanishing in another quarter, so there would be two
remaining quarter-planes where the autocorrelation was not zero.

Fundamentally, the white-output theorem requires a one-dimensional ordering
to the values in a plane or volume. The filter must contain a halfplane of values so
that symmetry gives the other half.

You will notice some nonuniqueness. We could embed the helix with a 90◦

rotation in the original physical application. Besides the difference in side bound-
aries, the 2-D PEF would have a different orientation. Both PEFs should have an
output that tends to whiteness as the filter is enlarged. It seems that we could design
whitening autoregression filters for 45◦ rotations also, and we could also design
them for hexagonal coordinate systems. In some physical problems, you might find
the nonuniqueness unsettling. Does it mean the “final solution” is nonunique? Usu-
ally not, or not seriously so. Recall even in one dimension, the time reverse of a PEF
has the same spectrum as the original PEF. When a PEF is used for regularizing a
fitting problem, it is worth noticing that the quadratic form minimized is the PEF



times its adjoint so the phase drops out. Likewise, a missing data restoration also
amounts to minimizing a quadratic form so the phase again drops out.

6.3.4. Examples of modeling and deconvolving with a 2-D
PEF

Here we examine elementary signal-processing applications of 2-D prediction-error
filters (PEFs) on both everyday 2-D textures and on seismic data. Some of these
textures are easily modeled with prediction-error filters (PEFs) while others are not.
All figures used the same 10×10 filter shape. No attempt was made to optimize
filter size or shape or any other parameters.

Results in Figures6.3-6.9are shown with various familiar textures4 on the left
as training data sets. From these training data sets, a prediction-error filter (PEF) is
estimated using modulepef /prog:pef. The center frame is simulated data made
by deconvolving (polynomial division) random numbers by the estimated PEF. The

4 I thank Morgan Brown for finding these textures.



right frame is the more familiar process, convolving the estimated PEF on the train-
ing data set.

Theoretically, the right frame tends towards a white spectrum. Earlier you could
notice the filter size by knowing that the output was taken to be zero where the filter
is only partially on the data. This was annoying on real data where we didn’t want
to throw away any data around the sides. Now the filtering is done without a call to
the boundary module so we have typical helix wraparound.

Since a PEF tends to the inverse of the spectrum of its input, results similar to
these could probably be found using Fourier transforms, smoothing spectra, etc. We
used PEFs because of their flexibility. The filters can be any shape. They can dodge
around missing data, or we can use them to estimate missing data. We avoid peri-
odic boundary assumptions inherent to FT. The PEF’s are designed only internal to
known data, not off edges so they are readily adaptible to nonstationarity. Thinking
of these textures as seismic time slices, the textures could easily be required to pass
thru specific values at well locations.



Figure 6.3: Synthetic granite matches the training image quite well. The predic-
tion error (PE) is large at grain boundaries so it almost seems to outline the grains.
mda-granite[ER]



Figure 6.4: Synthetic wood grain has too little white. This is because of the non-
symmetric brightness histogram of natural wood. Again, the PEF output looks ran-
dom as expected.mda-wood[ER]



Figure 6.5: A banker’s suit (left). A student’s suit (center). My suit (right). The
prediction error is large where the weave changes direction.mda-herr [ER]



Figure 6.6: Basket weave. The simulated data fails to segregate the two dips into a
checkerboard pattern. The PEF output looks structured perhaps because the filter is
too small. mda-basket[ER]



Figure 6.7: Brick. Synthetic brick edges are everywhere and do not enclose blocks
containing a fixed color. PEF output highlights the mortar.mda-brick [ER]



Figure 6.8: Ridges. A spectacular failure of the stationarity assumption. All dips
are present but in different locations. Never-the-less, the ridges have been sharpened
by the deconvolution. mda-ridges[ER]



Figure 6.9: Gulf of Mexico seismic section, modeled, and deconvolved. Do you
see any drilling prospects in the simulated data? In the deconvolution, the strong
horizontal layering is suppressed giving a better view of the hyperbolas. The decon
filter is the same 10×10 used on the everyday textures.mda-WGstack[ER]



6.3.5. Seismic field data examples
Figures6.10-6.13are based on exploration seismic data from the Gulf of Mexico
deep water. A ship carries an air gun and tows a streamer with some hundreds of
geophones. First we look at a single pop of the gun. We use all the geophone signals
to create a single 1-D PEF for the time axis. This changes the average temporal
frequency spectrum as shown in Figure6.10. Signals from 60 Hz to 120 Hz are
boosted substantially. The raw data has evidently been prepared with strong filtering
against signals below about 8 Hz. The PEF attempts to recover these signals, mostly
unsuccessfully, but it does boost some energy near the 8 Hz cutoff. Choosing a
longer filter would flatten the spectrum further. The big question is, “Has the PEF
improved the appearance of the data?”

The data itself from the single pop, both before and after PE-filtering is shown
in Figure6.11. For reasons of esthetics of human perception I have chosen to dis-
play a mirror image of the PEF’ed data. To see a blink movie of superposition of
before-and-after images you need the electronic book. We notice that signals of
high temporal frequencies indeed have the expected hyperbolic behavior in space.
Thus, these high-frequency signals are wavefields, not mere random noise.

Given that all visual (or audio) displays have a bounded range of amplitudes,



Figure 6.10: ω spectrum of a shot gather of Figure6.11before and after 1-D decon
with a 30 point filter. mda-antoinedecon1[ER]



Figure 6.11: Raw data with its mirror. Mirror had 1-D PEF applied, 30 point filter.
mda-antoinedecon[ER,M]



increasing the frequency content (bandwidth) means that we will need to turn down
the amplification so we do not wish to increase the bandwidth unless we are adding
signal.

Increasing the spectral bandwidth always requires us to diminish the gain.

The same ideas but with a two-dimensional PEF are in Figure6.12(the same
data but with more of it squeezed onto the page.) As usual, the raw data is dominated
by events arriving later at greater distances. After the PEF, we tend to see equal
energy in dips in all directions. We have strongly enhanced the “backscattered”
energy, those events that arrive later atshorterdistances.

Figure6.13shows echos from the all shots, the nearest receiver on each shot.
This picture of the earth is called a “near-trace section.” This earth picture shows
us why there is so much backscattered energy in Figure6.12(which is located at
the left side of Figure6.13). The backscatter comes from any of the many of near-
vertical faults.

We have been thinking of the PEF as a tool for shaping the spectrum of a dis-
play. But does it have a physical meaning? What might it be? Referring back to
the beginning of the chapter we are inclined to regard the PEF as the convolution of



Figure 6.12: A 2-D filter (here 20× 5) brings out the backscattered energy.
mda-antoinedecon2[ER,M]



the source waveform with some kind of water-bottom response. In Figure6.12we
used many different shot-receiver separations. Since each different separation has a
different response (due to differing moveouts) the water bottom reverberation might
average out to be roughly an impulse. Figure6.12is a different story. Here for each
shot location, the distance to the receiver is constant. Designing a single channel
PEF we can expect the PEF to contain both the shot waveform and the water bottom
layers because both are nearly identical in all the shots. We would rather have a PEF
that represents only the shot waveform (and perhaps a radiation pattern).

Let us consider how we might work to push the water-bottom reverberation out
of the PEF. This data is recorded in water 600 meters deep. A consequence is that
the sea bottom is made of fine-grained sediments that settled very slowly and rather
similarly from place to place. In shallow water the situation is different. The sands
near estuaries are always shifting. Sedimentary layers thicken and thin. They are
said to “on-lap and off-lap.” Here I do notice where the water bottom is sloped the
layers do thin a little. To push the water bottom layers out of the PEF our idea is
to base its calculation not on the raw data, but on the spatial prediction error of the
raw data. On a perfectly layered earth a perfect spatial prediction error filter would
zero all traces but the first one. Since a 2-D PEF includes spatial prediction as well



Figure 6.13: Raw data, near-trace section (top). Filtered with a two-channel PEF
(bottom). The movie has other shaped filters.mda-antoinedecon3[ER,M]



as temporal prediction, we can expect it to contain much less of the sea-floor layers
than the 1-D PEF. If you have access to the electronic book, you can blink the figure
back and forth with various filter shapes.

6.4. PEF ESTIMATION WITH MISSING DATA
If we are not careful, our calculation of the PEF could have the pitfall that it would
try to use the missing data to find the PEF, and hence it would get the wrong PEF.
To avoid this pitfall, imagine a PEF finder that uses weighted least squares where
the weighting function vanishes on those fitting equations that involve missing data.
The weighting would be unity elsewhere. Instead of weighting bad results by zero,
we simply will not compute them. The residual there will be initialized to zero and
never changed. Likewise for the adjoint, these components of the residual will never
contribute to a gradient. So now we need a convolution program that produces no
outputs where missing inputs would spoil it.

Recall there are two ways of writing convolution, equation (1.4) when we are
interested in finding the filterinputs, and equation (1.5) when we are interested
in finding thefilter itself. We have already coded equation (1.4), operatorhelicon



module hconest { # masked helix convolution, adjoint is the filter.
use helix

real, dimension (:), pointer :: x
type( filter) :: aa

#% _init( x, aa)
#% _lop( a, y)

integer ia, ix, iy
do ia = 1, size( a) {

do iy = 1 + aa%lag( ia), size( y) { if( aa%mis( iy)) cycle
ix = iy - aa%lag( ia)

if( adj) a( ia) += y( iy) * x( ix)
else y( iy) += a( ia) * x( ix)

}
}

}

Back



/prog:helicon. That operator was useful in missing data problems. Now we want to
find a prediction-error filter so we need the other case, equation (1.5), and we need
to ignore the outputs that will be broken because of missing inputs. The operator
modulehconest does the job. hconest

We are seeking a prediction error filter (1,a1,a2) but some of the data is missing.
The data is denotedy or yi above andxi below. Because some of thexi are missing,
some of the regression equations in (6.27) are worthless. When we figure out which
are broken, we will put zero weights on those equations.

0≈ r =WXa =



w1 . . . . . . .
. w2 . . . . . .
. . w3 . . . . .
. . . w4 . . . .
. . . . w5 . . .
. . . . . w6 . .
. . . . . . w7 .
. . . . . . . w8





x1 0 0
x2 x1 0
x3 x2 x1
x4 x3 x2
x5 x4 x3
x6 x5 x4
0 x6 x5
0 0 x6


 1

a1
a2



(6.27)



Suppose thatx2 andx3 were missing or known bad. That would spoil the 2nd,
3rd, 4th, and 5th fitting equations in (6.27). In principle, we wantw2, w3, w4 and
w5 to be zero. In practice, we simply want those components ofr to be zero.

What algorithm will enable us to identify the regression equations that have be-
come defective, now thatx2 andx3 are missing? Take filter coefficients (a0,a1,a2, . . . )
to be all ones. Letdfree be a vector likex but containing 1’s for the missing (or
“freely adjustable”) data values and 0’s for the known data values. Recall our very
first definition of filtering showed we can put the filter in a vector and the data in a



matrix or vice versa. ThusXa above gives the same result asAx below.

m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6
m7
m8


=



0
1
2
2
1
0
0
0


=



1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1




0
1
1
0
0
0

 = Adfree

(6.28)

The numeric value of eachmi tells us how many of its inputs are missing.
Where none are missing, we want unit weightswi = 1. Where any are missing, we
want zero weightswi = 0. The desired residual under partially missing inputs is
computed by modulemisinput /prog:misinput. misinput



module misinput { # find a mask of missing filter inputs
use helicon

contains
subroutine find_mask( known, aa) {

logical, intent( in) :: known(:)
type( filter) :: aa
real, dimension( size (known)) :: rr, dfre
integer :: stat
where( known) dfre = 0.
elsewhere dfre = 1.
call helicon_init( aa)
aa%flt = 1.
stat = helicon_lop( .false., .false., dfre, rr)
aa%flt = 0.
where ( rr > 0.) aa%mis = .true.
}

}

Back



6.4.1. Internal boundaries to multidimensional convolution
Sometimes we deal with small patches of data. In order that boundary phenomena
not dominate the calculation intended in the central region, we need to take care that
input data is not assumed to be zero beyond the interval that the data is given.

The two little triangular patches of zeros in the convolution matrix in equation
(6.27) describe end conditions where it is assumed that the datayt vanishes before
t = 1 and aftert = 6. Alternately we might not wish to make that assumption.
Thus the triangles filled with zeros could be regarded as missing data. In this one-
dimensional example, it is easy to see that the filter, sayyy%mis() should be set to
.TRUE. at the ends so no output would ever be computed there. We would like to
find a general multidimensional algorithm to correctly specifyyy%mis() around the
multidimensional boundaries. This proceeds like the missing data algorithm, i.e.
we apply a filter of all ones to a data space template that is taken all zeros except
ones at the locations of missing data, in this casey0, y−1 andy7, y8. This amounts to
surrounding the original data set with some missing data. We need padding the size
of the filter on all sides. The padded region would be filled with ones (designating
missing inputs). Where the convolution output is nonzero, thereyy%mis() is set to
.TRUE. denoting an output with missing inputs.



The two-dimensional case is a little more cluttered than the 1-D case but the
principle is about the same. Figure6.14shows a larger input domain, a 5×3 filter,
and a smaller output domain. There are two things to notice. First, sliding the fil-
ter everywhere inside the outer box, we get outputs (under the 1 location) only in
the inner box. Second, (the adjoint idea) crosscorrelating the inner and outer boxes
gives us the 3×5 patch of information we use to build the filter coefficients. We
need to be careful not to assume that signals vanish outside the region where they
are defined. In a later chapter we will break data spaces into overlapping patches,
separately analyze the patches, and put everything back together. We do this be-
cause crosscorrelations change with time and they are handled as constant in short
time windows. There we must be particularly careful that zero signal values not be
presumed outside of the small volumes; otherwise the many edges and faces of the
many small volumes can overwhelm the interior that we want to study.

In practice, the input and output are allocated equal memory, but the out-
put residual is initialized to zero everywhere and then not computed except where
shown in figure6.14. Below is modulebound to build a selector for filter outputs
that should never be examined or even computed (because they need input data
from outside the given data space). Inputs are a filteraa and the size of its cubena



Figure 6.14: Domain of in-
puts and outputs of a two-
dimensional filter like a PEF.
mda-rabdomain[NR]

Input

Output



module bound { # mark helix filter outputs where input is off data.
use cartesian
use helicon
use regrid
contains

subroutine boundn ( nold, nd, na, aa) {
integer, dimension( :), intent( in) :: nold, nd, na # (ndim)
type( filter) :: aa
integer, dimension( size( nd)) :: nb, ii
real, dimension( :), allocatable :: xx, yy
integer :: iy, my, ib, mb, stat
nb = nd + 2*na; mb = product( nb) # nb is a bigger space to pad into.
allocate( xx( mb), yy( mb)) # two large spaces, equal size
xx = 0. # zeros
do ib = 1, mb { # surround the zeros with many ones

call line2cart( nb, ib, ii) # ii( ib)
if( any( ii <= na .or. ii > nb-na)) xx( ib) = 1.
}

call helicon_init( aa) # give aa pointer to helicon.lop
call regridn( nold, nb, aa); aa%flt = 1. # put all 1’s in filter
stat = helicon_lop( .false., .false., xx, yy) # apply filter
call regridn( nb, nd, aa); aa%flt = 0. # remake filter for orig data.
my = product( nd)
allocate( aa%mis( my)) # attach missing designation to y_filter
do iy = 1, my { # map from unpadded to padded space

call line2cart( nd, iy, ii )
call cart2line( nb, ii+na, ib ) # ib( iy)
aa%mis( iy) = ( yy( ib) > 0.) # true where inputs missing
}

deallocate( xx, yy)
}

}

Back



= (na(1),na(2),...) . Also input are two cube dimensions, that of the data last
used by the filternold and that of the filter’s next intended usend. (nold andnd are
often the same). Modulebound begins by defining a bigger data space with room
for a filter surrounding the original data spacend on all sides. It does this by the
line nb=nd+2*na . Then we allocate two data spacesxx andyy of the bigger sizenb

and pack many ones in a frame of widthna around the outside ofxx . The filteraa

is also filled with ones. The filteraa must be regridded for the biggernb data space
(regridding merely changes the lag values of the ones). Now we filter the inputxx

with aa gettingyy . Wherever the output is nonzero, we have an output that has been
affected by the boundary. Such an output should not be computed. Thus we allo-
cate the logical maskaa%mis (a part of the helix filter definition in modulehelix

/prog:helix) and wherever we see a nonzero value ofyy in the output, we designate

the output as depending on missing inputs by settingaa%mis to .true. . bound
In reality one would set up the boundary conditions with modulebound before

identifying locations of missing data with modulemisinput . Both modules are
based on the same concept, but the boundaries are more cluttered and confusing
which is why we examined them later.



6.4.2. Finding the prediction-error filter
The first stage of the least-squares estimation is computing the prediction-error filter.
The second stage will be using it to find the missing data. The input data space
contains a mixture of known data values and missing unknown ones. For the first
stage of finding the filter, we generally have many more fitting equations than we
need so we can proceed by ignoring the fitting equations that involve missing data
values. We ignore them everywhere that the missing inputs hit the filter.

The codes here do not address the difficulty that maybe too much data is missing
so that all weights are zero. To add stabilization we could supplement the data
volume with a “training dataset” or by a “prior filter”. With things as they are, if
there is not enough data to specify a prediction-error filter, you should encounter the
error exit fromcgstep() /prog:cgstep. pef

6.5. TWO-STAGE LINEAR LEAST SQUARES
In Chapter3 and Chapter5 we filled empty bins by minimizing the energy output
from the filtered mesh. In each case there was arbitrariness in the choice of the filter.



module pef { # Find prediction-error filter (helix magic)
use hconest
use cgstep_mod
use solver_smp_mod

contains
subroutine find_pef( dd, aa, niter) {

integer, intent( in) :: niter # number of iterations
type( filter) :: aa # filter
real, dimension(:), pointer :: dd # input data
call hconest_init( dd, aa)
call solver_smp(m=aa%flt, d=-dd, Fop=hconest_lop, step-

per=cgstep, niter=niter, m0=aa%flt)
call cgstep_close()
}

}

Back



Here we find and use the optimum filter, the PEF.
The first stage is that of the previous section, finding the optimal PEF while

carefully avoiding using any regression equations that involve boundaries or missing
data. For the second stage, we take the PEF as known and find values for the empty
bins so that the power out of the prediction-error filter is minimized. To do this we
find missing data with modulemis2() /prog:mis2.

This two-stage method avoids the nonlinear problem we would otherwise face
if we included the fitting equations containing both free data values and free filter
values. Presumably, after two stages of linear least squares we are close enough
to the final solution that we could switch over to the full nonlinear setup described
near the end of this chapter.

The synthetic data in Figure6.15is a superposition of two plane waves of dif-
ferent directions, each with a random (but low-passed) waveform. After punching a
hole in the data, we find that the lost data is pleasingly restored, though a bit weak
near the side boundary. This imperfection could result from the side-boundary be-
havior of the operator or from an insufficient number of missing-data iterations.

The residual selector in Figure6.15 shows where the filter output has valid
inputs. From it you can deduce the size and shape of the filter, namely that it matches



Figure 6.15: Original data (left), with a zeroed hole, restored, residual selector
(right). mda-hole90[ER,M]



up with Figure6.14. The ellipsoidal hole in the residual selector is larger than that
in the data because we lose regression equations not only at the hole, but where any
part of the filter overlaps the hole.

The results in Figure6.15are essentially perfect representing the fact that that
synthetic example fits the conceptual model perfectly. Before we look at the many
examples in Figures6.16-6.19we will examine another gap-filling strategy.

6.5.1. Adding noise (Geostat)
In chapter3 we restored missing data by adopting the philosopy of minimizing the
energy in filtered output. In this chapter we learned about an optimum filter for
this task, the prediction-error filter (PEF). Let us name this method the “minimum
noise” method of finding missing data.

A practical problem with the minimum-noise method is evident in a large empty
hole such as in Figures6.16- 6.17. In such a void the interpolated data diminishes
greatly. Thus we have not totally succeeded in the goal of “hiding our data acqui-
sition footprint” which we would like to do if we are trying to make pictures of the
earth and not pictures of our data acquisition footprint.



What we will do next is useful in some applications but not in others. Misun-
derstood or misused it is rightly controversial. We are going to fill the empty holes
with something that looks like the original data but really isn’t. I will distinguish
the words “synthetic data” (that derived from a physical model) from “simulated
data” (that manufactured from a statistical model). We will fill the empty holes with
simulated data like what you see in the center panels of Figures6.3-6.9. We will
add just enough of that “wall paper noise” to keep the variance constant as we move
into the void.

Given some datad, we use it in a filter operatorD, and as described with equa-
tion (6.27) we build a weighting functionW that throws out the broken regression
equations (ones that involve missing inputs). Then we find a PEFa by using this
regression.

0 ≈ r = WDa (6.29)

Because of the way we definedW, the “broken” components ofr vanish. We need
to know the varianceσ of the nonzero terms. It can be expressed mathematically
in a couple different ways. Let1 be a vector filled with ones and letr2 be a vector



containing the squares of the components ofr .

σ =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i

r 2
i =

√
1′Wr 2

1′W1
(6.30)

Let us go to a random number generator and get a noise vectorn filled with random
numbers of varianceσ . We’ll call this the “added random noise”. Now we solve
this new regression for the data spaced (both known and missing)

0 ≈ r = Ad − n (6.31)

keeping in mind that known data is constrained (as detailed in chapter3).
To understand why this works, consider first the training image, a region of

known data. Although we might think that the data defines the white noise residual
by r = Ad, we can also imagine that the white noise determines the data byd =
A−1r . Then consider a region of wholly missing data. This data is determined by
d= A−1n. Since we want the data variance to be the same in known and unknown
locations, naturally we require the variance ofn to match that ofr .

A very minor issue remains. Regression equations may have all of their re-
quired input data, some of it, or none of it. Should then vector add noise to every



regression equation? First, if a regression equation has all its input data that means
there are no free variables so it doesn’t matter if we add noise to that regression
equation because the constraints will overcome that noise. I don’t know if I should
worry about howmanyinputs are missing for each regression equation.

It is fun making all this interesting “wall paper” noticing where it is successful
and where it isn’t. We cannot help but notice that it seems to work better with the
genuine geophysical data than it does with many of the highly structured patterns.
Geophysical data is expensive to acquire. Regrettably, we have uncovered a tech-
nology that makes counterfeiting much easier. Examples are in Figures6.16-6.19.
In the electronic book, the right-side panel of each figure is a movie, each panel
being derived from different random numbers.

The seismic data in Figure6.19illustrates a fundamental principle: In the re-
stored hole we do not see the same spectrum as we do on the other panels. This is
because the hole is filled, not with all frequencies (or all slopes) but with those that
are most predictable. The filled hole is devoid of the unpredictable noise that is a
part of all real data.



Figure 6.16: The herringbone texture is a patchwork of two textures. We notice
that data missing from the hole tends to fill with the texture at the edge of the hole.
The spine of the herring fish, however, is not modeled at all.mda-herr-hole-fillr
[ER,M]



Figure 6.17: The brick texture has a mortar part (both vertical and horizontal joins)
and a brick surface part. These three parts enter the empty area but do not end where
they should. mda-brick-hole-fillr [ER,M]



Figure 6.18: The theoretical model is a poor fit to the ridge data since the prediction
must try to match ridges of all possible orientations. This data requires a broader
theory which incorporates the possibility of nonstationarity (space variable slope).
mda-ridges-hole-fillr[ER,M]



Figure 6.19: Filling the missing seismic data. The imaging process known as
“migration” would suffer diffraction artifacts in the gapped data that it would not
suffer on the restored data.mda-WGstack-hole-fillr[ER,M]



6.5.2. Inversions with geostat
In geophysical estimation (inversion) we use model styling (regularization) to han-
dle the portion of the model that is not determined by the data. This results in the
addition of minimal noise. Alternately, like in Geostatistics, we could make an as-
sumption of statistical stationarity and add much more noise so the signal variance
in poorly determined regions matches that in well determined regions. Here is how
to do this. Given the usual data fitting and model styling goals

0 ≈ Lm −d (6.32)

0 ≈ Am (6.33)

We introduce a sample of random noisen and fit instead these regressions

0 ≈ Lm −d (6.34)

0 ≈ Am−n (6.35)

Of course you get a different solution for each different realization of the random
noise. You also need to be a little careful to use noisen of the appropriate variance.
Figure6.20 shows a result on the SeaBeam data. Bob Clapp developed this idea



Figure 6.20: Top left is binned data. Top right extends the data with a PEF. The
bottom two panels add appropriately colored random noise in the regions of missing
data. mda-bobsea[ER,M]



at SEP and also applied it to interval velocity estimation, the example of Figures
5.1-5.3.

6.5.3. Infill of 3-D seismic data from a quarry blast
Finding missing data (filling empty bins) requires use of a filter. Because of the
helix, the codes work in spaces of all dimensions.

An open question is how many conjugate-direction iterations are needed in
missing-data programs. When estimating filters, I set the iteration countniter at
the number of free filter parameters. Theoretically, this gives me the exact solution
but sometimes I run double the number of iterations to be sure. The missing-data
estimation, however is a completely different story. The number of free parameters
in the missing-data estimation, could be very large. This often implies impractically
long compute times for the exact solution. In practice I experiment carefully with
niter and hope for the best. I find that where gaps are small, they fill in quickly.
Where the gaps are large, they don’t, and more iterations are required. Where the
gaps are large is where we must experiment with preconditioning.

Figure6.21 shows an example of replacing missing data by values predicted



from a 3-D PEF. The data was recorded at Stanford University with a 13×13 array
of independent recorders. The figure shows 12 of the 13 lines each of length 13.
Our main goal was to measure the ambient night-time noise. By morning about half
the recorders had dead batteries but the other half recorded a wave from a quarry
blast. The raw data was distracting to look at because of the many missing traces so
I interpolated it with a small 3-D filter. That filter was a PEF.

6.5.4. Imposing prior knowledge of symmetry
Reversing a signal in time does not change its autocorrelation. In the analysis of
stationary time series, it is well known (FGDP) that the filter for predicting forward
in time should be the same as that for “predicting” backward in time (except for
time reversal). When the data samples are short, however, a different filter may
be found for predicting forward than for backward. Rather than average the two
filters directly, the better procedure is to find the filter that minimizes the sum of
power in two residuals. One is a filtering of the original signal, and the other is a
filtering of a time-reversed signal, as in equation (6.36), where the top half of the
equations represent prediction-error predicting forward in time and the second half



Figure 6.21: The left 12 panels are the inputs. The right 12 panels are outputs.
mda-passfill90[ER,M]



is prediction backward.

r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8


=



y3 y2 y1
y4 y3 y2
y5 y4 y3
y6 y5 y4
y1 y2 y3
y2 y3 y4
y3 y4 y5
y4 y5 y6


 1

a1
a2

 (6.36)

To get the bottom rows from the top rows, we simply reverse the order of all the
components within each row. That reverses the input time function. (Reversing
the order within a column would reverse the output time function.) Instead of the
matrix being diagonals tipping 45◦ to the right, they tip to the left. We could make
this matrix from our old familiar convolution matrix and a time-reversal matrix 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0





It is interesting to notice how time-reversal symmetry applies to Figure6.15.
First of all, with time going both forward and backward the residual space gets
twice as big. The time-reversal part gives a selector for Figure6.15 with a gap
along the right edge instead of the left edge. Thus, we have acquired a few new
regression equations.

Some of my research codes include these symmetries, but I excluded them here.
Nowhere did I see that the reversal symmetry made noticable difference in results,
but in coding, it makes a noticeable clutter by expanding the residual to a two-
componentresidual array.

Where a data sample grows exponentially towards the boundary, I expect that
extrapolated data would diverge too. You can force it to go to zero (or any specified
value) at some distance from the body of the known data. To do so, surround the
body of data by missing data and surround that by specification of “enough” zeros.
“Enough” is defined by the filter length.



6.5.5. Hexagonal coordinates
In a two-dimensional plane it seems that the one-sidedness of the PEF could point
in any direction. Since we usually have a rectangular mesh, however, we can only
do the calculations along the axes so we have only two possibilities, the helix can
wrap around the 1-axis, or it can wrap around the 2-axis.

Suppose you acquire data on a hexagonal mesh as below
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

and some of the data values are missing. How can we apply the methods of this
chapter? The solution is to append the given data by more missing data shown by



the commas below.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , , ,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , , ,

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , ,

, . . . . . . ._._._._._._. . . . , , , , ,

, , . ._._._._/_/ . . . . / . . . . , , , ,

, , . / . . . . . . . . . / . . . . , , , ,

, , , / . . . . . . . . . / . . . . . , , ,

, , , /_._._._._._._._._._/ . . . . . , , ,

, , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ,

, , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ,

, , , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,

, , , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,

, , , , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Now we have a familiar two-dimensional coordinate system in which we can find
missing values, as well as perform signal and noise separations as described in a
later chapter.



6.6. BOTH MISSING DATA AND UNKNOWN FIL-
TER

Recall the missing-data figures beginning with Figure3.3. There the filters were
taken as known, and the only unknowns were the missing data. Now, instead of
having a predetermined filter, we will solve for the filter along with the missing
data. The principle we will use is that the output power is minimized while the filter
is constrained to have one nonzero coefficient (else all the coefficients would go to
zero). We will look first at some results and then see how they were found.

In Figure6.22the filter is constrained to be of the form (1,a1,a2). The result is
pleasing in that the interpolated traces have the same general character as the given
values. The filter came out slightly different from the (1,0,−1) that I guessed and
tried in Figure3.7. Curiously, constraining the filter to be of the form (a−2,a−1,1)
in Figure6.23 yields the same interpolated missing data as in Figure6.22. I un-
derstand that the sum squared of the coefficients ofA(Z)P(Z) is the same as that
of A(1/Z)P(Z), but I do not see why that would imply the same interpolated data;
never the less, it seems to.



Figure 6.22: Top is known data.
Middle includes the interpolated
values. Bottom is the filter with
the leftmost point constrained to
be unity and other points cho-
sen to minimize output power.
mda-misif90 [ER]



Figure 6.23: The filter here had
its rightmost point constrained
to be unity—i.e., this filtering
amounts to backward prediction.
The interpolated data seems to be
identical to that of forward pre-
diction. mda-backwards90
[ER]



6.6.1. Objections to interpolation error
In any data interpolation or extrapolation, we want the extended data to behave like
the original data. And, in regions where there is no observed data, the extrapolated
data should drop away in a fashion consistent with its spectrum determined from
the known region.

My basic idea is that the spectrum of the missing data should match that of
the known data. This is is the idea that the spectrum should be unchanging from a
known region to an unknown region. A technical word to express the idea of spectra
not changing is “stationary.” This happens with the PEF (one-sided filter) because
its spectrum tends to the inverse of that of the known data while that of the unknown
data tends to the inverse of that of the PEF. Thus the spectrum of the missing data
is the “inverse of the inverse” of the spectrum of the known. The PEF enables us
to fill in the missing area with the spectral shape of the known area. (In regions far
away or unpredictable, the spectral shape may be the same, but the energy drops to
zero.)

On the other hand, the interpolation-error filter, a filter like (a−2,a−1,1,a1,a2),
should fail to do the job because it has the wrong spectrum. (I am stating this fact
without proof).



To confirm and show these concepts, I prepared synthetic data consisting of a
fragment of a damped exponential, and off to one side of it an impulse function.
Most of the energy is in the damped exponential. Figure6.24shows that the spec-
trum and the extended data are about what we would expect. From the extrapolated
data, it is impossible to see where the given data ends. For comparison, I prepared
Figure6.25. It is the same as Figure6.24, except that the filter is constrained in the
middle. Notice that the extended data doesnothave the spectrum of the given data—
the wavelength is much shorter. The boundary between real data and extended data
is not nearly as well hidden as in Figure6.24.

6.6.2. Packing both missing data and filter into a vector
Now let us examine the theory and coding behind the above examples. Define a
roughening filterA(ω) and a data signalY(ω) at some stage of interpolation. The
fitting goal is 0≈ A(ω)Y(ω) where the filterA(ω) has at least one time-domain
coefficient constrained to be nonzero and the data contains both known and missing
values. Think of perturbations1A and1Y. We neglect the nonlinear term1A1Y



Figure 6.24: Top is synthetic
data with missing portions. Mid-
dle includes the interpolated val-
ues. Bottom is the filter, a
prediction-errorfilter which may
look symmetric but is not quite.
mda-exp90[ER]



Figure 6.25: Top is the same
synthetic data. Middle includes
the interpolated values. Bot-
tom is the filter, aninterpolation-
error filter. mda-center90[ER]



as follows:

0 ≈ (A + 1A)(Y + 1Y) (6.37)

0 ≈ A1Y + Y1A + AY + 1A1Y (6.38)

0 ≈ A1Y + Y1A + AY (6.39)

Let us use matrix algebraic notation to rewrite the fitting goals (6.39). For
this we need mask matrices (diagonal matrices with ones on the diagonal where
variables are free and zeros where they are constrained i.e., where1ai = 0 and
1yi = 0). The free-mask matrix for missing data is denotedJ and that for the PE
filter is K . The fitting goal (6.39) becomes

0 ≈ AJ1y+YK 1a+ (Ay or Ya) (6.40)

Defining the original residual as̄r = Ay this becomes

0 ≈
[

AJ YK
] [ 1y

1a

]
+ r̄ (6.41)



For a 3-term filter and a 7-point data signal, the fitting goal (6.40) becomes

a0 . . . . . . y0 . .
a1 a0 . . . . . y1 y0 .
a2 a1 a0 . . . . y2 y1 y0
. a2 a1 a0 . . . y3 y2 y1
. . a2 a1 a0 . . y4 y3 y2
. . . a2 a1 a0 . y5 y4 y3
. . . . a2 a1 a0 y6 y5 y4
. . . . . a2 a1 . y6 y5
. . . . . . a2 . . y6


[

J 0
0 K

]


1y0
1y1
1y2
1y3
1y4
1y5
1y6
1a0
1a1
1a2


+



r̄0
r̄1
r̄2
r̄3
r̄4
r̄5
r̄6
r̄7
r̄8


≈ 0

(6.42)

Recall thatr̄ t is the convolution ofat with yt , namely,r̄0 = y0a0 and r̄1 = y0a1+

y1a0, etc. To optimize this fitting goal we first initializea= (1,0,0,· · · ) and then
put zeros in for missing data iny. Then we iterate over equations (6.43) to (6.47).

r ←− Ay (6.43)



[
1y
1a

]
←−

[
J′A′

K ′Y′

]
r (6.44)

1r ←−
[

AJ YK
] [ 1y

1a

]
(6.45)

y ←− cgstep(y,1y) (6.46)

a ←− cgstep(a,1a) (6.47)

This is the same idea as all the linear fitting goals we have been solving, except that
now we recompute the residualr inside the iteration loop so that as convergence is
achieved (if it is achieved), the neglected nonlinear term1A1Y tends to zero.

My initial research proceeded by linearization like (6.39). Although I ulti-
mately succeeded, I had enough difficulties that I came to realize that lineariza-
tion is dangerous. When you start “far enough” from the correct solution the term
1A1Y might not actually be small enough. You don’t know how small is small,
because these are not scalars but operators. Then the solution may not converge to
the minimum you want. Your solution will depend on where you start from. I no



longer exhibit the nonlinear solvermissif until I find a real data example where it
produces noticibly better results than multistage linear-least squares.

The alternative to linearization is two-stage linear least squares. In the first stage
you estimate the PEF; in the second you estimate the missing data. If need be, you
can re-estimate the PEF using all the data both known and missing (downweighted
if you prefer).

If you don’t have enough regression equations because your data is irregularly
distributed, then you can use binning. Still not enough? Try coarser bins. The
point is that nonlinear solvers will not work unless you begin close enough to the
solution, and the way to get close is by arranging first to solve a sensible (though
approximate) linearized problem. Only as a last resort, after you have gotten as near
as you can, should you use the nonlinear least-squares techniques.

6.7. LEVELED INVERSE INTERPOLATION
Eighteenth- and nineteenth- century mathematics literature gives us many methods
of interpolating functions. These classical methods are generally based on polyno-
mials. The user specifies some order of polynomial and the theory works out the



coefficients. Today our interest is in both interpolating and extrapolating wavefields
(which are solutions to low order differential equations) and we use methods that
are much better behaved than polynomials when extrapolating data, methods which
behave acceptably when faced with contradictory data values, and methods which
also apply in two and three dimensions.

In Chapter3, subroutineinvint1() /prog:invint2 solved the problem of in-
verse linear interpolation, which is, given scattered data points, to find a function on
a uniform mesh from which linear interpolation gives the scattered data points. To
cope with regions having no data points, the subroutine requires an input roughen-
ing filter. This is a bit like specifying a differential equation to be satisfied between
the data points. The question is, how should we choose a roughening filter? The
importance of the roughening filter grows as the data gets sparser or as the mesh is
refined.

Figures6.22-6.25suggest that the choice of the roughening filter need not be
subjective, nor a priori, but that the prediction-error filter (PEF) is the ideal roughen-
ing filter. Spectrally, the PEF tends to the inverse of its input hence its output tends
to be “level”. Missing data that is interpolated with this “leveler” tends to have the
spectrum of given data.



6.7.1. Test results for leveled inverse interpolation
Figures6.26and6.27show the same example as in Figures3.13and3.14. What is
new here is that the proper PEF is not given but is determined from the data. Figure
6.26was made with a three-coefficient filter (1,a1,a2) and Figure6.27was made
with a five-coefficient filter (1,a1,a2,a3,a4). The main difference in the figures is
where the data is sparse. The data points in Figures3.13, 6.26and6.27are samples
from a sinusoid.

Figure 6.26: Interpolating with a
three-term filter. The interpolated
signal is fairly monofrequency.
mda-subsine390[ER,M]



Figure 6.27: Interpolat-
ing with a five term filter.
mda-subsine590[ER,M]

Comparing Figures3.13and3.14to Figures6.26and6.27we conclude that by
finding and imposing the prediction-error filter while finding the model space,
we have interpolated beyond aliasing in data space.

6.7.2. Analysis for leveled inverse interpolation
Here we see how the interpolation beyond aliasing was done. The first “statement
of wishes” is that the observational datad should result from a linear interpolation
L of the uniformly sampled model spacem; that is,0≈ Lm −d. Expressing this



as a change1m gives the fitting goal in terms of the model change,0≈ L1m+
(Lm −d) = L1m+ r . The second wish is really an assertion that a good way to
find missing parts of a function (the model space) is to solve for the function and its
PEF at the same time. We are merging the fitting goal (3.15) for irregularly sampled
data with the fitting goal (6.42) for finding the prediction-error filter.

0 ≈ rd = L1m+ (Lm −d) (6.48)

0 ≈ rm = A1m+MK 1a+ (Am or Ma) (6.49)



Writing this out in full for 3 data points and 6 model values on a uniform mesh and
a PEF of 3 terms, we have

.8 .2 . . . .
. . 1 . . .
. . . . .5 .5

a0 . . . . . m0 . .
a1 a0 . . . . m1 m0 .
a2 a1 a0 . . . m2 m1 m0
. a2 a1 a0 . . m3 m2 m1
. . a2 a1 a0 . m4 m3 m2
. . . a2 a1 a0 m5 m4 m3
. . . . a2 a1 . m5 m4
. . . . . a2 . . m5



[
I 0
0 K

]


1m0
1m1
1m2
1m3
1m4
1m5
1m6
1a0
1a1
1a2


+



rd0
rd1
rd2
rm0
rm1
rm2
rm3
rm4
rm5
rm6
rm7


≈ 0

(6.50)

whererm is the convolution of the filterat and the modelmt , whererd is the data
misfit r = Lm −d, and whereK was defined in equation (6.11).

Before you begin to use this nonlinear fitting goal, you need some starting



guesses form and a. The guessm = 0 is satisfactory (as explained later). For
the first guess of the filter, I suggest you load it up witha= (1,−2,1) as I did for
the examples here.

6.7.3. Seabeam: theory to practice
I provide here a more fundamental theory for dealing with the Seabeam data. I orig-
inally approached the data in this more fundamental way, but with time, I realized
that I paid a high price in code complexity, computational speed, and reliability.
The basic problem is that the elegant theory requires a good starting model which
can only come from the linearized theory. I briefly recount the experience here, be-
cause the fundamental theory is interesting and because in other applications, you
will face the challenge of sorting out the fundamental features from the essential
features.

The linear-interpolation operator carries us from a uniform mesh to irregularly
distributed data. Fundamentally we seek to solve the inverse problem to go the
other direction. A nonlinear approach to filling in the missing data is suggested by
the one-dimensional examples in Figures6.26–6.27, where the PEF and the missing



data are estimated simultaneously. The nonlinear approach has the advantage that
it allows for completely arbitrary data positioning, whereas the two-stage linear
approach forces the data to be on a uniform mesh and requires there not be too
many empty mesh locations.

For the 2-D nonlinear problem, we follow the same approach we used in one
dimension, equations (6.48) and (6.49), except that the filtering and the linear inter-
polations are two dimensional.

I have had considerable experience with this problem on this data set and I can
report that bin filling is easier and works much more quickly and reliably. Eventu-
ally I realized that the best way to start the nonlinear iteration (6.48-6.49) is with
the final result of bin filling. Then I learned that the extra complexity of the non-
linear iteration (6.48-6.49) offers little apparent improvement to the quality of the
SeaBeam result. (This is not to say that we should not try more variations on the
idea).

Not only did I find the binning method faster, but I found it to bemuchfaster
(compare a minute to an hour). The reasons for being faster (most important first)
are,

1. Binning reduces the amount of data handled in each iteration by a factor of



the average number of points per bin.

2. The 2-D linear interpolation operator adds many operations per data point.

3. Using two fitting goals seems to require more iterations.

(Parenthetically, I later found that helix preconditioning speeds the Seabeam inter-
polation from minutes to seconds.)

The most serious criticism of the nonlinear approach is that it does not free
us from the linearized approaches. We need them to get a “close enough” starting
solution to the nonlinear problem. I learned that the iteration (6.48-6.49), like most
nonlinear sequences, behaves unexpectedly and badly when you start too far from
the desired solution. For example, I often began from the assumed PEF being a
Laplacian and the original map being fit from that. Oddly, from this starting location
I sometimes found myself stuck. The iteration (6.48-6.49) would not move towards
the map we humans consider a better one.

Having said all those bad things about iteration (6.48-6.49), I must hasten to
add that with a different type of data set, you might find the results of (6.48-6.49) to
be significantly better.



6.7.4. Risky ways to do nonlinear optimization
I have noticed that some geophysicists have adopted a risky method of nonlinear op-
timization, which is not advocated in the professional optimization literature. This
risky method is to linearize a goal (with a multiparameter model space), then op-
timize the linearized goal, then relinearize, etc. The safer method is to relinearize
after each step of CD.

An instructive example I learned about many years ago was earthquake epi-
center location. Model space is latitude, longitude, and origin time. When people
added a new variable, the depth, the solutions went wild until they learned to restrict
the depth to zero until the other three parameters were stabilized. Apparently the
instability stems from the fact that depth and origin time affect distant receivers in
a similar way.

6.7.5. The bane of PEF estimation
This is the place where I would like to pat myself on the back for having “solved”
the problem of missing data. Actually, an important practical problem remains. I’ve
been trying to coax younger, more energetic people to think about it. The problem



arises when there is too much missing data.

The bane of PEF estimation is too much missing data

Thenall the regression equations disappear. The nonlinear methods are particularly
bad because if they don’t have a good enough starting location, they can and do go
crazy. My only suggestion is to begin with a linear PEF estimator. Shrink the PEF
and coarsen the mesh in model space until you do have enough equations. Starting
from there, hopefully you can refine this crude solution without dropping into a
local minimum.

Another important practical problem remains, that of nonstationarity. We’ll see
the beginnings of the solution to that problem in chapter9.

6.8. MULTIVARIATE SPECTRUM
A common spectrum is the Fourier spectrum. More fundamentally, a spectrum is a
decomposition of a model space or data space into components. The components
are in some sense independent; more specifically, the components are orthogonal to



one another. Another well-known spectrum is provided by eigenvectors and eigen-
values. In statistical signal processing we handle a third type of spectrum, the mul-
tivariate spectrum.

Working in an optimization problem, we begin from residuals between theory
and practice. These residuals can be scaled to make new optimization residuals
before we start minimizing their energy. What scaling should we use? The scaling
can be a simple weighting function or a filter. A filter is simply a weighting function
in Fourier space.

The basic idea of common sense, which also comes to us as results proven by
Gauss or from the theory of statistical signal processing, is this: The optimization
residuals should be roughly of equal scale. This makes sense because squaring mag-
nifies scale, and anything small will be ignored while anything large will dominate.
Scaling optimization residuals to be in a common range makes them all equally
influential on the final solution. Not only should optimization residuals be of like
scale in physical space, they should be of like scale in Fourier space or eigenvector
space, or any other space that we might use to represent the optimization residuals.
This implies that the optimization residuals should be uncorrelated. If the optimiza-
tion residuals were correlated, they would have a spectrum that was not white. Not



white means of differing sizes in Fourier space. Residuals should be the same size
as one another in physical space, likewise in Fourier space. Thus the optimization
residuals should be orthogonal and of unit scale, much like Fourier components or
as eigenvectors are orthonormal.

Let us approach the problem backwards. Suppose we have two random vari-
ables that we take to be the ideal optimization residualsx1 andx2. In reality the
two may be few or trillions. In the language of statistics, the optimization residuals
are expected to have zero mean, an idea that is formalized by writingE(x1) = 0
and E(x2) = 0. Likewise these ideal optimization residuals have equal energy,
E(x2

1) = 1 andE(x2
2) = 1. Finally, these two optimization residuals are uncorre-

lated, a condition which is written asE(x1x2) = 0. The expectation symbolE() is
like a summation over many instances of the random variable.

Now suppose there exists a transformationB from these ideal optimization
residuals to two experimental residualsy1 andy2, sayy= Bx where[

y1
y2

]
=

[
b11 b12
b21 b22

][
x1
x2

]
(6.51)

The experimental residualsy1 andy2 are likely to be neither orthogonal nor equal in



energy. From the column vectory, the experimenter can form a square matrix. Let
us also allow the experimenter to write the symbolE() to denote summation over
many trials or over many sections of data, ranges over time or space, over soundings
or over receiver locations. The experimenter writes

R = E(yy′) (6.52)

R = E(Bxx′B′) (6.53)

Given a random variabler , the expectation of 2r is simply E(2r )= 2E(r ). TheE()
symbol is a summation on random variables, but constants like the coefficients ofB
pass right through it. Thus,

R = B E(xx′) B′ (6.54)

R = B E

([
x1
x2

][
x1 x2

])
B′ (6.55)

R = B
[

E(x1x1) E(x1x2)
E(x2x1) E(x2x2)

]
B′ (6.56)

R = BB′ (6.57)



Given a matrixR, there is a simple well-known method called the Cholesky
factorization method that will factorR into two parts likeB andB′. The method
creates for us either an upper or a lower triangular matrix (our choice) forB. You can
easily reinvent the Cholesky method if you multiply the symbols for two triangular
matrices likeB andB′ and notice the procedure that works backwards fromR to B.
The experimenter seeks notB, however, but its inverse, the matrix that takes us from
the experimental residuals to the ideal optimization residuals that are uncorrelated
and of equal energies. The Cholesky factorization costsN3 computations, which
is about the same as the cost of the matrix inversion ofR or B. For geophysical
maps and other functions on Cartesian spaces, the Prediction Error Filter (PEF)
accomplishes the same general goal and has the advantage that we have already
learned how to perform the operation using operators instead of matrices.

The multivariate spectrum of experimental residualsy is the matrix R =
E(yy′). For optimum model finding, the experimental residuals (squared)
should be weighted inversely (matrix inverse) by their multivariate spectrum.

If I were a little stronger at analysis (or rhetoric) I would tell you that the op-
timizers preconditioned variablep is the statisticians IID (Independent Identically



Distributed) random variable. For stationary (statistically constant) signals and im-
ages,Am is the model-space PEF. Echo soundings and interval velocity have statis-
tical properties that change with depth. ThereAm is a diagonal weighting matrix
(perhaps before or after a PEF).

6.8.1. What should we optimize?
Least-squares problems often present themselves as fitting goals such as

0 ≈ Fm−d (6.58)

0 ≈ m (6.59)

To balance our possibly contradictory goals we need weighting functions. The
quadratic form that we should minimize is

min
m

(Fm−d)′A′nAn(Fm−d)+m′A′mAmm (6.60)

whereA′nAn is the inverse multivariate spectrum of the noise (data-space residuals)
andA′mAm is the inverse multivariate spectrum of the model. In other words,An is



a leveler on the data fitting error andAm is a leveler on the model. There is a curious
unresolved issue: What is the most suitable constant scaling ratio ofAn to Am?

6.8.2. Confusing terminology for data covariance
Confusion often stems from the mean of the dataE(d).

An experimentalist would naturally believe that the expectation of the data is
solely a function of the data, that it can be estimated by averaging data.

On the other hand, a theoretician’s idea of the expectation of the observational
dataE(d) is that it is the theoretical dataFm, that the expectation of the dataE(d)=
Fm is a function of the model. The theoretician thinks this way because of the idea
of noisen= Fm−d as having zero mean.

Seismological data is highly complex but also highly reproducible. In studies
like seismology, the world is deterministic but more complicated than our ability
to model. Thus, as a practical matter, the discrepancy between observational data
and theoretical data is more realistically attributed to the theoretical data. It is not
adequately modeled and computed.

This superficial difference in viewpoint becomes submerged to a more subtle



level by statistical textbooks that usually define weighting functions in terms of
variances instead of spectra. This is particularly confusing with the noise spec-
trum (A′nAn)−1. It is often referred to as the “data covariance” defined asE[(d−
E(d))(d− E(d))′]. Clearly, the noise spectrum is the same as the data covariance
only if we accept the theoretician’s definition thatE(d)= Fm.

There is no ambiguity and no argument if we drop the word “variance” and
use the word “spectrum”. Thus, (1) the “inverse noise spectrum” is the appropriate
weighting for data-space residuals; and (2) the “inverse model spectrum” is the
appropriate model-space weighting. Theoretical expositions generally require these
spectra to be given as “prior information.” In this book we see how, when the model
space is a map, we can solve for the “prior information” along with everything else.

The statistical words “covariance matrix” are suggestive and appealing, but I
propose not to use them because of the ambiguity ofE(d). For example, we un-
derstand that people who say “data covariance” intend the “multivariate noise spec-
trum” but we cannot understand their meaning of “model covariance”. They should
intend the “multivariate model spectrum” but that implies thatE(m) = 0, which
seems wrong. Avoiding the word “covariance” avoids the problem.



6.8.3. Hermeneutics
Hermeneutics is the study of the methodological principles of interpretation. His-
torically, it refers to bible study. Never-the-less, it seems entirely appropriate for
Geophysical Estimation. If Albert’s book is “Inverse Problem Theory” and mine
is “Inverse Problem Practice”, and if the difference between theory and practice is
smaller in theory than it is in practice, then there are two fundamental questions:

1. In theory, what is the difference between theory and practice? In theory, the
difference is data error.

2. In practice, what is the difference between theory and practice? One sug-
gestion is that the discrepancy is entirely due to inadequate modeling. It is
well known that geophysical data is highly repeatable. The problem is that
the modeling neglects far too much.

Here is a perspective drawn from analysis of the human genome: “The problem
is that it is possible to use empirical data to calibrate a model that generates simu-
lated data that is similar to the empirical data. The point of using such a calibrated
model is to be able to show how strange certain regions are if they don’t fit the sim-
ulated distribution, which is based on the empirical distribution.” In other words,



"inversion" is just the process of calibrating a model. To learn something new we
study thefailuresof such models.



Chapter 7

Noisy data

Noise comes in two distinct flavors. First is erratic bursty noise which is difficult to
fit into a statistical model. It bursts out of our simple models. To handle this noise
we need “robust” estimation procedures which we consider first.
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Next is noise that has a characteristic spectrum, temporal spectrum, spatial
spectrum, or dip spectrum. Such noise is called “stationary” noise. A special case
of stationary noise is low frequency drift of the mean value of a signal.

In real life, we need to handle both bursty noise and stationary noise at the same
time. We’ll try that now.

7.1. MEANS, MEDIANS, PERCENTILES AND
MODES

Means, medians, and modes are different averages. Given some data valuesdi for
i = 1,2, ...,N, the arithmetic mean valuem2 is

m2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

di (7.1)



It is useful to notice that thism2 is the solution of the simple fitting problemdi ≈m2
or d≈m2, in other words, minm2

∑
i (m2−di )2 or

0 =
d

dm2

N∑
i=1

(m2−di )
2 (7.2)

The median of thedi values is found when the values are sorted from smallest to
largest and then the value in the middle is selected. The median is delightfully well
behaved even if some of your data values happen to be near infinity. Analytically,
the median arises from the optimization

min
m1

N∑
i=1

|m1−di | (7.3)

To see why, notice that the derivative of the absolute value function is the signum
function,

sgn(x) = lim
ε−→0

x

|x|+ ε
(7.4)



The gradient vanishes at the minimum.

0 =
d

dm1

N∑
i=1

|m1−di | (7.5)

The derivative is easy and the result is a sum of sgn() functions,

0 =

N∑
i=1

sgn(m1−di ) (7.6)

In other words it is a sum of plus and minus ones. If the sum is to vanish, the
number of plus ones must equal the number of minus ones. Thusm1 is greater than
half the data values and less than the other half, which is the definition of a median.
The mean is said to minimize thè2 norm of the residual and the median is said to
minimize its`1 norm.

Before this chapter, our model building was all based on the`2 norm. The me-
dian is clearly a good idea for data containing large bursts of noise, but the median
is a single value while geophysical models are made from many unknown elements.
The`1 norm offers us the new opportunity to build multiparameter models where



the data includes huge bursts of noise.
Yet another average is the “mode,” which is the most commonly occurring

value. For example, in the number sequence (1,1,2,3,5) the mode is 1 because
it occurs the most times. Mathematically, the mode minimizes the zero norm of the
residual, namelỳ0

= |m0−di |
0. To see why, notice that when we raise a residual

to the zero power, the result is 0 ifdi =m0, and it is 1 ifdi 6=m0. Thus, thè 0 sum
of the residuals is the total number of residuals less those for whichdi matchesm0.
The minimum of̀ 0(m) is the modem=m0. The zero power function is nondiffer-
entiable at the place of interest so we do not look at the gradient.

`2(m) and`1(m) are convex functions ofm (positive second derivative for all
m), and this fact leads to the triangle inequalities`p(a)+ `p(b) ≥ `p(a+ b) for
p ≥ 1 and assures slopes lead to a unique (ifp > 1) bottom. Because there is no
triangle inequality for̀ 0, it should not be called a “norm” but a “measure.”

Because most values are at the mode, the mode is where a probability function
is maximum. The mode occurs with the maximum likelihood. It is awkward to
contemplate the mode for floating-point values where the probability is minuscule
(and irrelevant) that any two values are identical. A more natural concept is to think
of the mode as the bin containing the most values.
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7.1.1. Percentiles and Hoare’s algorithm
The median is the 50-th percentile. After residuals are ordered from smallest to
largest, the 90-th percentile is the value with 10% of the values above and 90%
below. At SEP the default value for clipping plots of field data is at the 98th per-
centile. In other words, magnitudes above the 98-th percentile are plotted at the
98-th percentile. Any percentile is most easily defined if the population of values
ai , for i = 1,2, ...,n has been sorted into order so thatai ≤ ai+1 for all i . Then the
90-th percentile isak wherek= (90n)/100.

We can save much work by using Hoare’s algorithm which does not fully order
the whole list, only enough of it to find the desired quantile. Hoare’s algorithm is an
outstanding example of the power of a recursive function, a function that calls itself.
The main idea is this: We start by selecting a random value taken from the list of
numbers. Then we split the list into two piles, one pile all values greater than the
selected, the other pile all less. The quantile is in one of these piles, and by looking
at their sizes, we know which one. So we repeat the process on that pile and ignore
the other other one. Eventually the pile size reduces to one, and we have the answer.

In Fortran 77 or C it would be natural to split the list into two piles as follows:

We divide the list of numbers into two groups, a group below



ak and another group aboveak. This reordering can be done “in
place.” Start one pointer at the top of the list and another at the bot-
tom. Grab an arbitrary value from the list (such as the current value
of ak). March the two pointers towards each other until you have
an upper value out of order withak and a lower value out of order
with ak. Swap the upper and lower value. Continue until the pointers
merge somewhere midlist. Now you have divided the list into two
sublists, one above your (random) valueak and the other below.

Fortran 90 has some higher level intrinsic vector functions that simplify matters.
Whena is a vector andak is a value,a>ak is a vector of logical values that are true for
each component that is larger thanak . The integer count of how many components
of a are larger thanak is given by the Fortran intrinsic functioncount(a>ak) . A
vector containing only values less thanak is given by the Fortran intrinsic function
pack(a,a<ak) .

Theoretically about 2n comparisons are expected to find the median of a list of
n values. The code below (from Sergey Fomel) for this task isquantile . quantile



module quantile_mod { # quantile finder. median = quantile( size(a)/2, a)
contains

recursive function quantile( k, a) result( value) {
integer, intent (in) :: k # position in array
real, dimension (:), intent (in) :: a
real :: value # output value of quantile
integer :: j
real :: ak
ak = a( k)
j = count( a < ak) # how many a(:) < ak
if( j >= k)

value = quantile( k, pack( a, a < ak))
else {

j = count( a > ak) + k - size( a)
if( j > 0)

value = quantile( j, pack( a, a > ak))
else

value = ak
}

}
}

Back



7.1.2. The weighted mean
The weighted meanm is

m =

∑N
i=1 w2

i di∑N
i=1 w2

i

(7.7)

wherew2
i > 0 is the squared weighting function. This is the solution to the`2 fitting

problem 0≈ wi (m−di ); in other words,

0 =
d

dm

N∑
i=1

[wi (m−di )]
2 (7.8)

7.1.3. Weighted L.S. conjugate-direction template
The pseudocode for minimizing theweightedresidual0 ≈ r = W(Fm− d) by
conjugate-direction method, is effectively like that for the unweighted method ex-
cept that the initial residual is weighted and the operatorF has the premultiplierW.
Naturally, the adjoint operatorF′ has the postmultiplierW′. In some applications
the weighting operatorW is simply a weighting function or diagonal matrix (so then



W =W′) and in other applications, the weighting operatorW may be an operator,
like the derivative along a data recording trajectory (so thenW 6=W′).



r ←− W(Fm−d)
iterate {

1m ←− F′W′ r
1r ←− WF 1m
(m,r ) ←− cgstep(m,r ,1m,1r )
}

7.1.4. Multivariate `1 estimation by iterated reweighting
The easiest method of model fitting is linear least squares. This means minimizing
the sums of squares of residuals (`2). On the other hand, we often encounter huge
noises and it is much safer to minimize the sums of absolute values of residuals
(`1). (The problem with̀ 0 is that there are multiple minima, so the gradient is not
a sensible way to seek the deepest).

There exist specialized techniques for handling`1 multivariate fitting problems.
They should work better than the simple iterative reweighting outlined here.



A penalty function that ranges from̀2 to `1, depending on the constantr̄ is

E(r ) =

∑
i

(√
1+ r 2

i /r̄ 2−1

)
(7.9)

Wherer i /r̄ is small, the terms in the sum amount tor 2
i /2r̄ 2 and wherer 2

i /r̄ 2 is
large, the terms in the sum amount to|r i /r̄ |. We define the residual as

r i =

∑
j

Fi j mj −di (7.10)

We will need
∂r i

∂mk
=

∑
j

Fi j δjk = Fik (7.11)

where we briefly used the notation thatδjk is 1 when j = k and zero otherwise.
Now, to let us find the descent direction1m, we will compute thek-th component



gk of the gradientg. We have

gk =
∂E

∂mk
=

∑
i

1√
1+ r 2

i /r̄ 2

r i

r̄ 2

∂r i

∂mk
(7.12)

g = 1m = F′ diag

 1√
1+ r 2

i /r̄ 2

 r (7.13)

where we have use the notationdiag() to designate a diagonal matrix with its argu-
ment distributed along the diagonal.

Continuing, we notice that the new weighting of residuals has nothing to do
with the linear relation between model perturbation and residual perturbation; that
is, we retain the familiar relations,r = Fm−d and1r = F1m.

In practice we have the question of how to chooser̄ . I suggest that̄r be propor-
tional to median(|r i |) or some other percentile.



7.1.5. Nonlinear L.S. conjugate-direction template
Nonlinear optimization arises from two causes:

1. Nonlinear physics. The operator depends upon the solution being attained.

2. Nonlinear statistics. We need robust estimators like the`1 norm.

The computing template below is useful in both cases. It is almost the same as the
template for weighted linear least-squares except that the residual is recomputed at
each iteration. Starting from the usual weighted least-squares template we simply
move the iteration statement a bit earlier.

iterate {
r ←− Fm−d
W ←− diag[w(r )]
r ←− Wr
1m ←− F′W′ r
1r ←− WF 1m
(m,r ) ←− cgstep(m,r ,1m,1r )
}



wherediag[w(r )] is whatever weighting function we choose along the diagonal of
a diagonal matrix.

Now let us see how the weighting functions relate to robust estimation: Notice
in the code template thatW is applied twice in the definition of1m. ThusW is the
square root of the diagonal operator in equation (7.13).

W = diag

 1√√
1+ r 2

i /r̄ 2

 (7.14)

Module solver_irls /prog:solver_irls implements the computational tem-
plate above. In addition to the usual set of arguments from thesolver() subroutine
/prog:smallsolver, it accepts a user-defined function (parameterwght ) for comput-
ing residual weights. Parametersnmemandnfreq control the restarting schedule of
the iterative scheme.solver_irls

We can ask whethercgstep() , which was not designed with nonlinear least-
squares in mind, is doing the right thing with the weighting function. First, we
know we are doing weighted linear least-squares correctly. Then we recall that on



module solver_irls_mod { # 0 = Wdiag Wop (Fop Jop m -
d) and periodic restart

use chain0_mod + solver_report_mod
logical, parameter, private :: T = .true., F = .false.

contains
subroutine solver_irls( m,d, Fop, stepper, niter &
, Wop,Jop,Wdiag,m0,nmem,nfreq,err,resd,mmov,rmov,verb) {

optional :: Wop,Jop,Wdiag,m0,nmem,nfreq,err,resd,mmov,rmov,verb
interface { #-------------------------- begin definitions -----------

integer function Fop (adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Wop (adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Jop (adj,add,m,d){real::m(:),d(:);logical,intent(in)::adj,add}
integer function Wdiag(res, w) {real::res(:),w(:)}
integer function stepper(forget,m,g,rr,gg) {

real, dimension(:) :: m,g,rr,gg
logical :: forget }

}
real, dimension(:), intent(in) :: d, m0
integer, intent(in) :: niter, nmem, nfreq
logical, intent(in) :: verb
real, dimension(:), intent(out) :: m,err, resd
real, dimension(:,:), intent(out) :: rmov, mmov
real, dimension(size(m)) :: g
real, dimension(size(d)), target :: rr, gg
real, dimension(size(d)+size(m)), target :: tt
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rd, gd, td
real, dimension(:), pointer :: rm, gm, tm, wht
integer :: iter, stat
logical :: forget
rd => rr(1:size(d));
gd => gg(1:size(d));
td => tt(1:size(d)); tm => tt(1+size(d):)
if(present( Wop)) stat=Wop(F,F,-d,rd) # begin initialization --------
else rd = -d #Rd = -W d
if(present(Wdiag))allocate(wht(size(d)))
if(present( m0)){ m=m0 #m = m0

if(present( Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,F,T,m,rd,td)
else stat = Fop(F,T,m,rd ) #Rd+= WF m0

} else m=0
forget = F; #-------------------------- begin iterations ------------
do iter = 1,niter {

if(present(nmem)) forget = (iter>nmem) # initial-
ize forget

if(present(Wdiag).and.forget) stat = Wdiag(rd,wht) # esti-
mate weights

if(present(Wdiag)) {
rd = wht*rd
if(present(Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,T,F,g,wht*rd,td)
else stat = Fop(T,F,g,wht*rd ) # g = (WF)’Rd

} else {
if(present(Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,T,F,g, rd,td)
else stat = Fop(T,F,g, rd ) # g = (WF)’Rd

}
if(forget.and.present(nfreq)) forget=(mod(iter,nfreq)==0) # peri-

odic restart
if(present(Jop)){ tm=g; stat = Jop(F,F,tm, g )} # g = J g
if(present(Wop)) call chain0(Wop,Fop,F,F,g,gd,td)
else stat = Fop(F,F,g,gd ) #Gd = (WF) g
if(present(Wdiag)) gd=wht*gd
stat = stepper(forget, m,g, rr,gg) #m+=dm; R+=dR
if(stat ==1) exit # got stuck descending
if(present(Wdiag)) {

rd = -d
stat = Fop(F,T,m,rd)
if(present( Wop)){
td = rd
stat = Wop(F,F,td,rd)}

}
if(present( mmov)) mmov(:,iter) = m(:size(mmov,1)) # report -----
if(present( rmov)) rmov(:,iter) = rd(:size(rmov,1))
if(present( err )) err( iter) = dot_product(rd,rd)
if(present( verb)){ if(verb) call solver_report(iter,m,g,rd)}

}
if(present( resd)) resd = rd

}
}

Back



the first iteration, the conjugate-directions technique reduces to steepest descent,
which amounts to a calculation of the scale factorα with

α = −
1r · r

1r ·1r
(7.15)

Of course,cgstep() knows nothing about the weighting function, but notice that
the iteration loop above nicely inserts the weighting function both inr and in1r ,
as required by (7.15).

Experience shows that difficulties arise when the weighting function varies
rapidly from one iteration to the next. Naturally, the conjugate-direction method,
which remembers the previous iteration, will have an inappropriate memory if the
weighting function changes too rapidly. A practical approach is to be sure the
changes in the weighting function are slowly variable.



7.1.6. Minimizing the Cauchy function
A good trick (I discovered accidentally) is to use the weight

W = diag

 1√
1+ r 2

i /r̄ 2

 (7.16)

Sergey Fomel points out that this weight arises from minimizing the Cauchy func-
tion:

E(r ) =

∑
i

log(1+ r 2
i /r̄ 2) (7.17)

A plot of this function is found in Figure7.2.
Because the second derivative is not positive everywhere, the Cauchy function

introduces the possibility of multiple solutions, but because of the good results we
see in Figure7.3, you might like to try it anyway. Perhaps the reason it seems to
work so well is that it uses mostly residuals of “average size,” not the big ones or
the small ones. This happens because1m is made fromF′ and the components of
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W2r which are a functionr i /(1+ r 2
i /r̄ 2) that is maximum for those residuals near

r̄ .
Module irls /prog:irls supplies two useful weighting functions that can be

interchanged as arguments to the reweighted scheme/prog:solver_irls. irls

7.2. NOISE BURSTS
Sometimes noise comes in isolated spikes. Sometimes it comes in bursts or bunches
(like grapes). Figure7.3 is a simple one-dimensional example of a periodic signal
plus spikes and bursts. Three processes are applied to this data, despike and two
flavors of deburst. Here we will examine the processes used. (For even better results,
see Figure7.5.)

7.2.1. De-spiking with median smoothing
The easiest method to remove spikes is to pass a moving window across the data
and output the median value in the window. This method of despiking was done
in Figure 7.3, which shows a problem of the method: The window is not long



module irls {
use quantile_mod

contains
integer function l1 (res, weight) {

real, dimension (:) :: res, weight
real :: rbar
rbar = quantile( int( 0.5*size(res)), abs (res)) # median
weight = 1. / sqrt( sqrt (1. + (res/rbar)**2)); l1 = 0
}

integer function cauchy (res, weight) {
real, dimension (:) :: res, weight
real :: rbar
rbar = quantile( int( 0.5*size(res)), abs (res)) # median
weight = 1. / sqrt (1. + (res/rbar)**2); cauchy = 0
}

}

Back



Figure 7.3: Top is synthetic data with noise spikes and bursts. (Most bursts are a
hundred times larger than shown.) Next is after running medians. Bottom is after
the two processes described here.noiz-burst90[ER]



enough to clean the long bursts, but it is already so long that it distorts the signal
by flattening its peaks. The window size really should not be chosen in advance
but should depend upon by what is encountered on the data. This I have not done
because the long-burst problem is solved by another method described next.

7.2.2. De-bursting
Most signals are smooth, but running medians assume they have no curvature. An
alternate expression of this assumption is that the signal has minimal curvature 0≈

hi+1−2hi +hi−1; in other words,0≈∇2h. Thus we propose to create the cleaned-
up datah from the observed datad with the fitting problem

0 ≈ W(h−d)
0 ≈ ε ∇2h

(7.18)

whereW is a diagonal matrix with weights sprinkled along the diagonal, and where
∇

2 is a matrix with a roughener like (1,−2,1) distributed along the diagonal. This
is shown in Figure7.3with ε = 1. Experience showed similar performances for 0≈
∇h and 0≈ ∇2h. Better results, however, will be found later in Figure7.5, where



the∇2 operator is replaced by an operator designed to predict this very predictable
signal.

7.3. MEDIAN BINNING
We usually add data into bins. When the data has erratic noise, we might prefer to
take the median of the values in each bin. Subroutinemedianbin2() (in the library,
but not listed here) performs the chore. It is a little tricky because we first need to
find out how many data values go into each bin, then we must allocate that space and
copy each data value from its track location to its bin location. Finally we take the
median in the bin. A small annoyance with medians is that when bins have an even
number of points, like two, there no middle. To handle this problem, subroutine
medianbin2() uses the average of the middle two points.

A useful byproduct of the calculation is the residual: For each data point its bin
median is subtracted. The residual can be used to remove suspicious points before
any traditional least-squares analysis is made. An overall strategy could be this:
First a coarse binning with many points per bin, to identify suspicious data values,
which are set aside. Then a sophisticated least squares analysis leading to a high-



resolution depth model. If our search target is small, recalculate the residual with
the high-resolution model and reexamine the suspicious data values.

Figure7.4 compares the water depth in the Sea of Galilee with and without
median binning. The difference does not seem great here but it is more significant
than it looks. Later processing will distinguish between empty bins (containing
an exact zero) and bins with small values in them. Because of the way the depth
sounder works, it often records an erroneously near-zero depth. This will make a
mess of our later processing (missing data fill) unless we cast out those data values.
This was done by median binning in Figure7.4 but the change is disguised by the
many empty bins.

Median binning is a useful tool, but where bins are so small that they hold only
one or two points, there the median for the bin is the same as the usual arithmetic
average.

7.4. ROW NORMALIZED PEF
We often run into bursty noise. This can overwhelm the estimate of a prediction-
error filter. To overcome this problem we can use a weighting function. The weight



Figure 7.4: Galilee water depth binned and roughened. Left is binning with the
mean, right with the median.noiz-medbin90[ER,M]



for each row in fitting matrix (6.27) is adjusted so that each row has about the same
contribution as each other row. A first idea is that the weight for then-th row would
be the inverse of the sum of the absolute values of the row. This is easy to compute:
First make a vector the size of the PEFa but with each element unity. Second, take
a copy of the signal vectory but with the absolute value of each component. Third,
convolve the two. The convolution of the ones with the absolute values could be the
inverse of the weighting function we seek. However, any time we are forming an
inverse we need to think about the possibility of dividing by zero, how it could arise,
and how divisions by “near zero” could be even worse (because a poor result is not
immediately recognized). Perhaps we should use something between`1 and`2 or
Cauchy. In any case, we must choose a scaling parameter that separates “average”
rows from unusually large ones. For this choice in subroutinernpef1() , I chose the
median.

7.5. DEBURST
We can use the same technique to throw out fitting equations from defective data
that we use for missing data. Recall the theory and discussion leading up to Figure



7.3. There we identified defective data by its lack of continuity. We used the fit-
ting equations 0≈ wi (yi+1−2yi + yi−1) where the weightswi were chosen to be
approximately the inverse to the residual (yi+1−2yi + yi−1) itself.

Here we will first use the second derivative (Laplacian in 1-D) to throw out bad
points, while we determine the PEF. Having the PEF, we use it to fill in the missing
data. pefest The result of this “PEF-deburst” processing is shown in Figure7.5.

Given the PEF that comes out ofpefest1() 1, subroutinefixbad1() below
convolves it with the data and looks for anomalous large outputs. For each that is
found, the input data is declared defective and set to zero. Then subroutinemis1()

/prog:mis2 is invoked to replace the zeroed values by reasonable ones.fixbad

7.5.1. Potential seismic applications of two-stage infill
Two-stage data infill has many applications that I have hardly begun to investigate.

1 If you are losing track of subroutines defined earlier, look at the top of the
module to see what other modules ituse s. Then look in the index to find page
numbers of those modules.



module pefest { # Estimate a PEF avoiding zeros and bursty noise on input.
use quantile_mod
use helicon
use misinput
use pef

contains
subroutine pefest1( niter, yy, aa) {

integer, intent( in) :: niter
real, dimension( :), pointer :: yy
type( filter) :: aa
real, dimension(:),allocatable :: rr
real :: rbar
integer :: stat

allocate(rr(size(yy)))
call helicon_init( aa) # starting guess
stat = helicon_lop( .false., .false., yy, rr)
rbar = quantile( size( yy)/3, abs( rr)) # rbar=(r safe below rbar)
where( aa%mis) yy = 0.
call find_mask(( yy /= 0. .and. abs( rr) < 5 * rbar), aa)
call find_pef( yy, aa, niter)

deallocate(rr)
}

}
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Figure 7.5: Top is synthetic data with noise spikes and bursts. (Some bursts are fifty
times larger than shown.) Next is after running medians. Next is Laplacian filter
Cauchy deburst processing. Last is PEF-deburst processing.noiz-pefdeburst90
[ER]



module fixbad { # Given a PEF, find bad data and restore it.
use mis2_mod
use helicon
use quantile_mod

contains
subroutine fixbad1 (niter, aa, yy) {

integer, intent (in) :: niter
type( filter), intent (in) :: aa
real, dimension (:) :: yy
real, dimension (size (yy)) :: rr
logical, dimension (size (yy)) :: known
integer :: stat
call helicon_init( aa)
stat = helicon_lop (.false., .false., yy, rr); rr = abs (rr)
known = ( yy > 0.) .and. ( rr < 4. * quantile( size(rr)/2, rr))
call mis2 (niter, yy, aa, known, 2)

}
}

Back



Shot continuation is an obvious task for a data-cube extrapolation program.
There are two applications of shot-continuation. First is the obvious one of repair-
ing holes in data in an unobtrusive way. Second is to cooperate with reflection
tomographic studies such as that proposed by Matthias Schwab.

Offset continuation is a well-developed topic because of its close link with dip
moveout (DMO). DMO is heavily used in the industry. I do not know how the data-
cube extrapolation code I am designing here would fit into DMO and stacking, but
because these are such important processes, the appearance of a fundamentally new
tool like this should be of interest. It is curious that the DMO operator is traditionally
derived from theory, and the theory requires the unknown velocity function of depth,
whereas here I propose estimating the offset continuation operator directly from the
data itself, without the need of a velocity model.

Obviously, one application is to extrapolate off the sides of a constant-offset
section. This would reduce migration semicircles at the survey’s ends.

Another application is to extrapolate off the cable ends of a common-midpoint
gather or a common shot point gather. This could enhance the prediction of multiple
reflections or reduce artifacts in velocity analysis.

Obviously, the methodology and code in this chapter is easily extendable to



four dimensions (prestack 3-D data).

7.6. TWO 1-D PEFS VERSUS ONE 2-D PEF
Here we look at the difference between using two 1-D PEFs, and one 2-D PEF.
Figure7.6 shows an example of sparse tracks; it is not realistic in the upper-left
corner (where it will be used for testing), in a quarter-circular disk where the data
covers the model densely. Such a dense region is ideal for determining the 2-D PEF.
Indeed, we cannot determine a 2-D PEF from the sparse data lines, because at any
place you put the filter (unless there are enough adjacent data lines), unknown filter
coefficients will multiply missing data. So every fitting goal is nonlinear and hence
abandoned by the algorithm.

The set of test data shown in Figure7.6is a superposition of three functions like
plane waves. One plane wave looks like low-frequency horizontal layers. Notice
that the various layers vary in strength with depth. The second wave is dipping
about 30◦ down to the right and its waveform is perfectly sinusoidal. The third
wave dips down 45◦ to the left and its waveform is bandpassed random noise like
the horizontal beds. These waves will be handled differently by different processing



Figure 7.6: Synthetic wavefield (left) and as observed over survey lines (right). The
wavefield is a superposition of waves from three directions.noiz-duelin90 [ER]



schemes, so I hope you can identify all three. If you have difficulty, view the figure
at a grazing angle from various directions.

Later we will make use of the dense data region, but first letU be the east-
west PE operator andV be the north-south operator and let the signal or image be
h= h(x, y). The fitting residuals are

0 ≈ (I −J)(h−d)
0 ≈ U h
0 ≈ V h

(7.19)

whered is data (or binned data) and (I −J) masks the map onto the data.
Figure7.7shows the result of using a single one-dimensional PEF along either

the vertical or the horizontal axis.
Figure7.8 compares the use of a pair of 1-D PEFs versus a single 2-D PEF

(which needs the “cheat” corner in Figure7.6. Studying Figure7.8 we conclude
(what theory predicts) that

• These waves are predictable with a pair of 1-D filters:

– Horizontal (or vertical) plane-wave with random waveform



Figure 7.7: Interpolation by 1-D PEF along the vertical axis (left) and along the
horizontal axis (right). noiz-dueleither90[ER]



Figure 7.8: Data infilled by a pair of 1-D PEFs (left) and by a single 2-D PEF
(right). noiz-duelversus90[ER,M]



– Dipping plane-wave with a sinusoidal waveform

• These waves are predictable with a single 2-D filter:

– both of the above

– Dipping plane-wave with a random waveform

7.7. ALTITUDE OF SEA SURFACE NEAR MADA-
GASCAR

A satellite points a radar at the ground and receives echos we investigate here. These
echos are recorded only over the ocean. The echo tells the distance from the orbit
to the ocean surface. After various corrections are made for earth and orbit elliptic-
ities the residual shows tides, wind stress on the surface, and surprisingly a signal
proportional to the depth of the water. Gravity of mountains on the water bottom
pulls water towards them raising sea level there.



The raw data investigated here2 had a strong north-south tilt which I3 removed
at the outset. Figure7.9 gives our first view of altimetry data (ocean height) from
southeast of the island of Madagascar. About all we can see is satellite tracks. The
satellite is in a circular polar orbit. To us the sun seems to rotate east to west as
does the circular satellite orbit. Consequently, when the satellite moves northward
across the site we get altitude measurements along a SE-NW line. When it moves
southward we get measurements along a NE-SW line. This data is from the cold
war era. At that time dense data above the−30◦ parallel was secret although sparse
data was available. (The restriction had to do with precision guidance of missiles.
Would the missile hit the silo? or miss it by enough to save the retaliation missile?)

Here are some definitions: Let components ofd be the data, altitude measured
along a satellite track. The model space ish, altitude in the (x, y)-plane. LetL
denote the 2-D linear interpolation operator from the track to the plane. LetH be

the helix derivative, a filter with response
√

k2
x+k2

y. Except where otherwise noted,

2 I wish to thank David T. Sandwell http://topex.ucsd.edu/ for providing me with
this subset of satellite altimetry data, commonly known as Topex-Posidon data.

3 The calculations here were all done for us by Jesse Lomask.



Figure 7.9: Sea height under satellite tracks. The island of Madagascar is in the
empty area at (46◦,−22◦). Left is the adjointL ′d. Right is the adjoint normalized
by the bin count,diag(L ′1)−1L ′d. You might notice a few huge, bad data values.
Overall, the topographic function is too smooth, suggesting we need a roughener.
noiz-jesse1[ER,M]



the roughened imagep is the preconditioned variablep=Hh. The derivative along
a track in data space isddt . A weighting function that vanishes when any filter hits a
track end or a bad data point isW.

Figure7.10shows the entire data space, over a half million data points (actually
537974). Altitude is measured along many tracks across the image. In Figure7.10
the tracks are placed end-to-end, so it is one long vector (displayed in about 50
signal rows). A vector of equal length is the missing data marker vector. This
vector is filled with zeros everywhere except where data is missing or known bad or
known to be at the ends of the tracks. The long tracks are the ones that are sparse in
the north.

Figure7.11brings this information into model space. Applying the adjoint of
the linear interpolation operatorL ′ to the datad gave our first imageL ′d in model
space in Figure7.9. The track noise was so large that roughening it made it worse.
A more inviting image arose when I normalized the image before roughening it.
Put a vector of all ones1 into the adjoint of the linear interpolation operatorL ′.
What comes outL ′1 is roughly the number of data points landing in each pixel in
model space. More precisely, it is the sum of the linear interpolation weights. This
then, if it is not zero, is used as a divisor. The division accounts for several tracks



Figure 7.10: All the datad and the missing data markers.noiz-jesse5[ER,M]



Figure 7.11: The rough-
ened, normalized adjoint,
H diag(L ′1)−1L ′d. Some to-
pography is perceptible through
a maze of tracks. noiz-jesse2
[ER,M]



contributing to one pixel. In matrix formalism this image isdiag(L ′1)−1L ′d. In
Figure7.11this image is roughened with the helix derivativeH.

There is a simple way here to make a nice image—roughen along data tracks.
This is done in Figure7.12. The result is two attractive images, one for each track
direction. Unfortunately, there is no simple relationship between the two images.
We cannot simply add them because the shadows go in different directions. Notice
also that each image has noticeable tracks that we would like to suppress further.

A geological side note: The strongest line, the line that marches along the image
from southwest to northeast is a sea-floor spreading axis. Magma emerges along this
line as a source growing plates that are spreading apart. Here the spreading is in the
north-south direction. The many vertical lines in the image are called “transform
faults”.

Fortunately, we know how to merge the data. The basic trick is to form the
track derivative not on the data (which would falsify it) but on the residual which
(in Fourier space) can be understood as choosing a different weighting function for
the statistics. A track derivative on the residual is actually two track derivatives, one
on the observed data, the other on the modeled data. Both data sets are changed
in the same way. Figure7.13shows the result. The altitude function remains too



Figure 7.12: With a simple roughening derivative in data space, model space shows
two nice topographic images. Letn denote ascending tracks. Letsdenote descend-
ing tracks. Left isL ′ d

dt n. Right isL ′ d
dt s. noiz-jesse3[ER,M]



Figure 7.13: All data merged into a track-free image (hooray!) by applying the
track derivative, not to the data, but to the residual. Left ish estimated by0≈
W d

dt (Lh −d). Right is the roughened altitude,p= Hh. noiz-jesse10[ER,M]



smooth for nice viewing by variable brightness, but roughening it withH makes an
attractive image showing, in the south, no visible tracks.

The north is another story. We would like the sparse northern tracks to con-
tribute to our viewing pleasure. We would like them to contribute to a northern
image of the earth, not to an image of the data acquisition footprint. This begins to
happen in Figure7.14. The process of fitting data by choosing an altitude function
h would normally include some regularization (model styling), such as0≈∇h. In-
stead we adopt the usual trick of changing to preconditioning variables, in this case
h = H−1p. As we iterate with the variablep we watch the images ofh andp and
quit either when we are tired, or more hopefully, when we are best satisified with
the image. This subjective choice is rather like choosing theε that is the balance
between data fitting goals and model styling goals. The result in Figure7.14 is
pleasing. We have begun building topography in the north that continues in a con-
sistant way with what is in the south. Unfortunately, this topography does fade out
rather quickly as we get off the data acquisition tracks.

If we have reason to suspect that the geological style north of the 30th parallel
matches that south of it (the stationarity assumption) we can compute a PEF on the
south side and use it for interpolation on the north side. This is done in Figure7.15.



Figure 7.14: Using the track derivative in residual space and helix preconditioning
in model space we start building topography in the north. Left ish = H−1p where
p is estimated by0≈W d

dt (LH−1p− d) for only 10 iterations. Right isp = Hh.

noiz-jesse8[ER,M]



This is about as good as we are going to get. Our fractured ridge continues nicely
into the north. Unfortunately, we have imprinted the fractured ridge texture all over
the northern space, but that’s the price we must pay for relying on the stationarity
assumption.

The fitting residuals are shown in Figure7.16. The physical altitude residuals
tend to be rectangles, each the duration of a track. While the satellite is overflying
other earth locations the ocean surface is changing its altitude. The fitting residuals
(right side) are very fuzzy. They appear to be “white”, though with ten thousand
points crammed onto a line a couple inches long, we cannot be certain. We could
inspect this further. If the residuals turn out to be significantly non-white, we might
do better to changeddt to a PEF along the track.

7.8. ELIMINATING NOISE AND SHIP TRACKS
IN GALILEE

The Sea of Galilee data set has enchanted my colleagues and me because the data
has comprehensible defects that have frustrated many of our image estimation de-



Figure 7.15: Given a PEFA estimated on the densely defined southern part of
the model,p was estimated by0 ≈ W d

dt (LA−1p− d) for 50 iterations. Left is

h= A−1p. Right isp= Hh. noiz-jesse9[ER,M]



Figure 7.16: The residual at fifty thousand of the half million (537,974) data
points in Figure7.15. Left is physical residualLA−1p−d. Right is fitting residual
W d

dt (LA−1p−d). noiz-jesse9_res[ER,M]



signs. The best results found so far were prepared for us here by Antoine Guitton
based on our 2004 Geophysics paper.

We are given depth-sounding data from the Sea of Galilee. The Sea of Galilee
is unique because it is a fresh-water lake below sea-level. It seems to be connected
to the Great Rift (pull-apart) valley crossing East Africa. The ultimate goal is to
produce a good map of the depth to bottom, and images useful for identifying ar-
chaeological, geological, and geophysical details of the water bottom. In particular,
we hope to identify some ancient shorelines around the lake and meaningful geolog-
ical features inside the lake. The ancient shorelines might reveal early settlements
of archeological interest or old fishing ports. The pertinence of this data set to our
daily geophysical problems is threefold: (1) We often need to interpolate irregular
data. (2) The data has noise bursts of various types. (3) The data has systematic
error (drift) which tends to leave data-acquisition tracks in the resulting image.

The Galilee data set was introduced in chapter3 and recently plotted in Fig-
ure7.4. Actually, that figure is a view of 2-D model space. One of the first things
I learned (the hard way) is the importance of viewing both the model space and the
residuals in data space.



Be sure to plot both model space and data space. You should try to understand
the results in both spaces and might like to watch movies of each as the iteration
progresses.

The raw data (Figure7.17), is distributed irregularly across the lake surface.
It is 132,044 triples (xi , yi ,zi ), wherexi ranges over about 12 km, whereyi ranges
over about 20 km, andzi is depth in multiples of 10 cm. (It would have been helpful
if a fourth value had been included, the clock-date timeti , of the measurement.) The
ship surveyed a different amount of distance every day of the survey. Figure7.17
displays the whole survey as one long track. On one traverse across the lake, the
depth record is U shaped. A few V shaped tracks result from deep-water vessel
turn arounds. All depth values (data points) used for building the final map are
shown here. Each point corresponds to one depth measurement inside the lake.
For display convenience, the long signal is broken into 23 strips of 5718 depth
measurements. We have no way to know that sometimes the ship stops a little while
with the data recorder running; sometimes it shuts down overnight or longer; but
mostly it progresses at some unknown convenient speed. So the horizontal axis
in data space is a measurement number that scales in some undocumented way to



distance along the track.

7.8.1. Attenuation of noise bursts and glitches
Let h be an abstract vector containing as components the water depth over a 2-D
spatial mesh. Letd be an abstract vector whose successive components are depths
along the vessel tracks. One way to grid irregular data is to minimize the length of
the residual vectorrd(h):

0 ≈ rd = Bh − d (7.20)

whereB is a 2-D linear interpolation (or binning) operator andrd is the data resid-
ual. Where tracks cross or where multiple data values end up in the same bin, the
fitting goal (7.20) takes an average. Figure7.4 is a display of simple binning of the
raw data. (Some data points are outside the lake. These must represent navigation
errors.)

Some model-space bins will be empty. For them we need an additional “model



Figure 7.17: The complete Galilee data space.noiz-antoine1[ER]



styling” goal, i.e. regularization. For simplicity we might minimize the gradient.

0 ≈ rd = Bh − d
0 ≈ rh = ε∇h (7.21)

where∇ =
(

∂
∂x , ∂

∂y

)
andrh is the model space residual. Choosing a large scaling

factorε will tend to smooth our entire image, not just the areas of empty bins. We
would like ε to be any number small enough that its main effect is to smooth areas
of empty bins. When we get into this further, though, we’ll see that because of noise
some smoothing across the nonempty bins is desireable too.

7.8.2. Preconditioning for accelerated convergence
As usual we precondition by changing variables so that the regularization operator
becomes an identity matrix. The gradient∇ in equation (7.21) has no inverse, but
its spectrum−∇ ′∇, can be factored (−∇ ′∇ = H′H) into triangular partsH andH′

whereH is the helix derivative. ThisH is invertible by deconvolution. The quadratic
form h′∇ ′∇h = h′H′Hh suggests the new preconditioning variablep = Hh. The



fitting goals in equation (7.21) thus become

0 ≈ rd = BH−1p − d
0 ≈ r p = εp

(7.22)

with r p the residual for the new variablep. Experience shows that an iterative
solution forp converges much more rapidly than an iterative solution forh, thus
showing thatH is a good choice for preconditioning. We could view the estimated
final maph= H−1p, however in practice, because the depth function is so smooth,
we usually prefer to view the roughened depthp.

There is no simple way of knowing beforehand the best value ofε. Practitioners
like to see solutions for various values ofε. Practical exploratory data analysis is
pragmatic. Without a simple, clear theoretical basis, analysts generally begin from
p= 0 and then abandon the fitting goal0≈ r p = εp. Effectively, they takeε = 0.
Then they examine the solution as a function of iteration, imagining that the solution
at larger iterations corresponds to smallerε and that the solution at smaller iterations
corresponds to largerε. In all our explorations, we follow this approach and omit
the regularization in the estimation of the depth maps. Having achieved the general
results we want, we should include the parameterε and adjust it until we see a



pleasing result at an “infinite” number of iterations. We should but usually we do
not.

7.8.3. `1 norm
Spikes and erratic noise glitches can be suppressed with an approximate`1 norm.
One main problem with the Galilee data is the presence of outliers in the middle
of the lake and at the track ends. We could attenuate these spikes by editing or
applying running median filters. However, the former involves human labor while
the latter might compromise small details by smoothing and flattening the signal.
Here we formulate the estimation to eliminate the drastic effect of the noise spikes.
We introduce a weighting operator that deemphasizes high residuals as follows:

0 ≈ rd = W(BH−1p−d)
0 ≈ r p = εp

(7.23)



with a diagonal matrixW:

W = diag

(
1

(1+ r 2
i /r̄ 2)1/4

)
(7.24)

wherer i is the residual for one component ofrd and r̄ is a prechosen constant.
This weighting operator ranges from̀2 to `1, depending on the constantr̄ . We
taker̄ = 10 cm because the data was given to us as integer multiples of 10 cm. (A
somewhat larger value might be more appropriate).

Figure7.18displaysp estimated in a least-squares sense on the left and in a
`1 sense on the right (equation (7.23) with a smallr̄ ). Most of the glitches are no
longer visible. One obvious glitch remains near (x, y) = (205,238). Evidently a
north-south track has a long sequence of biased measurements that our`1 cannot
overcome. Some ancient shorelines in the western and southern parts of the Sea of
Galilee are now easier to identify (shown as AS). We also start to see a valley in the
middle of the lake (shown as R). Data outside the lake (navigation errors) have been
mostly removed. Data acquisition tracks (mostly north-south lines and east-west
lines, one of which is marked with a T) are even more visible after the suppression
of the outliers.



Figure 7.18: Estimatedp in a least-squares sense (left) and in an`1 sense (right).
Pleasingly, isolated spikes are attenuated. Some interesting features are shown by
the arrows: AS points to few ancient shores, O points to some outliers, T points to
few tracks, and R points to a curious feature.noiz-antoine2[ER,M]



Figure 7.19: East-west cross sections of the lake bottom (h= H−1p). Top with the
`2 solution. Bottom with thè 1 approximating procedure.noiz-antoine3[ER,M]



Figure7.19shows the bottom of the Sea of Galilee (h= H−1p) with `2 (top) fit-
ting and`1 (bottom) fitting. Each line represents one east-west transect, transects at
half-kilometer intervals on the north-south axis. The`1 result is a nice improvement
over thè 2 maps. The glitches inside and outside the lake have mostly disappeared.
Also, the`1 norm gives positive depths everywhere. Although not visible every-
where in all the figures, topography is produced outside the lake. Indeed, the effect
of regularization is to produce synthetic topography, a natural continuation of the
lake floor surface.

We are now halfway to a noise-free image. Figure7.18shows that vessel tracks
overwhelm possible fine scale details. Next we investigate a strategy based on the
idea that the inconsistency between tracks comes mainly from different human and
seasonal conditions during the data acquisition. Since we have no records of the
weather and the time of the year the data were acquired we presume that the depth
differences between different acquisition tracks must be small and relatively smooth
along the super track.



7.8.4. Abandoned strategy for attenuating tracks
An earlier strategy to remove the ship tracks is to filter the residual as follows:

0 ≈ rd = W d
ds(BH−1p−d),

0 ≈ r p = εp,
(7.25)

where d
ds is the derivative along the track. The derivative removes the drift from

the field data (and the modeled data). An unfortunate consequence of the track
derivative is that it creates more glitches and spiky noise at the track ends and at the
bad data points. Several students struggled with this idea without good results.

One explanation (of unknown validity) given for the poor results is that perhaps
the numerical conditioning of the algebraic problem is worsened by the operators
W, d

ds, B, andH−1, drastically slowing the convergence. Another explanation is that
the operatord

ds is too simple. Perhaps we should have a five or ten point low-cut
filter—or maybe a PEF. A PEF could be estimated from the residual itself. Unfor-
tunately, such a longer filter would smear the bad effect of noise glitches onto more
residuals, effectively spoiling more measurements.

We concluded that the data is bad only in a very low frequency sense. Perhaps
the lake is evaporating, or it is raining, or the load in the boat has been changed or



shifted. It’s a fact that any very low-frequency reject filter is necessarily a long filter,
and that means that it must catch many noise spikes. Thus we should not attempt to
filter out the drift from the residual. Instead we should model the drift.

In the presence of both noise bursts and noise with a sensible spectrum (sys-
tematic noise), the systematic noise should be modeled while the noise bursts
should be handled with̀1.

7.8.5. Modeling data acquisition drift
To model data drift we imagine a vectorq of random numbers that will be passed
thru a low-pass filter (like a leaky integrator)L . The modeled data drift isLq .
We will solve for q. A price we pay is an increase of the number of unknowns.
Augmenting earlier fitting goals (7.23) we have:

0 ≈ rd = W(BH−1p+λLq −d),
0 ≈ r p = ε1p,
0 ≈ rq = ε2q,

(7.26)



whereh = H−1p estimates the interpolated map of the lake, and whereL is a drift
modeling operator (leaky integration),q is an additional variable to be estimated,
andλ is a balancing constant to be discussed. We then minimize the misfit function,

g2(p,q)= ‖rd‖
2
+ ε2

1‖r p‖
2
+ ε2

2‖rq‖
2, (7.27)

Now the datad is being modeled in two ways by two parts which add, a geological
map partBH−1p and a recording system drift partλLq . Clearly, by adjusting the
balance ofε1 to ε2 we are forcing the data to go one way or the other. There is
nothing in the data itself that says which part of the theory should claim it.

It is a customary matter of practice to forget the twoεs and play with theλ.
If we kept the twoεs, the choice ofλ would be irrelevant to the final result. Since
we are going to truncate the iteration, choice ofλ matters. It chooses how much
data energy goes into the equipment drift function and how much into topography.
Antoine ended out with withλ= 0.08.

There is another parameter to adjust. The parameterρ controlling the decay of
the leaky integration. Antoine found that valueρ = 0.99 was a suitable compromise.
Takingρ smaller allows the track drift to vary too rapidly thus falsifying data in a
way that falsifies topography. Takingρ closer to unity does not allow adequately



Figure 7.20: Top left: Estimatedp without attenuation of the tracks, i.e., regression
(7.23). Top right: Estimatedp with the derivative along the tracks, i.e., regression
(7.25). Bottom left: Estimatedp without tracks, i.e., regression (7.26). Bottom
right: recorder drift in model spaceB′Lq . noiz-antoine4[ER,M]



rapid variation of the data acquistion system thereby pushing acquisition tracks into
the topography.

Figure7.20(bottom-left corner) shows the estimated roughened imagep with
λL data-drift modeling and (top-left corner)p without it. Data-drift modeling
(bottom-left) yields an image that is essentially track-free without loss of detail. Top
right shows the poor result of applying the derivatived

ds along the tracks. Tracks
are removed but the topography is unclear.

The bottom-right part of Figure7.20provides important diagnostic information.
The estimated instrumentation driftLq has been transformed to model spaceB′Lq .
We do not like to see hints of geology in this space but we do. Adjustingλ or ρ we
can get rid of the geology here, but then survey tracks will appear in the lake image.
The issue of decomposing data into signal and noise parts is dealt with further in
chapter9.

Figures7.21and7.22show selected segments of data space. Examining here
the discrepancy between observed data and modeled data offers us an opportunity
to get new ideas. The top plot is the input datad. Next is the estimated noise-free
dataBH−1p. Then the estimated secular variationsλLq . Finally residualBH−1p+
λLq − d after a suitable number of iterations. The modeled data in both Figures



7.21b and7.22b show no remaining spikes.
The estimated instrument drift is reasonable, mostly under a meter for mea-

surments with a nominal precision of 10 cm. There are some obvious problems
though. It is not a serious problem that the drift signal is always positive. Applying
the track derivative means that zero frequency is in the null space. An arbitrary con-
stant may be moved from water depth to track calibration. More seriously, the track
calibration fluctuates more rapidly than we might imagine. Worse still, Figure7.22c
shows the instrument drift correlates with water depth(!). This suggests we should
have a slower drift function (biggerρ or weakerλ), but Antoine assures me that
this would push data acquisition tracks into the lake image. If the data set had in-
cluded the date-time of each measurement we would have been better able to model
drift. Instead of allowing a certain small change of drift with each measurement,
we could have allowed a small change in proportion to the time since the previous
measurement.

An interesting feature of the data residual in Figure7.22d is that it has more
variance in deep water than in shallow. Perhaps the depth sounder has insufficient
power for deeper water or for the softer sediments found in deeper water. On the
other hand, this enhanced deep water variance is not seen in Figure7.21d which is



Figure 7.21: (a) Track 17 (input data) in Figure7.17. (b) The estimated noise-free
dataBH−1p. (c) Estimated driftLq . (d) Data residual. noiz-antoine5[ER,M]



Figure 7.22: (a) Track 14 (input data) in Figure7.17. (b) Modeled data,BH−1p.
(c) Estimated drift. (d) Data-space residual.noiz-antoine6[ER]



puzzling. Perhaps the sea was rough for one day of recording but not another.

7.8.6. Regridding
We often have an imageh0 on a coarse mesh that we would like to use on a refined
mesh. This regridding chore reoccurs on many occasions so I present reusable code.
When a continuum is being mapped to a mesh, it is best to allocate to each mesh
point an equal area on the continuum. Thus we take an equal interval between each
point, and a half an interval beyond the end points. Givenn points, there aren-1

intervals between them, so we have

min = o - d/2

max = o + d/2 + (n-1)*d

which may be back solved to

d = (max-min)/n

o = (min*(n-.5) + max/2)/n

which is a memorable result ford and a less memorable one foro. With these
not-quite-trivial results, we can invoke the linear interpolation operatorlint2 . It is



designed for data points at irregular locations, but we can use it for regular locations
too. Operatorrefine2 defines pseudoirregular coordinates for the bin centers on
the fine mesh and then invokeslint2 to carry data values from the coarse regular
mesh to the pseudoirregular finer mesh. Upon exiting fromrefine2 , the data space
(normally irregular) is a model space (always regular) on the finer mesh.refine2
Finally, here is the 2-D linear interpolation operatorlint2 , which is a trivial exten-
sion of the 1-D versionlint1 /prog:lint1. lint2



module refine2 { # Refine mesh.
# Input mm(m1,m2) is coarse. Output dd(n1,n2) linear interpolated.
#
use lint2
real, dimension( :, :), pointer, private :: xy
#% _init( co1,cd1,co2,cd2, m1,m2, fo1,fd1,fo2,fd2, n1,n2)

integer, intent( in) :: m1,m2, n1,n2
real, intent( in) :: co1,cd1,co2,cd2 # coarse grid
real, intent( out) :: fo1,fd1,fo2,fd2 # fine grid
integer :: i1,i2, id
real :: xmin,xmax, ymin,ymax, x,y
allocate (xy( n1*n2, 2))
xmin = co1-cd1/2; xmax = co1 +cd1*(m1-1) +cd1/2 # Great formula!
ymin = co2-cd2/2; ymax = co2 +cd2*(m2-1) +cd2/2
fd1= (xmax-xmin)/n1; fo1= (xmin*(n1-.5) + xmax/2)/n1 # Great formula!
fd2= (ymax-ymin)/n2; fo2= (ymin*(n2-.5) + ymax/2)/n2
do i2=1,n2 { y = fo2 + fd2*(i2-1)
do i1=1,n1 { x = fo1 + fd1*(i1-1)

id = i1+n1*(i2-1)
xy( id, :) = (/ x, y /)
}}

call lint2_init( m1,m2, co1,cd1, co2,cd2, xy)
#% _lop (mm, dd)

integer stat1
stat1 = lint2_lop( adj, .true., mm, dd)

#% _close
deallocate (xy)
}

Back



module lint2 { # (Bi)Linear interpola-
tion in 2-D
integer :: m1,m2
real :: o1,d1, o2,d2
real, dimension (:,:), pointer :: xy
#% _init ( m1,m2, o1,d1, o2,d2, xy)
#% _lop ( mm (m1,m2), dd (:))
integer i, ix,iy, id
real f, fx,gx, fy,gy
do id= 1, size(dd) {

f = (xy(id,1)-o1)/d1; i=f; ix= 1+i; if( 1>ix .or. ix>=m1) cycle; fx=f-
i; gx= 1.-fx

f = (xy(id,2)-o2)/d2; i=f; iy= 1+i; if( 1>iy .or. iy>=m2) cycle; fy=f-
i; gy= 1.-fy

if( adj) {
mm(ix ,iy ) += gx * gy * dd(id)
mm(ix+1,iy ) += fx * gy * dd(id)
mm(ix ,iy+1) += gx * fy * dd(id)
mm(ix+1,iy+1) += fx * fy * dd(id)
}

else
dd(id) = dd(id) + gx * gy * mm(ix ,iy ) +

fx * gy * mm(ix+1,iy ) +
gx * fy * mm(ix ,iy+1) +
fx * fy * mm(ix+1,iy+1)

}
}

Back
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Chapter 8

Spatial aliasing and scale
invariance

Landforms are not especially predictable. Therefore, crude PEF approximations
are often satisfactory. Wavefields are another matter. Consider the “shape” of the



acoustic wavefronts at this moment in the room you are in. The acoustic wavefield
has statistical order in many senses. If the 3-D volume is filled with waves emitted
from a few point sources, then (with some simplifications) what could be a volume
of information is actually a few 1-D signals. When we work with wavefronts we
can hope for more dramatic, even astounding, results from estimating properly.

The plane-wave model links an axis that is not aliased (time) with axes (space)
that often are.

We often characterize data from any region of (t ,x)-space as “good” or “noisy”
when we really mean it contains “few” or “many” plane-wave events in that region.
Where regions are noisy, there is no escaping the simple form of the Nyquist limi-
tation. Where regions are good we may escape it. Real data typically contains both
kinds of regions. Undersampled data with a broad distribution of plane waves is
nearly hopeless. Undersampled data with a sparse distribution of plane waves offer
us the opportunity to resample without aliasing. Consider data containing a spher-
ical wave. The angular bandwidth in a plane-wave decomposition appears huge
until we restrict attention to a small regionof the data. (Actually a spherical wave
contains very little information compared to an arbitrary wave field.) It can be very



helpful in reducing the local angular bandwidth if we can deal effectively with tiny
pieces of data. If we can deal with tiny pieces of data, then we can adapt to rapid
spatial and temporal variations. This chapter shows such tiny windows of data.

8.1. INTERPOLATION BEYOND ALIASING
A traditional method of data interpolation on a regular mesh is a four-step proce-
dure: (1) Set zero values at the points to be interpolated; (2) Fourier transform; (3)
Set to zero the high frequencies; and (4) Inverse transform. This is a fine method
and is suitable for many applications in both one dimension and higher dimensions.
However, this method fails to take advantage of our prior knowledge that seismic
data has abundant fragments of plane waves that link an axis that is not aliased
(time) to axes that often are (space).

8.1.1. Interlacing a filter
The filter below can be designed despite alternate missing traces. This filter destroys
plane waves. If the plane wave should happen to pass halfway between the “d”



and the “e”, those two points could interpolate the halfway point, at least for well-
sampled temporal frequencies, and the time axis should always be well sampled.
For example,d = e=−.5 would almost destroy the plane wave and it is an aliased
planewave for its higher frequencies.

a · b · c · d · e
· · · · · · · · ·

· · · · 1 · · · ·

(8.1)

We could use modulepef /prog:pef to find the filter (8.1), if we set up the lag table
lag appropriately. Then we could throw away alternate zeroed rows and columns
(rescale the lag) to get the filter

a b c d e
· · 1 · ·

(8.2)

which could be used with subroutinemis1() /prog:mis1, to find the interleaved
data because both the filters (8.1) and (8.2) have the same dip characteristics.

Figure8.1 shows three plane waves recorded on five channels and the inter-
polated data. Both the original data and the interpolated data can be described as



Figure 8.1: Left is five signals, each showing three arrivals. With the data shown on
the left (and no more), the signals have been interpolated. Three new traces appear
between each given trace, as shown on the right.lal-lace390[ER]



“beyond aliasing,” because on the input data the signal shifts exceed the signal du-
ration. The calculation requires only a few seconds of a two-stage least-squares
method, in which the first stage estimates a PEF (inverse spectrum) of the known
data, and the second uses the PEF to estimate the missing traces. Figure8.1comes
from PVI which introduces the clever method described above. We will review how
that was done and examine the F90 codes that generalize it toN-dimensions. Then
we’ll go on to more general methods that allow missing data in any location. Before
the methods of this section are applied to field data for migration, data must be bro-
ken into many overlapping tiles of size about like those shown here and the results
from each tile pieced together. That is described later in chapter9.

A PEF is like a differential equation. The more plane-wave solutions you ex-
pect, the more lags you need on the data. Returning to Figure8.1, the filter must
cover four traces (or more) to enable it to predict three plane waves. In this case,
na=(9,4) . As usual, the spike on the 2-D PEF is atcenter=(5,1) . We see the filter
is expanded by a factor ofjump=4 . The data size isnd=(75,5) andgap=0 . Before
looking at the codelace /prog:lace for estimating the PEF, it might be helpful to

recall the basic utilitiesline2cart andcart2line /prog:cartesianfor conversion
between a multidimensional space and the helix filter lag. We need to sweep across



module lace { # find PEF on interlaced data
use createhelixmod
use bound
use pef
use cartesian

contains
function lace_pef( dd, jump, nd, center, gap, na) result( aa) {

type( filter) :: aa
integer, intent( in) :: jump
integer, dimension(:), intent( in) :: nd, center, gap, na
real, dimension(:), pointer :: dd # input data
integer, dimension(:), pointer :: savelags # holding place
integer, dimension( size( nd)) :: ii
integer :: ih, nh, lag0, lag
aa = createhelix( nd, center, gap, na); nh = size( aa%lag)
savelags => aa%lag; allocate( aa%lag( nh)) # prepare interlaced helix
call cart2line( na, center, lag0)
do ih = 1, nh { # Sweep thru the filter.

call line2cart( na, ih+lag0, ii)
ii = ii - center; ii(1) = ii(1)*jump # Interlace on 1-axis.
call cart2line( nd, ii+1, lag)
aa%lag( ih) = lag - 1
}

call boundn( nd, nd, (/ na(1)*jump, na(2:) /), aa) # Define aa.mis
call find_pef( dd, aa, nh*2) # Estimate aa coefs
deallocate( aa%lag); aa%lag => savelags # Restore filter lags

}
}

Back



the whole filter and “stretch” its lags on the 1-axis. We do not need to stretch its lags
on the 2-axis because the data has not yet been interlaced by zero traces.lace The
line ii(1)=ii(1)*jump means we interlace the 1-axis but not the 2-axis because the
data has not yet been interlaced with zero traces. For a 3-D filteraa(na1,na2,na3) ,
the somewhat obtuse expression(/na(1)*jump, na(2:)/) is a three component
vector containing(na1*jump, na2, na3) .

After the PEF has been found, we can get missing data in the usual way with
with modulemis2 /prog:mis2.

8.2. MULTISCALE, SELF-SIMILAR FITTING
Large objects often resemble small objects. To express this idea we useaxis scal-
ing and we apply it to the basic theory of prediction-error filter (PEF) fitting and
missing-data estimation.

Equations (8.3) and (8.4) compute the same thing by two different methods,
r = Ya and r = Ay. When it is viewed as fitting goals minimizing||r || and used
along with suitable constraints, (8.3) leads to finding filters and spectra, while (8.4)



leads to finding missing data.
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r8
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=



y2 y1
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y5 y4
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(8.4)

A new concept embedded in (8.3) and (8.4) is that one filter can be applicable
for different stretchings of the filter’s time axis. One wonders, “Of all classes of
filters, what subset remains appropriate for stretchings of the axes?”

8.2.1. Examples of scale-invariant filtering
When we consider all functions with vanishing gradient, we notice that the gradient
vanishes whether it is represented as (1,−1)/1x or as (1,0,−1)/21x. Likewise for



the Laplacian, in one dimension or more. Likewise for the wave equation, as long
as there is no viscosity and as long as the time axis and space axes are stretched by
the same amount. The notion of “dip filter” seems to have no formal definition, but
the idea that the spectrum should depend mainly on slope in Fourier space implies
a filter that is scale-invariant. I expect the most fruitful applications to be with dip
filters.

Resonance or viscosity or damping easily spoils scale-invariance. The resonant
frequency of a filter shifts if we stretch the time axis. The difference equations

yt −αyt−1 = 0 (8.5)

yt −α2yt−2 = 0 (8.6)

both have the same solutionyt = y0α
−t . One difference equation has the filter

(1,−α), while the other has the filter (1,0,−α2), andα is not equal toα2. Although
these operators differ, whenα ≈ 1 they might provide the same general utility, say
as a roughening operator in a fitting goal.

Another aspect to scale-invariance work is the presence of “parasitic” solutions,
which exist but are not desired. For example, another solution toyt − yt−2 = 0 is
the one that oscillates at the Nyquist frequency.



(Viscosity does not necessarily introduce an inherent length and thereby spoil
scale-invariance. The approximate frequency independence of sound absorption
per wavelength typical in real rocks is a consequence of physical inhomogeneity at
all scales. See for example Kjartansson’s constant Q viscosity, described in IEI.
Kjartansson teaches that the decaying solutionst−γ are scale-invariant. There is
no “decay time” for the functiont−γ . Differential equations of finite order and
difference equations of finite order cannot producet−γ damping, yet we know that
such damping is important in observations. It is easy to manufacturet−γ damping in
Fourier space; exp[(−i ω)γ+1] is used. Presumably, difference equations can make
reasonable approximations over a reasonable frequency range.)

8.2.2. Scale-invariance introduces more fitting equations
The fitting goals (8.3) and (8.4) have about double the usual number of fitting equa-
tions. Scale-invarianceintroduces extra equations. If the range of scale-invariance
is wide, there will be more equations. Now we begin to see the big picture.

1. Refining a model mesh improves accuracy.

2. Refining a model mesh makes empty bins.



3. Empty bins spoil analysis.

4. If there are not too many empty bins we can find a PEF.

5. With a PEF we can fill the empty bins.

6. To get the PEF and to fill bins we need enough equations.

7. Scale-invariance introduces more equations.

An example of these concepts is shown in Figure8.2. Additionally, when we have
a PEF, often we still cannot find missing data because conjugate-direction iterations
do not converge fast enough (to fill large holes). Multiscale convolutions should
converge quicker because they are like mesh-refinement, which is quick. An exam-
ple of these concepts is shown in Figure8.3.

8.2.3. Coding the multiscale filter operator
Equation (8.3) shows an example where the first output signal is the ordinary one
and the second output signal used a filter interlaced with zeros. We prepare subrou-
tines that allow for more output signals, each with its own filter interlace parameter



Figure 8.2: Overcoming aliasing with multiscale fitting.lal-mshole90[ER]



Figure 8.3: Large holes are filled
faster with multiscale operators.
lal-msiter90 [ER]



given in the tablejump(ns) . Each entry in the jump table corresponds to a particular
scaling of a filter axis. The number of output signals isns and the number of zeros
interlaced between filter points for thej -th signal isjump(j)-1 .

The multiscale helix filter is defined in modulemshelix /prog:mshelix, anal-

ogous to the single-scale modulehelix /prog:helix. A new functiononescale

extracts our usual helix filter of one particular scale from the multiscale filter.
mshelix We create a multscale helix with modulecreatemshelixmod /prog:createmshelixmod.
An expanded scale helix filter is like an ordinary helix filter except that the lags are
scaled according to ajump . createmshelixmod

First we examine code for estimating a prediction-error filter that is applicable
at many scales. We simply invoke the usual filter operatorhconest /prog:hconest

for each scale. mshconest
The multiscale prediction-error filter finding subroutine is nearly identical to

the usual subroutinefind_pef() /prog:pef. (That routine cleverly ignores missing
data while estimating a PEF.) To easily extendpef to multiscale filters we replace its
call to the ordinary helix filter modulehconest /prog:hconestby a call tomshcon-

est . mspef The purpose ofpack(dd,.true.) is to produce the one-dimensional



module mshelix { # multiscale helix filter type
use helix
type msfilter {

real, dimension( :), pointer :: flt # (nh) filter coefficients
integer, dimension( :, :), pointer :: lag # (nh,ns) filter (lags,scales)
logical, dimension( :, :), pointer :: mis # (nd,ns) boundary conditions

}
contains

subroutine msallocate( msaa, nh, ns) {
type( msfilter) :: msaa
integer :: nh, ns
allocate( msaa%flt( nh), msaa%lag( nh, ns))
msaa%flt = 0.; nullify( msaa%mis)
}

subroutine msdeallocate( msaa) {
type( msfilter) :: msaa
deallocate( msaa%flt, msaa%lag)
if( associated( msaa%mis)) deallocate( msaa%mis)
}

subroutine onescale( i, msaa, aa) { # Extract single-scale filter.
integer, intent (in) :: i
type( filter) :: aa
type( msfilter) :: msaa
aa%flt => msaa%flt
aa%lag => msaa%lag( :, i)
if( associated( msaa%mis))

aa%mis => msaa%mis( :, i)
else

nullify( aa%mis)
}

}

Back



module createmshelixmod { # Create multiscale helix filter lags and mis
use mshelix
use createhelixmod
use bound
contains

function createmshelix( nd, center, gap, jump, na) result( msaa) {
type( msfilter) :: msaa # needed by mshelicon.
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: nd, na # data and filter axes
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: center # normally (na1/2,na2/2,...,1)
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: gap # normally ( 0, 0, 0,...,0)
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: jump # jump(ns) stretch scales
type( filter) :: aa
integer :: is, ns, nh, n123
aa = createhelix( nd, center, gap, na)
ns = size( jump); nh = size( aa%lag); n123 = product( nd)
call msallocate( msaa, nh, ns)
do is = 1, ns

msaa%lag(:,is) = aa%lag(:)*jump(is) # set lags for expanded scale
call deallocatehelix( aa)
allocate( msaa%mis( n123, ns))
do is = 1, ns { # for all scales

call onescale( is, msaa, aa); nullify( aa%mis) # extract a filter
call boundn( nd, nd, na*jump(is), aa) # set up its boundaries
msaa%mis( :, is) = aa%mis; deallocate( aa%mis) # save them

}
}

}

Back



module mshconest { # multi-scale helix convolution, adjoint is the filter.
use mshelix
use hconest
use helix
integer, private :: nx, ns
real, dimension(:), pointer :: x
type( msfilter) :: msaa

#% _init( x, msaa)
nx = size( x); ns = size( msaa%lag, 2)

#% _lop( a(:), y(nx,ns))
integer :: is, stat1
type (filter) :: aa
do is = 1, ns {

call onescale (is, msaa, aa)
call hconest_init( x, aa)
stat1 = hconest_lop( adj, .true., a, y(:,is))

}
}

Back



module mspef { # Find multi-scale prediction-error filter (helix magic)
use mshconest
use cgstep_mod
use solver_smp_mod

contains
subroutine find_pef( yy, aa, niter) {

integer, intent( in) :: niter
real, dimension( :), pointer :: yy
type( msfilter) :: aa
integer :: is
real, allocatable :: dd(:,:),ee(:)
allocate(dd( size( yy), size( aa%lag, 2)))
allocate(ee(size(dd)))
do is = 1, size( dd, 2)

dd( :,is) = -yy
ee=reshape( dd,(/size(dd)/))

call mshconest_init( yy, aa)
call solver_smp(m=aa%flt, d=ee, Fop=mshconest_lop, step-

per=cgstep, niter=niter, m0=aa%flt)
call cgstep_close()

deallocate(dd,ee)
}

}

Back



array expected by our solver routines.
Similar code applies to the operator in (8.4) which is needed for missing data

problems. This is likemshconest /prog:mshconestexcept the adjoint is not the

filter but the input. mshelicon The multiscale missing-data modulemsmis2 is
just like the usual missing-data modulemis2 /prog:mis2 except that the filtering is

done with the multiscale filtermshelicon /prog:mshelicon. msmis2
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module mshelicon { # Multi-scale convolution
use mshelix
use helicon
integer :: nx, ns
type( msfilter) :: msaa

#% _init (nx, ns, msaa)
#% _lop ( xx( nx), yy( nx, ns))

integer :: is, stat1
type (filter) :: aa
do is = 1, ns {

call onescale( is, msaa, aa)
call helicon_init( aa)
stat1 = helicon_lop( adj, .true., xx, yy(:,is))
}

}

Back



module msmis2 { # multi-scale missing data interpolation
use mshelicon
use cgstep_mod
use mask1
use solver_smp_mod

contains
subroutine mis1( niter, nx, ns, xx, aa, known) {

integer, intent( in) :: niter, nx, ns
logical, dimension( :), intent( in) :: known
type( msfilter), intent( in) :: aa
real, dimension( :), intent( in out) :: xx
real, dimension( nx*ns) :: dd
logical, dimension(:), pointer :: kk
dd = 0.
allocate(kk(size(known))); kk=.not. known
call mask1_init(kk)
call mshelicon_init( nx,ns, aa)
call solver_smp(m=xx, d=dd, Fop=mshelicon_lop, step-

per=cgstep, niter=niter, Jop=mask1_lop, m0=xx)
call cgstep_close()

}
}

Back



Chapter 9

Nonstationarity: patching

There are many reasons for cutting data planes or image planes into overlapping
pieces (patches), operating on the pieces, and then putting them back together again,
as depicted in Figure9.1. The earth’s dip varies with lateral location and depth. The

597



dip spectrum and spatial spectrum thus also varies. The dip itself is the essence of
almost all earth mapping, and its spectrum plays an important role in the estimation
any earth properties. In statistical estimation theory, the word to describe changing
statistical properties is “nonstationary”.

We begin this chapter with basic patching concepts along with supporting utility
code. The language of this chapter,patch, overlap, window, wall,is two-dimensional,
but it may as well be three-dimensional,cube, subcube, brick,or one-dimensional,
line, interval. We sometimes use the language of windows on a wall. But since
we usually want to have overlapping windows, better imagery would be to say we
assemble a quilt from patches.

The codes are designed to work in any number of dimensions. After develop-
ing the infrastructure, we examine some two-dimensional, time- and space-variable
applications: adaptive steep-dip rejection, noise reduction by prediction, and segre-
gation of signals and noises.
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Figure 9.1: Decomposing a wall of information into windows (also called patches).
Left is an example of a 2-D space input to modulepatch . Right shows a close-up
of the output (top left corner).pch-antoine[NR]



9.1. PATCHING TECHNOLOGY
A plane of information, either data or an image, saywall(nwall1, nwall2) ,
will be divided up into an array of overlapping windows each window of size
(nwind1,nwind2) . To choose the number of windows, you specify(npatch1,npatch2) .
Overlap on the 2-axis is measured by the fraction(nwind2*npatch2)/nwall2 . We
turn to the language of F90 which allows us to discussN-dimensional hypercubes
almost as easily as two-dimensional spaces. We define anN-dimensional volume
(like the wall) with the vectornwall= (nwall1, nwall2, ...) . We define subvol-
ume size (like a 2-D window) with the vectornwind=(nwind1, nwind2, ...) . The
number of subvolumes on each axis isnpatch=(npatch1, npatch2, ...) . The
operatorpatch /prog:patchsimply grabs one patch from the wall, or when used in
adjoint form, it puts the patch back on the wall. The number of patches on the wall
is product(npatch) . Getting and putting all the patches is shown later in module
patching /prog:patching.

Thei -th patch is denoted by the scalar counteripatch . Typical patch extraction
begins by takingipatch , a fortran linear index, and converting it to a multidimen-
sional subscriptjj each component of which is less thannpatch . The patches cover
all edges and corners of the given data plane (actually the hypervolume) even where



nwall/npatch is not an integer, even for axes whose length is not an integer number
of the patch length. Where there are noninteger ratios, the spacing of patches is
slightly uneven, but we’ll see later that it is easy to reassemble seamlessly the full
plane from the patches, so the unevenness does not matter. You might wish to re-
view the utilitiesline2cart andcart2line /prog:cartesianwhich convert between
multidimensional array subscripts and the linear memory subscript before looking
at the patch extraction-putback code:patch The cartesian vectorjj points to the
beginning of a patch, where on the wall the (1,1,..) coordinate of the patch lies. Ob-
viously this begins at the beginning edge of the wall. Then we pickjj so that the last
patch on any axis has its last point exactly abutting the end of the axis. The formula
for doing this would divide by zero for a wall with only one patch on it. This case
arises legitimately where an axis has length one. Thus we handle the casenpatch=1

by abutting the patch to the beginning of the wall and forgetting about its end. As in
any code mixing integers with floats, to guard against having a floating-point num-
ber, say 99.9999, rounding down to 99 instead of up to 100, the rule is to always add
.5 to a floating point number the moment before converting it to an integer. Now we
are ready to sweep a window to or from the wall. The number of points in a win-
dow issize(wind) or equivalentlyproduct(nwind) . Figure9.2shows an example



module patch { # N-dimensional patch extract and putback
use cartesian
integer, private :: ipatch # count till product(npatch)
integer, dimension (:), pointer :: npatch, nwind, nwall

# overlap where npatch * nwind > nwall
#% _init( npatch, nwall, nwind)
ipatch = 1
#% _lop ( wall, wind)

integer, dimension(:),allocatable :: ii, jj # Ndim=size(npatch)
integer :: i, j, shift

allocate(ii(size(npatch)),jj(size(npatch)))
call line2cart( npatch, ipatch, jj ) # (j1,j2) = (1,1) to (npatch1,npatch2)

# round jj to shift end of last patch flush against the far wall.
where( npatch==1) { jj = 1 }
elsewhere { jj = 1.5 +( nwall - nwind)*( jj - 1.)/( npatch - 1.)}
call cart2line( nwall, jj, shift) # jj is where the patch begins.
shift -= 1 #
do i = 1, size( wind) { # sweep through a window

call line2cart( nwind, i, ii) # ii(i) is (i1,i2) in window
call cart2line( nwall, ii, j) # j(ii) linear subscript in window
if( adj)

wall( j + shift) += wind( i)
else

wind( i) += wall( j + shift)
}

deallocate(ii,jj)
#% _close
ipatch = ipatch + 1
}

Back



with five nonoverlapping patches on the 1-axis and many overlapping patches on
the 2-axis.

Figure 9.2: A plane of identi-
cal values after patches have been
cut and then added back. Results
are shown fornwall=(100,30) ,
nwind=(17,6) , npatch=(5,11) .
For these parameters, there is
gapping on the horizontal axis
and overlap on the depth axis.
pch-parcel90[ER]

9.1.1. Weighting and reconstructing
The adjoint of extracting all the patches is adding them back. Because of the over-
laps, the adjoint is not the inverse. In many applications, inverse patching is re-



quired; i.e. patching things back together seamlessly. This can be done with weight-
ing functions. You can have any weighting function you wish and I will provide you
the patching reconstruction operatorĨ p in

d̃ = [WwallP′WwindP]d = Ĩ p d (9.1)

whered is your initial data,̃d is the reconstructed data,P is the patching operator,P′

is adjoint patching (adding the patches).Wwind is your chosen weighting function
in the window, andWwall is the weighting function for the whole wall. You specify
any Wwind you like, and modulemkwallwt below builds the weighting function
Wwall that you need to apply to your wall of reconstructed data, so it will undo the
nasty effects of the overlap of windows and the shape of your window-weighting
function. You do not need to change your window weighting function when you
increase or decrease the amount of overlap between windows becauseWwall takes
care of it. The method is to use adjointpatch /prog:patch to add the weights of
each window onto the wall and finally to invert the sum wherever it is non-zero.
(You lose data wherever the sum is zero).mkwallwt

No matrices are needed to show that this method succeeds, because data val-
ues are never mixed with one another. An equation for any reconstructed data



module mkwallwt { # N-dimensional wall weights
use patch
contains

subroutine wallwtn( n, nwall, nwind, windwt, wallwt) {
integer, dimension( :), pointer :: n, nwall, nwind
real, dimension( :), intent( in) :: windwt
real, dimension( :), intent( out) :: wallwt
integer :: ipatch, stat
wallwt = 0.
call patch_init( n, nwall, nwind)
do ipatch = 1, product( n) {

stat = patch_lop( .true., .true., wallwt, windwt)
call patch_close ()

}
where( wallwt /= 0.) wallwt = 1. / wallwt

}
}

Back



value d̃ as a function of the original valued and the weightswi that hit d is
d̃ = (

∑
i wi d)/

∑
i wi = d. Thus, our process is simply a “partition of unity.”

To demonstrate the program, I made a random weighting function to use in
each window with positive random numbers. The general strategy allows us to use
different weights in different windows. That flexibility adds clutter, however, so
here we simply use the same weighting function in each window.

The operator̃I p is called “idempotent.” The word “idempotent” means “self-
power,” because for anyN, 0N

= 0 and 1N = 1, thus the numbers 0 and 1 share the
property that raised to any power they remain themselves. Likewise, the patching
reconstruction operator multiplies every data value by either one or zero. Figure9.3
shows the result obtained when a plane of identical constant valuesd is passed into
the patching reconstruction operatorĨ p. The result is constant on the 2-axis, which
confirms that there is adequate sampling on the 2-axis, and although the weighting
function is made of random numbers, all trace of random numbers has disappeared
from the output. On the 1-axis the output is constant, except for being zero in gaps,
because the windows do not overlap on the 1-axis.

Module patching assists in reusing the patching technique. It takes a lin-
ear operatorF. as its argument and applies it in patches. Mathematically, this is



Figure 9.3: A plane of iden-
tical values passed through the
idempotent patching reconstruc-
tion operator. Results are shown
for the same parameters as Fig-
ure9.2. pch-idempatch90[ER]



module patching { # Apply existing operator in all patches
use patch
use mkwallwt

contains
subroutine patchingn( oper, modl, data, npatch, nwall, nwind, windwt) {

interface {
integer function oper(adj, add, modl, data) {

logical, intent (in) :: adj, add
real, dimension( :) :: modl, data
}

}
real, dimension( :), intent( in) :: windwt, modl
real, dimension( :), intent( out) :: data
integer, dimension( :), pointer :: npatch, nwall, nwind
real, dimension( size( modl)) :: wallwt
real, dimension( size( windwt)) :: winmodl, windata
integer :: i, stat1, stat2
data = 0.
call patch_init( npatch, nwall, nwind)
do i = 1, product( npatch) {

stat1 = patch_lop( .false., .false., modl, winmodl)
stat2 = oper( .false., .false., winmodl, windata)
stat1 = patch_lop( .true. , .true. , data, windwt * windata)
call patch_close ()
}

call wallwtn( npatch, nwall, nwind, windwt, wallwt); data = data * wallwt
}

}

Back



[WwallP′WwindFP]d. It is assumed that the input and output sizes for the operator
oper are equal. patching

9.1.2. 2-D filtering in patches
A way to do time- and space-variable filtering is to do invariant filtering within each
patch. Typically, we apply a filter, sayFp, in each patch. The composite operator,
filtering in patches,̃F, is given by

d̃ = [WwallP′WwindFpP] d = F̃ d (9.2)

I built a triangular weighting routinetentn() that tapers from the center of the patch
of the filter’soutputstowards the edges. Accomplishing this weighting is compli-
cated by (1) the constraint that the filter must not move off the edge of the input
patch and (2) the alignment of the input and the output. The layout for prediction-
error filters is shown in Figure9.4. We need a weighting function that vanishes
where the filter has no outputs. The amplitude of the weighting function is not very
important because we have learned how to put signals back together properly for
arbitrary weighting functions. We can use any pyramidal or tent-like shape that



Figure 9.4: Domain of in-
puts and outputs of a two-
dimensional prediction-error fil-
ter. pch-rabdomain[NR]

Output

Input



Figure 9.5: Placement of tent-
like weighting function in the
space of filter inputs and outputs.
pch-rabtent[NR]

Tent



module tent { # triangle tent weights in N dimensions
use cartesian
contains
subroutine tentn ( nwind, center, a, windwt) {

integer, dimension (:), intent (in) :: nwind, center, a
real, dimension (:), intent (out) :: windwt
integer, dimension( size( nwind)) :: start, end, x
real, dimension( size( nwind)) :: mid, wid
integer :: i
start= 1+a-center; end= nwind-center+1 # a is beginning of tent
mid= (end+start)/2.; wid= (end-start+1.)/2.
do i = 1, size( windwt) {

call line2cart( nwind, i, x)
if( all( x >= start) .and. all( x <= end))

windwt( i) = product( max( 0., 1. - abs((x-mid)/wid)))
else

windwt( i) = 0.
}

}
}

Back



drops to zero outside the domain of the filter output. The job is done by subroutine
tentn() . A new parameter needed bytentn is a, the coordinate of the beginning of
the tent. tent

In applications where triangle weights are needed on theinputs(or where we
can work on a patch without having interference with edges), we can get “triangle
tent” weights fromtentn() if we set filter dimensions and lags to unity, as shown
in Figure9.6.

Figure 9.6: Window
weights from tentn()

with nwind=(61,19), cen-

ter=(31,1), a=(1,1) .
pch-windwt90 [ER]

Triangle weighting functions can sum to a constant if the spacing is such that
the midpoint of one triangle is at the beginning of the next. I imagined in two di-
mensions that something similar would happen with shapes like Egyptian pyramids



of Cheops, 2−|x− y|+ |x+ y|. Instead, the equation (1−|x|)(1−|y|) which has
the tent-like shape shown in Figure9.6adds up to the constant flat top shown in Fig-
ure9.7. (To add interest to Figure9.7, I separated the windows by a little more than
the precise matching distance.) In practice we may chose window shapes and over-
laps for reasons other than the constancy of the sum of weights, becausemkwallwt

/prog:mkwallwt accounts for that.

Figure 9.7: (Inverse) wall
weights with n1=100, w1=61,

k1=2, n2=30, w2=19, k2=2

pch-wallwt90 [ER]

Finally is an example of filtering a plane of uniform constants with an impulse
function. The impulse function is surrounded by zeros, so the filter output patches
are smaller than the input patches back in Figure9.3. Here in Figure9.8, both axes
need more window density.



Figure 9.8: Filtering in patches
with the same parameters as in
Figures9.2and9.3. Additionally,
the filter parameters area1=11

a2=5 lag1=6 lag2=1 . Thus,
windows are centered on the 1-
axis and pushed back out the 2-
axis. pch-cinloip90 [ER]

9.1.3. Designing a separate filter for each patch
Recall the prediction-error filter subroutinefind_pef() /prog:pef. Given a data
plane, this subroutine finds a filter that tends to whiten the spectrum of that data
plane. The output is white residual. Now suppose we have a data plane where the
dip spectrum is changing from place to place. Here it is natural to apply subroutine
find_pef() in local patches. This is done by subroutinefind_lopef() . The output
of this subroutine is an array of helix-type filters, which can be used, for example,



module lopef { # Local PEF estimation in patches.
use patch # Estimate a vector of filters, one for each patch.
use misinput
use pef

contains
subroutine find_lopef( wall, aa, npatch, nwall, nwind, mask) {

optional :: mask
integer, dimension(:), pointer :: npatch, nwall, nwind
real, dimension(:), intent( in) :: wall, mask
type( filter), dimension(:) :: aa
real, dimension(:), pointer :: windata, winmask
integer :: i, stat

allocate( windata( product( nwind))) # a patch
if( present( mask)) allocate( winmask( product( nwind))) # missing inputs
call patch_init( npatch, nwall, nwind)
do i = 1, product( npatch) { # do all patches

stat = patch_lop( .false., .false., wall, windata) # get a patch
if( present( mask)) {

stat = patch_lop( .false., .false., mask, winmask)
call find_mask( (winmask /= 0.), aa (i)) # missing data
}

if( count(.not.aa(i)%mis) > size(aa(i)%lag)) # enuf eqns?
call find_pef( windata, aa(i), niter=size( aa(i)%lag)) # find PEF

else if( i > 1)
aa(i)%flt = aa(i-1)%flt # use last PEF

call patch_close()
}

deallocate( windata)
if( present( mask)) deallocate( winmask)
}

}
# if( size(aa(i)%mis) - count(aa(i)%mis) > size(aa(i)%lag)) # enuf eqns?

Back



# successive invocations apply successive filters from a vector.
# (will fail a dot product test? Oft used with patching.)
module loconvol {
use helicon
integer, private :: i
type( filter), dimension(:), pointer :: aa
#% _init( aa)
i = 0
#% _lop( xx, yy)

integer stat1; i = i + 1
call helicon_init( aa( i))
stat1 = helicon_lop( adj, .false., xx, yy)

}

Back



in a local convolution operatorloconvol /prog:loconvol. lopef We notice that
when a patch has fewer regression equations than the filter has coefficients, then the
filter is taken to be that of the previous patch.loconvol

9.1.4. Triangular patches
I have been running patching code for several years and my first general comment
is that realistic applications often call for patches of different sizes and different
shapes. (Tutorial, non-interactive Fortran code is poorly suited to this need.) Raw
seismic data in particular seems more suited to triangular shapes. It is worth noting
that the basic concepts in this chapter have ready extension to other shapes. For
example, a rectangular shape could be duplicated into two identical patches; then
data in one could be zeroed above the diagonal and in the other below; you would
have to allow, of course, for overlap the size of the filter. Modulepef /prog:pef
automatically ignores the zeroed portion of the triangle, and it is irrelevant what
mis2() /prog:mis2 does with a zeroed portion of data, if a triangular footprint of
weights is designed to ignore its output.



EXERCISES:
1 Code the linear operatorWwallP′WwindP including its adjoint.

2 Smoothing program. Some familiar operations can be seen in a new light
when done in patches. Patch the data. In each patch, find the mean value.
Replace each value by the mean value. Reconstruct the wall.

3 Smoothing while filling missing data.This is like smoothing, but you set win-
dow weights to zero where there is no data. Because there will be a different
set of weights in each window, you will need to make a simple generalization
to mkwallwt /prog:mkwallwt.

4 Gain control. Divide the data into patches. Compute the square root of the
sum of the squares of all the data in each patch. Divide all values in that patch
by this amount. Reassemble patches.



9.2. STEEP-DIP DECON
Normally, when an autoregression filter (PEF) predicts a value at a point it uses val-
ues at earlier points. In practice, a gap may also be set between the predicted value
and the earlier values. What is not normally done is to supplement the fitting signals
on nearby traces. That is what we do here. We allow the prediction of a signal to
include nearby signals at earlier times. The times accepted in the goal are inside a
triangle of velocity less than about the water velocity. The new information allowed
in the prediction is extremely valuable for water-velocity events. Wavefronts are
especially predictable when we can view them along the wavefront (compared to
perpendicular or at some other angle from the wavefront). It is even better on land,
where noises move more slowly at irregular velocities, and are more likely to be
aliased.

Using lopef /prog:lopef, the overall process proceeds independently in each
of many overlapping windows. The most important practical aspect is the filter
masks, described next.



9.2.1. Dip rejecting known-velocity waves
Consider the two-dimensional filter

+1
−1 0 −1

+1
(9.3)

When this this filter is applied to a field profile with 4 ms time sampling and 6 m
trace spacing, it should perfectly extinguish 1.5 km/s water-velocity noises. Like-
wise, the filter

+1
0
0

−1 0 −1
0
0
+1

(9.4)

should perfectly extinguish water noise when the trace spacing is 18 m. Such noise
is, of course, spatially aliased for all temporal frequencies above 1/3 of Nyquist,



but that does not matter. The filter extinguishes them perfectly anyway. Inevitably,
the filter cannot both extinguish the noise and leave the signal untouched where the
alias of one is equal to the other. So we expect the signal to be altered where it
matches aliased noise. This simple filter does worse than that. On horizontal layers,
for example, signal wavelets become filtered by (1,0,0,−2,0,0,1). If the noise is
overwhelming, this signal distortion is a small price to pay for eliminating it. If the
noise is tiny, however, the distortion is unforgivable. In the real world, data-adaptive
deconvolution is usually a good compromise.



The two-dimensional deconvolutions filters we explore here look like this:

x x x x x x x x x
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. . . x x x . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . 1 . . . .

(9.5)

where each . denotes a zero and eachx denotes a (different) adjustable filter coeffi-
cient that is chosen to minimize the power out.



You can easily imagine variations on this shape, such as a diamond instead of a
triangle. I invite you to experiment with the various shapes that suggest themselves.

9.2.2. Tests of steep-dip decon on field data
Low-velocity noises on shot records are often not fully suppressed by stacking be-
cause the noises are spatially aliased. Routine field arrays are not perfect and the
noise is often extremely strong. An interesting, recently-arrived data set worth test-
ing is shown in Figure9.9.

I scanned the forty Yilmaz and Cumro shot profiles for strong low-velocity
noises and I selected six examples. To each I applied an AGC that is a slow func-
tion of time and space (triangle smoothing windows with triangle half-widths of
200 time points and 4 channels). Because my process simultaneously does both
low-velocity rejection and deconvolution, I prepared more traditional 1-D deconvo-
lutions for comparison. This is done in windows of 250 time points and 25 channels,
the same filter being used for each of the 25 channels in the window. In practice,
of course, considerably more thought would be given to optimal window sizes as a
function of the regional nature of the data. The windows were overlapped by about



Figure 9.9: Gravel plain ground roll (Middle East) Worth testing.pch-gravel2D
[ER]



50%. The same windows are used on the steep-dip deconvolution.
It turned out to be much easier than expected and on the first try I got good

results on all all six field profiles tested. I have not yet tweaked the many adjustable
parameters. As you inspect these deconvolved profiles from different areas of the
world with different recording methods, land and marine, think about how the stacks
should be improved by the deconvolution. Stanford Exploration Project report 77
(SEP-77) shows the full suite of results. Figure9.10is a sample of them.

Unexpectedly, results showed that 1-D deconvolution also suppresses low-velocity
noises. An explanation can be that these noises are often either low-frequency or
quasimonochromatic.

As a minor matter, fundamentally, my code cannot work ideally along the side
boundaries because there is no output (so I replaced it by the variance scaled input).
With a little extra coding, better outputs could be produced along the sides if we



Figure 9.10: Top is a North African vibrator shot profile (Y&C #10) after AGC.
Middle is gapped 1-D decon. Bottom is steep-dip decon.pch-wz.1090[ER,M]



used spatially one-sided filters like

x x x x x
. x x x x
. x x x x
. . x x x
. . x x x
. . . x x
. . . x x
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . 1

(9.6)

These would be applied on one side of the shot and the opposite orientation would
be applied on the other side. With many kinds of data sets, such as off-end marine
recording in which a ship tows a hydrophone streamer, the above filter might be
better in the interior too.



9.2.3. Are field arrays really needed?
Field arrays cancel random noise but their main function, I believe, is to cancel low-
velocity coherent noises, something we now see is handled effectively by steep-dip
deconvolution. While I do not advocate abandoning field arrays, it is pleasing to no-
tice that with the arrival of steep-dip deconvolution, we are no longer so dependent
on field arrays and perhaps coherent noises can be controlled where field arrays are
impractical, as in certain 3-D geometries. A recently arrived 3-D shot profile from
the sand dunes in the Middle East is Figure9.11. The strong hyperbolas are ground
roll seen in a line that does not include the shot. The open question here is, how
should we formulate the problem of ground-roll removal in 3-D?

9.2.4. Which coefficients are really needed?
Steep-dip decon is a heavy consumer of computer time. Many small optimizations
could be done, but more importantly, I feel there are some deeper issues that war-
rant further investigation. The first question is, how many filter coefficients should
there be and where should they be? We would like to keep the number of nonzero
filter coefficients to a minimum because it would speed the computation, but more



Figure 9.11: Sand dunes. One shot, six parallel receiver lines.pch-dune3D
[ER,M]



importantly I fear the filter output might be defective in some insidious way (per-
haps missing primaries) when too many filter coefficients are used. Perhaps if 1-D
decon were done sequentially with steep-dip decon the number of free parameters
(and hence the amount of computer time) could be dropped even further. I looked
at some of the filters and they scatter wildly with the Nyquist frequency (particu-
larly those coefficients on the trace with the “1” constraint). This suggests using a
damping term on the filter coefficients, after which perhaps the magnitude of a filter
coefficient will be a better measure of whether this practice is really helpful. Also,
it would, of course, be fun to get some complete data sets (rather than a single shot
profile) to see the difference in the final stack.

9.3. INVERSION AND NOISE REMOVAL
Here we relate the basic theoretical statement of geophysical inverse theory to the
basic theoretical statement of separation of signals from noises.



A common form of linearized geophysical inverse theory is

0 ≈ W(Lm −d) (9.7)

0 ≈ εAm (9.8)

We choose the operatorL = I to be an identity and we rename the modelm to
be signals. Define noise by the decomposition of data into signal plus noise, so
n= d−s. Finally, let us rename the weighting (and filtering) operationsW = N on
the noise andA = S on the signal. Thus the usual model fitting becomes a fitting
for signal-noise separation:

0 ≈ N(−n)= N(s−d) (9.9)

0 ≈ εSs (9.10)

9.4. SIGNAL-NOISE DECOMPOSITION BY DIP
Choose noisen to be energy that has no spatial correlation and signals to be energy
with spatial correlation consistent with one, two, or possibly a few plane-wave seg-
ments. (Another view of noise is that a huge number of plane waves is required to



define the wavefield; in other words, with Fourier analysis you can make anything,
signal or noise.) We know that a first-order differential equation can absorb (kill) a
single plane wave, a second-order equation can absorb one or two plane waves, etc.
In practice, we will choose the order of the wavefield and minimize power to absorb
all we can, and call that the signal.S is the operator that absorbs (by prediction
error) the plane waves andN absorbs noises andε > 0 is a small scalar to be cho-
sen. The difference betweenS andN is the spatial order of the filters. Because we
regard the noise as spatially uncorrelated,N has coefficients only on the time axis.
Coefficients forS are distributed over time and space. They have one space level,
plus another level for each plane-wave segment slope that we deem to be locally
present. In the examples here the number of slopes is taken to be two. Where a data
field seems to require more than two slopes, it usually means the “patch” could be
made smaller.

It would be nice if we could forget about the goal (9.10) but without it the goal
(9.9), would simply set the signalsequal to the datad. Choosing the value ofε will
determine in some way the amount of data energy partitioned into each. The last
thing we will do is choose the value ofε, and if we do not find a theory for it, we
will experiment.



The operatorsS andN can be thought of as “leveling” operators. The method
of least-squares sees mainly big things, and spectral zeros inSandN tend to cancel
spectral lines and plane waves insandn. (Here we assume that power levels remain
fairly level in time. Were power levels to fluctuate in time, the operatorsS andN
should be designed to level them out too.)

None of this is new or exciting in one dimension, but I find it exciting in
more dimensions. In seismology, quasisinusoidal signals and noises are quite rare,
whereas local plane waves are abundant. Just as a short one-dimensional filter can
absorb a sinusoid of any frequency, a compact two-dimensional filter can absorb a
wavefront of any dip.

To review basic concepts, suppose we are in the one-dimensional frequency do-
main. Then the solution to the fitting goals (9.10) and (9.9) amounts to minimizing
a quadratic form by setting to zero its derivative, say

0 =
∂

∂s′

(
(s′−d′)N′N(s−d)+ ε2s′S′Ss

)
(9.11)



which gives the answer

s =
(

N′N
N′N + ε2S′S

)
d (9.12)

n = d−s =
(

ε2S′S
N′N + ε2S′S

)
d (9.13)

To make this really concrete, consider its meaning in one dimension, where signal
is whiteS′S= 1 and noise has the frequencyω0, which is killable with the multi-
plier N′N= (ω−ω0)2. Now we recognize that equation (9.12) is a notch filter and
equation (9.13) is a narrow-band filter.

The analytic solutions in equations (9.12) and (9.13) are valid in 2-D Fourier
space or dip space too. I prefer to compute them in the time and space domain to
give me tighter control on window boundaries, but the Fourier solutions give insight
and offer a computational speed advantage.

Let us express the fitting goal in the form needed in computation.[
0
0

]
≈

[
N
εS

]
s +

[
−Nd

0

]
(9.14)



module signoi {
use helicon
use polydiv
use solver_prc_mod
use cgstep_mod
integer, private :: i
integer :: niter, nd
real :: eps
type( filter), dimension( :), pointer :: nn, ss
real, dimension (nd), allocatable :: dd

#% _init (nn, ss, niter, nd, eps)
i = 0
#% _lop (data, sign)

integer stat1; i = i + 1
call helicon_init (nn (i))
call polydiv_init (nd, ss (i))
stat1 = helicon_lop (.false., .false., data, dd)
call solver_prc(m=sign, d=dd, Fop=helicon_lop, stepper=cgstep,
niter=niter, Sop=polydiv_lop, nSop=nd, eps=eps)
call cgstep_close()

#% _close
call polydiv_close()

}

Back



signoi As with the missing-data subroutines, the potential number of itera-
tions is large, because the dimensionality of the space of unknowns is much larger
than the number of iterations we would find acceptable. Thus, sometimes changing
the number of iterationsniter can create a larger change than changingepsilon .
Experience shows that helix preconditioning saves the day.

9.4.1. Signal/noise decomposition examples
Figure9.12demonstrates the signal/noise decomposition concept on synthetic data.
The signal and noise have similar frequency spectra but different dip spectra.

Before I discovered helix preconditioning, Ray Abma found that different re-
sults were obtained when the fitting goal was cast in terms ofn instead ofs. Theo-
retically it should not make any difference. Now I believe that with preconditioning,
or even without it, if there are enough iterations, the solution should be independent
of whether the fitting goal is cast with eithern or s.

Figure 9.13 shows the result of experimenting with the choice ofε. As ex-
pected, increasingε weakenss and increasesn. Whenε is too small, the noise is
small and the signal is almost the original data. Whenε is too large, the signal



Figure 9.12: The input signal is on the left. Next is that signal with noise added.
Next, for my favorite value ofepsilon=1. , is the estimated signal and the estimated
noise. pch-signoi90[ER]



is small and coherent events are pushed into the noise. (Figure9.13rescales both
signal and noise images for the clearest display.)

Notice that the leveling operatorsSandN were both estimated from the original
signal and noise mixtured = s+ n shown in Figure9.12. Presumably we could
do even better if we were to reestimateS and N from the estimatess and n in
Figure9.13.

9.4.2. Spitz for variable covariances
Since signal and noise are uncorrelated, the spectrum of data is the spectrum of the
signal plus that of the noise. An equation for this idea is

σ 2
d = σ 2

s + σ 2
n (9.15)

This says resonances in the signal and resonances in the noise will both be found
in the data. When we are givenσ 2

d andσ 2
n it seems a simple matter to subtract to

get σ 2
s . Actually it can be very tricky. We are never givenσ 2

d andσ 2
n ; we must

estimate them. Further, they can be a function of frequency, wave number, or dip,
and these can be changing during measurements. We could easily find ourselves



Figure 9.13: Left is an estimated signal-noise pair whereepsilon=4 has improved
the appearance of the estimated signal but some coherent events have been pushed
into the noise. Right is a signal-noise pair whereepsilon=.25 , has improved the ap-
pearance of the estimated noise but the estimated signal looks no better than original
data. pch-signeps90[ER]



with a negative estimate forσ 2
s which would ruin any attempt to segregate signal

from noise. An idea of Simon Spitz can help here.
Let us reexpress equation (9.15) with prediction-error filters.

1

Ād Ad
=

1

ĀsAs
+

1

Ān An
=

ĀsAs + Ān An

(ĀsAs)(Ān An)
(9.16)

Inverting

Ād Ad =
(ĀsAs) (Ān An)

ĀsAs + Ān An
(9.17)

The essential feature of a PEF is its zeros. Where a PEF approaches zero, its inverse
is large and resonating. When we are concerned with the zeros of a mathematical
function we tend to focus on numerators and ignore denominators. The zeros in
ĀsAs compound with the zeros in̄An An to make the zeros in̄Ad Ad. This motivates
the “Spitz Approximation.”

Ād Ad = (ĀsAs) (Ān An) (9.18)

It usually happens that we can find a patch of data where no signal is present.
That’s a good place to estimate the noise PEFAn. It is usually much harder to find



a patch of data where no noise is present. This motivates the Spitz approximation
which by sayingAd = AsAn tells us that the hard-to-estimateAs is the ratioAs =

Ad/An of two easy-to-estimate PEFs.
It would be computationally convenient if we hadAs expressed not as a ratio.

For this, form the signalu= And by applying the noise PEFAn to the datad. The
spectral relation is

σ 2
u = σ 2

d /σ 2
n (9.19)

Inverting this expression and using the Spitz approximation we see that a PEF esti-
mate onu is the requiredAs in numerator form because

Au = Ad/An = As (9.20)

9.4.3. Noise removal on Shearer’s data
Professor Peter Shearer1 gathered the earthquakes from the IDA network, an array
of about 25 widely distributed gravimeters, donated by Cecil Green, and Shearer

1 I received the data for this stack from Peter Shearer at the Cecil and Ida Green
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics of the Scripps Oceanographic In-



selected most of the shallow-depth earthquakes of magnitude greater than about 6
over the 1981-91 time interval, and sorted them by epicentral distance into bins 1◦

wide and stacked them. He generously shared his edited data with me and I have
been restacking it, compensating for amplitude in various ways, and planning time
and filtering compensations.

Figure9.14shows a test of noise subtraction by multidip narrow-pass filtering
on the Shearer-IDA stack. As with prediction there is a general reduction of the
noise. Unlike with prediction, weak events are preserved and noise is subtracted
from them too.

Besides the difference in theory, the separation filters are much smaller be-
cause their size is determined by the concept that “two dips will fit anything locally”
(a2=3 ), versus the prediction filters “needing a sizeable window to do statistical av-

stitute. I also received his permission to redistribute it to friends and colleagues.
Should you have occasion to copy it please reference (Shearer, 1991a) (Shearer,
1991b) it properly. Examples of earlier versions of these stacks are found in the
references. Professor Shearer may be willing to supply newer and better stacks. His
electronic mail address isshearer@mahi.ucsd.edu .



Figure 9.14: Stack of Shearer’s IDA data (left). Multidip filtered (right). It is pleas-
ing that the noise is reduced while weak events are preserved.pch-sneps+290
[CR,M]



eraging.” The same aspect ratioa1/a2 is kept and the page is now divided into 11
vertical patches and 24 horizontal patches (whereas previously the page was divided
in 3×4 patches). In both cases the patches overlap about 50%. In both cases I chose
to have about ten times as many equations as unknowns on each axis in the estima-
tion. The ten degrees of freedom could be distributed differently along the two axes,
but I saw no reason to do so.

9.4.4. The human eye as a dip filter
Although the filter seems to be performing as anticipated, no new events are ap-
parent. I believe the reason that we see no new events is that the competition is
too tough. We are competing with the human eye, which through aeons of survival
has become is a highly skilled filter. Does this mean that there is no need for filter
theory and filter subroutines because the eye can do it equally well? It would seem
so. Why then pursue the subject matter of this book?

The answer is 3-D. The human eye is not a perfect filter. It has a limited (though
impressive) dynamic range. A nonlinear display (such as wiggle traces) can prevent
it from averaging. The eye is particularly good at dip filtering, because the paper



can be looked at from a range of grazing angles and averaging window sizes mirac-
ulously adjust to the circumstances. The eye can be overwhelmed by too much data.
The real problem with the human eye is that the retina is only two-dimensional. The
world contains many three-dimensional data volumes. I don’t mean the simple kind
of 3-D where the contents of the room are nicely mapped onto your 2-D retina. I
mean the kind of 3-D found inside a bowl of soup or inside a rock. A rock can be
sliced and sliced and sliced again and each slice is a picture. The totality of these
slices is a movie. The eye has a limited ability to deal with movies by optical per-
sistence, an averaging of all pictures shown in about 1/10 second interval. Further,
the eye can follow a moving object and perform the same averaging. I have learned,
however, that the eye really cannot follow two objects at two different speeds and
average them both over time. Now think of the third dimension in Figure9.14. It is
the dimension that I summed over to make the figure. It is the 1◦ range bin. If we
were viewing the many earthquakes in each bin, we would no longer be able to see
the out-of-plane information which is the in-plane information in Figure9.14.

To view genuinely 3-D information we must see a movie, or we must compress
the 3-D to 2-D. There are only a small number of ways to compress 3-D to 2-
D. One is to select planes from the volume. One is to sum the volume over one



of its axes, and the other is a compromise, a filtering over the axis we wish to
abandon before subsampling on it. That filtering is a local smoothing. If the local
smoothing has motion (out of plane dip) of various velocities (various dips), then
the desired process of smoothing the out of plane direction is what we did in the
in-plane direction in Figure9.14. But Figure9.14 amounts to more than that. It
amounts to a kind of simultaneous smoothing in thetwo most coherent directions
whereas in 3-D your eye can smooth in onlyonedirection when you turn your head
along with the motion.

If the purpose of data processing is to collapse 3-D data volumes to 2-D where
they are comprehensible to the human eye, then perhaps data-slope adaptive,
low-pass filtering in the out-of-plane direction is the best process we can invent.

My purpose in filtering the earthquake stacks is to form a guiding “pilot trace”
to the analysis of the traceswithin the bin. Within each bin, each trace needs small
time shifts and perhaps a small temporal filter to best compensate it to . . . to what?
to the pilot trace, which in these figures was simply a stack of traces in the bin. Now
that we have filtered in the range direction, however, the next stack can be made
with a better quality pilot.



9.5. SPACE-VARIABLE DECONVOLUTION
Filters sometimes change with time and space. We sometimes observe signals
whose spectrum changes with position. A filter that changes with position is called
nonstationary. We need an extension of our usual convolution operatorhconest

/prog:hconest. Conceptually, little needs to be changed besides changingaa(ia)

to aa(ia,iy) . But there is a practical problem. Fomel and I have made the decision
to clutter up the code somewhat to save a great deal of memory. This should be
important to people interested in solving multidimensional problems with big data
sets.

Normally, the number of filter coefficients is many fewer than the number of
data points, but here we have very many more. Indeed, there arena times more.
Variable filters requirena times more memory than the data itself. To make the
nonstationary helix code more practical, we now require the filters to be constant
in patches. The data type for nonstationary filters (which are constant in patches)
is introduced in modulenhelix , which is a simple modification of modulehelix

/prog:helix. nhelix What is new is the integer valued vectorpch(nd) the size
of the one-dimensional (helix) output data space. Every filter output point is to
be assigned to a patch. All filters of a given patch number will be the same filter.



module nhelix { # Define nonstationary filter type
use helix
type nfilter { # nd is data length.

logical, dimension(:), pointer :: mis # (nd) boundary conditions
integer, dimension(:), pointer :: pch # (nd) patches
type( filter), dimension(:), pointer :: hlx # (np) filters

}
contains

subroutine nallocate( aa, nh, pch) { # allocate a filter
type( nfilter) :: aa
integer, dimension(:), intent( in) :: nh, pch
integer :: ip, np, nd
np = size( nh); allocate( aa%hlx( np))
do ip = 1, np

call allocatehelix( aa%hlx( ip), nh( ip))
nd = size( pch); allocate( aa%pch( nd))
aa%pch = pch
nullify( aa%mis) # set null pointer for mis.

}
subroutine ndeallocate( aa) { # destroy a filter

type( nfilter) :: aa
integer :: ip
do ip = 1, size( aa%hlx)

call deallocatehelix( aa%hlx( ip))
deallocate( aa%hlx, aa%pch)
if( associated( aa%mis)) # if logicals were allocated

deallocate( aa%mis) # free them
}

}

Back



module createnhelixmod { # Create non-stationary helix filter lags and mis
use createhelixmod
use nhelix
use nbound
contains

function createnhelix( nd, center, gap, na, pch) result (nsaa) {
type( nfilter) :: nsaa # needed by nhelicon
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: nd, na # data and filter axes
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: center # normally (na1/2,na2/2,...,1)
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: gap # normally ( 0, 0, 0,...,0)
integer, dimension(:), intent(in) :: pch # (prod(nd)) patching
type( filter) :: aa
integer :: n123, np, ip
integer, dimension(:), allocatable :: nh
aa = createhelix( nd, center, gap, na)
n123 = product( nd); np = maxval(pch)
allocate (nh (np)); nh = size (aa%lag)
call nallocate( nsaa, nh, pch)
do ip = 1, np

nsaa%hlx( ip)%lag = aa%lag
call deallocatehelix (aa)
call nboundn(1, nd, na, nsaa)
}

}

Back



Nonstationary helixes are created withcreatenhelixmod , which is a simple mod-
ification of modulecreatehelixmod /prog:createhelixmod. createnhelixmod
Notice that the user must define thepch(product(nd)) vector before creating a

nonstationary helix. For a simple 1-D time-variable filter, presumablypch would be
something like (1,1,2,2,3,3,· · · ). For multidimensional patching we need to think
a little more.

Finally, we are ready for the convolution operator. The operatornhconest

/prog:nhconestallows for a different filter in each patch. nhconest A filter
outputy(iy) has its filter from the patchip=aa%pch(iy) . The linet=a(ip,:) ex-
tracts the filter for theip th patch. If you are confused (as I am) about the difference
betweenaa anda, maybe now is the time to have a look at beyond Loptran to the
Fortran version.2

Because of the massive increase in the number of filter coefficients, allowing
these many filters takes us from overdetermined to very undetermined. We can
estimate all these filter coefficients by the usual deconvolution fitting goal (6.18)

0 ≈ r = YKa + r0 (9.21)

2 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/sep/prof/gee/Lib/



module nhconest { # Nonstationary convolution, adjoint is the filter.
use nhelix

real, dimension(:), pointer :: x
type( nfilter) :: aa
integer :: nhmax
integer, private :: np

#% _init( x, aa, nhmax)
np = size( aa%hlx)

#% _lop( a( nhmax, np), y(:))
integer :: ia, ix, iy, ip
integer, dimension(:), pointer :: lag
do iy = 1, size( y) { if( aa%mis( iy)) cycle

ip = aa%pch( iy); lag => aa%hlx( ip)%lag
do ia = 1, size( lag) {

ix = iy - lag( ia); if( ix < 1) cycle
if( adj) a( ia, ip) += y( iy) * x( ix)
else y( iy) += a( ia, ip) * x( ix)

}
}

}

Back



but we need to supplement it with some damping goals, say

0 ≈ YKa + r0
0 ≈ ε Ra (9.22)

whereR is a roughening operator to be chosen.
Experience with missing data in Chapter3 shows that when the roughening

operatorR is a differential operator, the number of iterations can be large. We can
speed the calculation immensely by “preconditioning”. Define a new variablem by
a= R−1m and insert it into (9.22) to get the equivalent preconditioned system of
goals.

0 ≈ YKR−1m (9.23)

0 ≈ ε m (9.24)

The fitting (9.23) uses the operatorYKR−1. For Y we can use subroutine
nhconest() /prog:nhconest; for the smoothing operatorR−1 we can use nonsta-

tionary polynomial division with operatornpolydiv() : npolydiv Now we have
all the pieces we need. As we previously estimated stationary filters with the mod-
ule pef /prog:pef, now we can estimate nonstationary PEFs with the modulenpef



module npolydiv { # Helix polynomial division
use nhelix
integer :: nd
type( nfilter) :: aa
real, dimension (nd), allocatable :: tt
#% _init ( nd, aa)
#% _lop ( xx, yy)
integer :: ia, ix, iy, ip
integer, dimension(:), pointer :: lag
real, dimension(:), pointer :: flt
tt = 0.
if( adj) {

tt = yy
do iy= nd, 1, -1 { ip = aa%pch( iy)

lag => aa%hlx( ip)%lag; flt => aa%hlx( ip)%flt
do ia = 1, size( lag) {

ix = iy - lag( ia); if( ix < 1) cycle
tt( ix) -= flt( ia) * tt( iy)
}

}
xx += tt

} else {
tt = xx
do iy= 1, nd { ip = aa%pch( iy)

lag => aa%hlx( ip)%lag; flt => aa%hlx( ip)%flt
do ia = 1, size( lag) {

ix = iy - lag( ia); if( ix < 1) cycle
tt( iy) -= flt( ia) * tt( ix)
}

}
yy += tt
}

}

Back



module npef { # Estimate non-stationary PEF
use nhconest
use npolydiv2
use cgstep_mod
use solver_mod

contains
subroutine find_pef( dd, aa, rr, niter, eps, nh) {

integer, intent( in) :: niter, nh # number of iterations
real, intent( in) :: eps # epsilon
type( nfilter) :: aa # estimated PEF output.
type( nfilter), intent( in) :: rr # roughening filter.
real, dimension(:), pointer :: dd # input data
integer :: ip, ih, np, nr # filter lengths
real, dimension (:), allocatable :: flt # np*na filter coefs
np = size( aa%hlx) # data length
nr = np*nh
allocate( flt( nr))
call nhconest_init( dd, aa, nh)
call npolydiv2_init( nr, rr)
call solver_prec( nhconest_lop, cgstep, x= flt, dat= -dd, niter= niter,

prec= npolydiv2_lop, nprec= nr, eps= eps)
call cgstep_close()
call npolydiv2_close()
call nhconest_close()
do ip = 1, np

do ih = 1, size( aa%hlx(ip)%lag)
aa%hlx( ip)%flt( ih) = flt( (ip-1)*nh + ih)

deallocate( flt)
}

}

Back



/prog:npef. The steps are hardly any different.npef Near the end of module
npef is a filter reshape from a 1-D array to a 2-D array. If you find it trouble-
some thatnhconest /prog:nhconestwas using the filter during the optimization
as already multidimensional, perhaps again, it is time to examine the Fortran code.
The answer is that there has been a conversion back and forth partially hidden by
Loptran.

Figure9.15shows a synthetic data example using these programs. As we hope
for deconvolution, events are compressed. The compression is fairly good, even
though each event has a different spectrum. What is especially pleasing is that sat-
isfactory results are obtained in truly small numbers of iterations (about three). The
example is for two free filter coefficients (1,a1,a2) per output point. The roughening
operatorR was taken to be (1,−2,1) which was factored into causal and anticausal
finite difference.

I hope also to find a test case with field data, but experience in seismology is
that spectral changes are slow, which implies unexciting results. Many interesting
examples should exist in two- and three-dimensional filtering, however, because
reflector dip is always changing and that changes thespatialspectrum.

In multidimensional space, the smoothing filterR−1 can be chosen with inter-



Figure 9.15: Time variable deconvolution with two free filter coefficients and a gap
of 6. pch-tvdecon90[ER]



esting directional properties. Sergey, Bob, Sean and I have joked about this code
being the “double helix” program because there are two multidimensional helixes in
it, one the smoothing filter, the other the deconvolution filter. Unlike the biological
helixes, however, these two helixes do not seem to form a symmetrical pair.

EXERCISES:
1 Is nhconest /prog:nhconestthe inverse operator tonpolydiv /prog:npolydiv?

Do they commute?

2 Sketch the matrix corresponding to operatornhconest /prog:nhconest. HINTS:
Do not try to write all the matrix elements. Instead draw short lines to indicate
rows or columns. As a “warm up” consider a simpler case where one filter
is used on the first half of the data and another filter for the other half. Then
upgrade that solution from two to about ten filters.
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Chapter 10

Plane waves in three dimensions

In this chapter we seek a deeper understanding of plane waves inthreedimensions,
where the examples and theory typically refer to functions of timet and two space
coordinates (x, y), or to 3-D migration images where thet coordinate is depth or

661



traveltime depth. As in Chapter9, we need to decompose data volumes into sub-
cubes, shown in Figure10.1.

Figure 10.1: Left is space of
inputs and outputs. Right is
their separation during analysis.
lmn-rayab3D[NR]

In this chapter we will see that the wave model implies the 3-D whitener is
not a cube filter but two planar filters. The wave model allows us to determine the
scale factor of a signal, even where signals fluctuate in strength because of interfer-
ence. Finally, we examine the local-monoplane concept that uses the superposition
principle to distinguish a sedimentary model cube from a data cube.



10.1. THE LEVELER: A VOLUME OR TWO PLANES?
In twodimensions, levelers were taken to be PEFs, small rectangular planes of num-
bers in which the time axis included enough points to include reasonable stepouts
were included and the space axis contained one level plus another space level, for
each plane-wave slope supposed to be present.

We saw that a whitening filter inthreedimensions is a small volume with shape
defined by subroutinecreatehelix() . It might seem natural that the number of
points on thex- and y-axes be related to the number of plane waves present. In-
stead, I assert that if the volume contains plane waves, we don’t want avolumefilter
to whiten it; we can use apair of planar filters to do so and the order of those fil-
ters is the number of planes thought to be simultaneously present. I have no firm
mathematical proofs, but I offer you some interesting discussions, examples, and
computer tools for you to experiment with. It seems that some applications call
for the volume filter while others call for the two planes. Because two planes of
numbers generally contain many fewer adjustable values than a volume, statistical-
estimation reasons also favor the planes.



What is the lowest-order filter that, when applied to a volume, will destroy one
and only one slope of plane wave?

First we seek the answer to the question, “What is the lowest order filter that
will destroy one and only one plane?” To begin with, we consider that plane to be
horizontal so the volume of numbers isf (t ,x, y) = b(t) whereb(t) is an arbitrary
function of time. One filter that has zero-valued output (destroys the plane) is∂x ≡

∂/∂x. Another is the operator∂y ≡ ∂/∂y. Still another is the Laplacian operator
which is∂xx+ ∂yy≡ ∂2/∂x2

+ ∂2/∂y2.
The problem with∂/∂x is that although it destroys the required plane, it also

destroysf (t ,x, y)= a(t , y) wherea(t , y) is anarbitrary function of (t , y) such as a
cylinder with axis parallel to thex-axis. The operator∂/∂y has the same problem
but with the axes rotated. The Laplacian operator not only destroys our desired
plane, but it also destroys the well known nonplanar functioneax cos(ay), which is
just one example of the many other interesting shapes that constitute solutions to
Laplace’s equation.

I remind you of a basic fact: When we set up the fitting goal0 ≈ Af , the
quadratic form minimized isf′A′Af , which by differentiation with respect tof′ gives



us (in a constraint-free region)A′Af = 0. So, minimizing the volume integral (actu-
ally the sum) of the squares of the components of the gradient implies that Laplace’s
equation is satisfied.

In any volume, the lowest-order filter that will destroy level planes and no other
wave slope is a filter that has one input andtwo outputs. That filter is the gradient,
(∂/∂x,∂/∂y). Both outputs vanish if and only if the plane has the proper horizontal
orientation. Other objects and functions are not extinguished (except for the non-
wave-like function f (t ,x, y) = const). It is annoying that we must deal withtwo
outputs and that will be the topic of further discussion.

A wavefield of tilted parallel planes isf (t ,x, y) = g(τ − pxx− pyy), where
g() is an arbitrary one-dimensional function. The operator that destroys these tilted
planes is the two-component operator (∂x+ px∂t , ∂y+ py∂t ).



The operator that destroys a family of dipping planes

f (t ,x, y) = g(τ − pxx− pyy)

is  ∂
∂x + px

∂
∂t

∂
∂y + py

∂
∂t



10.1.1. PEFs overcome spatial aliasing of difference opera-
tors

The problem I found with finite-difference representations of differential operators
is that they are susceptible to spatial aliasing. Even before they encounter spatial
aliasing, they are susceptible to accuracy problems known in finite-difference wave
propagation as “frequency dispersion.” The aliasing problem can be avoided by the



use of spatial prediction operators such as

· a
· b
1 c
· d
· e

(10.1)

where the vertical axis is time; the horizontal axis is space; and the “·”s are zeros.
Another possibility is the 2-D whitening filter

f a
g b
1 c
· d
· e

(10.2)

Imagine all the coefficients vanished butd=−1 and the given 1. Such filters would
annihilate the appropriately sloping plane wave. Slopes that are not exact integers
are also approximately extinguishable, because the adjustable filter coefficients can
interpolate in time. Filters like (10.2) do the operation∂x+ px∂t , which is a com-



ponent of the gradient in the plane of the wavefront,and they include a temporal
deconvolution aspect and a spatial coherency aspect. My experience shows that the
operators (10.1) and (10.2) behave significantly differently in practice, and I am not
prepared to fully explain the difference, but it seems to be similar to the gapping of
one-dimensional filters.

You might find it alarming that your teacher is not fully prepared to explain the
difference between a volume and two planes, but please remember that we are talk-
ing about the factorization of the volumetric spectrum. Spectral matrices are well
known to have structure, but books on theory typically handle them as simplyλI .
Anyway, wherever you see anA in a three-dimensional context, you may wonder
whether it should be interpreted as a cubic filter that takes one volume to another, or
as two planar filters that take one volume to two volumes as shown in Figure10.2.

10.1.2. My view of the world
I start from the idea that the four-dimensional world (t ,x, y,z) is filled with expand-
ing spherical waves and with quasispherical waves that result from reflection from
quasiplanar objects and refraction through quasihomogeneous materials. We rarely,



Figure 10.2: An inline 2-D
PEF and a crossline 2-D PEF
both applied throughout the vol-
ume. To find each filter, mini-
mize each output power indepen-
dently. lmn-rayab3Doper[NR]



if ever see in an observational data cube, an entire expanding spherical wave, but
we normally have a two- or three-dimensional slice with some wavefront curvature.
We analyze data subcubes that I call bricks. In any brick we see only local patches
of apparent plane waves. I call them platelets. From the microview of this brick,
the platelets come from the “great random-point-generator in the sky,” which then
somehow convolves the random points with a platelike impulse response. If we
could deconvolve these platelets back to their random source points, there would be
nothing left inside the brick because the energy would have gone outside. We would
have destroyed the energy inside the brick. If the platelets were coin shaped, then
the gradient magnitude would convert each coin to its circular rim. The plate sizes
and shapes are all different and they damp with distance from their centers, as do
Gaussian beams. If we observedrays instead of wavefront platelets then we might
think of the world as being filled with noodles, and then. . . .

How is it possible that in a small brick we can do something realistic about
deconvolving a spheroidal impulse response that is much bigger than the brick? The
same way as in one dimension, where in a small time interval we can estimate the
correct deconvolution filter of a long resonant signal. A three-point filter destroys a
sinusoid.



The inverse filter to the expanding spherical wave might be a huge cube. Good
approximations to this inverse at the brick level might be two small planes. Their
time extent would be chosen to encompass the slowest waves, and their spatial ex-
tent could be two or three points, representing the idea that normally we can listen
to only one person at a time, occasionally we can listen to two, and we can never
listen to three people talking at the same time.

10.2. WAVE INTERFERENCE AND TRACE SCAL-
ING

Although neighboring seismometers tend to show equal powers, the energy on one
seismometer can differ greatly from that of a neighbor for both theoretical reasons
and practical ones. Should a trace ever be rescaled to give it the same energy as
its neighbors? Here we review the strong theoretical arguments against rescaling.
In practice, however, especially on land where coupling is irregular, scaling seems
a necessity. The question is, what can go wrong if we scale traces to have equal
energy, and more basically, where the proper scale factor cannot be recorded, what



should we do to get the best scale factor? A related question is how to make good
measurements of amplitude versus offset. To understand these issues we review the
fundamentals of wave interference.

Theoretically, a scale-factor problem arises becauselocally, wavefields, not en-
ergies, add. Nodes on standing waves are familiar from theory, but they could give
you the wrong idea that the concept of node is one that applies only with sinu-
soids. Actually, destructive interference arises anytime a polarity-reversed wave-
form bounces back and crosses itself. Figure10.3 shows two waves of opposite
polarity crossing each other. Observe that one seismogram has a zero-valued sig-
nal, while its neighbors have anomalously higher amplitudes and higher energies
than are found far away from the interference. The situation shown in Figure10.3
does not occur easily in nature. Reflection naturally comes to mind, but usually
the reflected wave crosses the incident wave at a later time and then they don’t
extinguish. Approximate extinguishing occurs rather easily when waves are quasi-
monochromatic. We will soon see, however, that methodologies for finding scales
all begin with deconvolution and that eliminates the monochromatic waves.



Figure 10.3: Superposition of
plane waves of opposite polarity.
lmn-super90[ER]



10.2.1. Computing the proper scale factor for a seismogram
With data like Figure10.3, rescaling traces to have equal energy would obviously
be wrong. The question is, “How can we determine the proper scale factor?” As
we have seen, a superposition of N plane waves exactly satisfies an N-th order (in
x) difference equation. Given a 2-D wave field, we can find its PEF by minimizing
output power. Then we ask the question, could rescaling the traces give a lower
output power? To answer this, we set up an optimization goal: Given the leveler (be
it a cubic PEF or two planar ones), find the best trace scales. (After solving this,
we could return to re-estimate the leveler, and iterate.) To solve for the scales, we
need a subroutine that scales traces and the only tricky part is that the adjoint should
bring us back to the space of scale factors. This is done byscaletrace scaletrace
Notice that to estimate scales, the adjoint forms an inner product of the raw data on
the previously scaled data. Let the operator implemented byscaletrace be denoted
by D, which is mnemonic for “data” and for “diagonal matrix,” and let the vector of
scale factors be denoted bysand the leveler byA. Now we consider the fitting goal
0≈ADs. The trouble with this fitting goal is that the solution is obviouslys= 0. To
avoid the trivial solutions= 0, we can choose from a variety of supplemental fitting
goals. One possibility is that for thei -th scale factor we could add the fitting goal



module scaletrace {
integer, private :: n1, n2
real, dimension( :, :), pointer :: data
#% _init( data)
n1 = size( data, 1)
n2 = size( data, 2)
#% _lop( scale( n2), sdata( n1, n2))
integer i1,i2
do i2= 1, n2
do i1= 1, n1

if( adj)
scale( i2) += sdata(i1,i2) * data(i1,i2)

else
sdata(i1,i2) += scale( i2) * data(i1,i2)

}

Back



si ≈ 1. Another possibility, perhaps better if some of the signals have the opposite
of the correct polarity, is that the sum of the scales should be approximately unity.
I regret that time has not yet allowed me to identify some interesting examples and
work them through.

10.3. LOCAL MONOPLANE ANNIHILATOR
LOMOPLAN (LOcal MOno PLane ANnihilator) is a data-adaptive filter that extin-
guishes a local monoplane, but cannot extinguish a superposition of several planes.
We presume an ideal sedimentary model as made of (possibly curved) parallel lay-
ers. Because of the superposition principle, data can be a superposition of several
plane waves, but the ideal model should consist locally of only a single plane. Thus,
LOMOPLAN extinguishes an ideal model, but not typical data. I conceived of LO-
MOPLAN as the “ultimate” optimization criterion for inversion problems in reflec-
tion seismology (1992b) but it has not yet demonstrated that it can attain that lofty
goal. Instead, however, working in two dimensions, it is useful in data interpretation
and in data quality inspection.

The main way we estimate parameters in reflection seismology is that we max-



imize the coherence of theoretically redundant measurements. Thus, to estimate
velocity and statics shifts, we maximize something like the power in the stacked
data. Here I propose another optimization criterion for estimating model parame-
ters and missing data. An interpreter looking at a migrated section containing two
dips in the same place suspects wave superposition more likely than bedding tex-
ture superposition. To minimize the presence of multiple dipping events in the same
place, we should use the mono plane annihilator (MOPLAN) filter as the weight-
ing operator for any fitting goal. Because the filter is intended for use on images
or migrated data, not on data directly, I call it aplaneannihilator, not aplanewave
annihilator. (A time-migration or merely a stack, however, might qualify as an im-
age.) We should avoid using the word “wavefront” because waves readily satisfy
the superposition principle, whereas images do not, and it is this aspect of images
that I advocate and formulate as “prior information.”

An example of a MOPLAN in two dimensions, (∂x + px∂τ ), is explored in
Chapter 4 of PVI (Claerbout, 1992a), where the main goal is to estimate the (τ ,x)-
variation ofpx. Another family of MOPLANs arise from multidimensional prediction-
error filtering described earlier in this book and in PVI, Chapter 8.

Here I hypothesize that a MOPLAN may be a valuable weighting function for



many estimation problems in seismology. Perhaps we can estimate statics, interval
velocity, and missing data if we use the principle of minimizing the power out of a
LOcal MOno PLane ANnihilator (LOMOPLAN) on a migrated section. Thus, those
embarrassing semicircles that we have seen for years on our migrated sections may
hold one of the keys for unlocking the secrets of statics and lateral velocity variation.
I do not claim that this concept is as powerful as our traditional methods. I merely
claim that we have not yet exploited this concept in a systematic way and that it
might prove useful where traditional methods break.

For an image model of nonoverlapping curved planes, a suitable choice of
weighting function for fitting problems is the local filter that destroys the best
fitting local plane.

10.3.1. Mono-plane deconvolution
The coefficients of a 2-D monoplane annihilator filter are defined to be the same as
those of a 2-D PEF of spatial order unity; in other words, those defined by either
(10.1) or (10.2). The filter can be lengthened in time but not in space. The choice



of exactly two columns is a choice to have an analytic form that can exactly destroy
a single plane, but cannot destroy two. Applied to two signals that are statistically
independent, the filter (10.2) reduces to the well-known prediction-error filter in the
left column and zeros in the right column. If the filter coefficients were extended
in both directions ont and to the right onx, the two-dimensional spectrum of the
input would be flattened.

10.3.2. Monoplanes in local windows
The earth dip changes rapidly with location. In a small region there is a local dip
and dip bandwidth that determines the best LOMOPLAN (LOcal MOPLAN). To
see how to cope with the edge effects of filtering in a small region, and to see how
to patch together these small regions, recall subroutinepatchn() /prog:patchand
the weighting subroutines that work with it.

Figure10.4shows a synthetic model that illustrates local variation in bedding.
Notice dipping bedding, curved bedding, unconformity between them, and a fault
in the curved bedding. Also, notice that the image has its amplitude tapered to zero
on the left and right sides. After local monoplane annihilation (LOMOPLAN), the



continuous bedding is essentially gone. The fault and unconformity remain.

The local spatial prediction-error filters contain the essence of a factored form
of the inverse spectrum of the model.

Because the plane waves are local, the illustrations were made with modulelopef

/prog:lopef.

10.3.3. Crossing dips
Figure10.5deserves careful study. The input frame is dipping events with ampli-
tudes slowly changing as they cross the frame. The dip of the events is not commen-
surate with the mesh, so we use linear interpolation that accounts for the irregularity
along an event. The output panel tends to be small where there is only a single dip
present. Where two dips cross, they tend to be equal in magnitude. Studying the
output more carefully, we notice that of the two dips, the one that is strongest on
the input becomes irregular and noisy on the output, whereas the other dip tends to
remain phase-coherent.

I could rebuild Figure10.5to do a better job of suppressing monodip areas if I



Figure 10.4: Left is a synthetic reflectivity model. Right is the result of local
monoplane annihilation.lmn-sigmoid090[ER]



Figure 10.5: Conflicting dips before and after application of a local monoplane
annihilator. Press button for movie. The movie sequence is: 1: data, 2: data af-
ter LOMOPLAN, 3: like previous but windows not overlapping, 4: predicted data
lmn-conflict90 [ER]



passed the image through a lowpass filter, and then designed a gapped deconvolution
operator. Instead, I preferred to show you high-frequency noise in the place of an
attenuated wavefront.

The residual of prediction-error deconvolution tends to have a white spectrum
in time. This aspect of deconvolution is somewhat irritating and in practice it re-
quires us to postfilter for display, to regain continuity of signals. As is well known
(PVI, for example), an alternative to postfiltering is to put a gap in the filter. A
gapped filter should work with 2-D filters too, but it is too early to describe how
experimenters will ultimately choose to arrange gaps, if any, in 2-D filters. There
are some interesting possibilities. (Inserting a gap also reduces the required number
of CD iterations.)

10.3.4. Tests of 2-D LOMOPLAN on field data
Although the LOMOPLAN concept was developed for geophysicalmodels, not raw
data, initial experience showed that the LOMOPLAN program is effective for qual-
ity testing data and data interpretation.

Some field-data examples are in Figures10.6and10.7. These results are not



surprising. A dominant local plane is removed, and noise or the second-from-
strongest local plane is left. These data sets fit the local plane model so well that
subtracting the residual noise from the data made little improvement. These figures
are clearer on a video screen. To facilitate examination of the residual on Figure10.6
on paper (which has a lesser dynamic range than video), I recolored the white resid-
ual with a short triangle filter on the time axis. The residual in Figure10.7is large at
the dead trace and wherever the data contains crossing events. Also, closer exami-
nation showed that the strong residual trace near 1.1 km offset is apparently slightly
time-shifted, almost certainly a cable problem, perhaps resulting from a combina-
tion of the stepout and a few dead pickups. Overall, the local-plane residual shows
a low-frequency water-velocity wave seeming to originate from the ship.

10.4. GRADIENT ALONG THE BEDDING PLANE
The LOMOPLAN (LOcal MOnoPLane ANnihilator) filter in three dimensions is
a deconvolution filter that takes a volume in and produces two volumes out. The
x-output volume results from a first order prediction-error filter on thex-axis, and
the y-output volume is likewise on they-axis.



Figure 10.6: Data section from the Gulf of Mexico (left) and after LOMOPLAN
(right) Press button for movie.lmn-dgulf90 [ER]



Figure 10.7: Portion of Yilmaz and Cumro data set 27 (left) and after LOMOPLAN
(right). Press button for movie.lmn-yc2790 [ER]



Although I conceived of 2-D LOMOPLAN as the “ultimate” optimization cri-
terion for inversion problems in reflection seismology of sedimentary sections, it
turned out that it was more useful in data interpretation and in data-quality inspec-
tion. In this study, I sought to evaluate usefulness withthree-dimensional data such
as 3-D stacks or migrated volumes, or 2-D prestack data.

In experimenting with 3-D LOMOPLAN, I came upon a conceptual oversim-
plification, which although it is not precisely correct, gives a suitable feeling of the
meaning of the operator. Imagine that the earth was flat horizontal layers, except for
occasional faults. Then, to find the faults you might invoke the horizontal gradient
of the 3-D continuum of data. The horizontal components of gradient vanish except
at a fault, where their relative magnitudes tell you the orientation of the fault. In-
stead of using the gradient vector, you could use prediction-error filters of first order
(two components) alongx andy directions. 3-D LOMOPLAN is like this, but the
flat horizontal bedding may be dipping or curved. No output is produced (ideally)
except at faults. The 3-D LOMOPLAN is like the gradientalong the plane of the
bedding. It is nonzero where the bedding has an intrinsic change.

LOMOPLAN flags the bedding where there is an intrinsic change.



10.4.1. Definition of LOMOPLAN in 3-D
Three-dimensional LOMOPLAN is somewhat like multiple passes of two-dimensional
LOMOPLAN; i.e., we first LOMOPLAN the (t ,x)-plane for eachy, and then we
LOMOPLAN the (t , y)-plane for eachx. Actually, 3-D LOMOPLAN is a little
more complicated than this. Each LOMOPLAN filter is designed on all the data in
a small (t ,x, y) volume.

To put the LOcal in LOMOPLAN we use subcubes (bricks). Recall that we can
do 2-D LOMOPLAN with the prediction-error subroutinefind_lopef() /prog:lopef.
To do 3-D LOMOPLAN we need to make two calls to subroutinefind_lopef() ,
one for thex-axis in-line planar filters and one for they-axis crossline filters. That
is what I will try next time I install this book on a computer with a bigger memory.

10.4.2. The quarterdome 3-D synthetic (qdome)
Figure10.4used a model called “Sigmoid.” Using the same modeling concepts, I
set out to make a three-dimensional model. The model has horizontal layers near
the top, a Gaussian appearance in the middle, and dipping layers on the bottom, with
horizontal unconformities between the three regions. Figure10.8shows a vertical



slice through the 3-D “qdome” model and components of its LOMOPLAN. There
is also a fault that will be described later. The most interesting part of the qdome
model is the Gaussian center. I started from the equation of a Gaussian

z(x, y,t) = e−(x2
+y2)/t2

(10.3)

and backsolved fort

t(x, y,z) =

√
x2+ y2

− lnz
(10.4)

Then I used a random-number generator to make a blocky one-dimensional impedance
function of t . At each (x, y,z) location in the model I used the impedance at
time t(x, y,z), and finally defined reflectivity as the logarithmic derivative of the
impedance. Without careful interpolation (particularly where the beds pinch out) a
variety of curious artifacts appear. I hope to find time to use the experience of mak-
ing the qdome model to make a tutorial lesson on interpolation. A refinement to the
model is that within a certain subvolume the timet(x, y,z) is given a small additive
constant. This gives a fault along the edge of the subvolume. Ray Abma defined
the subvolume for me in the qdome model. The fault looks quite realistic, and it is



Figure 10.8: Left is a vertical slice through the 3-D “qdome” model. Center is the
in-line component of the LOMOPLAN. Right is the cross-line component of the
LOMOPLAN. lmn-qdomesico90[CR]



easy to make faults of any shape, though I wonder how they would relate to realistic
fault dynamics. Figure10.9shows a top view of the 3-D qdome model and compo-
nents of its LOMOPLAN. Notice that the cross-line spacing has been chosen to be
double the in-line spacing. Evidently a consequence of this, in both Figure10.8and
Figure10.9, is that the Gaussian dome is not so well suppressed on the crossline
cut as on the in-line cut. By comparison, notice that the horizontal bedding above
the dome is perfectly suppressed, whereas the dipping bedding below the dome is
imperfectly suppressed.

Finally, I became irritated at the need to look attwo output volumes. Because
I rarely if ever interpreted the polarity of the LOMOPLAN components, I formed
their sum of squares and show the single square root volume in Figure10.10.

10.5. 3-D SPECTRAL FACTORIZATION
Hi Sergey, Matt, and Sean, Here are my latest speculations, plans: The 3-D Lomo-
plan resembles a gradient, one field in, two or three out. Lomoplan times its adjoint
is like a generalized laplacian. Factorizing it yields a lomoplan generalization of the
helix derivative, i.e. a one-to-one operator with the same spectral charactoristic as



Figure 10.9: Left is a horizontal slice through the 3-D qdome model. Center is the
in-line component of the LOMOPLAN. Right is the cross-line component of the
LOMOPLAN. Press button for volume view.lmn-qdometoco90[CR]



Figure 10.10: Left is the model. Right is the magnitude of the LOMOPLAN
components in Figure10.9. Press button for volume view. lmn-qdometora90
[CR]



the original lomoplan. It will probably not come out to be a juxtaposition of planes,
will be more cube like. The advantage of being one-to-one is that it can be used as
a preconditioner. The application, naturally enough, is estimating things with a pre-
scribed dip spectrum. Things like missing data and velocities. Why use multiplanar
lomoplan estimates if they will then be converted by this complicated process into a
cube? Why not estimate the cube directly? Maybe to impose the “pancake" model
instead of the noodle model of covariance. Maybe to reduce the number of coeffi-
cients to estimate. I haven’t figured out yet how to convert this speculation into an
example leading to some figures. If you like the idea, feel free to beat me to it :)
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Chapter 11

Some research examples

SEP students and researchers have extended the work described in this book. A few
of their results are summarized here without the details and working codes.
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11.1. GULF OF MEXICO CUBE
David Lumley from Chevron gave James Rickett some nice 3-D data from the Gulf
of Mexico. There movie shows time slices at intervals of about 6ms. These slices are
about 18 feet apart. That is about 7,000 years of deposition in the Gulf of Mexico.
Altogether it is about a million years (about the age of the human species). Figure
11.1shows some nice time slices.



Figure 11.1: Some time slices show a salt dome, some river channels, a den-
dritic drainage canyon, and a fault. Press button for interactive “Rickmovie”.
rez-canyon[ER]





Chapter 12

SOFTWARE SUPPORT

“Ratfor" (RATional FORtran) is a dialect of Fortran that is more concise than raw
Fortran. Our present Ratfor “compiler,”ratfor90 , is a simple word-processing pro-
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gram (written1 in Perl and freely distributed) that inputs an attractive Fortran-like
dialect and outputs Fortran90. Mainly, the word-processor produces Fortran state-
ments likeend do , end if , end program and end module , from the Ratfor “}”.
Ratfor source is about 25-30% smaller than the equivalent Fortran, so it is equiva-
lently more readable.

Bare-bones Fortran is our most universal computer language for computational
physics. For general programming, however, it has been surpassed by C. Ratfor
is Fortran with C-like syntax. Ratfor was invented by the people2 who invented C.
After inventing C, they realized that they had made a mistake (too many semicolons)
and they fixed it in Ratfor, although it was too late for C. Otherwise, Ratfor uses C-
like syntax, the syntax that is also found in the popular languages C++ and Java.

At SEP we supplemented Ratfor77 by preprocessors to give Fortran77 the abil-
ity to allocate memory on the fly. These abilities are built into Fortran90 and are
seamlessly included in Ratfor90. To take advantage of Fortran90’s new features
while maintaining the concise coding style provided by Ratfor, we had to write a

1 The Ratfor90 preprocessor was written by my colleague, Bob Clapp.
2 Kernighan, B.W. and Plauger, P.J., 1976, Software Tools: Addison-Wesley.



new Ratfor preprocessor, Ratfor90, which produces Fortran90 rather than Fortran77
code.

You should be able to read Ratfor if you already know Fortran or any similar
computer language. Writing Ratfor is easy if you already know Fortran because
written Fortran is valid Ratfor. You can mix Ratfor and Fortran. The Ratfor proces-
sor is not a compiler but a simple word-processing program which passes Fortran
(which it does not understand) through unchanged. The Ratfor processor converts
the Ratfor dialect to Fortran. To maximize the amount of Ratfor, you will need to
know its rules. Here they are:

Statements on a line may be separated by “;”. Statements may be grouped to-
gether with braces { }. Do loops do not require statement numbers because { }
defines the range. Given thatif( ) is true, the statements in the following { } are
done.else{ } does what you expect. We maynot contractelse if to elseif . We
may omit the braces { } where they contain only one statement.break (equivalent
to the Fortran90exit ) causes premature termination of the enclosing { }.while(

) { } repeats the statements in { } while the condition ( ) is true. Ratfor recog-
nizesrepeat { ... } until( ) as a loop that tests at the bottom.next causes
skipping to the end of any loop and a retrial of the test condition.next (equivalent



to the Fortran90cycle statement) is rarely used, and the Ratfor90 coder may write
eithernext or cycle . Here we encounter an inconsistency between Fortran and C-
language. Where Ratfor usesnext , the C-language usescontinue (which in Ratfor
and Fortran is merely a place holder for labels). The Fortran relational operators
.gt. , .ge. , .ne. , etc. may be written>, >=, !=, etc. The logical operators.and.

and .or. may be written && and||. Anything from a # to the end of the line is
a comment. A line may be continued in Ratfor by ending it with the underscore
charactor “_” (like Fortran90’s &).

Indentation in Ratfor is used for readability. It is not part of the Ratfor language.
Choose your own style. I have overcondensed. There are two pitfalls associated
with indentation. The beginner’s pitfall is to assume that ado loop ends where the
indentation ends. The loop actually ends after the first statement. A larger scope
for thedo loop is made by enclosing multiple statements in braces. The other pitfall
arises in any construction likeif() ... if() ... else . The else goes with
the lastif() regardless of indentation. If you want theelse with the earlierif() ,
you must use braces likeif() { if() ... } else ... . Ratfor also recognizes
the looping statement used in C, C++, and Java. It isfor( initialize; condition;
reinitialize) { } .



12.0.1. Changes and backward compatibility
We were forced to make one change to Ratfor90 because of new things in Fortran90.
Ratfor77 allows & and| for the logical operators && and||. While attractive, it is
not part of the C family of languages and we had to drop it because Fortran90 adopts
& for line continuation.

Because we are not compiler writers, we dropped a rarely used feature of Rat-
for77 that was not easy for us to implement and is ugly anyway: Ratfor77 recognizes
break 2 which escapes from {{ }}.

Changing all the code that generated illustrations for four textbooks (of various
ages) also turned up a few more issues: Fortran90 uses the wordsscale andmatmul

as intrinsics. Old Fortran77 programs using those words as variable names must be
changed. Ratfor77 unwisely allowed variables of intrinsic (undeclared) types. We
no longer allow this. Ratfor90 forcesimplicit none .

New features in Ratfor90 are bracketed type, subroutine, function, and mod-
ule procedures. In some ways this a further step towards the C, C++, Java model.
It makes complicated modules, subroutines inside subroutines, and other advanced
features of Fortran90 easier to interpret. Ratfor90 has better error messages than
Ratfor77. Besides the use of stderr, a new file (ratfor_problem ) marks the diffi-



culty.

12.0.2. Examples
Below are simple Ratfor subroutines for erasing an array (zero() ); (null() ); for
copying one array to another (copy() ); for the signum functionsgn(x) = x/|x|
(signum() ); and (tcaf ), a program using fortran90 modules and overloading to
transient convolution.

12.0.3. Memory allocation in subroutines
For backward compatibility we allow the “temporary” memory allocation intro-
duced by our Ratfor77 processor for example:

temporary real*4 data(n1,n2,n3), convolution(j+k-1)

These declarations must follow other declarations and precede the executable state-
ments. Automatic arrays are supported in Fortran90. To allow full code compatibil-
ity, Ratfor90 simply translates this statement to

real*4 data(n1,n2,n3), convolution(j+k-1) .



12.0.4. The main program environment
Ratfor90 includes some traditional SEP local-memory-allocation and data-base-
I/O statements that are described below. It calls an essential seplib initialization
routineinitpar() , organizes the self-doc, and simplifies data-cube input. The basic
syntax for memory allocation isallocate: real x(n1,n2) . Ratfor90 translates
this syntax into a call to dynamically allocate aallocatable array. See the on-line
self-documentation or the manual pages for full details. Following is a complete
Ratfor program for a simple task:

# <in.H Scale scaleval=1. > out.H

#

# Copy input to output and scale by scaleval

# keyword generic scale

#%

integer n1, n2, n3, esize

from history: integer n1, n2, n3, esize

if (esize !=4) call erexit(’esize != 4’)

allocate: real x(n1,n2)

subroutine scaleit( n1,n2, x)



integer i1,i2, n1,n2

real x(n1,n2), scaleval

from par: real scaleval=1.

call hclose() # no more parameter handling.

call sreed(’in’, x, 4*n1*n2)

do i1=1,n1

do i2=1,n2

x(i1,i2) = x(i1,i2) * scaleval

call srite( ’out’, x, 4*n1*n2)

return; end

12.1. SERGEY’S MAIN PROGRAM DOCS
Many of the illustrations in this book are made with main programs that can be
reused (in the SEP environment) for other applications. Here is a summary of their
documentation.



12.1.1. Autocorr - compute autocorrelation for helix filters
Autocorr < filt.H > autocorr.HReads a helix filter. Outputs the positive lag of its autocorrelation (no space wasted).

from/to history integer n1 filter size
integer array lag comma-separated list of filter lags
real a0=1 zero-lag coefficient

Modules: helix.r90, autocorr.r90

12.1.2. Bin2 - nearest neighbor binning in 2-D
Bin2 < triplets.H > map.HBins (x,y,z) data triplets. Normalizes by bin fold.

from history integer n1, n2 n1is number of triplets,n2must be 3
from par integer n1, n2– map size

real o1, o2, d1, d2–
map dimensions

Modules: bin2.lop



12.1.3. Conv - convolve two helix filters
Conv < filt1.H other=filt2.H > conv.HOutputs the convolution of filt1 and filt2.

from/to history integer n1 filter size
integer array lag comma-separated list of filter lags

Modules: helix.r90, conv.r90

12.1.4. Decon - Deconvolution (N-dimensional)
Decon < data.H filt= predictive=0 > decon.HDeconvolution: predictive, Lomoplan, steep dip. Uses the helix and patching tech-
nology.

from history integer array n n1, n2, n3, etc
from par filename filt helix-type local PEF

logical predictive=0 predictive deconvolution
integer rect1(optional) smoothing on the first axis

from aux (filt) integer dim number of dimensions
integer array w patch size
integer array k number of windows



Modules: tent.r90, patching.r90, loconvol.r90, helix.r90 triangle.r90
See also:Lopef , Helicon

12.1.5. Devector - create one output filter from two input
filters

Devector < filt1.H other=filt2.H > filt.HUses Wilson’s factorization. filt = sqrt (filt1**2 + filt2**2)
from history and
from aux (other)

integer n1 number of filter coefficients

integer arra n2,n3,... number of filters
integer array lag helix filter lags

from par integer niter=20 number of WIlson’s iterations
integer n1 number of output filter coefficients
integer array lag output lags

Modules: wilson.r90, autocorr.r90, compress.r90



12.1.6. Helderiv - Helix derivative filter in 2-D
Helderiv < in.H helix=1 na=16 > out.HFactors the laplacian operator. Applies helix derivative. Loops over n3

from history integer n1, n2
from par logical helix=1 if 0, apply the gradient filter on the 1st axis

integer na=16 filter size (half the number of nonzero coeffi-
cients)

real eps=0.001 zero frequency shift on the laplacian

Modules: helicon.lop, helderiv.r90

12.1.7. Helicon - Helix convolution and deconvolution (N-
dimensional!)

Helicon < in.H filt= adj=0 div=0 > out.HApplies helix convolution (polynomial multiplication) or deconvolution (polyno-
mial division). One is the exact inverse of the other. Watch for helical boundary
conditions.



from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3, ...
from par filename filt helix filter file

integer adj=0 apply adjoint (backward) filtering
integer div=0 apply inverse recursive filtering (polynomial

division)
from aux (filt) integer array h helix grid (can beh1, h2, ...)

integer array lag=1,...,n1 comma separated list of filter lags
real a0=1 zero-lag filter coefficient

Modules: helicon.lop, polydiv.lop, regrid.r90, helix.r90

12.1.8. Helocut - Helix Lowcut filter in 2-D
Helocut < in.H helix=1 na=16 eps=0.1 > out.HApplies helix convolution with a low-cut factor, based on factoring the laplacian
filter. Also loops over n3.



from history integer n1, n2
from par logical helix=1 if 0, apply the gradient filter on the 1st axis

real eps sets the lowcut frequency
integer na=16 filter size (half the number of nonzero coeffi-

cients)

Modules: helicon.lop, helocut.r90

12.1.9. Hole - Punch ellipsoidal hole in 2-D data
Hole < data.H > hole.HHole’s dimensions and orientation are currently fixed

from history integer n1, n2

See also:Make

12.1.10. Igrad - take gradient on the first axis
Igrad < map.H > grad.HWorks on 2-D data, gradient is (1,-1) filter

from history integer n1, n2



Modules: igrad1.lop

12.1.11. LPad - Pad and interleave traces
LPad < small.H jump=2 mask= > large.HEach initial trace is followed byjumpzero traces, the same for planes.

from history integer n1, n2, n3
from par integer jump=2 how much to expand the axes

filename mask selector for known traces (same size as out-
put)

to history integer n2=n2*jump
(if n2 > 1),
n3=n3*jump (if
n3> 1)

See also:LPef

12.1.12. LPef - Find PEF on aliased traces
LPef < in.H jump=2 a= center=1 gap=0 > out.H



Finds a prediction-error filter, assuming missing traces
from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3, etc.
from par integer jump=2 how much to expand the axes

integer array a= PEF size
integer array center=1 PEF centering
integer array gap=0 PEF gapping

Modules: lace.r90, helix.r90, print.r90, compress.r90
See also:Pef

12.1.13. Lapfill2 - fill missing data by minimizing the Lapla-
cian

Lapfill2 < map.H > filled.HWorks on 2-D data only.
from history integer n1, n2
from par integer niter=200 number of CG iterations

Modules: lapfill.r90
See also:Miss , MSMiss



12.1.14. LoLPef - Find PEF on aliased traces (with patch-
ing)

LoLPef < in.H jump=2 a= center=1 gap=0 > out.HFinds a prediction-error filter, assuming missing traces
from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3, etc.
from par integer array w=20,20,6 patch size

integer array k (optional) number of windows
integer jump=2 how much to expand the axes
integer array a= PEF size
integer array center=1 PEF centering
integer array gap=0 PEF gapping

Modules: lolace.r90
See also:Pef



12.1.15. Lomiss - Missing data interpolation with a prescribed
helix filter

12.1.16. (in local patches)
Lomiss < in.H prec=1 niter=100 filt= [mask=] > interp.HFills missing data by mimimizing the data power after convolution. Works in any
number of dimensions!

from history integer n1, n2, n3
from par integer prec=1 use preconditioning for missing data interpo-

lation
integer niter=100 number of iterations
filename filt helix filter
filename mask(optional) selector for known data

from aux (sfilt,
nfilt)

integer dim number of dimensions

integer array w patch size
integer array k number of windows

Modules: lomis2.r90, helix.r90, tent.r90



12.1.17. Lopef - Local Prediction-Error Filter (1-D, 2-D, and
3-D)

Lopef < data.H dim=3 steepdip=0 > pef.HLocal prediction-error filters are estimated with the helix and patching technology.
Can also find filters for steep-dip deconvolution. Currently works in 1, 2, and 3
dimensions.



from history integer n1, n2, n3
real d1, d2, d3 (for

steep-dip decon)
from par integer dim=3 number of dimensions

integer array w=20,20,6 patch size
integer array a=5,2,1 filter size
integer array k (optional) number of windows
integer array gap=0,0,0 filter gap
integer array ctr (optional) filter centering
logical steepdip=0 steep-dip decon PEF
real vel=1.7 velocity for steep-dip decon
real tgap=0.03 time gap for steep-dip decon
filename mask(optional) data selector

Modules: bound.r90, steepdip.r90, shape.r90, lopef.r90, print.r90,
helix.r90
See also:Pef , Decon



12.1.18. Losignoi - Local signal and noise separation (N-
dimensional)

Losignoi < data.H sfilt= nfilt= eps= > sign.HSignal and noise separation by inversion (super-deconvolution). Uses the helix and
patching technologies.

from history integer array n n1, n2, n3< etc
from par filename sfilt, nfilt helix-type signal and noise local PEF

real eps the magic scaling parameter
integer niter=20 number of iterations

from aux (sfilt,
nfilt)

integer dim number of dimensions

integer array w patch size
integer array k number of windows

Modules: tent.r90, patching.r90, signoi.r90, helix.r90
See also:Decon , Lopef , Helicon



12.1.19. MSHelicon - Multi-scale Helix convolution (N-dimensional!)
Helicon < in.H filt= ns= jump= adj=0 > out.HApplies multiscale helix convolution.

from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3, ...
from par filename filt helix filter file

integer adj=0 apply adjoint (backward) filtering
integer ns number of scales
integer array jump=0 filter scales

from aux (filt) integer array h helix grid (can beh1, h2, ...)
integer array lag=1,...,n1 comma separated list of filter lags
real a0=1 zero-lag filter coefficient

Modules: mshelicon.lop, regrid.r90, mshelix.r90

12.1.20. MSMiss - Multiscale missing data interpolation (N-
dimensional)

MSMiss < in.H prec=1 niter=100 filt= [mask=] > interp.H



Fills missing data by mimimizing the data power after convolution.
from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3, ...
from aux (filt) integer ns number of scales

integer array jump comma separated list of scales, e.g. 1,2,4
from par integer prec=1 use preconditioning for missing data interpo-

lation
integer niter=100 number of iterations
filename filt helix filter
filename mask(optional) selector for known data

Modules: msmis2.r90, mshelix.r90, bound.r90

12.1.21. MSPef - Multi-scale PEF estimation
MSPef < in.H a= center= gap=0 ns= jump= [maskin=] [maskout=] > pef.HEstimates a multi-scale PEF. Works in N dimensions



from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3
from par integer array a= PEF size

integer niter=2*prod(a)
(optional)

number of PEF iterations

integer array center PEF centering
integer array gap=0 PEF gapping
integer ns number of scales
integer array jump comma separated list of scales, e.g. 1,2,4
filename maskin, maskout

(optional)
data selectors

Modules: mspef.r90, misinput.r90, mshelix.r90 createmshelixmod.r90,
print.r90
See also:MSMiss Pef

12.1.22. Make - generate simple 2-D synthetics with cross-
ing plane waves

Make n1=100 n2=14 n3=1 n=3 p=3 t1=4 t2=4 > synth.H



Plane waves have fixed slopes, but random amplitudes
from par integer n1=100, n2=14,

n3=1
data size

integer n=3 slope
integer p=3 power for generating random distribution
integer t1=3, t2=3 width of trinalge smoother on the two waves

Modules: triangle.lop, random.f90(for compatibility with Fortran-
77)
See also:Hole

12.1.23. Minphase - create minimum-phase filters
Minphase < filt.H niter=20 > minphase.HUses Wilson’s factorization. The phase information is lost.

from history integer n1 number of filter coefficients
integer array n2,n3,... number of filters
integer array lag helix filter lags

from par integer niter=20 number of WIlson’s iterations



Modules: wilson.r90, autocorr.r90

12.1.24. Miss - Missing data interpolation with a prescribed
helix filter

Miss < in.H prec=1 niter=100 padin=0 padout=0 filt= [mask=] > interp.HFills missing data by mimimizing the data power after convolution. Works in any
number of dimensions!

from history integer n1, n2, n3
from par integer prec=1 use preconditioning for missing data interpo-

lation
integer niter=100 number of iterations
integer padin=0 pad data beginning
integer padout=0 pad data end
filename filt helix filter
filename mask(optional) selector for known data

Modules: mis2.r90, bound.r90, helix.r90



12.1.25. NHelicon - Non-stationary helix convolution and
deconvolution

Helicon < in.H filt= adj=0 div=0 > out.HApplies helix convolution (polynomial multiplication) or deconvolution (polyno-
mial division). One is the exact inverse of the other. Watch for helical boundary
conditions.

from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3, ...
from par filename filt helix filter file

integer adj=0 apply adjoint (backward) filtering
integer div=0 apply inverse recursive filtering (polynomial

division)
from aux (filt) integer array h helix grid (can beh1, h2, ...)

integer array lag=1,...,n1 comma separated list of filter lags
real a0=1 zero-lag filter coefficient

Modules: nhelicon.lop, npolydiv.lop, nhelix.r90, helix.r90, regrid.r90



12.1.26. NPef - Estimate Non-stationary PEF in N dimen-
sions

Pef < data.H a= center=1 gap=0 [maskin=] [maskout=] > pef.HEstimates PEF by least squares, using helix convolution. Can ignore missing data
from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3, etc.
from par integer niter=100 number of iterations

real epsilon=0.01 regularization parameter
integer array a= filter size
integer array center=1 zero-lag position (filter centering)
integer array gap=0 filter gap
filename maskin, maskout

(optional)
data selectors

to history integer array lag comma separated list of filter lags

Modules: nhelix.r90, createnhelixmod.r90, nmisinput.r90, npef.r90,
See also:MSPef, Pef , NHelicon



12.1.27. Nozero - Read (x,y,z) data triples, throw out values
of z > thresh, transpose

Nozero < triplets.H thresh=-210 > transp.HThe program is tuned for the Sea of Galilee data set
from history integer n1, n2 n2is the number of triples,n1must equal 3

real thresh=-210 -
threshold (de-
fault is tuned for
Galilee)

to history integer n1, n2 n1 is the number of triples such that z<
thresh

n2=3

See also:Bin2

12.1.28. Parcel - Patching illustration
Parcel < in.H w= k= > out.H



Transforms data to patches and back without the weighting compenssation.
integer array w window size
integer array k number of windows in different directions

Modules: parcel.lop, cartesian.r90

12.1.29. Pef - Estimate PEF in N dimensions
Pef < data.H a= [center=] [gap=] [maskin=] [maskout=] > pef.HEstimates PEF by least squares, using helix convolution. Can ignore missing data



from history integer array n readsn1, n2, n3, etc.
from par integer array a= filter size

integer niter=2*prod(a)
(optional)

number of

PEF iterations
integer array center=a/2+1

(optional)
zero-lag position (filter centering)

integer array gap=0 (optional) filter gap
filename maskin, maskout

(optional)
data selectors

to history integer array lag comma separated list of filter lags

Modules: shape.r90, bound.r90, misinput.r90, pef.r90, compress.r90,
print.r90, helix.r90
See also:MSPef, Fillmiss , Helicon , Decon

12.1.30. Sigmoid - generate sigmoid reflectivity model
Sigmoid n1=400 n2=100 o1=0 d1=.004 o2=0 d2=.032 > synth.H



Sigmoid reflectivity model in 2-D: complex geological structure.
from par integer n1=400,n2=100 data size

integer large=5*n1 layering size
real o1=0, d1=0.004,

o2=0.,d2=0.032
grid spacing

Modules: random.f90(for compatibility with Fortran-77)
See also:Make

12.1.31. Signoi - Local signal and noise separation (N-dimensional)
Signoi < data.H sfilt= nfilt= epsilon= > sig+noi.HSignal and noise separation by optimization.

from history integer array n n1, n2, n3< etc
from par filename sfilt, nfilt helix-type signal and noise local PEF

real eps the magic scaling parameter
integer niter=20 number of iterations

Modules: signoi.r90, regrid.r90
See also:Losignoi , Pef



12.1.32. Tentwt - Tent weight for patching
Tentwt dim=2 n= w= windwt= >wallwt.HComputes the tent weight for patching.

from par integer dim=2 number of dimensions
integer array n data size (n1, n2, etc)
integer array w window size
integer array k (optional) number of windows in different directions
integer array a (optional) window offset
integer array center(optional) window centering

Modules: tent.r90, wallwt.r90

12.1.33. Vrms2int - convert RMS velocity to interval veloc-
ity

Vrms2int < vrms.H weight= vrms= niter= eps= > vint.HLeast-square inversion, preconditioned by integration.



from history integer n1, n2
from par integer niter number of iterations

real eps scaling for preconditioning
filename weight data weight for inversion
filename vrms predicted RMS velocity

Modules: vrms2int.r90

12.1.34. Wilson - Wilson’s factorization for helix filters
Wilson < filt.H niter=20 [n1= lag=] > minphase.HReads a helix autocorrelation (positive side of it). Outputs its minimum-phase fac-
tor.

from/to history integer n1 filter size
integer array lag comma-separated list of filter lags
real a0=1 zero-lag coefficient

from par integer niter=20 number of Newton’s iterations
integer n1 (optional) number of coefficients
integer array lag (optional) comma-separated list of filter lags

Modules: wilson.lop, helix.r90, compress.r90
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Chapter 13

Entrance examination

1. (10 minutes) Given is a residualr where

r = d0−m1b1−m2b2−m3b3
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The data isd0. The fitting functions are the column vectorsb1, b2, andb3,
and the model parameters are the scalarsm1, m2, andm3. Suppose thatm1
andm2 are already known. Derive a formula for findingm3 that minimizes
the residual length (squared)r · r .

2. (10 minutes) Below is a subroutine written in a mysterious dialect of Fortran.
Describe ALL the inputs required for this subroutine to multiply a vector
times thetransposeof a matrix.

# matrix multiply and its adjoint

#

subroutine matmult( adj, bb, x,nx, y,ny)

integer ix, iy, adj, nx, ny

real bb(ny,nx), x(nx), y(ny)

if( adj == 0 )

do iy= 1, ny

y(iy) = 0.

else

do ix= 1, nx



x(ix) = 0.

do ix= 1, nx {

do iy= 1, ny {

if( adj == 0 )

y(iy) = y(iy) + bb(iy,ix) * x(ix)

else

x(ix) = x(ix) + bb(iy,ix) * y(iy)

}}

return; end
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index,739
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155
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solver_irls , iteratively reweighted
optimization,512

solver_prc , Preconditioned solver,
351

solver_reg , generic solver with
regularization,242

solver_smp , simple solver,218
solver_tiny , tiny solver,143
tent , tent weights,613
triangle_smooth , 1D triangle smooth-
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modules,218
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mshconest operator module,589
mshelicon operator module,594
mshelix module,589
msmis2 module,594
mspef module,589
multiple reflection,399
multiplex,109

nearest-neighbor,151
nhconest operator module,651
nhelix module,648
NMO, 63
NMO stack,63, 148
noise bursts,181
nonlinear methods,180



nonlinear solver,182
norm,71
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normal moveout,63
npef module,656
npolydiv operator module,653
null space,130

operator,2
bin2 , push data into bin,33
hconest , helix convolution, ad-

joint is the filter,437
helderiv , helix-derivative filter,

317
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hypotenusei , inverse moveout,

67
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igrad1 , first difference,13

imospray , inverse NMO spray,
67

laplac2 , Laplacian in 2-D,228
leakint , leaky integral,44
lint1 , linear interp,38
lint2 , 2-D linear interpolation,

569
loconvol , local convolution,618
mask1, copy under mask,378
matmult , matrix multiply,8
mshconest , multiscale convolu-

tion, adjoint is the filter,589
mshelicon , multiscale convolu-

tion, adjoint is the input,594
nhconest , non-stationary convo-

lution, 651
npolydiv , non-stationary poly-

nomial division,653



patch , extract patches,601
polydiv1 , deconvolve,50
polydiv , helical deconvolution,

274
refine2 , refine 2-D mesh,569
scaletrace , trace scaling,674
signoi , signal and noise separa-

tion, 635
spraysum , sum and spray,40
tcaf1 , transient convolution,21
tcai1 , transient convolution,21
zpad1 , zero pad 1-D,28

operators,218
orthogonal,109

Paige and Saunders algorithm,186
partial derivative,110
patch operator module,601
patching module,609

pef module,446
pefest module,525
phase,161
phase unwrapping,161
plane-wave destructor,97
polydiv operator module,274
polydiv1 operator module,50
positive-definite,79
prediction-error filter,399
processing,3
pseudocode,6
puck2d module,103

quadratic form,110, 118
quadratic function,88
quantile module,504

random directions,126
refine2 operator module,569



regressions,116
regressor,109, 110
regrid module,333
residual,103, 118, 126
roughener

gradient,249
Laplacian,249

roughening,204

satellite orbit,161
scaletrace operator module,674
Sea of Galilee,235
selector,215
sign convention,125
signoi operator module,635
smallchain2 module,68
smoothing,56
soil, 103
solution time,123

solver_irls module,512
solver_prc module,351
solver_reg module,242
solver_smp module,218
solver_tiny module,143
space,68, 70
spatial alias,103
spraysum operator module,40
stack,63, 149, 151
statement of goals,116
steepest descent,126, 129, 133
Stiefel,185
summation operator,38
Symes,181

tcaf1 operator module,21
tcai1 operator module,21
template,128, 129, 139, 182
tent module,613



tomography,3
traveltime depth,63
trend,222
triangle smoothing,60
triangle_smooth module,63
truncation,26, 30, 76

unbox module,331
unwrap module,168

vector space,70
Vesuvius,161
vrms2int module,361

wavekill module,98
weighting function,71, 181
well, 222
wilson module,308

zero absolute temperature,122
zero divide,87
zero pad,26, 30
zero slope,61
zpad1 operator module,28
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